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PREFACE

These proceedings contain the technical papers and national reports
presented at the Third International Symposium on the North American
Vertical Datum, NAVD Symposium '85, held in Rockvllle, Maryland, April 21-

26, 1985. As the title Indicates there were two previous symposia. The
first was held at the Defense Mapping Agency's Inter American Geodetic
Survey Cartographic School, Fort Clayton, Canal Zone, January 15-18, 1979,

and the second in Ottawa, Canada, May 26-30, 1980.

NAVD Symposium '85 was sponsored by the International Association of
Geodesy and the United States Department of Commerce/National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration. In addition, 1t was supported by the
Department of Energy, Mines and Resources, Canada; Pan American Institute
of Geography and History; American Geophysical Union; and American Congress
on Surveying and Mapping. Their support 1s gratefully acknowledged.

The symposium addressed topics crucial to the success of the redefinition
of the North American Vertical Datum of 1988 (NAVD 88). It focused on
crustal motion modeling, vertical datum definition, systematic and random
errors 1n leveling, and new leveling techniques. More than 110 partici-
pants from 19 countries convened to discuss the problems confronting the
NAVD 88 project. Almost half of the attendees were from outside the United
States.

As convenor, I would like to extend my personal thanks to all of the
attendees for their participation, which resulted in a successful sympo-
sium. I am especially grateful to Doyle G. Frederick, associate director
of the U.S. Geological Survey, for his timely keynote address, and to
Rear Admiral John D. Bossier, director of NOS Charting and Geodetic
Services, who in an entertaining manner gave a serious after-dinner speech
on the new adjustment at the Thursday evening banquet. To the NAVD
Symposium '85 staff who assisted me in this endeavor—Eleanor Z. Andree,
Bernard H. Chovltz, John G. Gergen, Robert H. Hanson, Peggy Morrish,
Grace S. Sollers, and Gary M. Young— I express my appreciation.

David B. Zilkoski
Convenor
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STATUS OF VERTICAL CONTROL NETWORKS IN CANADA

David Boal, Rene Gareau, and Fred Young
Geodetic Survey Division
Surveys and Mapping Branch

Energy, Mines and Resources, Canada
615 Booth Street

Ottawa, Canada K1A 0E9

ABSTRACT. Work toward the redefinition of the North American
Vertical Datum (NAVD) began in Canada in 1977. A formal
agreement of cooperation between EMR and NOAA was signed in

1982. Data automation and relevelling are the major activities
at present. By the end of 1984, 3600 of 7000 field books had
been coded and keypunched. Relevelling has proceeded at a

rate of 4000 km per year since 1977 and this rate will increase
to 6000 km in 1985. Canada will contribute a basic post-1960
network of 56 000 km to the continental adjustment and later
add 60 000 km of densification work- which is of slightly
lower quality and of older vintage. Several provincial survey
agencies are contributing their data to the project.
A motorized levelling system has been developed to greatly
improve production. EMR is also contributing to the inter-
national effort managed by NGS to develop a rapid precision
levelling system. In-house research has been concentrated
on the modelling of systematic error effects and the imple-
mentation of automated data recording systems.

INTRODUCTION

Background

As was reported by (Lachapelle and Gareau 1980) , the Geodetic Survey Division of

the Surveys and Mapping Branch of EMR has been actively involved in the vertical
datum redefinition project in cooperation with USNGS since 1977. In the spring of

1982, a formal Memorandum of Understanding between EMR and NOAA was signed. The
Memorandum states in part that "the parties agree to cooperate in the NAVD project
and work toward its completion by 1988. . . .the parties agree to coordinate and
share research and development related to the project." At EMR, resources for the
project are being arranged through reallocations with existing budget levels.
When it was defined in 1928, the Canadian (vertical) Geodetic Datum was based on

only 30 000 km of levelling. Since that time, over 100 000 km of lines have been
added and "force-fitted" to the system without regard to changes of height with
time nor to discontinuities along the U.S. border. Computations have been carried
out using normal gravity formulations to produce orthometric and dynamic heights
for publication.

Current Activities

Automation of data from 7000 field books and other sources will create 1.2

million computer records. To meet the project deadlines, priority has been given
to automating a basic network of 56 000 km of levelling observed since 1960. An
additional 60 000 km will be automated and adjusted to this framework for densifi-
cation purposes. The extent of the basic network is shown in figure 1.
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Relevelling carried out since 1960 amounts to more than 40 000 km and in 1985
the pace will increase from 4000 to 6000 km annually as a result of adding addi-
tional resources to the project and from productivity improvements such as

motorized levelling and automated notebooks.

Other developmental activities include the creation of a rod calibration system
in the basement of 615 Booth Street and a testing facility at EMR's Magnetic
Observatory to determine the effect of the earth's magnetic field on automatic
levels. Investigations, either in-house or contracted, include atmospheric re-
fraction effects (Heroux et al 1985) , settlement of bench marks and turning
points, analysis of tide gauge records and systematic error modelling. Details
of some of these activities will be given in the following sections of the paper.

DATA AUTOMATION

System Employed

Levelling data, collected prior to the use of an automated data recording system
in the field, are extracted from several sources, including field books, bench
mark card files, abstracts, and line histories. Due to the limited availability
of equipment and personnel resources, two methods are employed to convert these
data to computer-readable form. The data may be compiled by hand directly onto
coding forms and sent to the EMR Computer Science Centre (CSC) to be keyed and
stored on magnetic tape. Alternatively, the data may be keyed directly from the
field books into an intelligent terminal (PDT-11) under software control and then
transmitted to CSC for storage. The forms management software (FMS-11) was
developed to ensure that data are stored in proper fields and to reduce keying
errors by performing character and range checks on the various items as they are
entered.

The HP-85 automated data recording system was developed and field-tested in 1981.

A more portable computer, the HP-110, is being introduced in 1985. This up-grade
also provides IBM PC compatibility and opens the door for the surveyor to a wide
range of software tools. Field data are transmitted to CSC for disk storage and
later editing and processing.

Rod and level instrument data are stored on computer files to facilitate the

application of calibration and collimation corrections to observed data. Other
files are created containing historical information for bench marks. A digitizer
is used in the determination and verification of geographical coordinates of

bench marks. Gravity values are obtained from the National Gravity Data Base
which is maintained by the Earth Physics Branch of EMR.

Progress to Date

As of March 1985, 61% of all our first-order data have been compiled for data
entry; 48% have been entered and stored on computer files. Also, some first-order
data collected by provincial agencies have been automated and processed. At
the present rate of production, all of the basic net data will be automated and

validated by the end of 1986.



Formats

The Canadian levelling data are automated and stored in formats compatible with
those being used by NGS. This is essential to ensure an efficient flow of data
from one system to the other when software is being compared and when the
adjustment is being performed.

DATA ANALYSIS

Network Design

A basic network of about 56 000 km of first-order level lines is planned. In
the south the loop size is compatible with that of the NGS network, while in the
north the loops are much larger due to the scarcity of routes that permit first-
order procedures to be used. Some lines have been run along river banks and
others across frozen tundra. Where feasible, the network is connected to primary
tide gauges and water level gauging stations. The level lines generally have
been observed since 1960, with adequate check levelling at junctions, and have
acceptable rod calibration and instrument collimation data available. Some
critical lines are being relevelled to meet these standards.

First-order levelling data not included in the basic net will be automated as

resources become available. As much data as possible will be prepared and in-
cluded in the continental adjustment. Secondary and lower-order vertical data
will be adjusted to the redefined network later.

Misclosures

Preliminary loop misclosures have been determined for all basic loops where
data are available. These are being revised as some lines are relevelled and
corrections are applied for certain systematic effects. Using observed elevation
differences and no systematic error corrections, only four of the 106 loops
exhibited misclosures greater than (2lfk + 0.2 k) mm, where k is the loop perimeter
in km.

Validation

Software has been developed to check data values and ranges and to intercompare
files created from independent sources for completeness and accuracy.

RELEVELLING

Procedures

The decision to proceed with the redefinition project had a tremendous impact

on the amount of levelling that had to be done in the next ten years. Prior to

that time, in Canada, the emphasis had been on production rather than great

accuracy due to the size of the country and the limited funds available. We

still have only about 60% of the country covered with a basic vertical framework.

Since our involvement in the NAVD program, the emphasis on accuracy has increased.

Our field program is now 90% relevelling and 10% new levelling. The latter is

done only in cases where the new line will close an important loop in the basic

net or to obtain a new tie to sea level. Before launching the relevelling program,

our field procedures were reviewed to ensure that the objective of improved

accuracy would be obtained. Errors were analysed to determine their impact on the



accuracy and to develop methods to minimize them in an economical way. To better
control some of the errors such as collimation, refraction and settlement, new
field procedures were prepared. In 1978, the sight length was reduced from 80

to 60 metres maximum for all work, the requirement to have an even number of set-
ups per section was enforced to eliminate differential rod index errors, and the
sight imbalance was limited to 5 m per setup and 10 m per section of line between
bench marks. In 1984, the imbalance was further reduced to 2 and 4 m respectively,
after the in-house work by Heroux and Pellerin confirmed earlier findings by
(Poetzschke 1983) and (Stanislaw 1972) that the line of collimation is largely
affected by the changes in ambient temperature.

Beginning in 1982, temperature gradients have been measured at every setup to

allow for the computation of a refraction correction. Observations are made at

0.5 and 2.5 m above the ground. The probes are attached to the rods for crews
on foot or on a T-stick which can be positioned at any of the four corners of the

instrument vehicle in the case of motorized levelling, depending on the wind
direction.

In 1982, an automated notebook was introduced to replace manual recording of

data. An HP-85 microcomputer, installed in a truck, was powered from the battery
of the vehicle through a converter. Communication was by means of two-way radios,
one in the vehicle and the other carried by the observer. The software was
written to allow full alpha-numeric input, thus preserving the flexibility of a

field book. Both comments and actual measurements can be entered, see figures 2

and 3 for examples. The system controls the field operations by performing all

the necessary checks and computations as the data are entered. It has proved to

be one of the best investments for improving the efficiency of our levelling.
We have experienced a 50% reduction in the amount of relevelling which seems to

indicate that booking errors were present in the hand-recorded data. Automation
of additional data in the office has been reduced to a minimum. Specifications
and procedures can now be controlled rigidly in the field — an important point
since much of the work is done by casuals on our crews or by contractor personnel.
In 1985 for example, 95% of our levelling will be carried out under contract.
The HP-110 portable microcomputer will be used in 1985 as we begin to phase out

the older and less versatile HP-85. Software has been written for the automation
of bench mark descriptions in the field using the HP-110 and a minimum of input.
Our format for descriptions is very rigid and lends itself to simplified data entry
as illustrated in figures 4 and 5.

Motorized Levelling

In 1982, Geodetic Survey decided to develop a motorized levelling unit after
learning of the successful experience of other organizations which had employed
such systems (Poetzschke 1981, Urban 1980, Becker 1980). A prototype similar to

that of NGS was developed and tested before being introduced into production work
in 1983. The system consists of three Suzuki 4-wheel drive vehicles, a pair of

3.5 m rods and an HP-85 recording computer. The first year in the field was used
to evaluate the limits of the system. It was employed on levelling lines which
were not well suited to such a system but it still managed to achieve a 25%

increase in production with no loss of accuracy compared to conventional levelling
on foot. In 1984 the system was used on levelling lines which were more suitable
for it; in fairly flat terrain, along roads with good shoulders, and with nearly
uniform bench mark spacing. Production was increased 50% (to 2.5 km/hour) while
maintaining the required accuracy. Some further enhancements were made to the

system this past winter.



NETWORK INFORMATION

1- NETWORK: N6U84

2- LINE: 105U7284

3- LINE TITLE
CKVL OTTAWA

4- DATE: 19840516 136

5- PROV: U

6- TIME ZONE:

8- AGENCY: 676

10- CASSETTE! 178

12- RECS: 50

IS INFO OK? (Y/N)

?

KEY CHOICES

7- ORDER: 12

9- PARTY CHIEF: JKL

11- CREW: 1

Kl

K3

NET INFO.

TWO PEG

K2

K4

OBSERVE

ENDLINE

EQUIPMENT INFORMATION

1- ROD CODE: 315

2- Rl: Sf/OF: 183175 30150

3- R2: S#/OF: 183176 30150

4- ROD TYPE/HT: F 3 M

5- INST CODE: 235

6- S#/SC: 460315 100

7- TEMP: T2

ENTER -1 FOR KEY CHOICE/LINE CHG

IS INFO OK? (Y/N)

?

FIGURE 2

SECTION INFORMATION

1- START BM#: D4-16
U# : 83U040

2- END BM# : D4-3
U# : 83U042
LA: 452203
LO: 754023

3- RUN: F

4- TEMP: C,9

5- WIND:

6- OBSERVER: JKL

7- TIME: 14:44

IS INFO OK? (Y/N)

?

OBSERVATIONS

SUN:

SETUP t 2

BACK FORE DISCREP

SMALL 11283 10084

LARGE 41435 40234 - .20 MM

STADIA 1120 1000 - 2 UNITS

STADIA 919 794

BS FS BAL

DIST 40.2 41.2 1.0 IN F

TOT BAL 0.4 M IN F

IS SETUP OK? (Y/N)

FIGURE 3



FIGURE 4
FIELD DESCRIPTION PROGRAM

DATA ENTRY *
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1

1

DESCRIPTION
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** * STATISTICS« »»

DATA ENTRY
1
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NEXT
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MODIFY
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:
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FIGURE 5

55 82A098 BM098

PAGE 2

REGIONAL DESCRIPTION

TOWN : |_

REFERENCE POINT :
,

ACCESS ROAD :

DISTANCE :

[_

DIRECTION :

PAGE 3

LOCAL DESCRIPTION :

REFERENCE DISTANCE DIRECTION

CZZD

[

100 A
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10 DEEP BENCH MARK IN MANHOLE IN LAWN OF

SMITH RESIDENCE, 6.7 KM NORTH OF POST
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DONATVILLE POST OFFICE ALONG HWY NO. 46,

43.6 M SOUTH OF CENTRE LINE OF ROAD ALONG

NORTH BOUNDARY OF SECTION 21-65-19, 22.2 M

WEST OF CENTRE LINE OF HIGHWAY.

: cz=j



One-way Levelling

In 1983 and 1984, 1650 km of one-way relevelling was done under contract in
Nova Scotia to determine its feasibility for this application. Evaluation of the
data through comparisons with earlier levelling, is nearly completed and will be
reported later.

INVESTIGATIONS AND DEVELOPMENTS

Systematic Error Studies

Investigations of the effects of systematic errors are being conducted. Parts
of the basic network with different topographic features are being used to test
the changes in loop misclosures and section discrepancies due to the application
of various corrections to observed data. Studies are continuing into the develop-
ment of a model to be used in the application of refraction corrections to

historical data for which there are no measured temperature gradients. Preliminary
tests indicate that the predicted temperature gradients are not yet suitable for our

terrain (Heroux et al 1985)

.

A recently completed research contract with the University of Toronto included
investigations of sea surface topography, temporal homogenization of the network,
and the application of regression and autocorrelation techniques in a search for

other unaccounted systematic effects which may be present in our data.

Rod Calibration

Until recently level rods had been calibrated by the National Research Council in

Ottawa or by Laval University in Quebec City. Last year we developed our own rod
calibration system to better check on the quality of the rods being used for our

surveys. In the future we will be calibrating all rods both before and after each
project on which they are used.

Magnetic Effect

Several of our automatic levels have been tested by NGS personnel at Corbin,

Virginia and some compensators exhibit significant response to the earth's mag-
netic field. Since this is potentially one of the largest sources of systematic
error, and because of the large number of different instruments which have been,
and are, used in our work, we are developing our own testing facility near Ottawa
with the help of the Earth Physics Branch of EMR.

Datum Definition

This involves the selection of a suitable set of tide gauges and the removal of

local sea surface topography effects to produce a single equipotential reference
surface. Work has been done under contract at the Universities of New Brunswick
and Toronto.

Relative Weighting

Investigation of the modulated normal distribution (Mazaachi 1985) for possible
application to levelling data has been done in-house. We are also trying the

approach suggested by (Remmer 1984) to derive appropriate error estimates for all

links in our basic network.

8
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Crustal Motion

The temporal homogenization work of (Vanicek et al 1985) determined uplift
velocities at tidal bench marks and used the uplift velocities at inland bench
marks as given by the map of vertical crustal movements of Canada (Vanicek and
Nagy 1981). The map is shown in figure 6. It will be revised to include linear
trends from lake level records (Tait 1985) and additional relevelled segments
which have become available since 1980. Elimination of presently known sources
of systematic error from the relevelled data should improve the reliability of a
new map. Corrections to the changes of height with time will be included as
parameters in the adjustment of network junction elevations.

GPS satellite surveys will be the most economical means to monitor the network
as a whole in future years. GPS determined heights may also play a role in datum
definition come 1988.
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GREAT LAKES VERTICAL CONTROL

Harry A. Lippincott
Tides and Water Levels Branch

Office of Oceanography and Marine Assessment
National Ocean Service, NOAA

Rockville, MD 20852

ABSTRACT. The Vertical Control Reference System
on the Great Lakes is reviewed from its histori-
cal beginning over 140 years ago through the

establishment of International Great Lakes Datum
(IGLD) in 1955. Elevations above mean sea level

were determined in 1877, 1903, and 1955. In 1935,
differences in elevation between the lakes were
determined although no connection was made to sea
level. The elevation determination in 1955 was
an internationally coordinated effort between
the United States and Canada and resulted in the
entire Great Lakes-St. Lawrence River system being
completely covered by a single uniform vertical
control network. The discussion will include the

development of the early vertical control system,
the concept of water level transfers, the various
adjustments which provided bench mark elevations
referenced to a common datum, the crustal movement
phenomenon, the International Great Lakes Datum
(IGLD) 1955, the relationship between IGLD and the

National Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD) of 1929,
and the current status of the IGLD update.

INTRODUCTION

Over one hundred and forty years ago (1841) the U.S. Congress appropri-
ated funds for the "Survey of the Northern and Northwestern Lakes". At that
time, the Great Lakes area was the Northern and Northwestern lakes of a

rapidly expanding young country. The U.S. Lake Survey was established, under
the Corps of Topographical Engineers of the U.S. Army, to carry out the
surveys. In the early 1840' s, the meager population of the Great Lakes was
concentrated in the southern and eastern sections, public transportation was
in its infancy, and control for surveys did not exist. One of the first tasks
facing this new survey organization was the development of a vertical control
reference system. Vertical control, to engineers and surveyors, consists of a

network of stable points called "bench marks" whose elevations above or below
a reference zero, are known.

EARLY VERTICAL CONTROL

Although surveys were in progress and water level gages were providing
data on the relative fluctuations of each of the Great Lakes by 1860, the
elevations of the lakes above sea level were not established until 1877. In
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1875, levels were run from Greenbush (now Rensselaer), N.Y. on the Hudson
River, westerly along the Erie Canal, wagon roads and, the New York and Oswego
Midland Railroad to Oswego, N.Y. on Lake Ontario. This leveling established
elevations in Oswego Harbor referred to sea level at New York City. Addition-
al leveling in 1875 provided the land connections between Lakes Ontario and
Erie and Lakes Erie and Huron. An important concept introduced at this time
was a procedure called "water level transfer". Working on the theory that a

mean water surface of any body of water will be at an equal elevation through-
out, the sea level elevations at Oswego were transferred to the mouth of the
Niagara River and using the land level lines mentioned above, and including a

water transfer across Lake Erie, a continuous sequence of measurements were
provided for basis of assigning a sea level elevation at the Escanaba,
Michigan gage on Lake Michigan.

In 1876, the final line of levels, extending from Escanaba on Lake
Michigan to Marquette on Lake Superior, for the determination of sea level
elevations in the Great Lakes was completed. Adjustment of this leveling
resulted in the "Levels of 1877." Further leveling in the Great Lakes in-

cludes a 1898 line of levels from Hogansburg, New York to St. Regis and up the

St. Lawrence River to Tibbetts Point, a 1898-99 line of levels between
Gibraltar and Lexington, 1901 level lines between both Olcott and Buffalo and
Detour and Point Iroquois, and a 1902 line of levels rerun between Greenbush
and Oswego.

WATER LEVEL TRANSFERS OVER LARGE BODIES OF WATER

Since 1875, the procedure called "Water Level Transfer" has been used to
establish vertical datum on each of the Great Lakes. This concept assumes
that the mean water surface at any location on each lake will be at an equal
elevation during a period of time. A water level transfer (Figure 1) involves
a technique where the elevation from a permanent bench mark at one location
on a lake is transferred through averaged gage readings to the water level

surface and inturn through averaged gage readings at a different location on

the same lake to a permanent bench mark at that location. The longer the
time period used in the transfers, and the more values averaged, results in

greater precision of elevations determined.

Historically, the geodetic community has been reluctant to accept the

results based on the concept of water level transfers. However, after famil-

iarity with the concept, many individuals inside and outside the community,
past and present, have accepted this procedure as a valuable tool for estab-
lishing hydraulically acceptable reference elevations and for monitoring
vertical changes in the earth.

The Doctoral Thesis by Herbert W. Stoughten (1980), "Investigation of the

Accuracy of Water Level Transfer to Determine Geodetic Elevations in Lake
Ontario", further concludes that "From An Engineering Viewpoint, The Water
Level Transfer Employing Dynamic Heights Derived From Uncorrected Four Month
Mean Lake Level Readings Is At Least As Accurate As First-Order, Class I

Geodetic Leveling".
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VARIOUS ADJUSTMENTS REFERENCED TO COMMON DATUMS

Adjusted Levels of 1903

By 1902 all level lines between the lakes had been rerun, and the U.S.
Coast and Geodetic Survey had extended its level network westward past the
Mississippi River. As the Coast and Geodetic Survey work progressed through
th Great Lakes area, the U.S. Lake Survey level lines were incorporated into
the national system, and in 1903, these lines were included in the adjustment
of all leveling east of the Mississippi. This 1903 adjustment of levels
incorporated several series of U.S. Lake Survey water level transfers.

Elevations resulting from this adjustment, which were known as the
"Adjusted Levels of 1903", were adopted by the U.S. Lake Survey. Through
additional instrumental leveling and water level transfers, elevations on the
new datum were determined for all remaining bench marks in the Great Lakes
network. This new network soon became known as U.S. Lake Survey 1903 Datum or
simply "The 1903 Datum".

Adjustment of 1935

By 1930 it was obvious from the increasing differences in water surface
elevations that a reevaluation of bench mark elevations would soon be neces-
sary. In 1933 water level gages were installed in practically every U.S.

harbor on the Great Lakes. In view of the new information available from
water level transfers and the releveled land connections between lakes, an
adjustment of all U.S. Lake Survey elevations was approved early in 1936.

This adjustment was to be called the "Adjustment of 1935" or simply "The 1935
Datum".

Since a new sea level connection had not been made, it was decided for
this adjustment to hold existing elevations, based on the 1903 adjustment, for
the bench marks at one control harbor on each lake and compute new elevations
for marks at all other harbors on the lake by water level transfers. There-
fore, at Oswego, Cleveland and Harbor Beach, bench mark elevations were held
fixed and were adopted as 1935 Datum elevations. The exception to the above
were elevations on Lake Superior, which were determined by water level

transfer from Harbor Beach to Detour and instrumental leveling to Point
Iroquois. Then, new elevations for the bench marks in all other Lake Superior
harbors were computed from 1935 gage records. Therefore, elevations of all

bench marks in the Great Lakes area were in harmony as related to the 1935

Datum.
CRUSTAL MOVEMENT PHENOMENON

Through knowledge obtained from measurement of the crustal movement
phenomenon during the 1903-1935 period, it was realized at the time of the

establishment of 1935 Datum, that future adjustment of elevations would be

necessary. It was clear that releveling between the lakes and additional
adjustments of elevations would be required, approximately every 20-30 years
in the Great Lakes basin. This was because of the natural phenomenon, termed
in the Great Lakes area, "crustal movement". As time progressed, computations
of mean lake levels from records of gages that had been set in 1903 to record
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the same elevations showed different values. These values differed by in-

creasing amounts with time and it was first thought to be the result of
differential vertical movement occurring at one or more of the gage sites.

Leveling between gage zeros and nearby bench marks showed stability for the

immediate area surrounding the gage. This indicated the movement was not of
the gage itself, but of some other reason, possibly movement in the earth's
crust or overburden. Comparisons for other gage readings showed the
phenomenon to be present on all the lakes, being the greatest on Lakes
Superior and Michigan.

Mr. G. K. Gilbert of the U.S. Geological Survey proposed in 1898 to use a

three gage network on Lakes Michigan and Huron to check the premise of crustal
tilt in the Great Lakes Basin. Subsequent investigators as; (Gutenberg 1941),
(Moore 1948), and (MacLean 1961) have provided credulity to Gilbert's pro-
posal .

A recent report "Apparent Vertical Movement Over the Great Lakes",
prepared by the Coordinating Committee on Great Lakes Basic Hydraulic and
Hydrologic Data (1977), lists results of crustal tilt based on the water level

transfer procedure.

INTERNATIONAL GREAT LAKES DATUM (IGLD)

A brief examination of vertical control in Canada is introduced to

provide a background of the international coordination entailed in the estab-
lishment of the International Great Lakes Datum.

In 1935, Canadian government agencies were operating approximately a

dozen water level gages along the Canadian shore of the Great Lakes. These
gages had been set to record water surface elevations based on the 1903 Datum
by making water level transfers from the nearest United States gages. When
the 1935 Datum was adopted by the Corps of Engineers, the Canadian government
decided to continue using the 1903 Datum values. As a result, lake level data
published by agencies of the two governments were not identical for the same
lakes and rivers.

These differences were not great and considered insignificant until the
advent of international power development on the St. Lawrence River. At this
time it became very important for basic hydraulic and hydrologic data pertain-
ing to the Great Lakes System be the same in both countries.

In 1953 the U.S. Lake Survey and its counterpart agencies in Canada began
a program of coordinating basic hydraulic and hydrologic data, and one of the

many results of this coordination and a high point of U.S. -Canadian coop-
eration, was the development and establishment of International Great Lakes
Datum (1955) or simply IGLD (1955).

In establishing this new international datum, it was necessary to meet
certain basic requirements:

1) The datum had to be acceptable to both governments, so that previous,
uncoordinated datum references could be abandoned. This requirement
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meant the new datum had to include bench marks along the entire St.
Lawrence River, thus the requirement for the reference zero somewhere
in the Gulf of St. Lawrence.

2) It had to incorporate an adjustment of all elevations to compensate
for changes caused by differential vertical earth movement to the
date of datum establishment, and to correct any errors that may have
existed because of inconsistencies in the original work. Therefore,
it was necessary to make a timely and complete new elevation determ-
ination throughout the Great Lakes area by rerunning the first-order
lines between the lakes and operating many special water level gages
to obtain data for water level transfers across the lakes since
resources were not available to run the additional hundreds of miles
of first-order level lines around the lakes.

3) It had to provide elevations suitable for use in resolving the many
involved hydraulic and hydrologic problems existing on the Great
Lakes System. The prime reason for adopting dynamic elevations for
the new datum was to provide a means of accurate measure of potential
hydraulic head between points.

The new datum was established during the period 1952-1958 by first-order
leveling along the St. Lawrence River from Point-au-Pere (Father Point),
Quebec in the Gulf of St. Lawrence to Kingston, Ontario at the easterly end of

Lake Ontario. A parallel line along the United States side of the river was
connected with the main Canadian level line at Cornwall, Ontario, at the
St. Lawrence Power Dam, at the Iroquios Dam, and at the Thousand Islands
Bridge. Water level transfers were made from Kingston to all gage sites on

Lake Ontario, where sufficient water level data for the period 1952-1958 were
available, and the new datum was established at other locations by using
first-order level lines between transfer points.

The new datum was extended to the easterly end of Lake Erie by first-
order levels run along the Welland Canal in Canada and along the Niagara River
in the United States, and to other sites on Lake Erie by water level transfer
supplemented with some short first-order leveling ties. This same procedure
extended elevations to Lake Superior. Figure 2 shows the network of level

lines and water level transfers used in establishing International Great Lakes

Datum (1955).

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN IGLD AND NGVD

International Great Lakes Datum (IGLD), 1955 is the present vertical
control reference system in the Great Lakes Basin. An international study
between agencies for the development and acceptance of identical elevation
data for the Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence River System was completed in

1961. IGLD was the outgrowth of that study. A report prepared by the Coor-
dinating Committee on Great Lakes Hydraulic and Hydrologic data on the "Estab-
lishment of International Great Lakes Datum (1955). Second Edition, December
1979, describes the datum establishment and the reader is referred there for

an in-depth explanation.
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As previously stated, the new datum has its reference zero based on mean
water level surface at Point-au-Pere (Fathers Point), Quebec, with land
leveling determining elevations at Kingston, Ontario on Lake Ontario, then by
water level transfer to other points on Lake Ontario. A combination of land
leveling and water level transfer then extends elevations throughout the
remainder of the system to Lake Superior.

The National Vertical Control Network (NVCN) consists of a hierarchy of
interrelated nets which span the Nation. Adjustments for each level net of
the hierarchy provide bench mark elevations having equal or higher order
accuracy. These primary and secondary nets provide a common reference system
for user's needs. Bench mark elevations of the NVCN are currently being
published as normal orthometric heights. These elevations are referenced to

the National Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD) of 1929". The 1929 Datum was
established by constraining the combined United States and Canada first-order
leveling nets to conform to Mean Sea Level as determined at 26 long-term tide
stations (21 in the United States and 5 in Canada).

Elevations on IGLD are adjusted in the dynamic number system in that the

dynamic value of a bench mark is not a true linear elevation, but a serial
number given to the level surface on which the mark lies, and it represents
the work required to raise a mass of one pound against the force of gravity
from the geoid to the level surface in question in foot-pounds. Some
advantages of dynamic elevations are: 1) in vertical earth change or crustal

movement studies, differences in the dynamic elevation of bench marks from
lake to lake may be compared regardless of the route along which the leveling
is done, 2) differences in dynamic elevations give an accurate measure of the

potential hydraulic head between the points, and 3) if the mean surfaces of

the lakes are indeed level, every point on that particular lake surface will

have the same dynamic elevation. If the lake surfaces are sloped, the use of
dynamic elevations make it easier to detect their departure from level. For

these reasons it was decided to adopt dynamic elevations in establishing IGLD

(1955) for use in the Great Lakes Basin.

Elevations referenced to NGVD 1929 are unacceptable for use in resolving
the involved hydraulic and hydrologic problems of the Great Lakes system.

Primarily, the reasons are; 1) the reference zeros are not located within the

system, and 2) that orthometric elevations are not a satisfactory solution for

large bodies of water such as the Great Lakes. Orthometric elevations only

represent heights above mean sea level. Gravitational forces are not con-

sidered and on account of this, no large body of water can be presented as an

equipotential surface. Therefore, water level measurements obtained at both

ends of a Lake and connected to the NGVD 1929 network would show some magni-
tude of a permanent northerly slope.

INTERNATIONAL GREAT LAKES DATUM UPDATE

While the subject matter of this text has been primarily a discussion on

the historical vertical control system in the Great Lakes up to and including

the present vertical control datum it also has shown the need for periodic
reevaluation of any vertical control datum used in the Great Lakes. In 1976
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the Coordinating Committee on Basic Hydraulic and Hydrologic Data approved a

plan for reevaluation of IGLD. Field work to obtain the required data began
in 1977 and was completed in December 1983. Field parties of both the Nation-
al Geodetic Survey, NOS and the Geodetic Survey of Canada, Department of

Energy, Mines and Resources completed over 2,000 kilometers of leveling for
the update program. During the leveling, ties were made to water level

stations operated by NOS and the Canadian Hydrographic Service. At present,
the leveling results are being evaluated and placed in automated format, and

gage data records are being evaluated for use in the water level transfer
procedure. Once these evaluations are completed, the data will be merged to

compute new bench mark elevations. These bench marks elevations will be

adjusted and referred to the new vertical control datum, International Great
Lakes Datum 1980. The target date for publication and distribution of adjust-
ed elevations is October 1986.
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ABSTRACT. This report provides a brief history of
the vertical control portion of the National
Geodetic Reference System (NGRS) and presents an
update of the progress by the National Geodetic
Survey (NGS) on the new adjustment of the North
American Vertical Datum of 1988 (NAVD 88). This
project, scheduled for completion in 1988, has
dominated Vertical Network Branch activities since
the project received approval and funding 1n fiscal
year (FY) 1978. The most important production and
research efforts are described in this report.

BACKGROUND

The first leveling route 1n the United States that can be considered
to be of geodetic quality was performed 1n 1856-57 under the direction
of G. B. Vose, U.S. Coast Survey (now designated the National Ocean
Service). The leveling survey was required to support currents and
tides studies 1n the New York Bay and Hudson River areas. The first
leveling line that was officially designated "geodesic leveling" by
the Coast and Geodetic Survey followed an arc of trlangulatlon along
the 39th parallel. This leveling survey began in 1887, at bench mark
A in Hagerstown, Maryland.

By 1900, the vertical control network had grown to 21,095 km of
leveling that could be considered "geodetic". These data included
work performed by the Coast and Geodetic Survey, various components of
the Corps of Engineers, the U.S. Geological Survey, and the
Pennsylvania Railroad. A "mean sea level" reference surface was
determined 1n 1900 by holding elevations fixed at five tide stations.
Two other tide stations participated indirectly. Subsequent readjust-
ments of the leveling network were performed by the Coast and Geodetic
Survey in 1903 (a total of 31,789 km of leveling; eight tide stations
were used); 1907 (a total of 38,359 km of leveling; eight tide
stations were used); and 1912 (46,462 km of leveling; nine tide
stations were used) (Berry 1976).

The next general adjustment of the vertical control network did not
occur until 1929. By then the international nature of geodetic net-
works was well understood and Canada provided its first-order vertical
network which was combined with the U.S. net. The U.S. network had
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grown to 75,159 km of leveling. Canada provided an additional 31,565
km. The two networks were connected at 24 vertical control points
(bench marks) that extended from Maine/New Brunswick to Washington/
British Columbia. Mean sea level was held fixed at 21 tide stations
1n the United States and five in Canada. Although Canada did not
adopt the "Sea Level Datum of 1929" determined by the United States,
Canadian - U.S. cooperation in the general readjustment strengthened
both networks.

INACCURACIES INTRODUCED IN THE 1929 DATUM RESULTS

At the time of the 1929 General Adjustment it was known that local
mean sea level at the various tide stations held fixed (at 0.0 eleva-
tion) during the adjustment could not, 1n reality, be considered to be
on the same equ 1 potent 1 al surface. This 1s due to sea-surface topo-
graphy effects, currents, water temperature and salinity, barometric
pressure, and other considerations. It was thought at that time,
however, that the errors introduced by this approach were not signifi-
cant, being of the same order of magnitude as terrestrial leveling
observational errors. We now know that significant errors were Intro-
duced into the 1929 General Adjustment by considering each of the tide
stations to be on the same equ

i

potent i al surface. The error is esti-
mated to be as much as 0.7 m from coast to coast.

Recognition of this distortion and the confusion concerning the
proper definition of local mean sea level resulted, in 1976, in a

change in designation of the official height system from "Sea Level
Datum of 1929" to "National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929" (NGVD 29)
(Federal Register 1976). The change was in name only; the same
geodetic height system continues in the United States from 1929 to the
p resent.

There are several other distortions in the present NGVD 29 system.
Some will be discussed later in this paper.

NEW ADJUSTMENT OF THE NORTH AMERICAN VERTICAL DATUM OF 1988

Approximately 625,000 km of leveling have been added to NGRS since
the 1929 adjustment. In the intervening years, numerous discussions
were held to determine the proper time for the inevitable new general
adjustment. In the early 1970' s, NGS conducted an extensive inventory
of the vertical control network. The Inventory Identified thousands
of bench marks that had been destroyed, due primarily to post-World
War II highway construction, as well as other causes. Many existing
bench marks had become unusable due to crustal motion associated with
earthquake activity, post-glacial rebound (uplift), and subsidence
caused by the withdrawal of underground liquids. Other problems were
caused by forcing the 625,000 km of leveling to fit previously deter-
mined NAVD 29 height values. These distortions, amounting to as much
as 9 m, are itemized in Table 1:
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Table 1. Distortions in Present NGVD 29 System.

Approximate
Amount

Si2Uii£e._o_f_I)l£io..r±io.n _iMsiejisJ.

"Patching" 625K km to Old
75K km Net 0.3

Constraining Tide Gage
Heights In NGVD 29 0.7

Ignoring True Gravity
in NGVD 29 1.5

Refraction Errors 2.0

Post-Glacial Uplift;
(Minnesota, Wisconsin, etc.) 0.6

Subsidence Caused by Withdrawal
of Underground Fluids 9.0

Crustal Motions From
Earthquakes 2.0

Bench Mark Frost Heave 0.5

In 1973, the "Report of the Federal Mapping Task Force on Mapping,
Charting, Geodesy and Surveying," Office of Management and Budget
(1973), stated, in part:

"The fundamental geodetic networks have become incomplete through
obsolescence and need new surveys and a National Adjustment to meet
modern demands. ...based on our requirements study, we conclude the
vertical control program is falling short of meeting national needs,
and, therefore, must be expanded... We recommend doubling the
National vertical control program."

A position paper, prepared by the National Geodetic Survey (NGS),
soon followed, specifying the tasks and amount of effort required to
modernize the vertical control network (National Ocean Survey, 1976).
In 1978, the National Research Council's National Academy of Science's
Committee on Geodesy (1978) stated in Geo desy: Tren ds and
Prospect:

"We recommend that the computations and additional observations for
the new adjustments of the North American Horizontal and Vertical
Control Networks by the National Geodetic Survey be given the support
necessary to bring about their completion in an orderly way.

"We endorse for scientific, as well as practical reasons, the
adjustment of the North American vertical control network...
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"The committee endorses the efforts of the National Geodetic Survey
to systematize, update and adjust the national horizontal and vertical
control networks. ...these data constitute a valuable framework for
decades to come."

NGS prepared a budgetary initiative for fiscal year 1977 to finance
this project, a revision of which was later approved and the general
adjustment program formally began at the beginning of FY 1978. The
program called for the completion of several tasks. These tasks will
be discussed in more detail later in this paper.

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

Early 1n 1982, Canada and the United States reached agreement on
many of their cooperative efforts for the new adjustment and signed a

formal Memorandum of Understanding concerning the NAVD 88 readjustment
project. The agreement, which was signed by officials of the Canadian
Surveys and Mapping Branch and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, stated:

Adoption of a Common North American Vertical Datum (NAVD 88)

Purpose and Participants

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, an
agency of the Government of the United States of America,
and the Surveys and Mapping Branch, an agency of the
Government of Canada (hereinafter the "parties"), both
having responsibilities in the geodetic field and both
desirous of ensuring the adoption and implementation of a

common geodetic vertical datum by the two agencies, agree as
f ol 1 ows :

1. The parties agree to cooperate in the 1988 North
American Vertical Datum (NAVD 88) project and work toward
its completion by the end of 1988.

2. The parties agree to coordinate
and development related to the project.

and share research

3. The same reference surface, as near the geoid as
practicable, will be used by both parties as the common
datum .

4. The practical or technical realization of a common
NAVD will be defined by both parties and will be determined
and adopted in a mutually agreeable manner.

5. Both parties agree to adopt the same system of
heights and to use compatible mathematical models of
corrections to account for systematic errors 1n the
observation of height differences and compatible procedures
to Incorporate tidal, gravitational, and atmospheric loading
effects .
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6. For the common adjustment* both parties agree to
provide potential differences* based on observed gravity and
elevation differences, corrected for systematic error.

7

.

The parties will agree on the "border junction
points" to be used in the adjustment and will confer on the
other details associated with the adjustment. For this
purpose, their representatives shall meet at least once each
year until the completion of the project.

8. The parties agree to utilize NAVD 88 upon completion
of the project or as soon as practical thereafter.

9. The rate at which new maps and charts will
incorporate NAVD 88 will vary between the parties and will
be determined in each case by practical and economic
considerations.

10. Costs incurred under this agreement shall be borne by
the party incurring such costs.

11. It 1s understood that the ability of the parties to
implement this agreement is subject to the availability of
appropriated funds.

12. This agreement may be amended at any time by
mutual consent of the parties concerned.

the

13. This agreement will become effective upon the
signatures of both parties and will remain in effect until
terminated by mutual agreement or upon 30 days written
notice by either party to the other.

14. Nothing herein is intended to conflict with
respective laws and regulations applicable to each of the
parties. If the terms of this agreement are found
inconsistent with existing regulations or laws applicable to
each of the parties, then those portions of the agreement
which are determined to be inconsistent shall be invalid,
but the remaining terms and conditions of this agreement not
affected by any inconsistencies, shall remain in full force
and effect.

Similar cooperation will lead to the incorporation of leveling data
from Mexico and the Central American countries, making the new
vertical datum a truly international one. As reported in the Federal
Register (1983), the designation of the new reference for the vertical
control network will be the "North American Vertical Datum of 1988,"
which will also be referred to as "NAVD of 1988" and "NAVD 88," to
acknowledge the International scope of the cooperation in the project,
and the consistency of the results. The improved geodetic heights are
scheduled for distribution in 1989.
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TASKS REQUIRED BY THE NAVD 88 PROJECT

Conversion of Data (Descriptive and Archival Observational
Leveling Data) to Computer-Readable Form

The first major NAVD task to be completed was the conversion to
computer-readable form of "descriptive data (bench mark descriptions)
from paper copy (primarily field records) under the direction of NGS'
National Geodetic Information Branch personnel. In early 1975, NGS
applied for and received 1 year of funding under an amendment to the
Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965. The legislation
required the funds be spent 1n an area of high unemployment. Detroit*
Michigan, was selected as the potential contract site and the
Department of Commerce solicited bids on the project. By January
1976, the contract was awarded.

Preliminary NGS preparation included finalizing formats, preparing
conversion instructions, and selecting an on-site technical represen-
tative. Descriptions were organized Into areas based upon their
geographic location within blocks of l-by-2 degrees of latitude and
longitude. The descriptions were sequenced by line numbers 1n the
order desired for publication, updated with recent recovery reports,
edited for data omissions or obvious errors, and assigned unique
Identifiers (designated archival cross reference numbers). This
identifier was to serve as the link between bench mark data stored in

various computer files.

Acceptable error rates were stipulated to be less than 0.3 percent
per data set. All data were key-ver1f1ed and copied to magnetic tape
by contract personnel for shipment to NGS. Agency personnel proofread
a sample of submitted data sets. Software was developed to read each
data set and check for format errors or data omissions. Despite lost
data shipments, a parcel delivery service strike, and tornado damage
to the contractor's plant, this contract was successfully completed 1n

March 1977 with a minimum of data-set rejections.

Approximately 60 percent of the active descriptions contained in

agency files were automated at a cost of $330,000. In October 1977, a

similar contract was awarded to a Rockvllle, Maryland, firm. Work
proceeded smoothly, and by January 1980, the entire file had been
automated. A total of 457,000 bench mark descriptions had been
automated over the 4-year period at an approximate contract cost of
$600,000 (Day 1983).

Today all new bench mark descriptions and recovery notes are
automated by NGS field personnel as standard operating procedure for
new field projects. This Information is merged Into existing files
with software programmed to adhere to specifications as stated 1n the
Federal Geodetic Control Committee's publication "Input Formats and
Specifications of the National Geodetic Survey Data Base, Volume II:
Vertical Control Data," commonly referred to as the Blue Book. The
descriptions reside on five off-line disk packs and can be retrieved
by archival cross reference number, state, quadrangle, or county.

The second major task to be completed for the NAVD project was the
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conversion of archival (historic) observational leveling data to com-
puter-readable form (Till 1983). In 1975 NGS began retrieving all
Its original leveling records held in the National Archives and the
Washington Federal Records Center. Because of the large volume of
data (approximately 50,000 field books), 1t was necessary to acquire
the data over a period of several years.

The retrieval of data was accomplished on a state-by-state basis,
following the manner in which the data were stored in the archives.
Because this undertaking Involved a large volume of data, it was
decided that instead of keying individual leveling-rod readings, as is

presently done with new NGS surveys, only the stadia intervals,
section elevation difference, date, time, "sun code," "wind code,"
temperature, and number of setups would be converted to computer-
readabl e form.

This conversion was Initiated using personnel of the Vertical
Projects Section, Vertical Network Branch (VNB). After a period of 1

year, it was decided that these personnel would not be able to convert
the observations within the time frame set for the readjustment.
Subsequently, in July 1976, a private contract was awarded to convert
and validate the archival leveling data. In April 1978, this contract
was replaced by one which was responsible for key punching only. (It
was learned from the original contract that data validation was best
accomplished by NGS.) Beginning with the second contractor, the VNB
provided direct technical supervision of the conversion to computer-
readable form, and was solely responsible for the validation and
review processes. This proved to be very successful. In January
1982, the conversion of all NGS archival observational leveling data
to computer-readable form was completed.

The data were processed through a series of computer programs which
Included "range" checks on individual data fields to ensure the data
were "reasonable." Verification of the leveling observations was
accomplished by computer recomputation of the leveling lines. The
resulting computations were compared against abstracts of the original
field computations. Comparisons between individual section lengths
and between individual section elevation differences were two of many
checks the programs accomplished. The programs also indicated exces-
sive corrections for instrument coll 1mat ion. When a leveling line was
double run, additional comparisons were made. The editing,
validation, and review of all archival leveling data were completed in

November 1982.

Geographic Positions for Bench Marks

In order to provide automated retrieval capability and apply
position-dependent corrections to the observations, a geographic
position (latitude, longitude) has been determined for each of the
515,000 bench marks. For those monuments not part of the horizontal
control network, the effort involved plotting bench marks on
appropriate maps (using the descriptive data mentioned previously) and
then determining a "scaled" position using digitizing equipment. This
task, which began 1n 1975, and completed 1n May 1984, involved a joint
effort of personnel from the Vertical Network Branch, Operations
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Branch, National Geodetic Information Branch, and the Pacific Marine
Center of NOS. Approximately 100,000 of these geographic positions
were determined under contract to a private firm 1n Long Beach,
Cal 1 f orn 1 a

.

Releveling in Support of the NAVD 88

An important feature of the NAVD 88 program is the releveling of
much of the first-order vertical control network in the United States,
The dynamic nature of the vertical control network requires a

framework of newly observed elevation differences in order to obtain
realistic contemporary height values from the readjustment. To
accomplish this, NGS has identified 83,000 km of the network for
releveling. Replacement of disturbed or destroyed monuments precedes
the actual leveling. This effort also includes the establishment of
highly stable "deep-rod" bench marks, which will provide reference
points for future "traditional" or "satellite" leveling systems.
Field leveling 1s being accomplished to first-order, class II

specifications, using the "double-simultaneous" method.

An Increase 1n leveling progress (while maintaining acceptable
accuracy) has been accomplished by equipping NGS field leveling units
with specially modified subcompact trucks for rodman as well as obser-
vers. This form of "motorized" leveling has increased production by
at least 20 percent as compared to former leveling procedures.
Alternate approaches, Including high-accuracy trigonometric leveling,
are also being evaluated (Whalen 1984a).

An Internationally funded effort to develop a state-of-the-art
"rapid precision leveling system" is underway (Huff et al. 1985).
To date, 57,000 km of leveling have been accomplished. Completion of
field leveling is scheduled for September 1987. Older data which are
consistent with the newly observed data will be included 1n the final
framework for the readjustment.

Processing of New Leveling Data

This activity, being performed in the Geodetic Leveling Section,
VNB, processes both NGS and non-NGS new leveling projects. The
proposed goal 1s to process 106,000 km of new leveling by September
1987. The tasks consist of validating data fields, applying
appropriate corrections, and loading the data into the Vertical Data
Base (Balazs 1984 cv). As of April 1985, 82,000 km of leveling have
been processed (78 percent complete).

REDUC4 Processing

This procedure consists of converting files from the input format
(Koepsell and Ward 1984) to the vertical observation library file
format, checking the fields for valid entries, calculating and
applying corrections to leveling observations, and loading data into
the VNB Data Base. The National Geodetic Vertical Control Network
consists of 16,000 leveling lines. This task was completed 1n January
1985.
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Block Validation

Block validation is a process where all observed elevation
differences in a predefined area are combined together and analyzed.
There are many steps performed during block validation. During the
analysis, a first-order primary network, consisting of the latest
data, is selected, analyzed, and documented. Appropriate remaining
leveling data are then incorporated into the first-order network.
Leveling lines which do not fit (statistically) with the network will
not be included in the primary network and will be documented in the
repo rt

.

During the analysis, profiles, loop closures (primary and
secondary), section misclosures, date of data, survey order and class,
bench mark stability, previous adjustment reports, and past studies
are all utilized to make decisions about the data. As of April 1985,
135,000 bench marks have been processed (22 percent complete). The
current goal is to process all bench marks by September 1987.

Magnetic Error Modeling

Approximately 50,000 km of NGS leveling lines were observed with
compensator-type leveling instruments. In 1981, it was widely
publicized that the "horizontal" line of sight of certain compensator
(automatic) leveling instruments was influenced by magnetic fields
(Rumpf and Meurish, 1981). Professor Rumpf, invited to join forces
with NGS, and Charles Whalen, then Chief of VNB, now retired, designed
a magnetic calibration facility at NGS' Instrumentation and Equipment
Section located 1n Corbin, Virginia (Whalen 1984b).

The total task includes: (1) Identifying factors which cause
compensator leveling instruments to deviate from the calibrations
performed in the laboratory; (2) estimating the corrections
independent of the calibrations, e.g., through profiles and
adjustment; (3) estimating factors for instruments which cannot be
calibrated; and (4) developing and implementing a procedure to check
and apply the correction.

Strange (1985) has begun comparing certain lines of leveling in

order to determine empirical magnetic values. These values are
determined by comparing repeat leveling over the same line for which
at least one of the surveys used instruments that were not
significantly influenced by magnetic fields, e.g. spirit-leveling and
certain "non-magnetic" compensator instruments. By comparing these
surveys with other surveys that used magnetically influenced
instruments, an empirical value of the magnetic effect can be
determ i ned

.

These values provide an independent validation of the laboratory
calibrations detemined at Corbin, Virginia. Note that laboratory
calibrations could not be performed for the majority of NGS'
magnetically Influenced instruments due to compensator replacement or
repair prior to the discovery of the error. For lines surveyed with
these instruments, empirically derived correction values provide the
only means of reducing the magnetic errors contained in the data.
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Obviously the best (and most expensive) solution 1s to relevel
affected lines with "non-magnet 1 c" Instruments. NGS Intends to keep
such relevellng to a minimum by judicious application of the
laboratory and/or empirical magnetic values.

Appropriate A priori Estimates of Standard Errors

When different types of data are combined and adjusted* it 1s

essential to impose a correct relative weighting scheme. This means
that a priori standard errors of observations must be estimated for
each group of data. This task includes Identifying the different
groups of leveling observations, and establishing and Implementing a

procedure to determine the appropriate a priori standard error of
observations in each group.

Groups of data (according to instrumentation, field procedures,
etc.) have been identified, but may be modified after additional
analysis (Lucas et al. 1985). Different methods for estimating vari-
ance components in least-square adjustments are being considered. The
Iterative Almost Unbiased Estimation (IAUE) technique (Lucas 1984) has
been implemented on NGS' HP1000 minicomputer. Other analyses Include:
(1) comparing old and new section and loop statistics, (2) profiles,
and (3) formal error studies of past field techniques. Some problems
anticipated with estimated variance components of leveling data are
(1) too small a data sample for a particular group, (2) undetected
systematic errors present in the data, and (3) inadequate network
design to estimate the internal consistency of groups.

Water-Level Transfers and Tidal Information

This task Includes defining the data formats for water-level
transfer and tidal data, loading the data, and estimating their
observational accuracies.

The 1977-83 water-level transfers and current primary National Tidal
Observation Network tidal data (monthly means) have been keyed and
placed in computer-readable form by the Tides and Water Level Branch,
Office of Oceanography and Marine Services. The data need to be
reformatted and placed in the Vertical Network Data Base. Studies
have been performed which estimated the accuracies of these data
(Stoughton 1980). Additional analysis will be needed to determine
how they should be weighted in the NAVD final adjustment.

Interpolate Gravity Values for Bench Marks

The new adjustment will be performed using geopotential numbers.
This requires estimating gravity values for all bench marks Involved
1n the readjustment. Phase 1 of this task consists of interpolating
gravity values and their corresponding estimates of accuracy for all
bench marks 1n the Vertical Synoptic file. The last of the gravity
values were loaded in March 1985.

The second phase of this task 1s to perform a study to determine 1f
all gravity values are accurate enough for NAVD 88 purposes. A
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procedure is being developed in block validation which will examine
elevation differences, and determine if the gravity value estimates
are accurate enough. If additional gravity values are required/ then
an observation plan for an area will be developed and implemented. It
is not anticipated that many areas of the country will need additional
observations.

Development of NAVD Software

The Vertical Network Branch has identified that 3 staff-years of
software development effort is required 1n support of the NAVD 88
project. The programs are needed to increase productivity without
sacrificing quality. They mostly include graphics routines; some man-
agement tools have also been identified. Some examples of the
programs Include plotting profiles, junction details, loops,
residuals, and networks. Having graphics capabilities 1s extremely
important to the timely success of the project. The specifications
and algorithms for each program are being documented. Then they will
need to be coded, debugged, and implemented.

In addition to the programs mentioned previously, the programs to
perform the Helmert blocking process need to be designed, coded,
debugged, and implemented. VNB is currently studying all programs
involved with the NAD 83 Helmert blocking system. A majority of the
programs can be utilized as they exist today. However, programs that
create or modify lowest-level Helmert blocks will have to be rewritten
because they are specific to horizontal data. An analysis of these
programs is being peformed. The "guts" of the Helmert blocking system
is currently being converted to a PRIME minicomputer. This will be
most helpful in testing the capabilities of the PRIME.

NAVD 88 Crustal Movement Studies and Procedures

This task includes Identifying areas of the network which are influ-
enced by crustal motion, and establishing and implementing a procedure
to account for these movements.

During the past few years, VNB has been analyzing different
numerical techniques 1n an attempt to model crustal movement. This
would enable the NAVD 88 project to include most data and bench marks
in one adjustment. The studies, performed mainly in the Houston-
Galveston, Texas, area have been successful in identifying the data
required to model movements precisely. The lack of required geologic
and hydrologic information, along with inadequate network design,
makes modeling many areas for precise movements very questionable.

Areas of the networks most likely influenced by crustal movement are
fairly obvious, e.g., California, Texas Coast, sections along the
East coast, and sections of the U.S. Northern border. Other areas
will be identified as block validation continues and additional
research material is obtained. It may be possible to modify some
observations for crustal motion effects, but it is more likely that
most areas will be constrained to the framework network surrounding
the area 1n question after the readjustment. A plan defining the
technique to be implemented in these "moving" areas will be developed
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and documented for each specific area.

A plan defining the technique to be implemented in California has
been developed and documented. The plan includes defining a primary
network in California which is consistent within Itself, and then
making modifications to accommodate crustal motion.

Framework Adjustments

This task will include designing and analyzing framework networks
(regional and national). The analyses will be helpful in determining
the effects of various datum constraints, magnitudes of height changes
from the NGVD 29 datum, influences of systematic errors, deficiencies
in network design, and additional releveling requirements.

A plan of action has been developed for designing and analyzing a

national primary framework network. This study should be completed
within 1 year. Studies comparing local mean sea level to geodetic
leveling along the East and West coasts have been performed (Balazs
1984, Zilkoskl 1984, Zilkoski and Kammula 1985). A major analysis was
also performed in the Gulf Coast region from Texas to Florida. All
leveling observations have been processed through program REDUC4. All
areas of the country are being analyzed for network deficiencies and
the releveling schedule has been made more optimum.

Data Base Design, Entry, and Retrieval

This task includes defining data elements and developing routines to
load, edit, and retrieve data from the NGS integrated data base (IDB).
VNB and the Systems Development Branch performed a systems analysis
study of all VNB activities. The Systems Development Branch 1s

currently Identifying all data elements needed for IDB. Once IDB Is

operational, routines will need to be developed to load, edit, and
retrieve data from IDB.

GPS and NAVD 88

Global Positioning System-derived heights cannot be used in their
present form as observations in the NAVD readjustment project, however
height differences and geoid undulation differences should be helpful
in detecting and providing an upper limit on systematic errors in

leveling data and for strengthening the network.

Studies have been performed estimating orthometric heights using GPS
and gravity (Engelis et al. 1984, Hothem et al. 1985) and estimating
subsidence using GPS-derived heights (Strange 1984). NGS is perform-
ing many GPS surveys and always ties into the Vertical Control
Network. GRDL is currently looking into what GPS surveys offer the
NAVD 88 project.

Datum Def 1 n 1 1 1 on

Datum definition 1s one of the last tasks which will be performed 1n

the NAVD 88 project. There are many factors which need to be
considered before a decision can be made. It may be as simple as
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fixing the height of a tidal bench mark and performing a block shift
to minimize differences between NAVD 88 heights and the latest Local
Mean Sea Level epoch heights. However, there are still some
unanswered questions: How do we Incorporate tidal heights and water-
level transfers? Can we estimate the effects of sea surface
topography (SST) at tidal stations? Can satellite Information help
control datum distortions?

These tasks are currently being analyzed and a

action 1s being developed and documented.

He! mert Bl ock 1 ng

sped f 1 c plan of

This task consists of partitioning 1.5 million unknowns and
associated observations into manageable blocks and solving a least-
squares adjustment of the entire data set.

The blocking strategy of NAVD will be easier to define than for
other large adjustments such as the North American Datum (NAD)
readjustment (McKay and Vogel 1984). After the first-level blocks*
1t 1s anticipated that 90 percent of the unknowns will be "Interior".
A blocking strategy needs to be developed which Includes boundaries
and the unknowns that are to be carried to the higher levels. The
Helmert blocking technique for adjustment of data has been documented
by others (D1ll1nger 1978, Isner 1978, Wolf 1978).

Exchange of Data with Canada, Mexico* and Central America

This task includes Identifying junction stations and associated
information, along with their formats, which will be required at the
countries 1 borders for the final solution. The corrections and
methods of applying corrections will also be addressed. There is time
before the junction stations are actually needed, but annual meetings
are being held to discuss research studies, to establish preliminary
formats, and to determine the procedures which will be used to apply
the corrections, as well as which corrections are going to be applied.

Publ ication

This task includes reviewing descriptions on a random basis, and
publishing final adjustment heights in 30 minute quads. However, it
1s planned to have NAVD 88 adjusted heights available to the public
Immediately following the adjustment. They will be loaded Into NGS'
IDB and the public will be able to access the IDB directly. It is

hoped that most people will access the NGS IDB when requesting data.
With the price of computers decreasing and their sophistication
increasing, this 1s not an unrealistic goal. In any event, they will
also be available in hard copy and microform, at a higher cost.

Progress and Final Reports

Detailed progress reports addressing each task and their status are
prepared every 6 months.
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The final report 1s not scheduled for completion until September
1989. This report will give the history of the network and readjust-
ment project; technical decisions made about weights Imposed*
observations used* adjustment technique* and crustal motion informa-
tion. Previously published reports will be the main source for the
final report.

CONCLUSIONS

It 1s obvious that the NAVD 88 project requires an enormous amount
of effort. The project, scheduled for completion in 1988* has
dominated Vertical Network Branch activities since 1t received
approval and funding* beginning in FY 1978.

The benefits of NAVD 88 make this effort worthwhile. A vertical
control network containing a consistent* accurate set of adjusted
heights has been needed for several years. Other products and
services resulting from the project will be used by people for decades
to come. For example* the observed elevation differences* which are
now 1n computer-readable form* are available for future crustal motion
studies and regional readjustments. The real benefits will become
more apparent when the multitude of users begin using the results of
the new adjustment.
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ABSTRACT. The status of the Readjustmen of the Mexican Vertical
Control Network is presented. It shows the advances made in the

last four years on data inventory, surveying of new lines,

technical and processing of vertical and gravimetric data.

Some considerations are made on the future of this Project
vis-a-vis the economical crisis suffered by Mexico.

INTRODUCTION

One of the main characteristics of the developing countries as Mexico is its

effort for acting in a sistematic way inside of technical frameworks which allow it

to take advantage in the best way of the information related to the physical
features, resources and socio-economical conditions for a better knowledge of the

country in complete and global senses.

The Readjustment of the Vertical Control Network, VCN, is a response to the

requeriments of precise geodetic information coming from different social sectors,

in particular, from those sectors related with the planning of the social and

economical development, although no less import are the requeriments for vertical
control in high density coming from private users involved in specific projects,

for example, urban equipment, cartography for urban control, cadastral surveys,

engineering applications, etc. or the needs of vertical control in scientific
applications like the monitoring of earth movements in sismic or fault regions.

The results of the readjustment of the VCN will give us the opportunity to have

reliable vertical information with known accuracy compatible with the new
procedures and equipments available for vertical surveys. Also it will be a

technical and economical profit when the new surveys link with the adjusted VCN:

Permanent vertical positions; correlation with others surveys carried out in the

same reference system; inicial position easily established; ways for a quick
checking of the accuracy and the precision of the survey, and finally, results in

agreement with the VCN.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Basically, until 1968, the VCN is the result from surveys made for the Direccion

de Geografia y Meteorologia and The Departamento Cartografico Militar, both
agencies are overried already.

In fact, from 1968 so far, the Direccion General de Geografia, D.G.G., has take

over the responsability of this network.

During 1959 - 1960 a preliminar adjustment of some vertical loops was performed,
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referenced it to mean sea level given in 3 tide gauges in the Pacific Ocean and one
in the Atlantic Ocean and closing with 4 B.M. of the U.S.A. Control Network.

SPECIFICATIONS

The D.G.G. took over the task to produce Technical Manuals with the Methodologies
and Norms and Specifications with the objetive to stir up the refinement and the

uniformity in methods and specifications required in Vertical Control to keep in

high the quality and the utility of the Network. These Manuals contribute to the

economy and efficiency when planning or executing especific projects.

So far, the technical manuals for fiel work in Horizontal, Vertical and Gravity
Observations are available including a manual for the processing of gravity data.
Similar manuals for the processing of Horizontal and Vertical data have a advance
of 25% each.

DATA INVENTORY

The Mexican VCN - (Fig. 1) is given by 24 000 Kms of Control Network, 20 000

Bench Marks and 120 000 Kms of Second Order Network with 15 000 Bench Marks. D.G.G.
has surveyed about 5 500 Bench Marks along 10 000 Kms of First Order Levelling
Lines and the total Network of Second Order'

In particular, from 1980 to 1984, D.G.G. added 1 635 First Order Bench Marks and
2 491 Second Order Bench Marks along 20 000 Kms of levelling lines. 52 First Order
Bench Marks were surveyed to link with the U.S.A. and Guatemala levelling lines to

close loops of levelling along the respective border lines.

The linking points with the U.S.A. levelling lines are (Fig. 2) :

Ciudad Juarez - El Paso
Ojinaga - Presidio
Piedras Negras - Eagle Pass
Nuevo Laredo - Laredo
Cd. Miguel Hidalgo - Roma
Reynosa - Hidalgo
Matamoros - Brownsville

There are projects for:

Mexicali - Calexico
Sonoita - Luckeville
Nogales - Nogales
Agua Prieta - Douglas .

All those points were selected in common agreement with the Vertical Geodetic
Section of NGS - NOAA.

The linking points in our south border line are:

Nuevo Progreso - El Ceibo
Frontera Echeverria - La Tecnica
Benemerito - Pipiles
Aforo El Tigre - La Bella
Ciudad Hidalgo - Ciudad Tecun
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On the other hand, 600 Second Order Bench Marks across 3 100 Kms levelled in a

area of 900 km (Fig. 2 ) were surveyed as a part for the densif ication of vertical

control in 21 urban areas with top priority for urban control. Also, 66 Second
Order Bench Marks were used to link vertically 58 Doppler Stations for comparison
studies and geoidal determinations (Fig. 2 ).

Fig. 3 shows the status of tide gauges stations.

A process of substitution of the old Standard Type Tide Gauge for digital ones
is on the way.

Since tide gauge stations are under the responsability of the Universidad Nacio
nal Autonoma de Mexico, U.N. A.M., an agreement for technical cooperation between
U.N. A.M. and D.G.G. has been signed in order D.G.G. re-level periodically the
micro loops with the Master Bench Marks directly linked to the tide gauges and to

have the high differences between the Bench Mark and the corresponding tide gauge.

The gravimetric works have had a significative impulse. They started in June 1980
and so far 10642 gravity observations has been done through levelling lines
existing up 24° paralel of latitude north with a coverage of 940 000 Km2 which

represents the 47% of the Mexican Territory. Fig. 3 • For a complete processing of

this information it was necessary to create the computer programs PROGRAV,
AJUSTGRAV and AJUSTBASE; all them in Fortran Language, double precision and -

implemented in the Operative System UNIVAC 1108. PROGRAV gives as results the

differences of gravity corrected for static and dynamic drifts and earth tide
including Honkasalo's correction, The other two programs perform a Parametric Least
Squares Adjustment with the loops of corrected differences of gravity integrating
them to the Base Stations of the International Gravity Standardization Network
1971 (IGSN-71). The print out of these programs are the absolute values for gravity
stations; free air anomalies and simple Bouguer anomalies (Table 1). An algorithm
is in preparation which will allow us the practical determination of Complete
Bouguer anomalies.

Those 70 Thousand historical gravity data existing prior to 1980 gravity surveys
have been used to obtain point and mean free air anomalies. Mean anonalies were
computed from 1° x 1° and 1/3° x 1/3° blocks and the idea is to compare them with
mean values derived with 1980 data in order to be able to classify their quality.
The obtained results have been unsatisfactory. These data also was used in
combination with astronomic data and geoidal heights derived from Doppler Stations
with known orthometric heights and the GEM 8 Geopotencial Model to prove the
Surface Fitting Technique and derive a first version of the geoidal shape in the
mexican area.

READJUSTMENT OF THE VERTICAL CONTROL NETWORK

The Proyect is carrying out among the normal activities of the D.G.G. in harmony
with the programs of priorities defined by the Federal Government. The realization
of the Proyect hasn't a dead line since no special founds are avaible for it.

However the Proyect is undergoing through the following steps:

Human Resources

A full time working group of 5 people is responsible to succeed in the Project.
Obviously, there are supporting personnel devoted to data inventory, gravimetric
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surveying, etc.

Data Inventory

This was a difficult, laborious and extensive step. About 4 years were consumed
in this task. Much of this time was spent to convince the different agencies to

allow the transference of their Vertical Data to the D.G.G. data banks. Also, it

was laborious and time consuming the process for revision and preliminar analisis
to evaluate and classify the compiled vertical data.

Data Bank

At the same time the above activities took place, it was created the necessary
technical background for archives, handle and control of vertical information.

There are 3 different data banks. The Physical Bank concentrate the notebook
with the original field data.

This information is supported by a Bank of Microfilmes. The filmes are 16-35 mm.

Finally, there is a Automatized Bank with two main files INVENTARIO 01 and INVEN-
TARIO 02. The programs and formats employed to operate these files allow a large
flexibility in the handing of the data. The data can be classified by level lines,

by geographic blocks; by provinces, etc. Considering global figures, there are
30 000 Bench Marks in the Bank, from which 16 000 are First Order Bench Marks.

Standardization Process

The below process (Fig. 4 ) is applied to the levelling lines with the objective
to standard the quality of the networks:

a.- General analisis for data verification and preliminar classification,
b.- Codification and digitalization of the data,

c- Adjustment of each level line. Program LEVEL,
d.- Adjustment of levelling loops. Program CIRCUIT,
e.- Analisis and evaluation of the results.

The computer programs LEVEL and CIRCUIT are modified versions adapted to our

requeriments from original programs developed by Defense Mapping Agency. Their
documentation is in Spanish language.

The program LEVEL performs the computations and parametric least squares
adjustment of levelling lines. It can process up to 1000 stations;CIRCUIT adjusts

levelling loops.

The Fig. 1 gives the advances in this process.

Remaining Steps

After the standardization process would be completed, the next will be:

a.- Definition of the New Vertical Reference System.

b.- Readjustment of the Vertical Control Network in a test area.

c- Readjustment of the whole Vertical Control Network.
d.- Readjustment of the Second Order Network.
e.- Densification and Mantenance of the Net as a permanent activity.
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Fig. 4. STANDARDIZATION PROCESS OF LEVEL LINES
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CONCLUSIONS

An integral adjustment of the Vertical Control Network requires an uniform and
persistent effort. From 1980, D.G.G. had take over this task.

Among the factors limiting the development of these activities, on one hand, is

the severe economical crisis suffered by our nation; the crisis has forced us to

rationalize the public expenses giving the top priority to those proyects tending
to satisfy basic or essential needs of the population. On the other hand, as a part
of the administrative desconcentration process perfomed by the federal government
to favor a more harmonic development of the nation, the D.G.G. is dividing in

regions its geographical activities. Fig. 3. One of the first desconcentrated
activities is that related with geodetic control networks.

The progress of this Proyect can be summarized in:

Formation of Human Resources.
Creation of a Data Bank.
Technical Background for the computations of the readjustment.
Increasing the vertical networks in 20 000 kms of levelling lines with 3126 -

-Bench Marks.

Link points with the control networks of our bordering neighbours which will not
only allow to close levelling loops but also an eventual adjustment of all the

levelling lines in North America.

The 10642 gravity observations represents a coverage of 47% of the Mexican
Territory. The gravimetric data, among other purposes, will give us the opportu-
nity to make gravity corrections and to derive orthometric heights from the -

levelling lines.

The standardization of the quality of the data is 20% of the BM'S.

All these activities required norms and specifications and methologies for their
realization, likewise the formation of a background in computation by electronic
method: Data Bank, computer programs to operate the Bank and to process and adjust

the vertical data.

Although, we consider the realizations are significants, we recognize the fact

that there are a lot of activites to come to. Sincerely, we desire the papers and

discussions which take place in this Simposium would help us to crown successfully
this noble task.

D.G.F. -D.G.G.

April 1985
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THE SWEDISH EXPERIENCE WITH MOTORIZED LEVELLING
NEW TECHNIQUES AND TESTS

Jean-Marie Becker
National Land Survey of Sweden

Geodetic section
S-801 12 GAVLE

SWEDEN

1 INTRODUCTION

At the National Land Survey of Sweden a great deal of attention is paid to

studying ways and methods to rationalize geodetic activities.

An example of the result of the rationalization process is the development

of rapid, efficient and accurate methods for triangulation and trilateration
using laser Geodimeters and light-weight portable towers. Using these methods
the whole of the Swedish network has been remeasured. The on-going third national
precise levelling programme is been carried using a fully automated system built

up around motorized levelling techniques and a fully computerised handling of

data from the field to the archives. The programme was initiated in 1974 and has

been continually uppdated to keep abreast of modern technological developments.

Our experiences of modern levelling techniques is based on the levelling of

over 37 000 km carried out under a wide variety of physical conditions, and

with a large number of different field crews working with different types of equip-

ment.
The results can be summarised as follows:

- a daily production of 1 2 km for a 5,5 hr working day;
- a relevelling rate which is less than 5 %;

- a field season from spring to autumn with a standard working day without stops

in the middle of the day.

At the same time tests are in progress which hopefully will result in for

example, new methods for trigonometric heighting and traversing.

This report will deal with motorized levelling and, thereafter, the develop-
ment of new techniques.

2 THE SWEDISH MOTORIZED LEVELLING TECHNIQUE (ML)

With the fully motorized levelling technique, all work is performed directly
from the vehicles. The operators do not leave their seats. The only exception
to this rule is when connecting to bench marks.

The complete motorization of levelling techniques was made possible not only
by the development of the specially designed Zeiss Jena Ni002 reversible compen-
sator level; but also required modification of vehicles and the construction
of special accessories.

This technique has been described in several publications (Becker 1977,1984).
Therefore, we will only mention its essential characteristics.
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2.1 Equipment and personnel

A motorized levelling party consists of four persons: (two surveyors-operators
acting alternatively as observer and booker and two assistants staff men) and
three vehicles (one vehicle carrying the instrument and two vehicles carrying the
staffs)

.

The three vehicles are equipped with:
- a precision electronic trip meter, Digitrip;
- a hand-held field computer, Micronic 445;
- a set of warning signs;
- some spare parts.

The specially constructed accessories and modifications on the vehicle carry-
ing the instrument are:
- holes in the rear-platform for the legs of the tripod (set-up without contact
with the vehicle);

- a lifting device to lift up or lower the tripod and instrument;
- a removable linen roof for protection against wind, rain and sun;
- a radio communication system (interphone);
- a special tripod with long adjustable legs and special feet;
- a quick-setting device;
- an additional tripod of the classical type;
- an electric thermometer for the registration of air t ;

- a desk;
- a printer coupled to the Micronic for the simultaneous print-out of all data

(doubling and control).

The vehicles carrying the staffs were specially equipped with:
- a specially modified door to facilitate the movements of the staff-holder;
- a mounting system allowing movement of the staff during set-up and transport;
- a special, heavy base plate;
- a (3,5 m long) precise levelling staff with an invar inset with double gradua-
tions in centimeters starting at 0,5 m;

- a centring arrangement on the base of the staff;
- three bull's eye levels with viewing mirrors;
- electronic sensors coupled to the invar band for recording the band temperature;
- an additional staff for the difficult connections;
- classical foot plates, iron pins.

The ZEISS JENA Ni002 level is a high precision automatic level, specially design-

ed for motorized levelling. Thanks to innovations in its design, this instrument
has played a decisive roll in the full motorization of levelling. The elbowjoint
eyepiece permits pointing of the instrument and the observation of fore- and back-
sights from one fixed observing position. Moreover, the reversible pendulum eli-
minates the problems related to the necessity of having equal fore- and backsights
(difficult to realize with vehicles).

2.2 The work method

All operations are performed from the vehicles. For this reason we design
working methods so as to minimize observing time and optimize the quality of the

results

.
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To conciliate both aims, we use the following routine:
- the movement of the vehicles always occurs in the same chronological order;
- the Ni002 is set up according to the principle of the "red trousers" method;
- the observations are the whole time carried out as follows (1) to (6).

Position I, left scale
backsight Stadia line ( 1 ) -- levell. line (2)

foresight " " (3) ti " (4)

Position II, right scale
foresight ii " (6)

backsight ii " (5)

As a rule, the forward and reverse levellings are executed at different times

(day, hour) and under different meteorological conditions and by different obser-

vers.

All instrument are checked once a week. All staffs are calibrated at least twice

a year (every graduation on the invarband) with laser interferometer komparator.

2.3 The observations and their registration

The data are collected simultaneously in the three vehicles, according to a

fixed schedule, preprogrammed in the data stacks. Recording routines are not the

same for instrument and staff vehicles.

During the registration process, simple computations and checks against given
tolerances are done automatically in the data log. The information stored in the

data stacks is transferred on to magnetic tapes for transfer into the data bank.

3 RESULTS

To better illustrate the results yielded by the motorized levelling technique,

a comparison with standard techniques is made below. The following criteria has

been chosen for the comparative study: efficiency quality and working conditions.

3.1 Efficiency

The efficiency of a levelling technique can be illustrated on the one hand by

the average (daily or hourly) production and total season production, and on the

other hand by the cost per levelled kilometer.

TABLE 1 LEVELLING STATISTICS FOR PERIOD 820501 TO 821027

PARTY kM KM KM EFF NO. NO. SET-UPS DIFFERENT BM TYPE AVSIGHT AV. KM NO. WORK

TOTAL CHECK REPAY HRS BMs SET-UPS PR.HR BM RM BM BM LGTH LGTH PR . HR DAYS

1 1,293.6 0.0 18.7 566.4 1387 16004 27.3 1307 12 10 47 40.4 932,7 2,21 100

2 1,101.3 216.3 0.0 589.9 1183 16496 28.0 1104 35 68 ?? 33,4 930,9 1,87 112

3 1,493.6 5.6 12.1 603.2 1623 18551 30.8 1304 91 67 ?n 40,3 920,3 2,48 112

A 1,358.7 33.4 27.0 622.2 1599 17217 27.7 1169 94 73 115 39,5 849,7 2,18 109

5 1,328.1 169.8 0.0 572.4 1400 17990 31.4 1140 165 45 50 36,9 948,6 2,32 107

======= = = = = = ==== ====== === = ====== === = == = = === == = = = = = === = = = = = = = = = = = =

6,575.3 425.1 57,8 2974 .

1

7192 86,258 29.0 6024 397 263 324 38,1 916,4 2,21 540
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TABLE 2 PRODUCTION STATISTICS FOR PERIOD 1976-1984 WITH MOTORIZED LEVELLING

YEAR NUMBERS

OF PARTY

FIELD WORK

DAYS

TOTAL PRODUCTION IN KM DAILY PRODUCTION KM RELEVELLING

%ACCEPTED RELEVELLED TOTAL ACCEPTED RELEVELLED TOTAL

1976-1981

1982-1984*

1-5

4-6

2 023

1 520

18 374 1 186 19 560

17 420 759 18 179

9,1 0,6 9,7

11,5 0,5 12,0

6,0

4,2
Total - 3 362 33 900 1 945 35 845 10,] 0,6 10,7 5,2

Measurement with 3,5 m invarstaff.

Table and Table 2 shows the result obtained in Sweden:

We can see that the average hourly production for a motorized levelling party
is about 2,2 km;

The average daily production under the last 3 years (when using 3,5 m invar-
staff) is about 12,0 km;

The effective working time during a normal 8 hours day is only on an average
about 5 , 5 hours

;

The complete time needed to perform all operations relating to one set-up of the
instrument, including the transport time, is on an average between 1,6 to 2,4
minutes

;

In Scandinavian countries our experience shows that it is possible to use moto-
rized levelling without interruption during the whole fieldseason: for Sweden
during about 140 days. In the same period the foot (FL) and bicycle (CL) level-
ling techniques can only be used during 90 days (spring and autumn). Moreover,
using standard methods special precautions must be taken and the observations
must be interrupted in the middle of the day (shimmer, refraction).

Figure 1 FRODXTION POSSIBrLTTIES DURING FIELD SEASON

WITH DIFFERENT LEVELLING TECHNIQUES

ML = Motorized Levelling

CL = Bicycle Levelling

FL = Foot Levelling

Total
Produktion

^_ Working days

FL,CL=40
, Prod, stop FL,CL=50 day:

- Figure 1 also shows that with (ML) motorized levelling technique the total pro-

duction per season is increased by at least a factor of 2,5 compared to (CL)

bicycle levelling and a factor 4 for (FL) foot levelling.

When analysing the cost for a levelled kilometer, we discover that in the indust-

rialized countries, and especially in Sweden, the part representing the wages
are relatively high and represent about 90 %. The capital cost (for equipment and

cars) are less than 7 % of the total cost. To reduce costs, it is therefore impor-

tant to reduce the number of operators to a minimum while maintaining an optimal
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production rate. The ML used only 4 persons while FL and CL require 4 to 5 and even
more persons.

In comparative studies we have as a principle only dealt with the factors related

to production in the field. A better comparison is obtained if data processing and
works which follows the field work are also included. The Swedish system is fully
computerized from data collection in the field (Micronic) through processing
(computer PRIME), to the storage and output of the results (height data bank).

3.2 Quality of the results: accuracy

In order to be able to correctly judge of the quality of the results, we should
keep in mind the conditions (regulations and tolerances) which have steered the
execution of the field work.

The permitted difference between the forward and reverse levelling of a line
is 2 yL mm/km (L = distance in km) for the first order network.

Field work is in progress during the whole season without interruption under the
most varying working conditions and by a variaty of staff.

The average percentage of relevelling for all levelling carried out up to the
present time with motorized techniques is 5,2 % (see table 2).

In his studies and analysis of our work in the years 1977-78 (Remmer 1979) notes
that :

- the optimal non-acceptance limit is about 2,3 y.L mm/km between a forward and
reverse levelling;

- in this case, the number of undetected gross errors only amounts to 2 o/oo.

However, the best criterion to judge of the quality of the measurements
is the mean error per kilometer, which can be calculated either from the circuit
closures, or from the deviations of the runs. In both cases we note that these
mean errors remain under _+ 1 mm/km, which complies with the norms for precise
levelling.

We think it is worth mentioning here some of the factors which make these results
possible with motorized techniques. Among these we can note:

- a higher speed of operation: reduction of the settlement and heaving effects
linked to the time factor (staff, tripod);

- a higher line of sight: the instrument is more than 2 m above the ground:
almost total elimination of the refraction effects and of shimmer effects;

- perfect stability of the staffs under all operating time;
- permanent check of verticality with the help of the 3 bull's eye levels;
- greater stability of the foot plates;
- no movement around the tripod: sinking effect reduced;
- greater stability of the tripod thanks to the modified feet;
- less fatigue because of the regular change of observers;
- fore- and back sights always over the same surfaces (roads or backs) = identical

symmetrical refraction.
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3.3 The working conditions

The introduction of motorized techniques has greatly improved the field working
environment since nearly all operations are performed from the vehicles. The purely
physical part of levelling has been considerably lightened:

- no more long and tiring walks with heavy and cumbersome equipment;
- no need to manually hold the staffs in a vertical position;
- work in seated position for the staff men and the booker;
- special desk faciliting the bookers work;
- preprogrammed automatic registration with the help of the Micronic data logs;
- protection against rain, wind etc.

The weight, volume and quantity of the equipment used need not be limited.
Currently, working conditions are such that nearly half of the personnel is female.
The safety during the day has been strongly improved because of the numerous warning
signs and signals which are mounted on the vehicles. Road users have more respect
for the levelling parties. No incident has occurred in the ten past years.

3.4 Conclusions

The Swedish experience with motorized levelling (more than 37 000 km) has confirme
that this technique at the moment is the most appropriate one for largescale precise
levelling work.

The obtained results are:
- average daily production about 12 km (by only 5,5 working hours);
- cost per levelled km reduced by about 50 %;

- uninterrupted working throughout the season and during normal working hours;
- improved working environment;
- accuracy as good or even higher as with classical methods even under unfavour-

able conditions;
- several countries have successfully adopted the Swedish motorized levelling;

system (Danmark, Holland, Norway, France, USA, Zambia a s o).

4 NEW TECHNIQUES AND TESTS

During the coming field season experimental work will be carried out to test
a number of new techniques. Some of this work will be concerned with the evalua-
tion of methods which have already been introducted in other countries; other
parts will be related to the further development of these techniques.

Of particular interest are: indirect levelling and motorized traversing to

determine X, Y and Z coordinates.

4.1 Double Motorized Levelling (DML)

This technique is based on the use of only two vehicles as opposed to the now

well-known three vehicle technique. DML can be used for simultaneous single
levelling. The two vehicle are identically equiped and are basically the same

as the instrument vehicle used for the classical motorized levelling (ML) with
the exception of the levelling staff which is mounted on both vehicles on a

support close to the instrument so that it can be manipulated by the observer.
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Each car is crewed by two surveyors with the combined roles of driver, booker,

observer and staffmen. Each vehicle is equipped with short-wave radio equipment for

inter-car communication and booking is done with the help of electronic data logs.

In addition to base plates and temperature recording equipment, a third staff is

carried for making connections to bench marks.

FIGURE 2 • DOUBLE MoTo&lzSO L£V£LL/N6r
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Figure 2 illustrates a possible measuring routine. Each observer records his
observations in his own data log. A run between two bench marks results in two
independent height determinations measured simultaneously and in the same direc-
tion .

The use of this technique appears to offer a number of advantages since in-

vestment costs will be reduced by about 20% and the increase in productivity has
been estimated to about 15%.

This technique will result in sets of reciprocal observations at the same time,
in addition to losing the Ah check, the observations are correlated both in time
and with respect to environmental conditions. The overall simplicity of this tech-
nique make further investigations interesting. Of particular interest will be the
accuracy which can be attained.

4.2 Trigonometric Levelling (TL)

In the early 1970's a number of experiments were carried in the north of

Sweden using this technique with transporting crews and equipment by both car
and helicopter. Distances were measured using an AGA model 6 Geodimeter and angles
observed reciprocally with standard second order theodolites. A modified version
of height traversing was also used in the national retriangulation programme.

The results achieved in broken mountainous terrain were very promising. Using
the method only along the roads did not result in any significant improvements
when compared with "cycle" levelling which was the method in use at that time
for second order levelling. In the mountains it was possible to produce results
with an accuracy of 10 mm.
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The new generation of total stations has made it possible to develop new and

improved methods. In 1981 Bahnert in East Germany reported results of the order

of 4 mm/km.

4.21 Motorized Trigonometric Levelling (MTL)

In the USA (Whalen 1984), France (Kasser 1984) and in Canada very promising re-

sults have been reported using this technique. The technique has been well documen-

ted and is based on the use of total stations to carry out reciprocal observations.

To speed up and improve the accuracy, the total stations will be eqipped with a

specially designed adapter on which both a reflector and target can be fitted. All

observations will be collected using data logs and will be checked and computed

during the actual field operations.
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The tests will be begun using two vehicles and thereafter a series of tests

using three vehicles will also be carried out. With three vehicles we feel that

productivity will be significantly increased and observing times will be decreased

which should improve accuracy: decreased settling.

4.22 Double Motorized Trigonometric Levelling (DMTL)

We plan to study the feasibility of combining both methods 4.1 and 4.21. The

same vehicles as will be used for DML will also be used for this series of tests.

The Ni002 instruments will be replaced with total stations (AGA 142, Kern a s o).

On the eccentrically mounted levelling staves a twin set of reflectors and targets

will be mounted to form a fixed base on the staves with a centre point approxi-

mately 2,5 m above ground level.

A proposed measuring routine is as follows:

- a set of reciprocal distance and vertical angle observations as for MTL followec

by observations to the targets and reflectors which are mounted on the levelling

staves

.

Measurements will be done according to the leap-frog method, see figure 4.

Connections will be made to bench marks using a third staff.
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The combined results will give four separate height traverses i.e. two reci-
procally observed height traverses instrument to instrument and two separate tra-
verses instrument to staff.

Possible advantages of this method are:

- improved accuracy from the combined technique;
- decrease of refractive effects: reciprocal observations;
- increased speed: long lines of sight simultaneous forward and reverse obser-
vations ;

- better productivity in hilly areas;
- lower production costs.

Foreseeable disadvantages are:

- high capital costs: total stations;
- longer set-up times;
- need for better planning and reconnuissance;
- connections two bench marks can be time-consuming;
- data capture routines must be very care-full defined.

It is possible to operate using 3 vehicles but the logistics of the operations
would be relatively complicated and disadvantages will presumably outweigh the
advantages of such a configuration: handling the observation data would be parti-
cularly complicated.

4.3 The Motorized XYZ Technique (MXYZ)

National networks normally comprise separate layouts for the height and plani-
metric nets each with its own demarcation system. Field observations are carried
out as completely separate activities, often by separate sections within the orga-
nisation. There is a need for coordinate information for the computation and
documentation of height networks. The increasing interest for digital mapping
techniques is a further argument for an XYZ determination of bench marks.

The method described in section 4.2 can possibly be adapted to make it possible
also to determine station coordinates. Tests will be carried out to test this concept,
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It is planned to use three vehicles, each equipped with a total station on
which a reflector and target is mounted. Connections to bench marks will be made
using the same type of staff as will be used for MTL. The staves will be fitted a

specially constructed centring arrangement to make possible an exact set-up both
over bench marks and traverse and triangulation points. The observation programme
will be the following (see figure 5).

FIGURE &: THE MOTORIZED XyZ TECHNIau£ (MX Vz)
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The instrument vehicle 111 starts from the bench mark BM1 on which the staff

S1 is placed.
1. Determination of height difference: I21-BM1
2. Horisontal angle: BM1-I21-I31
The instrument vehicle 11 moves from 111 to 112.

3. Determination of height difference: 121-131

4. Horisontal angle: I21-I31-I12
The instrument vehicle 12 moves from 121 to 122.

5. Determination of height difference

Connections to coordinated points will be made as soon as visibility permits
the observation of directions and/or distances. The type and number of connec-
tions will depend on accuracy requirements.

There is an opinion at the National Land Survey of Sweden that this method has
considerable potential for second and third order networks both in Sweden and in

developing countries. Particular attention will be concentrated on accuracy and
economy.
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RECENT ADVANCES IN HIGH PRECISION TRIGONOMETRIC
MOTORIZED LEVELLING (NIPREMO) IN I.G.N. FRANCE

Michel KASSER

Institut Geographique National
2, Avenue Pasteur - 94160 St-MANDE

FRANCE

ABSTRACT. The need for decreasing the costs of high precision
levelling observations have led the IGN-France in a first period to
use the Motorized Levelling (as defined by J.M. Becker in Sweden),
then to set up the first operational equipment of High Precision
Trigonometric Motorized Levelling (in French : NIPREMO). The first
experiments conducted in 1981 proved the validity of the concept.
The aim was at that time to get a cheap low-precision levelling
(5 mm/km) for overseas networks. As we reached easily 3 mm/km without
special care, it was decided to try to reach the maximum precision
possible while keeping an interesting speed. After that, some new
experiments were made in 1983 with Kern E2 and Wild T 2000 Instruments
and a commercial use of Nipremo began in Africa with Kern DKM2A &
DM502 theodolites and EDM'S. It appears that Nipremo is the best way
to level in mountainous areas , even with first order requirements

,

provided the density of benchmarks is not too high, as in France e.g.

(2 benchmarks by km).

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

We shall refer to the excellent review of the published experiments
made by Rueger and Brunner (1982). It appears that the principle of observing
vertical angles to get the altitude of the target is perhaps as old as the geodesy
itself ; but in no case it has been considered as a rival for high precision
levelling, especially because of the incertitude of the value of the refraction.
Geodesists commonly use so long distances in trigonometric heighting that , of
course, the quality of denivelation measurement is quite low. At the beginning of
the 70es, the increasing diffusion of good and cheap EDM'S let some people to
reconsider this question, and various experiments were made and published here
and there (e.g. Kratzsch, 1979). Anyway all of them seemed to look for a better
precision, and not specially for a strong decrease of the costs.

So the experiments begun in 1981 at French-IGN were devoted to set up a

new sort of levelling equipment , able to measure in a quicker way than classical
motorized levelling and a particular attention was paid to get a much cheaper low-
precision levelling method for overseas surveys. Often we have to level with a

5 or 7 mm/km precision required and classical methods hardly may be degraded to
such values with a significant decrease of costs.

Spatial methods, of course, are useless, even if very interesting
qualities of relative positionning are proposed using GPS in differential mode.
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It is due to the fact that they can provide only geometric values and
not geopotential ones , and because the geo'id will not be known at the cm-level
up to a certain time.

So we made some investigations in Trigonometric Levelling with the
goal of going the more fastly possible. By using simultaneous reciprocal
vertical angles observation, together with measurement of slope distances, we
could get very promising results (Kasser, 1982) as well in speed (4,5 km/h) as

in costs (half the cost of classical levelling) and in precision (3 mm/km). So
we decided to set up a commercial equipment in Africa, where it has worked
several times since 1983 ; and we tried to reach better accuracies, to eventually
compete with high precision surveys in France.

The next tests were performed in 1983, with the opportunity of checking
the new high-precision electronic theodolites of Wild (T 2000) and Kern (E 2).

In spite of minor technical problems, the precision appeared as really excellent
(1 mm/km) , and in any case good enough for secondary order traverses. So we
prepare and expect for late 1985 a fully operational equipment using electronic
theodolites destined to French Levelling Network.

THEORY OF OPERATION

The theory is quite classical and need not to be explained in long
details. From various discussions and trials it was obvious that the best
solution was neither leap-frog nor reciprocal EDM traversing with just one
theodolite, but that preferably we had to use simultaneous reciprocal EDM traver-
sing (see Fig. 1) with two instruments.

Fig. 1
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If we neglect the difference of deviation of the vertical between the
two stations 1 and 2 , and if we suppose that the coefficient of refraction is

constant along the line of sight (i.e. the radius of curvature r of the path
is constant) , the height difference Ah is calculated as :

z z
D h= D sin 1-2 cos 6/2 (1)

2

which may be expressed as :

i

D h = -| (D cos 7 - D cos Z„) cos 1/2

i. e. the mean between the denivelations computed separately by each of the two
stations 1 and 2, using their own data, provided they have both an EDM.

PRACTICAL ORGANISATION

The team is composed of two cars almost similarly eguipped. Each of
them is a pick-up. The tripod used is crossing the floor through holes and may
rest directly on the road ; a lever system lets the operator to leave the station
very guickly by rising the whole tripod + instrument in a well-secured position.
The optical axis is 2,1 m above the ground. The instruments chosen were Kern
ones because the DM 502 EDM gives the unigue feature of not hindering the rever-
sibility of theodolites telescopes. For the overseas eguipment, DKM 2A was
chcsen as a good classical theodolite with probably less risks of failure than an
electronic one. For France, E 2 was prefered. The Wild T 2000 (or T 2) + D 14

system is certainly at the same excellent guality level, but D 14 does not
authorize important downwards slope sighting for one position of the circle
when mounted on the theodolite, and this may be annoying in mountainous areas.

The theodolite with its EDM is fixed by a Zeiss fast set-up head on the
tribrach. A direct link is established with the computer (Epson HX-20) that may
be operated either by the secretary-driver of the car or preferably by the
observer. A full duplex line is used between the two crewmen in order they can
discuss easily even in noisy areas. A 3 m invar rod is fixed along the car and
may be guickly set up on a benchmark by the secretary-driver. The driver uses a

metric counter displaying the distance run by the car with 1 meter accuracy,
and has a radio link with the other car. The telescopes of theodolites are
framed with targets of a correct size allowing a good pointing by the other
observer, and an EDM-reflector is fixed over the theodolite, which permits the
measurement of the distance to be performed as fast as possible.

OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE

A lot of solutions may oe used. Ours are the following ones :

- At the departure from a benchmark, the secretary-driver puts the 3-meter
rod in vertical position on it. Three readings are made : the graduation, the
closest to the horizontal, then two others to + and - 50 cm from this one, then

again the central graduation with the opposite circle, after reversing of the
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telescope. So the optical axis is levelled in respect to the benchmark at - 0,1mm.
During this period, the other car's operator has chosen his station and at the
same instant in the two vehicles (thanks to the radio) the observers begin to
measure at each other, one of them (always the same) measures the distance first,
and the other measures it at the end of the seguencedf operated simultaneously,
the EDM interfere). Between that, two complete sets of readings ("Right circle",
"Left circle") are made, and more if an internal discrepancy is noticed by the
computer's checks. Then, station 1 sendsto the other one (2) his observed
denivelation and distance, which are compared with station 2's measurements while
taking in account a model of refraction. Every computer conserves its own logs
and prints them in order to save the data in case of failure of the magnetic
recorder (cassette type).

The temperature and pressure are measured from time to time, depending
on the value of the slopes. When the slope is important, a big care must be paid
to meteorological data. We use classical barometers and thermometers, but it is
easy to imagine automatic readings of electronic probes for this purpose.

It should be emphasized that distance measurements are guite critical
data, and that in my opinion two EDM s are not a mere calculation ease, but a

real necessity, as an error of distance is impossible to detect.

An other solution which may be possibly used is to send all the data
of one station to the other, either by radio manually (but it is guite tedious
and long), or automatically by a radio link via a modem, or via the infrared
modulated light of the EDM, which is probably more sure. Commercial eguipment
using this facility exist but we did not test it.

RESULTS

The formula to compute precision we use is Vignal's formula : the
probable kilometric error e.p. k is given (in mm) by :

e.p.k. = 2/3 [(sum (f
2

/K) /n]
1/2

f = closure , n = number of closures , K = length of the loop or section in km.

1) We found that the e.p.k. is fairly modulable, depending on the maximum
authorized distance between stations. For D < 1500 m, e.p. k. c^ 3 mm. For
D < 400 m , e. p. k. c^ 1 mm. So we can optimize the cost by adjusting this maximum
distance, which is guite interesting.

2) The speed is very dependant of the topography, but seems to be never
really slower than Motorized Levelling ' s one. It is very dependant of the
density of benchmarks too. In France, we have commonly around 2 benchmarks by
kilometer, so the operations are considerably slowered. In Africa (2 to 5 km

between benchmarks) it is much more interesting, as well as in France in moun-
tainous areas where the gains of time may be guite noticeable.

3) Our experiments of Nipremo have not been sufficient to prove it, but it

seems that we have not to fear important systematism.
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Up to now we could not detect any errors of this type and we have
different reasons (Bahnert, 1980) to think that it is normal. The gradient of

refraction index is in nearly all circumstances dominated by thermal gradients

,

and this is one of the principal sources of troubles in geometric levelling, as

the thermal layers are generally parallel to the ground and not at all horizontal.
In such a case of figure, which is very common, we find that the trigonometric
levelling encounters a stable refractivity along the optical path, which is

statistically in a single layer. So the radius of curvature of this ray has good
chances to be constant, as stated in Eq.l, and the precision is limited by
instruments only : The hypothesis necessary to get a proper precision is only
that the light ray has a constant radius. We can notice the necessity for the
same hypothesis for the validity of the "refraction-by-reflection" method
( Angus-Leppan , 1983) imaginated also to correct for the effect of refraction, so
that it is not clear whether such a method can afford anything more compared to

trigonometric levelling using reciprocal simultaneous zenithal measurements, for
which some excellent instruments already exist.

4) The existence of fully electronic theodolites have opened the way to the
realisation of a very exciting perspective : a completely impersonal manipulation
of numeric values during all the different processings of the data observed. The
observer has only the interesting job, the choice of the set-up sites, and the
charge of aiming at the targets , and the electronics make automatically all the
data readings, checks and storages which are, in classical methods, time consu-
ming, tedious, and sources of plenty of mistakes. By conserving the methodology
of geometric levelling, it appears as extremely hazardous to find a commercial
solution permitting impersonal readings. Here, with trigonometric heighting,
this can be made almost completely. The only data to be still read and manually
introduced in the computer are the readings on the invar rod, but it seems
mostly advisable to help the observer by using a vocal decoder able to understand
numerical values and to drive the program.

5) With the two types of electronic stations we used, we experienced severe
problems of static electricity that perturbed the links between the micro-computer
and the theodolite. Sometimes this link was completely blocked, and serious
attention must be paid to the earthings or groundings of cables , because the cars
are not the ideal receptacles for high-impedance low-consuming electronic
circuitry.

6) For overseas work it appears as extremely suitable to have a complete
available equipment in case of failure of one of the components : topographic
staffs have scarcely such problems with classical levelling. Here the technical
sophistication is considerably higher than previously, and in my opinion a

complementary complete electronic spare eguipment must be considered as a
necessity and taken in account when estimating the costs.

CONCLUSION

Methods like Nipremo have proved to be extremely suitable for modern
levelling. If they need a correctly trained staff to work properly, as the
technicity required has increased, the counterparts are the followings :
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- Very interesting costs of production, modulable in consideration of the
quality required.

- A precision compatible ,if needed ,with first-order requirements.

- The possibility of quasi-complete automatization of data transfers.

- An excellent security while workinq along the roads.

But some problems remain :

- All sorts of topoqraphies are not equally suitable.

- The roads must be large enough to let two vehicles circulate easily.

- The equipment is complex and failures may be critical.

- The car used receives a very particular equipment and it is not easy to
change the model , spare parts being not available everywhere in the world. But
the equipped car may be used for classical Motorized Levelling too , if necessary.

It appears to us that Nipremo could be an excellent complement of
Motorized Levelling, in mountains especially ; and we have tested the possibility
of using it to get some data for profiling roads (in X.Y.Z) with a good success,
which may signify that such a sophisticated equipment is anyway very versatile
and multi-purposes i
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Fig. 2 & 3

Showing the Kern equipment ( E 1 and
D M 502 ) , the targets , the Zeiss
fast set-up head, and the car fully
equipped, during an intermediate
station observation sequence.
One can notice the quickly removable
protections against wind and rain

;

they let the team to operate even
with rather bad weathers.
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TRIGONOMETRIC MOTORIZED LEVELING
AT THE NATIONAL GEODETIC SURVEY

Charles T. Whalen
National Geodetic Survey

Charting and Geodetic Services
National Ocean Service, NOAA

Rockville, MD 20852

ABSTRACT. The National Geodetic Survey tested precise trigono-
metric motorized leveling in 1984-1985 for National Geodetic
Vertical Network surveys. Two types of surveys were tested. The
first survey used a single Wild T2000-DI5 system and a pair of

leveling rods, each equipped with two targets and two small
retroref lectors. Motorized leveling instrument/rod vehicles were
used to transport the leveling rods for the November-December
1984 first-order, class I tests. The second survey used height
transfers between a pair of Wild T2000 theodolites by simultane-
ous reciprocal zenith angles and slope distances measured with a

Wild DI5. Motorized leveling instrument vehicles provided trans-
port for the theodolites. Height transfers between bench marks
and theodolites were made using zenith angles and slope distances
measured from the instrument to two targets and reflectors on a
leveling rod. Trigonometric motorized leveling with the T2000-
DI5 met first-order standards for section and loop closures for

vertical control surveys.

BACKGROUND

Compensator leveling surveys are plagued by systematic errors caused by
refraction (Strange 1981, Holdahl 1982, Whalen and Strange 1983), magnetic
effects (Rumpf and Meurisch 1981, Whalen 1984a) and by other errors. Survey
progress is limited by horizontal sights, although production increases have
been acheived by using motorized leveling techniques (Peschel 1974, Becker
1980, Poetzschke 1980, Whalen 1982). The ravages of inflation in the late
1970s and early 1980s spurred plans to decrease leveling costs, increase
accuracy, and increase production by developing new leveling systems (Angus-
Leppan 1983, Huff 1984). Developmental work has been done to increase pro-
duction and reduce systematic error effects on leveling, using state-of-the-
art equipment and trigonometric leveling by Rueger and Brunner (1981, 1982),
Chrzanowski (1983), Kasser (1983, 1984). The advent of new theodolites with
capabilities of measuring precise vertical angles produced by Wild Heerbrugg
and Kern in Switzerland have increased interest in trigonometric leveling.
Results of preliminary trigonometric leveling tests by the National Geodetic
Survey (NGS) using the Wild T2000-DI5 system are reported in Whalen (1984b).
Conventional and trigonometric leveling procedures used by NGS are shown in

figure 1. This report covers first-order trigonometric leveling tests of the
same system.

EQUIPMENT

NGS tested two types of first-order leveling surveys. The first survey used
one Wild T2000-DI5 system (figs. 1 and 2) with three motorized leveling in-
strument/rod vehicles and two Kern 1/2-cm leveling rods (fig. 3). The instru-
ment was mounted on a 2-meter tripod in the back of the observing vehicle.
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Conventional Leveling, 1 N I002 and 2 Rods

za = zenith angle

sd = slope distance

Figure 1.—NGS conventional and trigonometric leveling,
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Figure 2.—Wild T2000-D15 system.

Figure 3.—Motorized trigonometric leveling with 1

T2000-DI5 system and 2 Kern -j-cm leveling rods.
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The tripod legs passed through the floor of the vehicle to the ground. The
vehicle is equipped with an electric powered hoist to raise the tripod and
instrument for travel between instrument stations. Each rod was equipped with
two peanut prisms (retroreflectors) attached to the rod frame, and two targets
which were attached to the Invar band (figs. 4 and 5). A Radio Shack Model
100 computer was connected to the T2000-DI5 system via a Wild GIF2 RS232 unit
and GIF7 logic adapter (fig. 6). An aspirated temperature probe was used to

measure air temperature at the height of instrument at the beginning and end
of each section, and a Wallace and Tiernan altimeter was used to measure
altitude for air pressure calculations.

The second survey used a pair of Wild T2000-DI5 systems equipped with a

target for measuring vertical angles and a peanut prism for measuring slope
distance between instruments (figs. 1 and 7). The instruments were mounted on
2-meter tripods and transported between stations in the back of motorized
leveling vehicles, as on the first survey. Recording equipment, temperature
probes, and altimeters were the same as those used on the first survey.

SURVEYS

The survey test area is shown in figure 8. The cross line on route 636 was
not leveled for this test. The loop passes from east to west through Fred-
ericksburg, south along highway 1A, east on 17 bypass to highway 2, then
northwest along highway 2 to Fredericksburg. Approximately one-third of the

loop is located in urban and suburban Fredericksburg.

A four-man team conducted the first survey using one T2000-DI5 system and
two leveling rods. The survey began on November 8 and was completed on

December 6, 1984. The weather was generally favorable for surveying, with
temperatures varying from -2 to 19 degrees Celsius. The second survey was
made by a two-man team observing simultaneous reciprocal zenith angles and
distances between a pair of T2000-DI5s. The survey started on December 12,

1984 and ended on February 25, 1985. Temperatures varied from -4 to 22

degrees Celsius. Observing conditions were generally less favorable than on
the first survey because of snow and sleet.

SURVEY PROCEDURES

One Instrument and Two Rods

Start of Day

The observer turns on the GIF2 RS232 interface unit and enters the file

name, height of instrument, and time zone into the computer. The computer
records the date, time, and initializes the T2000 to turn off automatically
after recording each set, sets decimal degree mode, DI5 mode, zero prism
additive constant, and zero prism scale correction. These last two items are
applied by the computer instead of by the T2000.

Start of Section

The observer's initials, wind code, sun code, air temperature at height of

instrument, elevation from the altimeter, bench mark survey point serial
number (SPSN), bench mark stamping or name, and rod at the bench mark (1 or 2)

are keyed into the computer. The computer records the time.
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Figure 4.—Kern ^-cm leveling rod with

2 peanut prisms and targets.

Figure 5.—Peanut prism and rod target
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Figure 6.—Radio Shack Model 100 computer, temperature
display with switches for temperature probes and tripod
lift, and Wild GIF2 RS232 interface unit with GIF7 logic
adapter.

Figure 7.—Wild T2000-DI5 system with vertical angle
target, and peanut prism (below telescope).
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Figure 8.—Motorized leveling test area,
Fredericksburg, Virginia.
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Instrument Station Observations

The observer aligns the instrument horizontal crosshair with a vertical rod
target and the vertical crosshair with the center of the peanut prism, then
presses the record key on the computer. The computer turns on the T2000-DI5,
tells it to record the zenith angle and slope distance and downloads these
items. The instrument turns itself off. The observing sequence is: back-
sight, top prism and target, direct; foresight, top prism and target, direct
(if sight distances and sight distance imbalance are within tolerances, con-
tinue, otherwise move instrument or forward rod to adjust distances and
restart observations); foresight, bottom prism and target, reverse; and back-
sight, bottom prism and target, reverse.

Two elevation differences are computed between rod supports, one from direct
and one from reverse observations (appendix). If the difference between the
elevation differences is within the tolerance limit, the instrument is moved
to the next station. Otherwise, the station is reobserved.

End of Section

The observer enters the temperature, bench mark survey point serial number
(SPSN), and bench mark name or stamping into the computer. The computer
records the time and displays the section elevation difference and length.

Double Simultaneous Reciprocal Zenith Angles and Slope Distances

The start of day and start of section procedures are as above (one instru-
ment and two rods.)

Bench Mark Tie

Pointing and recording are made as above. The observing sequence is: top
(rod prism and target, direct; bottom prism and target, direct; top prism and
target, reverse; and bottom prism and target, reverse. Two elevation differ-
ences are computed between the bench mark and the horizontal crosshair of the

instrument from the two observations to the top and bottom prisms and targets
(appendix). If the two elevation differences agree within 0.75 mm they are

accepted. Otherwise, they are rejected and the observations are repeated.

Reciprocal Observations Between Instruments

Each observer aligns the horizontal crosshair of his instrument with the
vertical target on the side of the other instrument and the vertical cross
hair with the peanut prism on the other instrument and presses a computer key

to record. The computer turns on the T2000-DI5, tells it to record the zenith
angle and slope distance (direct only) and downloads the data. The instrument
turns itself off. The observing sequence for each set of observations is:

instrument 1 direct, instrument 2 reverse; instrument 1 reverse, instrument 2

direct. The peanut prism is attached below the telescope, opposite the DI5
(fig. 7). By observing with one instrument direct and the other reverse, the

DI5 of the direct instrument is aligned with the peanut prism of the other
instrument when the telescopes are mutually aligned. The slope distance is

observed with the instrument in direct only, to avoid interference between DI5
signals from the two instruments. When one DI5 observes slope distance, the
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optics of the other DI5 are covered to avoid reflecting the EDM signal.

On completion of the first distance measurement, the computer calculates and

displays the number of observations required based on the distance, and Feder-
al Geodetic Control Committee (FGCC) section misclosure tolerance for the

order, and class of survey (appendix, eq. 14). After sufficient observations
have been made the computer starts an iterative rejection routine which com-
putes the mean elevation difference, checks the maximum (unrejected) residual
from the mean against a tolerance limit and rejects the corresponding observa-
tion if the residual exceeds the tolerance. The tolerance limit is based on

the number of observations in the sample, the standard error (from previous
tests), and a five percent test level using procedures given in Halperin et

al, (1955) and in Whalen (1977). The special case is used where the standard
error is known, but the mean is not known. If sufficient (unrejected) obser-
vations remain, a new mean is computed and the next largest residual is

checked against the tolerance. The cycle is repeated until either a suffi-
cient number of observations remain and there are no more rejections, or until
too few observations remain and the computer displays a message asking for

another set of observations.

When the next bench mark is reached, a bench mark tie is made, as above, and
the end of section items (see one instrument and two rods above) are recorded.

DATA PROCESSING

Trigonometric leveling observations were transferred from the Radio Shack
Model 100 computer to a cassette at the end of each work day. Periodically,
the data were reloaded into a Model 100 computer, transferred to an Osborne
Model 1 computer, and stored on floppy disks. Field book pages were generated
on the Osborne computer and listed on a Hewlett Packard Think jet printer.
Vertical control records in prescribed format (Pfeifer and Morrison 1982) were
assembled with the Osborne for the NGS data base stored on floppy disks, and
transferred to the data base on completion of the tests.

Test software was written in Microsoft BASIC for the Model 100 computer, and
in Microsoft BASIC or CBASIC (compiled BASIC) for the Osborne Model 1. The
Model 100 Microsoft BASIC uses double precision computations (14 significant
digits), as does the CBASIC used on the Osborne. The Osborne Microsoft BASIC
uses single precision computations (7 digits internally, and 6 significant
digits for listings). The Model 100 computer has a built-in clock with day,

date, and time functions, a built-in modem, and a text editing system which
can be used to modify BASIC programs.

TEST RESULTS

The two motorized trigonometric leveling surveys are compared with earlier
motorized NI002 surveys of the test loop in table 1. The trigonometric survey
that used simultaneous reciprocal zenith angles and slope distances between a

pair of T2000-DI5 systems gave the highest average production rate in kilome-
ters per staffhour. The survey which used one T2000-DI5 system and two level-
ing rods gave the lowest production rate.

The standard error of the mean of a forward and a backward running between
bench marks separated by 1 kilometer is 0.76 mm for first-order, class I

surveys and 1.02 mm for first-order, class II surveys, assuming the FGCC
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(1984) tolerances for the differences between such runnings, ±3 mm and ±4 mm
respectively, are based on a five percent test level (1.96 sigma). The stan-
dard errors of the mean of a forward and backward run section, shown in table
1, were determined from least squares adjustments of the surveys. The stan-
dard errors of the mean from two Swedish surveys, the NGS NI002 survey, and
the NGS survey with one T2000-DI5 and two rods were all within the ±0.76 mm
value for first-order, class I surveys given above. The NGS NI002 survey was
run with first-order, class II specifications. The NGS survey, which used two
T2000-DI5 systems, had a standard error that was within the first-order, class
II value. The survey failed to meet the first-order, class I standard because
the writer inadvertently omitted the -22.66 constant in equation 14 (appendix)
when writing the recording program. The constants corrects for the uncertain-
ty in the bench mark ties, ±0.2 mm. Thus the number of observations required
to meet first-order, class I specifications was underestimated. Note that the
survey had nine rejects. The large number of rejections is believed to be

associated with observations on icy roads with positive temperature gradients.

Table 1. Comparison of first-order trigonometric and conventional
motorized leveling surveys on the Fredericksburg, Virginia, test loop.

Averages:
km/manhour
sets/manhour
sets/km
meters/set
minutes/set

Standard error of mean
double run, ± mm/km
degrees of freedom
number of rejects

Vertical movement, mm/hour
standard error, ± mm/hour

Swedes Swedes NGS NGS
NI002 NI002 NGS 1 T2000 2 T2000
1981 1981 NI002 -DI5 -DI5
No. 1 No. 2 1983 2 rods 1 rod

0.47 0.47 0.38 0.24 0.50
6.59 7.03 5.29 2.82 3.35
14.1 14.9 13.8 11.8 6.8

71 67 73 85 148

2.3 2.1 2.8 5.3 8.9

0.42 0.73 0.75 0.66 1.00
25 29 24 23 24

1 9

+0.55 +0.18 -0.35 -0.20 -0.10

0.14 0.24 0.11 0.11 0.18

30 km loop closure, mm 0.09 1.96 1.59 -2.10 11.48

The least squares adjustments solved for corrections to preliminary eleva-
tions, and for the vertical movement rates shown near the bottom of table 1.

The movement rate for the first Swedish survey, which is 3.9 times its stan-
dard error, is significant at the 1 percent test level using a Student's t-

test. None of the movement rates for the other surveys can be considered
significant. Sleet, snow, rain, and high winds occurred during the first

Swedish survey and may have contributed to the vertical movement rate for that

survey. In spite of the bad survey conditions, that survey had the smallest
standard error of the mean of the five surveys.

The first-order, class I loop closure tolerance for the 30-kilometer loop is

22 mm. All of the five surveys closed within the tolerance.

Differences between elevations from the two first-order, NGS trigonometric
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leveling surveys and mean elevations from the three NI002 surveys are shown

versus survey distance in figure 9. First-order, class I tolerances for loop

closures, 4 mm times the square root of the loop distance in kilometers, and
elevations are also shown. Elevation differences for both both surveys remain
within the tolerance limits.

SUMMARY

NGS conducted first-order, motorized trigonometric leveling tests over a 30-

km test loop in the vicinity of Fredericksburg, Virginia, between November 8,

1984 and February 25, 1985. Two types of surveys were tested. The first
survey used a four-man team with one Wild T2000-DI5 theodolite-EDM system and
two leveling rods, each equipped with two peanut prisms and two targets moun-
ted on the Invar band. Sight distances were limited to 54.5 meters and sight
imbalances to 2 meters. The survey met first-order, class I tolerances for

section and loop closures. Survey progress was 0.24 km per man-hour.

The second survey used one of the above mentioned leveling rods for height
transfers between the instrument and bench marks. The two-man team observed
simultaneous reciprocal zenith angles and slope distances between a pair of

Wild T2000-DI5 systems. Each instrument was equipped with a target for zenith
angles measurements and a peanut prism for slope distance measurements. Sur-
vey results failed to meet first-order, class I standards, and were classified
as first-order, class II, because the number of observations required was
underestimated (see TEST RESULTS). Survey progress was 0.50 km per manhour,
the highest of all first-order surveys of the test loop. The system is

capable of meeting first-order, class I standards with a slight increase in

the number of observations between instruments.

A two-man motorized team observing reciprocal zenith angles and slope dis-
tances between a pair of T2000-DI5 systems can achieve production rates in
kilometers per manhour, which are comparable to those from motorized NI002
leveling surveys over relatively flat terrain. The production rates for this
system should remain constant in rolling and mountainous terrain where NI002
motorized production rates would substantially decrease because of shortened
sight distances.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The recording program for observations with one T2000-DI5 and two rods
should be modified to calculate the number of elevation differences needed
versus sight distance. The modification would give the observer more flexi-
bility on sight distances. The Halperin rejection routine should be added to
the program. The rod targets should be increased in size to permit longer
sight distances for lower-order surveys.

Both systems should be tested in the mountains using double-run, first-order,
class II surveys. The system which uses observations between a pair of T2000-
DI5s should also be tested for river crossings. The temperature gradient
should be calculated from air temperatures observed 1 meter above and 1 meter
below the height of instrument, at least at the start of each section, for
both types of surveys. Observations should be avoided when positive tempera-
ture gradients occur with no wind. Air "bubbles" associated with such condi-
tions can cause large apparent vertical offsets of the target which result in
large systematic errors in leveling, for long sight distances.
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APPENDIX — Equations

Bench Mark Ties or Leveling With One Instrument and Two Rods.

Corrected slope distance (length units in meters), S

S = L(l+ppm) - SP/tan(Z) + OC + PC/sin(Z) (1)

where L is the observed slope distance, ppm (see below) is the parts per

million scale correction from the EDM calibration, SP is the separation be-
tween EDM and theodolite sight paths, Z is the mean zenith angle to the
target, OC is the EDM offset correction and PC is the horizontal prism offset
from the target surface.

Horizontal distance from the instrument to the target, X

X = S sin(Z) (2)

Elevation difference from instrument to target, Y

Y = S cos(Z) (3)

Elevation difference between instrument and bench mark or turning point, H

H = RT - (Y + (1-K)X
2
/2R) (4)

where RT is the meter value of the rod target height, K is the coefficient of

refraction (0.13 assumed), X is from (2), and R is the earth's radius

(6,371,000 meters assumed).

Reciprocal Zenith Angles and Slope Distances.

Corrected slope distance (length units in meters), S

S = (L
2

- (SM-SP)V (l+ppm) + OC + PC (5)

where S, L, SP, ppm, OC and PC are as above and SM is the separation between
the prism and crosshairs of the theodolite.

Horizontal distance between theodolite and target, (2) above.

Elevation difference between instrument and target, H

H = Y + (1-K)X
2
/2R (6)

with terms as described above.

Mean elevation difference between instruments, H'

H' = (H
f

- H
b
)/2 (7)

where H
f

is the foresight elevation difference and H is the backsight

elevation difference, from (6) above.
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Scale Correction, ppm. (Fronczek 1977)

ppm = (282.94 - (105.67/(273.15 + TE))P - WV - RS)10
-6

(8)

where TE is the air temperature at height of instrument in degrees Celsius, P

is the pressure in mm of Hg, WV is the water vapor correction in ppm (assumed

0.4), and RS is the prism scale correction, and

D oc , (3.3978 - (AL - SL)3.6792xl0~
5

) , n ,P = 25. 4e (9)

where AL is the altimeter reading in feet at the start of the section „- 1 SL
is the altimeter reading at sea level, in feet (1000 for the altimeter ased).

Variance of ddh, mm.

The variance of the difference between two elevation differences (ddh)
observed between two rods (A) using one theodolite and two leveling rods with
targets and prisms, or between two instruments (B) with simultaneous recipro-
cal zenith angles (direct and reverse pointings) and slope distances is:

Variance of ddh = aX
b

(10)

where "a" and "b" are constants determined from earlier trigonometric leveling
observations on the Fredericksburg test loop and on a leveling line from
Fredericksburg to Orange, Virginia. For observations with one instrument and
two rods (A) and for simultaneous reciprocal zenith angles and slope distances
between instruments (B) the constants are:

a
A

= 8 085x10"
-6

b
A

= 2 2073

a
E

= 6 723x10"
-6

b
B

= 2 2926

The standard error of the mean of two elevation differences determined between
an instrument and a bench mark is 0.2 mm, for the surveys with two instru-
ments. The "a" constants were increased by 5 percent to allow for other error
sources, and used to derive the equations given below.

Maximum Observing Distance, X.

X
A

= (30.66nF
2

)

0,828
(11)

Where X is the maximum observing distance between leveling rods (A), n is the
number of observed elevation differences, and F is the FGCC tolerance on
disagreement between forward and backward runnings between bench marks in mm,
per kilometer. An elevation difference is based on the mean of direct and
reverse pointings, and a slope distance measurement, to a foresight and a

backsight rod target.

XR = [n(36.87F
2

- 22.66)]
0,774

(12)
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where X is the maximum observing distance between instruments (B), from simul-

taneous reciprocal observations, n and F as in (11) above. An observed eleva-

tion difference is based on the mean of elevation differences observed from
each instrument, to the other instrument, using a direct and reverse pointing
and a slope distance.

Number of Acceptable Observations Required, n.

n
A

= X
1,208

/(30.66F
2

) (13)

nD = X
1,292

/(36.87F
2

- 22.66) (14)
D

where A, B, X and F are as above.
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ABSTRACT. Three years of test surveys at the University of New
Brunswick with trigonometric height traversing have led to the

conclusion that a standard deviation a £ 2 mm//km can be achieved
at an easily attainable speed of at least 10 km per day regardless
of the inclination of the terrain when using precision electronic
theodolites such as Kern E2 or Wild T2000 and limiting the lines of

sight to not exceed 200 m for the leap-frog method and 250 m for

the simultaneous reciprocal measurements. A computer simulated height
determination along a 80 km long undulating highway subjected to

simulated effects of refraction indicated that the cumulative
influence of refraction becomes random after long distances.

INTRODUCTION

As already discussed by many authors, the low speed and systematic errors of

geometric levelling with its horizontal lines of sight are reason enough for

trying to replace geometric levelling by a trigonometric method with measured
slope distances and vertical angles using either a reciprocal or leap-frog
(balanced sights to targetted rods) mode of field operation. The targets in

trigonometric height traversing can always be placed at the same height above
the ground. Thus, the lengths of sight are not limited by the inclination of

the terrain and the systematic errors from refraction are expected to become
random because the back- and fore-sight lines pass through the same or similar
layers of air when traversing along long slopes. By extending the lengths of

sight to a few hundred metres, the number of set-ups per kilometre is minimized.
This reduces the accumulation of errors due to the sinking of the instrumentation
another significant source of systematic error in geometric levelling.

Until 1982, most of the studies on the replacement of geometric levelling by
trigonometric height traversing reported standard errors larger than 4 mm/ /km,
thus placing it in the realm of third-order or lower accuracy. For example,
Overton [1974] reported 16 mm/ /km with lengths of sight between 200 m and 830 m;

Blasek and Hradilek [1979] obtained a standard error of about 5 mm//km, with leg
lengths between 200 m and 300 m; and Rueger and Brunner [1981] reported
4.3 mm/ /km, with average sighting distances of 310 m. Kratzsch [1979] at the

Technical University in West Berlin reported use of the Kern DKM2-A/DM500 system
in two modes of operation: with reciprocal zenith angle measurement and with a

leap-frog method. In both cases standard deviations between 3.7 mm//km and
4.2 mm//km were obtained on a 6 km test line using 200 m long lines of sight with
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a claimed 1.7 km/h speed for the leap-frog method.

In the last three years extensive tests on trigonometric height traversing have
been carried out at the National Geographic Institute (IGN) in Paris. Their
tests included about 160 km of traversing and utilized a fully motorized recipro-
cal method with Kern DKM2-A/DM502 instruments. They reported [Kasser 1983] a

5 mm//km standard deviation with lengths of sight averaging 600 m at a speed of
about 4.5 km/h. Their latest tests [personal communication, Kasser, 1984] have
included electronic theodolites Kern E2 and Wild T2000 and claim a standard
deviation of 2 mm/ /km with lengths of sight up to 700 m and speed up to 6 km/h -

under the optimal conditions of flat terrain under overcast skies in winter.

Very recently, the U.S. National Geodetic Survey has also become involved with
trigonometric height traversing. No details on their studies have been available
to the authors except in an abstract of a paper by Whalen [1984] in which the

second order, class I (U.S. specifications) accuracy was claimed on a 38 km test
line using the Wild T2000/DI5 system in both reciprocal and leap-frog modes of

operation.

In 1982 the Department of Surveying Engineering at the University of New
Brunswick (UNB) initiated research activity in precision trigonometric height
traversing under sponsorship by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research
Council of Canada and the Department of Energy, Mines and Resources. The
programme concentrates on randomization of systematic errors, particularly of

the effects of refraction, with a study on achieving the first order accuracy
(a £ 1.4 mm//km) without the accumulation of systematic errors at a speed higher
than the present geometric levelling techniques. A full automation of the
field procedures is being investigated.

Field tests of trigonometric height traversing have included both the multi-
target leap-frog [Chrzanowski, 1983] and reciprocal methods with the Kern
DKM2A/DM502, Kern E2/DM503 and Wild T2000/DI5 measuring systems.

Preliminary results of the first two years of the investigations have been
discussed in detail in Chrzanowski [1984] and Greening [1985],

Due to the limited space only a summary and conclusions of current results
are given in this paper.

THE THEORETICALLY ACHIEVABLE ACCURACY OF

TRIGONOMETRIC HEIGHT TRAVERSING

Two basic types of trigonometric height traversing have been distinguished in

the accuracy analysis:

— Traversing with reciprocal measurement of vertical angles
— Leap-frog traversing with balanced backward and forward lengths of sight.

For the purposes of error analysis, the same basic mathematical model for the

calculation of the height differences between the theodolite and the target can

be used in both cases:

Ah = s tan a + c (1)

where s is the reduced horizontal distance
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a is the vertical angle
c is a term encompassing all the geometrical, refraction, and calibration

corrections.

In order to make the leap-frog method compatible with the reciprocal traversing
it is assumed that the same distance s between the theodolite and the targets
and between two theodolites is used in both cases and that the total number of

sets of angle measurements is also the same. This way, the results of the

analysis which follows will be applicable for both modes of trigonometric trav-
ersing without any further differentiation between the two methods, as far as the

influence of random errors is concerned.

Applying the rules of the propagation of variances into equation (1) and
assuming that the observations at each station are uncorrelated we can write:

2

a
2 = o

2 tan 2a + a
2

r- + a
2

. (2)
Ah s a cos a c

For a traverse consisting of n lines the variance of the total height difference
Ah will be:

°1h
no

lh
(3)

thus assuming a random influence of all sources of errors. A possible systematic
accumulation of some errors, particularly from refraction is discussed in the
next section.

A detailed evaluation of the three basic sources of errors in eqn. (2) is

discussed in Chrzanowski [1984] and Greening [1985]. The discussion led to the

conclusions which follow.

Standard deviations of a =+ 4 mm could be attributed to the measurements of

distances to a few hundred metres using the short range EDM such as the DM502,
DM503 or DI4 or DI5, with proper calibration of the instruments.

Use of a single second optical theodolite with vertical circle compensation and
appropriately designed targets and with lengths of sight to a few hundred metres
would allow the vertical angle measurements to have standard deviations of
oa = + 0.7" if 9 sets were taken. Precision electronic theodolites, such as the
E2 or T2000, would attain a = + 0.5" in 4 sets.

In the errors associated with the c component of eqn. (1) the following sources
were considered: residual effects of refraction, sinking of tripods and/or rods,
thermal expansion corrections and verticality of the rods (leap-frog method) , and
offset corrections for the targets and reflectors. Assuming that the major part
of the influence of refraction is removed by the trigonometric method itself,
only 0.2 mm allowance per each line of sight was given for the residual error
of refraction over distances of few hundred metres with a total ac = 0.3 mm
assuming that the offset corrections, verticality of rods and other geometrical
corrections can be controlled to about 0.1 mm each.

By placing the above basic error components into eqns . (2) and (3) the theore-
tically estimated standard deviations of trigonometric height traversing per one
kilometre distance were obtained as listed in Table 1 for various inclinations of
the traverse routes and for two groups of instrumentation: a) when using the opt-
ical 1" theodolites and b) when using the precision electronic theodolites.
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TABLE 1. Theoretically Achievable Accuracy of Trigonometric Height
Traversing (standard deviations in mm//km)

S[m]

a° 150 200 250 300 400 600

a) a = 0.7", 0=4 mm, a = 0.3 mm
a s ' c

0° 1.5 1.7 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.7
4° 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.2 2.7
8° 2.1 2.1 2.2 2.2 2.4 2.8
2° 2.7 2.6 2.5 2.5 2.7 3.0

b) a = 0.5", a = 4 mm, =0.3
a s c

0° 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.6 1.9
4° 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.7 2.0
8° 1.9 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.9 2.1

12° 2.5 2.3 2.2 2.2 2.1 2.3

The results indicate that, theoretically, even first order accuracy
(a _< 1.4 mm/ /km) could be attained with the trigonometric methods when using
electronic theodolites along routes with inclinations smaller than 4° and lengths
of sight shorter than 250 m. However, these tabulated accuracies represent only
the influence of random errors with a rather very optimistic value of o = 0.3 mm.

There might still be some other sources of error such as changes in the deflection
of the vertical, or the influence of the magnetic field and thermal effects on the

new electronic instruments which have not yet been adequately tested. In additicr,

the cumulative effects of any possible systematic errors have been ignored;

nonetheless, special attention at UNB has been given to the effects of the

atmospheric refraction which is briefly discussed below.

INFLUENCE OF THE ATMOSPHERIC REFRACTION

For clarity, a brief review of the well known basic formulae is given first.

Due to refraction, a pointing error T to a target at a distance S can be expressed

as a function of known coefficients of refraction k, , k~ , ... k in sub-sections12 n
s-^, S2, . . . sn (where s-^ + S2 + ... + sn = S) of the line of sight. An approxi-
mation by Greening [1985] gives the same results as an approximate expression

given earlier by Angus-Leppan [1979]:

T = 2^{s
1
[k

1
S+k

2
(S-s

1
)]+ s

2
[k

2
(S"S

1
)+k

3
(S-s

1
-s

2
)] + s

n
[k^S-s^ . . . -s^^+O] } (4)

In the simple case when the coefficient of refraction is constant along the

whole line of sight (circular refracted path), the pointing error is:
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If a vertical gradient of temperature dT/dz is known at a point along a

moderately inclined line of sight then the coefficient of refraction can be cal-
culated at that point from:

k = 502(0.0342 + dt/dz)/T
2

(6)

where P - barometric pressure in [mb] and T absolute temperature in [K]

.

The gradient dT/dz at a height z above the ground can be either directly
measured or determined from the empirical formula [Kukkamaki, 1938] for the

temperature profile:

T = a + bz
C

(7)

from which

dT/dz = bcz
(c 1}

(8)

The coefficients a, b, c, can be determined either empirically from temperature
measurements at three or more different heights along a vertical line perpendicu-
lar to the line of sight or from the free convection theory of heat transfer
[Priestley, 1954] from which c = -0.33 for turbulent air conditions and b is a

function of the sensible heat flux and other meteorological parameters [Holdahl,

1980] which can be measured.

Figure 1 shows typical values of the coefficient of refraction for a sunny
summer day in mid-latitudes through the first few metres above the ground. These
plots have been constructed using equations (6) and (8) and measurements of
temperature published by Banger [1982]. Similar results have been obtained from
measurements at UNB on a sunny day (25°C) over a concrete surface.

From equations (5) and (6), in order to limit the refraction error of pointing
to be within the aforementioned value of 0.2 mm over a distance of 250 m, the
coefficient of refraction would have to be determined with an accuracy of 0.04
which corresponds to an accuracy in dT/dz of 0.007°C/m for P = 1000 mb and
T = 300 K. With presently available instrumentation, the gradients of temperature
in turbulent air cannot be determined with an accuracy better than about 0.1°C/m
which corresponds to a pointing error of about T = 2.8mmat s = 250 m assuming
a constant gradient of temperature along the entire line of sight. An additional
problem in developing a possible correction technique comes from the uncertainty
in the temperature profile of model (7). Very recent and on-going investigations
at UNB indicate failure of model (7) at heights of 3 m to 4 m above the ground
where gradient inversion occurred under certain conditions on both sunny and
overcast days. Also the value of c = -0.33 has been found to agree with the
experimental values only in very unstable conditions (midday, sunny) at heights
up to only about 1.5 m above the ground.

Considering the above difficulties, the short term fluctuations of dT/dz and
height accuracy requirements, the authors are very skeptical that any practical
method for correcting the refraction errors over individual lines can be
developed. This skepticism includes the multi-wavelength dispersive methods or
any reflective or ref ractometric methods as suggested by some authors. The only
practical remedy is to try to randomize the influence of refraction through a

proper field survey method. The trigonometric method itself offers already at
least a partial randomization by having the forward and backward lines of sight
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Figure 1. Diurnal Variation of "k" (from data published by
Banger [1982]).

Figure 3. Prototype Multi-target Rod Figure 4. Kern E2 adapted
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FIGURE 2. Simulation of Height Determination Affected by Refraction
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more or less at the same height above the ground. Here, the reciprocal mode of

operation should, theoretically, offer a better randomization effect than the

leap-frog method. However, in the leap-frog method the observations over the

back and forward lines is spread over a time twice longer than in the reciprocal

method thus randomizing more the short term changes in the refraction error.

The leap-frog method allows for an additional randomization of the refraction

errors by using two or more targets at different heights as practiced in the

UNB surveys [Chrzanowski, 1983]. This would be rather difficult to introduce in

the reciprocal method. It is likely because of this randomizing that no obvious

difference in accuracy has been noticed in the test results obtained from both

methods as shown in the next section.

In order to see the cumulative influence of the refractive errors in long

trigonometric traversing, influence of refraction has been simulated in an 82 km

long trigonometric traverse along a slightly inclined (1%) route with random

maximum grade changes of 3%.

Details are given in Greening [1985]. The computer generated route profile
was divided into 10 m segments for simulating the refraction errors. Kukkamaki's
model (8) of the temperature gradient and equations (4) and (6) were used in the
simulation accepting c = -0.33 and taking a randomly changing value of b with
mean value of 1.5 + 0.2, corresponding to rather moderate refraction conditions.
Figure 2 shows partial results of the accumulation of the refraction errors
Lj and I T p

for the reciprocal and leap-frog traversing respectively over
thi total route of 82 km with a total elevation difference of about 800 m.

Different values of maximum lengths of sight, S, and different heights of

instrument, H. I . were used in the simulation for minimum clearances of the lines
of sight above the ground ranging from 1.0 m to 1.5 m. For a comparison, the
infleunce of refraction was applied also to a simulated geometrical levelling
along the same route which resulted in a total systematic error of about 70 mm.

These results demonstrate that reciprocal height traversing is practically free
of any systematic refraction errors - when S £ 200 m. The leap-frog method for
the same S has a negligibly small total error of refraction but it shows that

over shorter routes refraction errors may accumulate up to about 1 mm/km if the

minimum ground clearance is 1.5 m. For S = 300 m both methods may show signi-
ficant accumulation of the refraction error although still about 1/3 smaller
than in geometric levelling.

Some additional UNB investigations and field tests on the influence of

refraction are reported in Chrzanowski [1984]. They included two continuous
height determinations for 19 hours over a 500 m long test line with different
heights of targets ranging from 1.5 m to 4.5 m above the ground and unfavorable
refraction conditions. The results would indicate that the best observation
period for the randomization of refraction error is at mid-day between 10 a.m.

and 4 p.m. No definite conclusions could be reached on the optimal heights of

the targets and of the instrument in the leap-frog method when changing them from

1.5 m to 4.5 m and from 1.5 m to 2.2 m respectively.

FIELD TESTS WITH THE DKM2-A/DM502 SXSTEM

The optical theodolite Kern DKM2-A and EDM instrument DM502 were used in the

first field tests using the leap-frog method with 3 or 4 targets at heights up

to 5 m and, later on, with only two targets at 2.0 m and 3.5 m above the ground.

In order to achieve the accuracy of 0.7" in angle measurement as listed in

Table 1, a total of 8 to 12 sets of measurements were taken on each forward and
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backward traverse line in various sequences of pointings in order to devise an
optimal field procedure. The test surveys were performed along undulating
highways and city streets with inclinations of up to 6°. Evaluation of the

trigonometric results which are listed in Table 2 is based only on internal
misclosures of double or loop surveys with more detail and a comparison with
geometric levelling given in Chrzanowski [1984] and Greening [1985]. The lengths

of sight of these results ranged from 200 m to 300 m. Most of the surveys were
performed on sunny summer days with the height of the instrument about 1.5 m
and minimum ground clearances of 1.0 m. The estimated standard deviation of

2.2 mm//km from Table 2 is statistically compatible with the predicted value in

Table 1 for the given conditions. Even better results were obtained with the

same equipment in measurements of a network of 18 lines for monitoring a

hydro-electric power dam near Fredericton. The least squares adjustments of

two measurements of the network gave estimated standard deviations for one way
levelling of 1.3 mm/ /km and 1.9 mm/ /km using lengths of sight averaging 250 m.

This comparatively high accuracy could be, perhaps, attributed to the rugged
topography of the area in which most portions of the lines of sight were
several metres clear of the ground.

The measurements of the 18 lines of the monitoring network took about 3 days
while the geometric levelling of the same network required over two weeks.

Along the undulating highways the speed of the trigonometric traversing was
about 1 km/h using only one vehicle.

Figure 3 shows a prototype multi-target rod as used in the test measurements.

Fig. 5. Height Traversing Instrument Vehicle
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FIELD TEST WITH THE E2/DM503 AND T2000/DIS SYSTEMS

Towards the end of the summer of 1984 two electronic theodolites Kern E2 and
Wild T2000 with EDM instruments DM503 and DI5 respectively became available. They
were adapted (Fig. 4) for motorized reciprocal traversing using two small pick-up
trucks (Fig. 5) with mechanically elevated tripods constructed at UNB in a

manner similar to that of IGN in Paris [1982]. Provided with each of the
systems was the facility for RS232C interfacing. Control of the system, as
in the T2000/DI5, and the capture of data by a microcomputer, e.g. Epson HX-20
or Sharp PC1500 in this project, became merely the sending and receiving of

character strings. Because of its system of operation [Katowski and Salzmann,
1983], the T2000/DI5 was quite versatile since both the measurement and sending
of data could be controlled by commands corresponding to the keyboard operations;
however, the interfacing consumed much power and required an auxiliary source
in the field. In contrast, the E2/DM503 [Munch, 1983], could only be interro-
gated for the transmission of data with interfacing through a single cable from
the converter and lOAh power supply which was easily sufficient for a full
working day. With these external computational means along with hardcopy and
cassette storage in the field, the gathering of data and field checking and
reduction were greatly simplified, facilitated, and hastened. The economics of

the survey were enhanced by increasing speed and ensuring accuracy.

Experiences during the 1984 measurements have emphasized the attention that

must be paid to observation procedures and handling of the instruments in the
field under variable environment conditions. The index error was found to

vary appreciably over several setups and even during a single setup. This is

suspected as being a temperature dependence by the compensator and has been
confirmed for both instruments in investigations still in progress.

Each of the two systems was used in the leap-frog method in the same test areas
as above with targets at only the 2.0 m and 3.5 m heights. The two systems were
used together in the reciprocal method with the T2000/DI5 as the master station
interfaced to an Epson HX-20. It was apparent that a telemetric link between
the two stations would provide proper real-time processing of the measurements,
especially with regard to checking the consistency of results and detecting any
abnormalities, e.g . from refraction.

Four sets of vertical angle measurements, two to each target in the leap-frog
and two from each instrument in the reciprocal method, were taken with lengths
of sight to 250 m and inclinations of the terrain to 4.5°.

Generally, the field and laboratory tests of both instruments confirmed the

expected accuracy of vertical angle measurements as given in Table 1 except the
aforementioned changes in the index error which require further investigation.

Table 2 summarises results of the preliminary tests in the form of misclosures
obtained from double or loop traversing. In the analysis, no distinction has
been made between the leap-frog and reciprocal results because no obvious dif-
ferences could be detected from the small sample of field tests. An overall
estimated standard deviation of 2.1 mm//km was obtained.

Although the standard deviation estimated from such a small sample was statistic-
ally compatible with the 1.5 mm/ /km value from Table 1 for the given observing
conditions, it may indicate an influence of same additional sources of error,

perhaps refraction, which would have been expected from the simulation for
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such long lines of sight and short traversing routes.

TABLE 2. Misclosures in Trigonometric Height Traversing.

DKM2-A/DM502
(leap-frog)

E2/DM503 and T2000/DI5
(leap-frog and reciprocal)

Total
length L

[km)

1.6

3.2
3.4

5.0
6.8

5.0
1.6

1.3

1.4

1.7

2.3

isclosure £

[mm]

2.7 Urban loop

2.8 highway rou
8.9 it it

0.5 it ti

3.8 ii ii

4.6 ii ii

1.2 network
2.9 ii

0.9 ii

2.8 ii

2.6

Total
length L

[km]

4.8

4.8
4.8
3.4

3.4

3.4
4.4
4.4

4.4
2.9

2.9

2.9

isclosure £

[mm]

3.2 highway
route

l.-f.

4.2 ii l.-f

.

5.3 u recipr
7.7

ii l.-f.
2.8 ii l.-f.

1.5 ii recipr
1.4 ii l.-f.

0.4 it l.-f.

1.7 H recipr
0.2 Urban

loop

l.-f.

7.4 ii l.-f.

1.8 ii recipr

= 2.2 mm/ /km a =

* £

Ex
= 2.1 mm/ /km

A daily progress of about 8 km was obtained by an inexperienced survey crew
using prototype motorized system and lengths of sight to 250 m. Due to economical
reasons only two vehicles were used in both the leap-frog and reciprocal tests.
With some small refinements to the system a speed of at least 1.5 km/h could be
obtained - compatible with motorized geometrical levelling in flat terrain. How-
ever, in the hilly terrain of the test surveys, the progress of first order geo-
metrical levelling was only about 3 km/day. A further increase in the speed of
trigonometric surveys could perhaps be achieved but at a cost of the decreased
accuracy. Due to the influence of the aforementioned short term refraction
changes, the observing time along each line should be spread over at least 10
minutes when sighting from 200 m to 250 m in order to randomize the influence.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

the results of the field test surveys and the simulation of the refraction
influence have led the authors to conclude that:

i) the standard deviation of no more than 2 mm//km without a systematic accum-
mulation of refraction error is achievable in trigonometric height traversing
even along inclined routes at a speed of 10 km/day when using sights no grea-
ter than 200 m for the leap-frog and 250 m for the reciprocal method. By
further decreasing the lengths of sight, the influence of refraction can be
ignored and the theoretical accuracies as listed in Table 1 can be achieved.
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For extremely short sights, for example 60 m, in flat terrain, the accuracy
as high as 0.6 mm/A.m is feasible but at the cost of very slow speed.

ii. Each of the reciprocal and leap-frog methods has its advantages and dis-
advantages. In levelling methods with a large density of benchmarks, the
reciprocal method is slowed by the necessity of performing separate connect-
ing surveys to the benchmarks. On the other hand, the leap-frog method
requires a time consuming reconnaissance for balancing the forward and back-
ward lengths of sight. The reciprocal method is less affected by the cummu-
lative effects of refraction when lines of sight are 200 m or longer. Be-
cause there is a single instrument station in the leap-frog method, its
real-time processing of data is less complicated than in the reciprocal me-
thod in which data is gathered at two separate stations. Since several
telemetry systems are available on the market, including a sophisticated
system developed at UNB (Chrzanowski and Kurz, 1982) , the latter drawback of

the reciprocal method can be easily remedied.

As far as the future use of the trigonometric height traversing is concerned,
the authors recommend:

i. Additional automation of the field surveys by using a laser and self
centering integrating targets or a laser scanning system for multiple
pointing to the targets. Some systems were constructed at UNB (Chrzanowski
and Janssen, 1972) already 15 years ago and with the present technology, they
could be constructed even more easily.

ii. Following the first conclusion regarding the randomization of the refraction
effects, the specifications for the accuracy of vertical control surveys
should be revised to reflect the overall accuracy of trigonometric height
traversing as being slightly worse than the present requirements for geo-
metric levelling but without hidden systematic components.
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VERTICAL DATUM DEFINITIONS DISCUSSED IN VIEW OF
EUROPEAN VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL NETWORKS

R. Kelm
Deutsches Geodatisches Forschung si nst it ut (DGFI), Abteilunj

Marstallplatz 8, 8000 Munchen 22, FRG

ABSTRACT. The first adjustment of the United European Levelling
Network (UELN) resulted in geopotential numbers which are related to
one arbitrary, but fixed number of a point marked on the earth
surface near Normal Amsterdam Peil (NAP). That means that UELN is

defined as a minimally constrained vertical network on a local
datum. General and particular problems are discussed with respect to
two definitions of a global vertical datum: The oceanograph ic and
the continental definition. The results are: A global vertical datum
by continental definition would create less problems in Western
Europe because

A connection of UELN to the European Horizontal Network (RETrig),
in which high accurate geocentric positions will be available
soon, is partly existing and may be enlarged without principal
problems

,

Information on the earth gravity field measured on the continen-
tal surface, especially at and near the points defining the
global vertical datum, is available or can be measured at low
expense. Some ideas for the realisation of a global vertical
datum by continental definition are presented.

1

INTRODUCTION

A vertical datum relates a closed physical height information system
uniquely to a reference surface. Physical height information is
defined here as potential differences of the earth gravity field
referred to the earth surface or between the earth surface and an
equ ipotent ial reference surface, the latter ones being generally
called potential numbers. Derived metric quantities of the potential
differences are e. g. orthometric or normal heights. A closed system
is understood as an independent vertical network the potential
differences or heights of which are estimated with net interval data
only. The vertical datum of such an independent network is called
local vertical datum (LVD).

Two methods are commonly used for the realisation of an LVD:
1

.

A minimally constrained adjustment of the net by fixing an arbi-
trary geopotential number of one net point (classically near the
ocean surface), e. g. as done in UELN (Ehrnsperger etc. 1982).

2. An overconstra ined adjustment by fixing more than one net point,
e. g. as done in the National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929 in
USA, cf. e. g. (Lippold 1980).

The problem which will be analysed here is: What
refer an LVD to a global vertical datum (GVD)?

i s the best way to
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The GVD may be defined as a datum which relates the physical height
information of the whole earth to the same equ ipotent ial reference
frame .

At present, there are two methods in discussion for the realisation
of the GVD: The oceanogr aph ic and the continental datum.

Roughly seen, the oceanogr aph ic GVD refers to the physical surface
of the ocean. It is known that in the past the geoid had been
assumed to coincide with the mean sea level (MSL) of the oceans.
During the last decades, it was noted that this assumption was only
satisfactory within an accuracy range of ± 1.5 m. Meanwhile, much
research work has been performed to model the differences between
the sea surface and the geoid, cf. e.g. the review of (Rizos 1980).
Nevertheless, problems in the realisation of an o

c

ean ogr aph ic GVD
gave rise to a different definition: The continental GVD. The basic
idea was introduced by (Colombo 1980) and means that the GVD is
referred to the earth gravity potentials of one or several fundamen-
tal sites on continents the accurate coordinates of which in a

geocentric system can be obtained.

Both methods will be discussed here by regarding the current
situation of vertical and horizontal geodetic networks in Western
Europe and in view of the aim to reach a dm accuracy for physical
heights with respect to the GVD.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Let us start with the results of an independent vertical network
adjustment: The adjusted potential differences T W D between the LVD
of point L and the net points P, (Fig. 1).

L W P

Ellipsoid
Fig. 1 : Potentials and Potential Differences
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We shall not discuss here the problems of precisions and accuracies
r«p or its representations, the geopotential numbers ^Cp

m 2 /sec 2
), orthometric heights

T
H p (m) or normal heights

T
H p (m),

wi th in T W

ec
the connections of LVD values
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W
P

to GVD values W
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The classical way of connection is the oceanogr aph ic one:
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S W L
:

Potential of net point P in a GVD
Equ ipotent ial of reference level ellipsoid
Equipotent ial difference between level
ellipsoid and a global geoid
Potential difference between geoid and mean sea level ( MSL )

Potential difference between MSL and LVD reference point L

Note that for the oceanogr aph ic approach no geometrical height
information (e. g. ellipsoidal heights) is required.
For the estimation of gWt we need accurate and reliable tide gauge
recordings of high frequency. The problems of determining qWq are
discussed in detail e. g. by (Rizos 1980). The precision and accura-
cy results are strongly correlated with the estimation of

e Wq, the
potential disturbance between the level ellipsoid and the actual
earth gravity potential (here represented by the geoid) - one of the
main tasks of Physical Geodesy and broadly discussed in recent
geodetic literature. For our purpose we need only mention a few
important accuracy estimations:

E
W G

+ (-.Wg can be estimated with metric accuracy of ± 1 m at present.
Infuture, by applying the results of oceanogr aph ic measurements (e.

g. steric and geostrophic levelling) and of satellite altimetry, it

may be possible to reach an overall accuracy of ± 0.5 m.

The continental GVD can be represented by

w
p

= u
E

+
E
w
F

+
F
w
p

with

E
Wp: Potential difference between ellipsoid and a fundamental site F

on the continents
pWp: Potential differences between F and net points P

Wp: U E
+ pWp = const then defines the e qu ipotent ial reference

surface of the GVD.

The main idea of the continental approach is that
EWp can be

estimated very accurately by using knowledge of geocentric site
coordinates (with cm accuracy) as well as up-to-date information on
the earth gravity field globally for low and medium frequencies and
locally (at or near fundamental sites) for high resolution.
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Two methods for the continental approach are reported by (Rapp
1983) =

1. Definition through orthometric heights ,Hp:
Define a LVD with W ^ , compute the orthometric height L H F to a

fundamental site F on the continent with known geocentric coordi-
nates by means of levelling observations and estimate an average
value of gravity g between L and F as accurately as possible to
obtain

L
W
F L

H
F

The equ ipotent ia 1 surface W F
reference surface of the GVD.

L
W
F

const, now becomes the

Definition through Geocentric Positions:
With a given ellipsoidal height

£
h
F
of a fundamental site F and a

known geoidal undulation ^Hq compute the orthometric height

G
H
F E

n
F E

H
G

and the potential difference

W R = g r HG
n
F G

n
F

with g defined above.
Then the equ ipotent ial surface

W
F

= U
E

+
E
W G +

G
Wp = const

defines the reference surface of the GVD.

The realisation of both definitions will be obtained by applying
appropriate adjustment procedures for several fundamental sites on
different continents.
Accuracy estimations for these approaches are not known. But there
are model studies between the connections of two LVD applying the
continental datum approach, performed by (Colombo 1980) and (Hajela
1983). For the connection of Europe and USA a metric accuracy be-
tween the differences W ^ (Europe)-W, (USA) of ± 4 5 cm is estimated
according to (Hajela 1983).
It is hoped that this accuracy which may also be representative for
the continental GVD can be raised by refining the methods and using
more recent observations.

PARTICULAR SITUATION IN WESTERN EUROPE

In Western Europe the United European Levelling Net (UELN) has been
adjusted several times, the latest, in 1981, called UELN-73.
adjustment 1981 (Ehrnsperger etc. 1982), cf. also Fig. 2. The net
was adjusted with minimal constraints in a LVD referring to the
Normal Amsterdam Peil (NAP) with W

L
= 7.02590 m 2 /sec 2 arbitrarily

fixed. It has been decided in phase II to obtain the connection to
MSL by measuring and estimating cW, between tide gauges (Fig. 2) and
nearest net points. However, many practical problems have arised
concerning the mareograph recordings and the definition and
estimation of MSL in the coastal area of Western Europe. This means
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Fig. 2: UELN and Mareographs
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that it will be difficult to obtain reliable and accurate estimates
for qWq and cW L

in Europe. It is hoped that satellite altimetry
results over that area may improve the situation in future.

In view of these problems, it is worth considering the continental
GVD definition for Western Europe.

For the continental datum, precise geocentric coordinates of the
fundamental sites are required. There are several laser tracking
stations in Europe (Fig. 3) for which high-accurate geocentric
coordinate solutions are available. Additionally, a large set of net
points with geocentric coordinates will be estimated in the near
future within the project of the readjustment of horizontal networks
called RETrig. In the final phase III the combination of RETrig net
points with DOPPLER , LASER, VLBI and recent GPS measurements is
considered (Kelm 19 8 4). The collection and analysis of coordinate
solutions of the many satellite and VLBI campaign in Europe will be
taken over by the European Space Location Data Base (ESL-DB) which
is in development (Boucher 19 8 4). A connection of UELN to Laser
tracking stations in Europe is already partly available and may be
completely available in the near future. Consequently, pWp may be
computed without major difficulties.

Concerning ^Wp of the definitions through orthometric height and ,-.Wp

of the definition through geocentric positions, the most accurate
estimation of g by borhole gravimetry may be extremely difficult due
to the simple fact that no boreholes at Laser tracking stations
exist, (as far as is known to the author).
This is one reason for a further proposal being given here for a

definition of a continental GVD which is related more to the
procedure of datum connection, as introduced by (Colombo 1980).

PROPOSAL FOR THE REALISATION OF A CONTINENTAL GLOBAL VERTICAL DATUM

This approach is characterised by the following ideas:
- To use the wealth of information on geocentric coordinates and

earth gravity data whcih is available in Europe at present or will
be in the near future (e.g. UELN, RETrig,, ESL-DB, several gravity
and topography data bases, European Longitudinal Network). It is

assumed that this kind of information is also available in other
cont inents .

- To take as a stationary reference gravity model an earth model, as
e.g. at present GRIM3"L1 (Reigber etc. 1985).

- To model the potential disturbance pointwise for fundamental sites
by using earth surface information of the earth gravity field
(e.g. absolute and relative gravity observations, levelled poten-
tial differences, astronomical longitudes and latitudes or their
diffferences in the vicinity of fundamental sites).

Note that to each earth surface point the geocentric coordinates
have to be determined.
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The basic equation of this approach is (Fi 1 )

w
F

= u
E

R
W
F

:

E
U
R R

W
F

with

E
U
R

: Potential difference between ellipsoid and earth model
(i.e. U

R
= U,

E
U
R

reference potential given by earth model)
Potential disturbance

The remaining problem is how to model pointwise rW f
with earth

surface point information as mentioned above. Of course, the topo-
graphy of the vicinity of F has to be considered as well.

We started simulation and estimation studies for this problem by
using the locality characteristics of buried masses as approximation
method. For each point information of or near the fundamental site
F, an observation equation is constructed with point mass anomalies
as unknowns. As a result, Wp of all fundamental sites of the
continetns are predicted with respect to the same reference frame,
i.e. in the same GVD. The estimation procedure can be performed
stepwise by using the locality characteristics of buried masses in

order to reach a practicable solution.

CONCLUSION

It is relevant in view of the situation in Western Europe to examine
the feasibility of a continental GVD. For the realisation of such a

GVD a modified approach is proposed which takes over principles of
integrated geodesy: Modelling of earth surface point information
without reduction of the observations of the geoid. The reference
frame of the GVD is given by a stationary highly resolving earth
model and by modelling pointwise the potential disturbances using
earth surface point information. By remeasuring this point informa-
tion at suitable intervals of time, time-dependent effects may also
be modelled. This raises the accuracy of estimated physical height
information within the Global Vertical Datum.
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COMPARISON OF GEODETIC LEVELING TO LOCAL MEAN SEA LEVEL

BETWEEN PORTLAND, MAINE, AND ATLANTIC CITY, NEW JERSEY

David B. Zilkoski and Vasanthl Kammula
Vertical Network Branch

National Geodetic Survey
Charting and Geodetic Services
National Ocean Service, NOAA

Rockvllle, MD 20852

ABSTRACT. Datum definition Is an Important task 1n the
new adjustment of the North American Vertical Datum, named
NAVD 88. Heights of tidal bench marks above local mean sea

level are usually employed when defining a reference
surface for orthometrlc heights. The definition of the
datum should be based on an equipotentlal surface, or at
least a surface which closely approximates an

equipotentlal surface. It 1s well known that local mean
sea level values measured at different tidal stations do

not lie on the same equipotentlal surface. The difference
between the measured local mean sea level and a global
equipotentlal surface, coincident with mean sea level at
one point, 1s due to sea surface topography (SST) effects.
Comparisons between tidal bench marks, assuming zero
elevation difference between local mean sea level values,
and observed geodetic leveling height differences are
given for five tidal stations between Portland, Maine, and

Atlantic City, New Jersey. Three of four of the
differences are less than 50 mm. If we assume the
leveling data are errorless, then these differences are
estimates of SST effects between tidal stations. Of
course, assuming the leveling data are errorless 1s not
valid. The analysis described 1n this report indicates
that significant systematic errors are still present in

the leveling data and/or 1n the crustal movement estimates
at the tidal bench marks. In order to determine the
proper relationship between the two types of data,

additional research is required to estimate the remaining
systematic errors in leveling data, the SST effects at
tidal stations, and the crustal movements at tidal bench
marks.

INTRODUCTION

Datum definition 1s an important task of the new adjustment of the North
American Vertical Datum which 1s called NAVD 88. In the past, heights of
tidal bench marks referenced above local mean sea level at selected tidal
stations were rigidly constrained to define a reference surface for
orthometrlc heights. A "mean sea level" reference surface was determined for
the National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929 (NGVD 29) by assuming the
heights of local mean sea level (LMSL) at 26 tidal stations to be zero. The
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definition of the new 1988 datum should be based on an equlpotentlal surface*
or a surface which closely approximates an equlpotential surface. It 1s a

known fact that local mean sea level heights determined by tidal data at
different sites do not lie on the same equipotentlal surface. The difference
between the measured local mean sea levels and a global equlpotential
surface* coincident with MSL at one point* is due to sea surface topography
(SST) effects.

Heights of tidal bench marks referenced to local mean sea level* or local
mean sea level height differences between tidal bench marks, should be

Incorporated Into NAVD 88. However, there are still some unanswered
questions: How do we best incorporate and assign weights to tidal height
observations? Can we properly estimate the effects of SST at tidal stations?
Can satellite information help control datum distortions? The answer to the
first question depends largely on the answer to the second question.

Research 1s underway to estimate SST effects at tidal stations (Merry and
Vanfcek, 1983). Their results were Incomplete because some effects were not
accounted for* e.g.* the influence of ocean currents and the slope of the
seabed. However* their results did indicate a systematic Improvement between
geodetic leveling differences and local mean sea level differences corrected
for partial sea surface topography effects. Galo Carrera, University of
Toronto* Toronto* and Petr Vanicek, University of New Brunswick* are
currently working on a project to estimate the SST effects at tidal stations
located between Portland* Maine* and Atlantic City* New Jersey. This paper
presents the comparisons between primary tidal bench marks referenced above
local mean sea level (epoch: 1960-78) and observed leveling height
differences for five tidal stations from Portland, Maine, to Atlantic City,

New Jersey.

LEVELING and LOCAL MEAN SEA LEVEL DATA

Five stations were selected for this analysis; Portland, Maine; Boston*
Massachusetts; New York City (Battery), New York; Sandy Hook, New Jersey; and

Atlantic City, New Jersey. All leveling data were observed using first-order
procedures and were corrected for known systematic errors as described 1n

Balazs and Young (1982). The dates and kilometers of leveling Involved are
listed 1n table 1. The leveling data used in epoch 1 are mutually exclusive
of the other two epochs. However, this 1s not the case for epochs 2 and 3

(see table 1); therefore results of epochs 2 and 3 are highly correlated.

Leveling lines were linked together to estimate the height differences
between primary tidal bench marks. To compare the relevelings, the height
differences for each epoch were corrected for assumed crustal movements which
occurred at the tidal bench marks. No attempt was made to estimate movements
between surveys in the same epoch. Due to the lack of information, the
junction bench marks between leveling lines of the same epoch were assumed
stable. If any of these bench marks moved during the time interval between
level 1ngs, these results will change accordingly. Movement at the tidal
bench marks was estimated using local mean sea level (LMSL) linear trends
documented by Hicks et al. (1983) (see table 2). The LMSL linear trends were
separated Into two components, one accounting for eustatlc rise of sea level,
and the other for crustal movements of the tide staff. It was assumed that
the rate of movement of the primary tidal bench mark was equal to the tide
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Table 1. Leveling Data Information

itation - Station Epoch Years Leveling Performed Length
(Tidal Station to Tidal Station) (km)

'ortland - Boston 1923,1943
1966,1965
1966*, 196b*. 1978

221.629
269. 6U5
278. 109

oston - New York

ew York - Sandy Hook 1

2

3

1943,1923,1922,1966
1965

1978,1965*

1955,1934,1933,1952
1966,1964
1965*, 198U

393.344
456. 64U
576.882

98.062
100.314
102.160

andy Hook - Atlantic City 1

2

3

1952,1930,1924
1964

1980

176.511
169.005
175.604

* Same data used in epoch 2.

Table 2. Local Mean Sea Level (LMSL) Information

tat ion Prima
ab ove

Bench Mark Height
LMSL (1960-78)
(m)

LMSL Li near
(mm/yr)

Trend* St

of

andard Error
Linear Trend*
(mm/yr)

art land
DSton

sw York
andy Hook
tlantic Ci ty

4.3099
3.3680
3.8679
3.5631
2.9840

2.3

0.9

2.5

4.0

3.9

0.4
0.3

0.3
0.4

0.4

* Based on 1940-1980 data series (Hicks, et al., 1983).

Dte: Movement of Tidal BM i = (1969.5 - Year of Leveling to Tidal BM i)

X (
- (LMSL Linear Trend - Eustatic Rise))

Eustatic Kise = 1.0 mm per year
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staff rate of movement (see table 2) and, for this study, that the eustatlc
rise of sea level was 1.0 mm per year (Hicks et. al, 1983). To compare the
leveling height differences to the LMSL differences, the leveling height
differences were reduced to the year 1969.5, the mean epoch of the latest
LMSL datum.

The primary tidal bench mark heights referenced to the latest local mean
sea level epoch (1960-78) were obtained from the Tides and Water Levels
Branch, NOAA. Table 2 lists the bench mark's height above LMSL, LMSL linear
trends, and their estimated standard errors (Hicks et al. 1983).

RESULTS

Table 3 lists the leveling height differences between tidal bench marks for
the three epochs of data. There are a few interesting items to point out 1n

this table. First, after correcting for bench mark movements at tidal

stations, most of the repeat level 1ngs agreed within twice their estimated
standard errors. This was very encouraging. It should be noted that the
standard error of the LMSL linear trends were used to estimate the
uncertalnlty 1n primary bench mark movements. These standard errors, along
with the standard error of the leveling data, were used to estimate the
standard error of the difference 1n height difference (Ddh). The second Item
to note, however, 1s that most of the Ddh (new minus old) values were
positive. Third, the majority of epoch 3-m1nus-epoch 1 differences are
greater than epoch 2-m1nus-epoch 1 differences. Fourth, results for Sandy
Hook to Atlantic City seem out-of-Hne compared to the others; e.g., the
epoch 3 height difference disagrees by more than 90 mm with the other two
epochs.

Since the leveling data between Sandy Hook (SH) and Atlantic City (AC)

disagreed by such a large amount, the data were plotted to investigate
possible data outliers (see figures 1 and 2). Figures 1 and 2 indicate that
a systematic error may be present in a portion of the 1964 and/or 1980 data,

and a terrain-dependent error may exist in the 1930 data. Looking at figure
1, the 1964 and 1980 data agree for the first 50 km, then during the next 25

km, the 1980 line departs from the 1964 line. Finally, over the last 65 km
they seem to agree with each other again. For the majority of the profile
the 1964 and 1980 data tend to agree, but they do seem to have a terrain-
dependent pattern. This close agreement between 1964 and 1980 could indicate
a systematic error 1n the 1930 data. Since these leveling lines are located
along the New Jersey coast, differential subsidence could have occurred
between bench marks. However, according to tidal data, SH and AC stations
are subsiding at approximately the same rate, 3 mm per year. Considering
that epoch 2 data were all observed during 1964 and epoch 3 data all during
1980, and that the two stations are subsiding at the same rate, their
relative height differences should not change by 90 mm from 1964 to 1980.

Significant errors must exist 1n one or all three surveys.

An initial Investigation of the leveling data between Sandy Hook and
Atlantic City did not detect any obvious problems. The 1980 data were
observed with one Instrument and two rods using the double-simultaneous,
single-run technique. There were two observers who alternated observing
throughout the entire leveling Hne. The 1964 survey was double-run, using
two Instruments and two sets of rods. The observer and equipment were
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switched during the 25 km section where the 1980 line departs from the 1964

line (see figure 1). There were, however, other sections observed by that
observer using the same equipment. The equipment and observer 1n question
performed approximately 25 percent of the leveling. Figure 2 indicates that
a systematic error may be present in another portion of the 1964 and/or 1980

data, i.e., the last 20 km. This portion of the 1964 survey was performed by

a different observer using different equipment. More research 1s required
before any conclusions can be made.

To determine which data may be in error, loops were formed using the 1930

(epoch 1), 1964 (epoch 2), and 1980 (epoch 3) data. Figure 3 depicts the
leveling lines and their distances used in the analysis. The loop misclosure
using the 1930 data was 20.83 mm in 401.96 km. The estimated standard error
of the misclosure was 20 mm. The loop misclosure using the 1964 data was
-45.31 mm in 388.86 km. Its estimated standard error of the misclosure was
19.7 mm. The loop misclosure using the 1980 data was 33.03 mm 1n 418.24

kilometers, and its estimated standard error was 25 mm. From loop analyses,
all level ings appear reasonable.

Since the 1964 data between Sandy Hook and Atlantic City may be 1n error,

another set of data of about the same epoch, but leveled inland, via South
Amboy and Camden to Atlantic City, was included in the study. Table 4 lists
the height differences obtained using sets of both data. The data leveled
inland follow the same pattern as the rest of the differences listed 1n table
3; i.e., the new-minus-old differences in height differences are positive.
This still doesn't determine which data, the 1964 or 1980, are 1n error,
since coastal data for epoch 2 agree with epoch 1, and Inland data for epoch
2 agree with epoch 3. However, 1t does have some significance because all

new-minus-old differences are positive. This could be evidence of a small
systematic error present in all three epochs of data. But, due to different
procedures, the effect of the error is slightly different, e.g., maximum
sight lengths were reduced in the late 50 f s and again 1n the 60's. Looking
at figures 1 and 2, the profile seems to follow the terrain, except where the
1964 data depart from the 1980 data between the 55 and 80 km points 1n figure
1. This elevation correlation could be due to a small systematic error
remaining 1n the 1930 data. This warrants additional investigation of our
current corrections.

Another factor which influences the computed height differences, and could
cause the differences to be positive, are the crustal movement rates
estimated from local mean sea level data. Using different estimates for
eustatic rise of sea level would change the estimated movement of the tidal
bench mark and, therefore, the computed height differences. For this
analysis, data (see figure 4) from Camden, New Jersey, to Atlantic City, New
Jersey, were used to estimate the movement rate at Atlantic City assuming
stability at Camden. The rate estimated from the leveling data was
approximately -2.2 mm per year. This is a reasonable estimate, since the
movement rate estimated from tidal data was -2.9 mm per year (assuming 1.0 mm
per year eustatic rise). However, a 0.7 mm per year difference in movement
rates can make a considerable difference in the results when the number of
years between epochs is large.

Table 5 lists the height differences for Sandy Hook to Atlantic City using
both movement rates. Using -2.2 mm per year, the differences 1n height
differences were reduced and, once again, the majority of the differences
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were positive. Also* using -2.2 mm per year, both of the epoch 2 height
differences/ inland and coastal, agreed with the epoch 1 height difference
within twice their estimated standard error. The differences between epoch 3

and the other two epochs are still large, indicating the error could be in

the 1980 data. From this analysis, it is easy to understand why the movement
rates and systematic errors in leveling must be better determined If height
differences are going to be estimated accurately.

Having analyzed leveling height differences, we can now compare them to

height differences derived from tide gauge data assuming zero difference
between LMSL values. Table 6 lists the differences between the corrected
leveling height differences and height differences estimated from tidal data.

Except for Sandy Hook to Atlantic City which contain data outliers, all of
the differences are less than 5 cm. The question is, what do these results
mean?

It is difficult to say what the results indicate because the SST effects at
the tidal stations are not well known. It is not known by how much the
leveling differences should agree or disagree with height differences
estimated from tidal data. In most cases, the leveling differences and tidal
differences agree within 4 cm. This could indicate that the total SST effect
between the tidal stations used in this study is less than 4 cm, except for
Sandy Hook to Atlantic City. As stated in the Introduction, Petr Vanfc'ek and
Galo Carrera are currently performing a study estimating the partial SST
effects at the five stations used in this analysis. When this study 1s

completed, these differences will be compared to the leveling differences.
Since the leveling results Indicated that significant systematic errors may
exist 1n the leveling data, possibly due to unknown error sources and
incorrect estimates of crustal movements of tidal bench marks, 1t may still
be difficult to evaluate the SST results.

To evaluate the SST results, the leveling data will require further
research to reduce the differences between epochs. Leveling over short
distances is very precise, and probably very accurate, but over long
distances systematic errors still seem to be present. This makes the stated
estimated accuracy of height differences based on random error assumptions
questionable. In addition, estimating bench mark movement at the tidal
stations needs to be investigated. Repeat level ings from "stable" areas to
tidal bench marks may indicate different rates than those determined from
tide gauge data. A more economical, and possibly better method, would be to
use satellites of the Global Positioning System (GPS) to estimate these
movements.

CONCLUSION

Datum definition is an important task of the NAVD 88 project. Depending on
how the datum is defined, it can either distort the leveling network or help
to control the remaining systematic errors in the leveling data.

The majority of the repeat level 1ngs along the Atlantic coast between
Portland, Maine, and Atlantic City, New Jersey, agree within twice their
estimated standard errors. However, most of the differences are positive,
Indicating possible systematic errors 1n the leveling data and/or 1n the
crustal movements estimates of the tidal bench marks. A profile of the data
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Table 6. Comparison of Leveling Differences and Differences
from Tidal Data

Station - Station Epoch Corrected
height

di fference
(m)

Height
di fference

from tidal data

(m)

Differences
(mm)

Portland - Boston 1

2

3

-0.9239
-0.9319
-0.9261

-0.9419
18.0

10.0

15.8

Boston - New York 1

2

3

0.4752
0.5343
0.5468

0.4999

-24.7

34.4
46.9

New York - Sandy Hook 1

2

3

-0.3449
-0.3001
-0.2707

-0.3048
-40.1

4.7

34.1

Sandy Hook - Atlantic
City

1

* 2

3

-0.7339
-0.7082
-0.6173
-0.6594

-0.5791
-154.8
-129.1
- 38.2
-80.3

*•
Coastal Leveling
Inland Leveling

Note: 1960-78 Local Mean Sea Level Epoch

Difference = Corrected height difference LMSL height difference
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between Sandy Hook and Atlantic City also indicates possible systematic
errors in the leveling data. Most of the differences between leveling height
differences and tidal height differences are less than 4 cm, indicating that
the SST effects between tidal stations, which are located close to each
other, may be small. Before a definite conclusion can be made, additional
research Is required to account for the remaining systematic errors 1n

leveling, to estimate crustal movements at tidal bench marks and at Junction
marks between leveling lines of the same epoch, and to calculate the SST
effects at tidal stations.

Due to the short time frame remaining for the completion of this project,

the following is one possible scenario for incorporating tidal data in NAVD
88. First, choose four or five tidal stations on each of the three coasts:
Atlantic, Pacific, and Gulf. These stations should be located where
oceanographers feel they could estimate SST effects between tidal stations
within 5 to 10 cm. These stations should also be located where crustal
movements are small. Otherwise, repeat leveling surveys and/or GPS will be
needed to estimate the movements. These movement rates should be compared to
the tidal data estimates.

Second, the leveling data connecting these tidal stations should be
analyzed in detail, and additional research performed to refine the
corrections currently being applied. Then the tidal height differences and
leveling height differences, corrected for crustal movement, should be
Included in the final NAVD 88 adjustment as observations and weighted
according to their estimated accuracies.

The time frame for these studies 1s critical. If GPS 1s going to estimate
the crustal movements at tidal stations, the first surveys need to be

performed in the near future. These movements are small and a long span of
time may be needed to estimate the movements. It will also take a

considerable amount of time to estimate SST effects and determine the
remaining systematic errors in leveling data. This will require an enormous
amount of coordination and effort on the part of geodesists and
oceanographers. This is not an impossible task, but we must start the
analysis now in order to complete it on time for NAVD 88.
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VERTICAL DATUM DEFINITION BY INTEGRATED
GEODESY ADJUSTMENT

Gunter W. Hein and Bernd Eissfeller
Institute of Astronomical and Physical Geodesy

University FAF Munich
Werner-Heisenberg-Weg 39

D-8014 Neubiberg, F.R. Germany

ABSTRACT. For the readjustment of North American leveling net-
works it is necessary to determine mean sea level as vertical re-

ference for orthometric heights. In the past different tide
gauges were fixed which, however, show considerable discrepancies
among them due to local phenomena of the sea near the gauges (e.g.

different equipotential surfaces, sea surface topography, tides,
ocean currents) which lead to distortions in a leveling network.
The unique determination of the vertical reference is therefore
an important requirement for the final definition of heights.

Let us assume that the following data are available: satellite
altimeter data on sea near tide gauges, potential differences de-
rived from geodetic leveling in combination with gravity observa-
tions, gravity (anomalies) and deflections of the vertical in a

cap around it and tide gauge records. All of those data contri-
bute to the abovementioned problem and guarantee an optimal solu-
tion if all the information can be taken into account. For that
purpose is the integrated geodesy adjustment the best possible
model

.

Starting with the observation equations of satellite altimetry
and using the already derived equations for the other geodetic
quantities involved in such computations the integrated geodesy
adjustment is presented for the solution of the vertical datum of
a leveling network.

1. INTRODUCTION

For the final publication of heights of a country it is necessary to determine
the vertical datum carefully. Assuming orthometric heights, the vertical reference
is defined to be the geoid. This time-variable equipotential surface was in the
past represented in the form of a tide gauge determined by recording the mean sea

surface at this site for several years. Geodetic leveling observations could use
these tide gauges then as fixed points. Due to local phenomena, however, like sea
surface topography, tides, ocean currents, etc. can the so-determined mean sea
level differ significantly from the geoid. Consequently, leveling lines connecting
different tide gauges show discrepancies which lead to distortions in a leveling
network. A simultaneous adjustment of tide gauges and leveling observations could
only result in the determination of a mean surface minimizing the corresponding re-
siduals at the gauges. Thereby it is by no means guaranteed that this mean surface
is an equipotential surface nor the geoid.

The definition of a unified vertical datum is not only a necessary and important
tool for a country but all over the world. Considering that, e.g.

>
gravity data have
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to be referred or reduced with respect to a certain height worldwide in order to

compute satellite orbits, the importance is obvious. Unification of a vertical

datum means here that the potential differences between different tide gauges

should be determined with sufficient accuracy.

With the availability of precise satellite altimeter data (SEASAT; ERS-1 to be

launched in 1989/90) a new observation type was found which can significantly con-

tribute to this problem (Mather et al 1978). On the other hand a promising ap-

proach was presented by Colombo (1980) where he used gravimetric and leveling data
together with a low degree reference gravity field model in a simulation study to

compute the potential differences between transoceanic leveling bench marks.

The presented approach here goes one step further. It combines all available
geodetic data to solve the vertical datum problem. Moreover, since the quality of

satellite altimeter data depend mainly on a precise orbit its determination is in-

cluded. This enables the user to correct also for errors of given orbit informa-

tion in a physical model using the true covariance propagation through the observa-
tion equation. The underlying theoretical approximation model is the so-called
"integrated geodesy adjustment" (Eeg and Krarup 1973, Hein 1982). In particular,
the form of the observation equation of satellite altimetry leads to a new concept
in treating altimeter data. Since the orbit determination is outlined only briefly
in the appendix, the reader is refered to (Eissfeller and Hein 1985) for more de-
tails with that respect.

THE OBSERVATION EQUATIONS

2.1 Data

Let us assume that the following data are available (demonstrated in Fig. 1):

- satellite altimeter data near tide gauges

- observed potential differences (leveling data combined with
gravity observations) between tide gauges

- absolute gravity observations at tide gauges (the absolute
gravity data can be determined

-
By relative measurements)

- gravity anomalies and deflections of the vertical in a cap,
say 50 to 100 km, around the tide gauges.

It should be pointed out, that it is not necessary for the approach presented here
that all kind of data have to be considered in the adjustment model. For example,
satellite altimetry data can solve the problem alone. However, for the sake of ob-

taining the highest accuracy it is advisable to use all available information. The
model is also suited for transoceanic connections.

2.2 The observation equation of satellite altimetry

The basic observable of a satellite altimeter is given by

H(t) = h(t) - x(t) (2-1)

where H(t) is the altimeter reading, h(t) the distance between satellite and
geoid and r(t) is the separation between sea surface and the geoid (see Fig. 2).
All quantities refer to time t . The quantity x(t) is the sum of several ef-
fects like ocean tides, wind, ocean currents, atmospheric pressure and salinity.
It can range in the meter level. We assume further, that the satellite Q is
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stabilized in the sense that the measuring direction coincides with the local grav-

ity vector in Q .

For the linearization of (2-1) we introduce approximate values T°(t) and

h°(t) . If available, x°(t) can be defined by an oceanic tide model and/or addi-

tional oceanographic information. Otherwise T°(t) = is certainly justified for
linearizing (2-1).

For h°(t) we have to compute the intersection of the straight line in the meas-
uring direction of the altimeter, approximated by the normal gravity vector j at

xn , and the reference potential surface U = W where W is the gravity poten-

tial at the geoid. Thus, the position vector Xo(t) f the corresponding point in

an inertial reference frame at the geoid is given by

xo(t) = XQ(t) + h(t) n^'(t) (2-2)

where the normal vector at Q is

ng(t) = g^(t)/| 2§(t)| (2-3)

and (2-2) is subject to

W(x (t)) = W (xJ(t) + 6x (t)) = const . (2-4)

By g£(t) we denote the gravity vector at the satellite Q .

Some remarks on the introduction of a reference gravity potential U* . In order
to have a good approximation of the gravity potential we propose to introduce a

low-order spherical harmonic expansion of the geopotential (e.g. GEM IOC) whose
reference surface is close to the sea surface and the geoid, respectively. Due to

the orbit consideration in our concept is the introduction of an ellipsoidal normal
potential no longer justified. By " we denote all quantities refering to the
inertial system considered in the orbit computations. Consequently, for quantities
at the earth's surface the centrifugal potential has to be added,

U = U* + 0.5 a)
2 r 2 cos 2 b (2-5)

where u> is the angular velocity of the earth's rotation, r is the radius and b

the spherical latitude of the considered point.

For the linear variation of (2-1),

6H(t) = 5h(t) - 6x(t) (2-6)

where

6h(t) = h(t) - h°(t) (2-7)

6t(t) = t(t) - T°(t) (2-8)

and h°(t) = |x° - xg| (2-9)

we need the linearized form of (2-2)
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6x (t) «xq(t) h°(t) 6nl
:

(t) + 6h(t) nQ*(t) (2-10)

6xq is the variation of the satellite position derived in the appendix, see eq.

("A~-16). In other words: Here enters the orbit computation into the observation
equation of satellite altimetry.
any error, then

If the orbit is considered to be given without

6XQ

x°
^Q

(2-11)

In order to find the 6h(t) , see (2-7), we have to eliminate the variation 6x^(t)

at the geoid in (2-10) by considering the 1 inear condition (2-4). Denoting by

y = [Yi y2 y3^ the Dosition vector in our earth-fixed reference frame, and intro-
ducing the corresponding approximate vector y° near the geoid (intersection point
of approximate altimeter measuring direction and U = W ) the linear condition
(2-4) reads (neglecting second order terms 2 (T«6y, ...) )

U(y°) + in
9y y=y

6y + T(y°) = W, (2-12)

or, using

1U
sy

= 3 (2-13)

and upper indices ° (indicating that the corresponding quantities have to be
evaluated at y° = y°(t) ) we get

U° + j
T

6y + T = W
(

(2-14)

T is the disturbing potential refering to the introduced spherical harmonic
t
expan-

sion of the geopotential . The still to defining quantities 6nn(t) and nQ
X
(t)

in (2-10) can be found from (2-3). Further, c£ has to be linearized using the
decomposition

^Q

5Q = J^ + % (2-15)

where 6gj: is given by (Hein 1982)

6qig^ = R(t)

cos b cos 1

cos b sin 1

sin b

-sin b cos 1/r

-sin b sin 1/r

cos b/r

-sin 1/r cos b

cos 1/r cos b

~9T/9r~

9T/3b

_9T/9l_

(2-16)

R(t) is a rotation matrix due to nutation, precession, earth-rotation and polar
motion refering to an instantaneous time t . It is explicitly defined in (Eiss-
feller and Hein 1985). r, b, 1 are spherical coordinates (radius, latitude,
longitude). Applying a Taylor expansion we get
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n$(t) =

"I
-)

|jq IJQ IJQ

6XQ

^
*T

+ _i_
(
i.^A

IJQ IJQ

•) ^ + 2 (5g^ s 6Xq) (2-17)

where j^ = Jn(Wj) ar,d all quantities refer to the inertial system.
J_

is the
*~
^ "^ ' identity matrix. Thus,

3 *Q

R(t) Jq

[jj R
T
(t) R(t) j^]

R(t) 6g^

3j
R(t) -=

Q Jf(*)

0.5
|J„

(2-18)

(2--19)

(2--20)

(2--21)

(2--22)
jjj j^

T
= R(t) Jq jj R

T
(t)

The approximation value _nQ
ft

(t) of the vector in measuring direction of the alti-
meter (gravity vector in Q') and its variation 6n|j(t) is found from (2-17).

ng*(t) = (2-23)

xkf
a„* (t ) . _J_ (I .£A.)f£

3XQ

SXq

Jn Ji

,*T

i • ;';
i — i • ~h i o

ijQ

«3q (2-24)

For the final linearized observation equation of altimetry we have to transform
(2-10) from the inertial system into an earth-fixed reference frame by

.0*.
$Zo(t) = R

T
(t) 6XQ(t) + h°(t) R(t) 5n*(t) + fih(t) R

T
(t) n^

v;

(t) (2-25)

and to insert it in (2-14) using (2-23), (2-24) and the orbit variation 6x^(t)
see (A-16). After having done this we get
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j
T
(t) n£(t) «h(t) = W - U(t)

T
ax°(t) au(t)

- j'(t) N
x
(t) -=* 6£

3u(t) 3£

" T(t)

T 3xS(t) t 3u(t)
- j'(t) N

x
(t) -=±— f -^ R(t)

65n
(t) dt

3^(t)

-
j
T
(t) N 2 (t) 6^(1)

-riQ<
t 3xX(t)

-HQ,

where

N
x
(t) = R(t) -

h °< t
)

Jq(t)

•L
jq(t) j^(t)

l^(t)l 2

9J T-R'(t)
J ^y

N 2 (t) = h°(t) r iq( t ) Jq(*)

Jq(t)| L liq(t)l
2

(2-25)

(2-26)

(2-27)

The linearized observation equation of altimetry (2-25) has certain similarities
with the one of geodetic leveling. The fourth line of the right hand side of (2-25)

can be considered as a path-dependent expression along the instrument - here the
satellite - moves.

In order to get a direct relation for the potential difference between two tide
gauges P lf P 2 we use the difference of altimeter readings at times t\ 9 t2 con-
verted to geopotential units, as observation. Thus, the altimeter observation
equation in difference mode reads

(2-28)

P(t2 .ti) = j
T
(t2 ) n°(t2 ) h(t2 )

- j
T
(t!) n°(t x ) h(tx)

+ i
T
(ti) n°(tx) t(t!) - j

T
(t2 ) n°(t2 ) x(t 2 )

where the approximate value is given by

P°(t2 .ti) = j
T
(t2 ) n°(t2 ) h°(t2 )

- /(tj n°(t!) h ^)
+ /(ti) nj}(t x ) t°(ti) - j

T
(t2 ) n°(t2 ) x°(t2 )

(2-29)

and the variation 6P(

t

2 9 tx ) is derived from the corresponding expressions (2-25).

6P(t2 ,ti) = U(Pi,t!) - U(P 2 ,t2 )

,0

T axg(ti) au(ti) T
3Xn(t 2 ) au(t 2 )

J
T
(ti) JjU(ti)

-=l = j'(t2 ) Ni(t2 )
-=*

3 U^( t ! ) 3£ 3U.(t2 ) 3£
6p

+ T(P 2 ,t 2 )
- T(P 1 ,t 1 )
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axgCtx) tj au(t)

+
j.

T
(ti) Ni(t!) -=3 / R(t) 60j(t)

3u(ti) t 3X.(t) " "^
dt

3X°(t2 ) t 2 3u(t)

l
T
(t 2 ) Ni(t 2 )

-=2- / - R(t) 6cu(t) dt

3u(t 2 ) t 3XQ(t)
"

+ j
T
(ti) N 2 (ti) 65g(ti) - jj(t2 ) N 2 (t 2 ) 6g

Q
(t 2 )

+ l
T
(ti) nq(ti) 6T(ti) - j

T
(t2 ) n£(t 2 ) 6x(t2 ) (2-30)

By (2-30) we have now an expression for the potential difference between two
tide gauges determined by altimeter observations.

2.3 Observation equation for potential differences

Assume that leveling combined with gravity measurements was carried out over
land between two tide gauges so that we know the quantity

P.
J

W. - W. = / g dz . (2-31)
P

After linearizing it (see Hein 1982, p. 49) we get the linear observation equation
for potential differences (in vectorial form)

W, - W.
J J

= U .
- U . + j

' 6y .
- j

' 6y . + T .
- T

.

J i J i -J -J -i -i J i

(2-32)

Since we are only interested in the vertical dimension it might be preferable to
introduce coordinates {cp s x,z(U)} instead of (yi»y 2 ,y3) where the directions
<p,A of the normal gravity vector j are given by

cp = arctan {-
)U

X = arctan
(

3Y3

3U

/
3U

L'ayi

(^l_)2 +
(_9U_)2

3y2

0.5
(2-33)

/1SL,
9Y2 ayi

and z is a normal height measured along the normal plumb line. Thus, the trans-
formation between the two triples is

6y =

r J i
-1

"6U"
" -T 1

J.

-1 r

-j5z"

3cp/3y 6cp = 3cp/3y Sip

_ ^/9y

.

_6X_ _ ^/3y _ .
6X

.

(2-34)

The gradients in the Jacobi matrix (2-34) are analytical functions of the reference
gravity potential U , and therefore, easy to compute. The same holds for the in-

verse Jacobi matrices of the order three.

We are assuming further, that the horizontal coordinates <p,x are given with
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sufficient accuracy. Small changes in those coordinates will not reflect the re-

sults. Therefore we set 5cp = 6X = in (2-34)

6y =
r

iT
" -1

~-j6Z
"

9cp/3y

_ax/3y .

(2-35)

and insert (2-35) in (2-32). Since 6z is a small quantity (< 1 m) there might be
no difference in considering it as normal or orthometric height variation.

2.4 Observation equation for absolute gravity

If gravity information is available at the tide gauge we can use the already de-
rived observation equation in (Hein 1982, p. 43).

9
= (g g)

3J_ J— sy + —
3y - j

T

sg

(2-36)

(2-37)

For &y_ we insert again the expression (2-35). For the gravity values in the cap
around the tide gauge we may fix the position 6y .

2.5 Observation equations for deflections of the vertical
(better: for astronomic latitude and longitude)

Deflections of the vertical can give additional information about the slope of
the equi potential surface. We therefore take the linear observation equations of
astronomic latitude and longitude from (Hein 1982, p. 39-40) and fix the position
again.

3. SOLUTION

All linear observation equation presented in section 2 form a linear system of
equations of type

1 = Ax + Rt + n

where

1 = [6P(t
i
,t.), M.y 6g

n
- , 6*it 6A.j, ...]

X = [6p
T

, 6x(t
i
), 6Z., ...]

T

t = [T., OT/3r)., ...1
T

.

(3-1)

(3-2)

(3-3)

(3-4)

A, R are known coefficient matrices of the deterministic unknown vector and the
stochastic vector t , respectively, n is the vector of observational noise.

Considering (3-1) as a general least-squares collocation model (Eeg and Krarup
1973 Moritz 1980; p. 221 f.) we get the solution for x. ancl 1 by minimizing the
hybrid norm
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Jl^nn H + t
TK^ t = min (3-5)

where Cnn and K_tt are appropriate covariance matrices of n and t , respec-
tively. By

x = (A
T
D"

1

A)"
1

A
T
D
_1

1 (3-6)

where

= £nn+ RK
tt

R
T

(3-7)

we solve for the height offsets 6z-j of the tide gauges from the geoid, the sea
surface topographly (6-r-j) and - if it is not given - the orbit of the altimeter
satellite. In order to minimize the number of unknowns, it might be possible to

expand 6-r-j in a series with a few coefficients as function of horizontal position,

This would also help to solve the interpolation problem which can occur if satel-
lite altimeter data are not directly available at tide gauges but near to them.

By the stochastic unknown vector t

we solve for the residual or disturbing potential (and its functionals) at tide
gauges. The error estimates of x and t are given by

Lv = (AV^)" 1

(3-9)

K.. R
T

D
_1
(I-A E vv A

T
D
_1

)

—xx

-tt -tt -tt - - v- - -XX - - > - -tt

Stepwise collocation procedures can be applied to get small systems of equations

4. SUMMARY

By the integrated geodesy adjustment and the new type of treatment of satellite
altimeter data together with leveling results, gravity information and deflections
of the vertical an optimal solution can be found for the vertical datum problem
worldwide. Observations to the Global Positioning System (GPS) - in addition to

the discussed measurements - might help to determine the geometrical offset un-

knowns 6z-j . For the corresponding observation equations in the integrated model

see (Hein and Eissfeller 1985).

APPENDIX.

Satellite motion and linearization of the position vector Xn(t;)

If the orbit in the observation equation of satellite altimetry is considered to

be unknown, the position vector XQ(t) of the satellite has to be linearized and
to inserted in (2-24). Thus, orbTt integration enters into our model at that stage,
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In the following we summarize briefly the derivations. For the reader who is more
interested in the details, we refer to (Eissfeller and Hein 1985, Eissfeller 1985).

The basic vector differential equation of satellite motion in an inertial refer-
ence frame is given by

x = a_(x, x, t) (A-l)

where

_x is the position vector

k = 95 is the velocity vector

dt

d 2 x
x = —= is the acceleration vector

dt :

and

is the vector of resulting accelerations

It is known from classical pertubation theory, that the position and the velocity
vector of a satellite are of the form

x = x(u(t),t) (A-2)

x = x(u(t),t) (A-3)

where the vector _u(t) usually consists of six time dependent Kepler elements

u(t) = [n(t),i(t),u>(t),a(t),e(t), t
p
(t)]

T
. (A-4)

The vector u(t) in (A-4) is a solution of the following nonlinear vector differ-
ential equation

3u(t)
u(t) = -=Liaj(t) . (A-5)

3x(t)

The Jacobi matrix 3u(t)/3x(t) is a 6x3 matrix defined by the partial derivatives
of the Kepler elements witn" respect to velocity coordinates. For the explicit form
see (Eissfeller 1985). a^t) in (A-5) is the vector of disturbing acceleration,
which is obtained from tlTe original acceleration vector a_(t) by subtracting the
radial symmetrical term a_o(t) of the earth's gravity field. Thus,

a x (t) = a(t) - a (t) (A-6)

io(t) = ^x . (A-7)

For the following linearization procedure it is useful to write (A-5) as an inte-
gral equation

t 3u(t)
u(t) = u + / -=-^a!(t) dt (A-8)

to 3x(t)

where u_ is tne initial state vector of (A-4).
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In order to find a linear variation of the position vector we decompose a_i(t) .

ii(t) = g?(t) + f(t)
l

) (A-9)

£'i(t) is the gravity vector (without the radial symmetrical part a_ ) . f_ is the
vector of remaining disturbing accelerations.

More precisely, we have to consider, that the vectors c£ and f depend on the
Kepler elements and on a vector p of unknown dynamical parameters.

fl?(t) = Ii(u(P,t),t)

f(t) = f(u(p,t),p,t)

(A-10)

(A-H)

Since the spherical harmonic coefficients and the earth rotation parameters enter
in principle (A-ll) and treated as known constants in this approach, £x

(A-10) is

not explicitly dependent of £ , such as f (A-ll) is.

The vector of Kepler elements jj depends of the dynamical parameters p , since
u is a solution of (A-5)

.

Applying now the following two linearization steps

(1) £1 = 1 1
+ 6I*

(11) p
u + 6p

(A-12)

(A-13)

leads to the linear variation 5u(t) of Kepler elements

6u(t)
3u(t) t au(t)

6 p + / -^— 6g"(t) dt
3p t 3x(t)

(A-14)

The Jacobi matrix 9ju(t)/3p is a solution of the inhomogeneous matrix differential
equation (A-14).

3u "
3 3u 3 3U 3 3u "— (~t) ii '

— (-t) £i > • • •
'
— (-t) ii

3Q 3X 3i 3X 3t„ 3X
P -

9U_

3P

3U 3ai 3U 9U 9ai
(A-15)

3X 9U 9p 9X 9p

This can be deduced from applying the gradient operator -r— on both sides of (A-5)

With 6u(t) (A-14) we find the variation 6xq of the position vector _xq(1:) of

the altimeter satellite Q

6X
^Q

9Xn (t) 9u(t) 9Xn (
t ) t au

(
t

)

(t) = -=S ^— 6p + -ZS / SI 6q2(t)
3u(t) 3p 3u(t) t 3X^(t) ^ dt (A-16)

' Quantities of the gravity field with an asterisk refer to the inertia! system,
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Since the gravity disturbing vector 6gJ in (A-16) refers to the inertial system,

but is usually refered to an earth-fixea CIO system in spherical coordinates
(r,b,l) , we have to use the following transformation

rr

ir

II
8b
3I
»1JQ

% R(t)

cos b cos 1 -sin b cos 1/r -sin 1/r cos b

cos b sin 1 -sin b sin 1/r cos 1/r cos b

sin b cos b/r

(A-17)

The detailed matrix R_(t) is given in (Eissfeller and Hein 1985). It consists of

R(t) = N(t ) P(t ) P
T
(t) N

T
(t) R

3 (-0(t)) S(t) (A-18)

where

_N is the nutation matrix

P^ is the precession matrix

is an earth-rotation matrix

is the matrix of pole coordinates

is the siderial time of Greenwich

is the time variable

and t is the initial time of orbit integration .

R 3

S

t
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LEVELLING WITH THE HELP OF SPACE TECHNIQUES

Oscar L. Colombo
EG&G WASCI

5000 Philadelphia Way, Suite J

Lanham, MD 20706

ABSTRACT. Geodetic levelling, the precise measurement of
geopotential differences, has two main applications: finding
the vertical coordinates of stations, and determining slopes

with respect to a horizontal surface. The first is relevant
to establishing geometric positions, and the second is

needed sometimes in hydraulic engineering and in science.
An example of a scientific application is the study of the

departure of the sea surface from a true equipotential
surface along the shore. The increasing accuracy and the

decreasing cost of space techniques is continuously
diminishing the importance of levelling for position
determination. In fact, space methods are getting better at

estimating not only relative coordinates, but absolute
(geocentric) ones as well. But even if these new tools for

finding geometric position make the old ones obsolete, some
form of levelling will still be needed to measure physical
slopes, though sometimes this may be done in ways quite
different from those of today. It is conceivable that

geodesists, having found station coordinates with space
techniques, may then use them to calculate geopotential
differences worldwide. This they might do by combining
those coordinates with various measurements of the gravity
field. Furthermore, for as long as conventional levelling
nets remain in use, such combinations can provide vertical
control points that are not tide gauges and that can be
placed inland. This will have particular interest for those
dealing with an area of continental dimensions, like North
America, where there are many stations located far from the
sea and from each other. The technology needed for this may
very well exist already, although the current knowledge of
the gravity field seems insufficient. This knowledge could
be improved using data from satellites to make better models
of that field. In a number of ways, levelling can benefit
from the achievements in space geodesy, and play a

complementary role in the study of the earth.

SATELLITE GEODESY AND LEVELLING

Over the last three decades, the accuracies of position fixes based on

observations of orbiting spacecraft have increased to the point where some laser
tracking systems seem close to giving absolute position to better than 0.1 m in
all three coordinates. Relative positions inside areas 1000 km or so across are,

for some systems, already well below 0.1 m. In addition, the last decade has
brought to maturity a new space technique based on the radio waves emitted by
distant quasy stellar objects: the method known as very long baseline
interferometry, or VLBI. This method is particularly good for measuring distances
between points separated by thousands of kilometers and also for observing earth
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orientation and rotation. Satellite laser ranging (SLR) is at present catching up

with VLBI in accuracy, and both can eventually provide an excellent reference
frame and a universal first order net of station coordinates and interstation
baselines. Because of the operating costs and logistic problems associated with
these techniques, it looks as if (for the next decade at least) their main use may
be confined to providing the basic geodetic "skeleton": the reference system and
first order global network, whose densification may be done, to an ever increasing
extent, by the use of GPS or similar space systems that already may give relative
positions at the subdecimeter level for stations less than 500 Km apart. The
absolute position then comes from tying the local net to one of the first order
points of the SLR/VLBI network. Therefore, in the near future (and perhaps even
right now) space geodesy seems likely to exceed by a generous margin the demands
of traditional geodetic mapping. In fact, the main reason for achieving
subdecimeter accuracies is now the geophysical rather than the purely geodetic use
of position determination, particularly the study of crustal movements, plate
techtonics, and earth rotation (including precession nutation and polar motion).

Unless some unforeseen difficulties arise with the use of the space techniques,
they seem destined to achieve most of the goals of traditional geodetic methods,
and also to go a long way beyond that. This means that leveling (in the sense of
determining potential differences), except for some local applications mostly
related to the construction of waterways, hydroelectric dams and the like, may one
day become a redundant and uneconomical way of determining heights for topographic
mapping and similar classical purposes.

At this point I would like to repeat that the space methods that seem likely to

phase out the older "terrestrial" ones for classical geodetic work, will do so
because of their ever increasing accuracy, both local and global, and that the

driving force behind the push for greater accuracy is mostly science rather than
map-making. Potential differences, which classically have been more of a means to

an end (mapping geometric heights), than an end in themselves, have a physical
meaning that complements purely geometric fixes. By comparing the relative
geometric heights of two points with their potential difference, it is possible to
estimate the tilt of the line between them with respect to the horizontal (if the
line is relatively short), and by re-surveying both positions and potentials, to
estimate the change in that tilt.

In this context, the largely theoretical work done on solving simultaneously for

position in three dimensions using both "geometrical" (i.e., satellite fixes) and
"gravity" (i.e., measurements of first order gradients of gravity, etc.) may
acquire a new and more practical interest in the near future. The main reason is
that any method that truly "integrates" geometric data with gravity can give more
than three dimensional geometric coordinates, it can give also (if so desired)
potential differences. So one might use the most accurate position measurements
with the best terrestrial gravity data and with the most accurate field model
derived from space techniques, to get what could be a very good set of estimates
of both position and of potential differences over the same set of stations: a

unified, high quality network containing two complementary and scientifically
important kinds of information on the earth's surface. Finally, some of the

benchmarks of this "integrated" network could be used to control the adjustment of
conventional levelling nets. Since their set up requires only position and
gravity, two things that can be measured on land, these control points can be

placed anywhere inside a country or a continent, without the restrictions
presented by tide gauges that have to be put along a coast, sometimes very far
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from the interior. Finally, such a net does not have to be restricted to the

confines of a country or a continent, but can span the whole world, just as

satellite position nets do.

It is the steady and independent improvement of the various systems that could

be "integrated" or brought together in this way, and the high accuracy already
reached by them, that makes this idea of "integration" both interesting and,

perhaps, ripe for experimental investigation.

THE DEFINITION OF THE VERTICAL DATUM

As this paper is presented in a symposium on the determination of the vertical
datum, I would like to say that, having benchmarks where both position and
potential are known to a high accuracy, it is possible to choose any of them as

the point of x "zero height" or datum , the heights of the others being the

accurately known potential differences with respect to that datum. At present,
this is actually what is done, except that it is always a tide gauge that is

chosen as having "zero height". Because of dynamic oceanographic effects (sea
surface topography) the sea surface does not lie on the same equipotential at all

tide gauges. It is current practice to assume, by so constraining the adjustment,
that all the gauges are on an equipotential: this may result in a systematic
warping of the adjusted heights that is probably worst in these parts of the net
farthest from the gauges. The "accuracy" of the tide gauge (i.e., the uncertainty
due to the sea surface topography) is about 1 kgal m (or 1.5 kgal m for the

potential difference between two tide gauges). This is pretty far from the goal
of tenth of kgal m accuracies mentioned so far. Assume now that an "integrated"
position plus levelling net were to achieve such accuracy and its control points
were used to establish height everywhere. This would cause the novel problem that
even if a tide gauge (connected to this net) were chosen as the datum, some points
along the coast would turn out to be below, and some above, the sea level as
defined by that gauge, because of the sea surface topography. It has been pointed
out that "below sea level" land shown in the chart of a coastal region might
confuse some, and be bad for local business generally. If true, this problem may
be avoided by using a "local mean sea level" for the region, based on a local tide

gauge, when producing regional maps. With at least one station connected both to
this gauge and also to the larger (national, international) net, both sets of
heights may be converted unambiguously to each other, when necessary. In any
event, this is a cadastral problem, while the main reason for setting up very
accurate, large, "integrated" nets is likely to be a scientific one, at least in
the long run.

THE "INTEGRATED" APPROACH: A MOST INCOMPLETE HISTORIC OUTLINE

The idea of an "integrated" determination of position (and potential) goes such
a long way back, and has been pursued by so many, in so many ways, over the years,
that I would be unable, out of sheer ignorance of the topic and lack of space, to
give credit to even all the main contributors. Instead, I am going to tell here
the story of a particular approach, developed by myself several years ago (mostly
as a means of estimating the possible accuracy of integrated solutions, rather
than as a prescription for practical work), and then to say something about how
this idea fits with others, more general and better developed than mine. This
discussion will also allow me to give a rudimentary introduction to the principles
behind "integration", and a concrete set of ideas for discussing accuracy, as well
as what things may influence most the error budget.
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In the late Seventies I proposed (Colombo, 1980a and 1980b) using accurate

position fixes and some global (i.e., satellite) field model to compute the

potential differences between pairs of benchmarks forming a world vertical net.

These calculated values would be in error mostly because of the deficiencies of
the field model used, supposing that the position fixes from, say, SLR, were very
accurate. The global accuracy in field models stood then (and has not improved

much since) at about 3 m for point values, so the potential differences could be

wrong by about fl x 3 4.5 m (or kgal m).. These are globally averaged root mean
square values (r.m.s.). Compared to that a few decimeters" error in station

position is quite negligible. Undeniably, 4.5 kgal m is no improvement over the

1.5 kgal m already offered by tide gauges, but here is where the "integration" of
position with local gravity measurements comes along. The error in potential due

to the field model is the same as the error in geoid height times the local
acceleration of gravity. To obtain accurate geoid heights, the usual procedure
these days is to calculate such heights first at a known position using a field
model, and then to correct the result by using local gravity measurements around
the point in question to estimate the "anomalous" part of the geoid (i.e., that
not represented in the model). What has changed from the days before space
geodesy is mostly how the positions are determined, and also the nature of the
field model, while the "geoid" has graduated from a mere ellipsoid to a more
complex figure departing from the former not only with latitude, but also with
longitude. As for the way in which the rough values calculated with the model can
be refined with local data, the most conventional way would be to use slightly
modified gravity anomalies (not referred to a datum based on a tide gauge, but to

the benchmark where the "refining" will be done, as in (Colombo, ib.)) and an
appropriately modified form of Stokes" integral formula to estimate the part of
the geoid missing from the model. Because of practical considerations, gravity
has to be confined to a region near the point of computation (the benchmark). In
most theoretical papers such regions are shown as neatly drawn circles, but they
need not be so. Instead of Stokes" formula, I used that of least squares
collocation for my error analysis, because this method can provide reasonable
estimates of the uncertainties due to field model and data errors, as well as of
the lack of data outside the circle and the sparsity of the data within. For
understanding the idea of collocation, the best introductory text probably remains
Heiskanen and Moritz (1967). The experience of recent years seems to indicate
that any reasonably executed estimate of the anomalous potential, regardless of
technique, is just about as good as any other, but in the case of my study (an
error analysis) collocation was particularly suitable for getting a feeling for
the problem. What emerged was that the main cause of error could be the field
model used, with (random) position and gravity data errors coming a very distant
second. Recently, this study has been carried considerably further by Hajela
(1983), who not only confirmed my main conclusions, but came up with information
that allows me now to put down on paper some numbers that are more relevant to the
present situation. Before getting into details, I should explain that my idea for
"integrating" geometric and gravity data in a "collocation" adjustment has turned
out to be part of a much larger one developed by Eeg and Krarup (19 75), Hein
(1982), and others, what one might call the "collocation brand" of integrated
goedesy. As this paper is an essay on ideas, (which are formulated rigorously in
the references) the reader will continue to find his vision unobtruded by
equations right to the very end.
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THE LIKELY ACCURACY OF AN "INTEGRATED" NETWORK

The accuracy of station coordinates' determination using satellites seems likely

to reach the subdecimeter level soon; that of potential differences should depend
mostly (according to the studies mentioned before) on the quality of the field

model. Particularly important is the amount of error in the spherical harmonics
of such models below degree and order 30. Hajela (1983) has shown that, with a

cap of 5° around a benchmark containing 3000 measurements of gravity at about
20 km intervals, the benchmark potential could be estimated to within 0.1 kgal m
(i.e., about 0.1 m). But this result assumes that all harmonics up to degree 30

are known perfectly and that the rest of the field model, complete up to degree
and order 180, has the same accuracy as the one described in (Rapp, 1981). With
the full, present-day error in those low degrees, the accuracy worsens to about
0.3 kgal m. Hajela assumed an accuracy of the gravity measurements of 2 mgal, but

found that there would be virtually no improvement if better measurements were
used. Therefore, one may conclude that some 2/3 of the total r.m.s. error would
come from that in the low degree and order part of the field model. The task of
getting better low degree models using tracking data of satellites continues quite
independently of improvements in levelling techniques, as does position
determination itself. Present efforts carried out jointly by faculty and graduate
students from the University of Texas at Austin and by scientists from NASA's
Goddard Space Flight Center have the stated goal of improving four times the

accuracy of the models at low degrees, sometime within the next four years. If
this is accomplished, even without further improvement at higher degrees, the
accuracy of the estimated potential at a benchmark could come close to
0.15 kgal m. For potential differences , the correlation between errors in the

field at nearby benchmarks would be greater the closer these are, and positive, so
the error will be in general less than /2 of a single point error; once the
separation is larger than the shortest wavelength well-modelled in the reference
field, the measurements can be treated as uncorrelated and, thus, about 50% higher
for a difference than for a single value. This would occur, with present model
accuracies, at separations larger than 1000 km. Accordingly, one may estimate
(rather conservatively) that the error with the best and most complete fields
available at present, the best positioning techniques, and reasonably good
gravity, would be about 0.45 kgal m, while improvements in field modelling
expected to occur within the next four years may bring this further down, to
0.22 kgal m. Beyond that, the high resolution, dedicated gravity mapping missions
of the future, like GRM, may decrease the error (without any use of terrestrial
gravity to correct it) to below 0.15 kgal m, on the basis of an expected point
accuracy for the geoid of some 0.1 kgal ra. With added local gravity information,
the accuracy of the estimated difference may get easily below the 0.1 kgalra

mark. There is one more reason why the numbers given here may be conservative:
these errors are global (world-wide) r.m.s. values, because it is In the nature of
collocation to provide global accuracies when given (as in the Colombo and Hajela
studies) global statistics for the various sources of error. A global r.m.s. can
be very different from the error at an isolated point. In general, the main
contributor, the field model, will be best in those regions where the best data
(tracking, gravimetry, etc.) used to make this model come from. In this regard,
North America and Western Europe are likely to be better places than Central
Asia. Moreover, the actual error will tend to be largest where the terrain and/or
the field are rougher, and smaller where these are smoother. Even if the
topography itself is irregular, it can be smoothed out to a considerable degree by
careful terrain corrections. So if the sites chosen for the benchmarks are (a)

within smooth areas where (b) the model is likely to fit better because much of
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the data for it came from around there, the actual errors could be substantially
less than the global r.m.s. on the error analysis mentioned here, and reach the
0.1 kgal m or better, with some luck. In any case, accuracies of 0.2 kgal m are

already quite interesting; with them, potential differences (over arbitrarily long
distances) would be known some seven times better than with tide gauges (on
average), unless effective corrections for the sea surface topography can be made
at the latter, which is still an open question.

TESTING BY EXPERIMENT

A 0.2 kgal m accuracy over distances of 1000 km or more can be tested by
comparing the potential difference estimated between two carefully placed
benchmarks and the corresponding value obtained from a spirit-levelling traverse
between them. Part of the "careful placing" could involve the choosing of two
sites already connected by a traverse that is thought to be of high quality.

In the original version of the idea and in the more recent work of Hajela, the

local gravity data were, basically, in the form of gravity anomalies whose
determination required levelling between gravity stations in addition to the
gravity readings. The former is a lengthy and expensive task that might be

obviated altogether by formulating the problem in terms of gravity disturbances.
A gravity disturbance is the difference between the acceleration of gravity at a
given point and that acceleration according to the reference field (i.e., the

field model) at the same point. To reduce gravimetry to this form and get useful
values, one needs to know the position of the station to better than a

decimeter. This could be done by first finding the coordinates of the central
point, or benchmark, by SLR, and then getting the relative positions of the
stations about this point from translocations between the benchmark and each
gravity station in turn (using two GPS receivers simultaneously). If the
"circular" region is no more than 5° in radius, the GPS position error is unlikely
to exceed 0.1 m, which probably is quite acceptable (0.1 m in height translates
into 30 ugal of gravity disturbance error). Most of this error is due to poor
determination of the orbits caused by complicated non-gravitational forces acting
upon the spacecraft. Such forces are hard to model (radiation pressure, for
example) because they depend on the intricate shape and on the attitude of the

satellite. The work towards improving the GPS ephemerides is a continuing one, so
eventually larger areas may be surveyed in this way to 0.1 m accuracy.
Nevertheless, a 5° circle about a benchmark is probably quite adequate already.
To keep the quality of the "integrated" network within the 0.1 m/0.1 kgal m range,
changes In position and gravity due to various natural and artificial phenomena
would require constant monitoring and regular re-surveying. Eventually, the field
model itself would have to be updated, particularly at long wavelengths.
Fortunately, field modelling is a task with no end in sight, and one that is

likely to become accurate enough to pick up any significant changes in gravity
below degree and order 30.

Finally, as with any large geodetic system of extreme accuracy, there are all

manner of potential sources of systematic error that previous studies have either
ignored or dealt with only briefly. Errors in the definition of the coordinate
system of the VLBI/SLR stations (i.e., in orientation, position of the geocenter
with respect to the origin, etc.), effects of the topography, of local variations
of the field caused by changes in water-table height, etc., are just a few that
come to mind. Some may be "absorbed" with a few additional parameters to solve
for in the adjustment, if the configuration of stations is favorable; still others
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may be eliminated by appropriate corrections to the data. Others may go unnoticed
until the idea is tried out in full. If these unsuspected sources do not
overwhelm the results beyond redemption, their discovery and subsequent study may
very well contribute to the further development of geodesy as a scientific
discipline. It is the hard problems presented by well-thought out experiments
that drive much of what is good and interesting in science.
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ACCURACY ESTIMATES OF INTERCONTINENTAL
VERTICAL DATUM CONNECTIONS

D. P. Hajela
Department of Geodetic Science and Surveying

The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio 43210

ABSTRACT. The accuracy of connecting the vertical datums of

regions, which are separated by oceans, has been investigated.
The vertical datum connections are established through geocentric
positions of satellite laser ranging (SLR) stations and estimating
the geopotential differences between stations in each region
obtained through leveling. Different accuracy estimates for the
SLR station positions, and any displacement of the SLR coordinate
system origin from the geocenter, were considered. It was however
found that the accuracy of vertical datum connection primarily
depends on the number of SLR stations in each region. A
conservative accuracy estimate of leveling was considered for

determining geopotential differences over intra-continental
distances of several hundred kilometers. Even if the leveling

accuracy was further reduced by one-half, the vertical datum
connection accuracy was affected only slightly.

The accuracy estimates of the potential coefficients describing
the earth's gravity field were considered, along with gravity
anomalies in a small area around each SLR station. The accuracy
of low degree potential coefficients had the most pronounced effect

on the accuracy of the vertical datum connection.

Various anomaly spacing, data cap size, and anomaly accuracy
were tried to determine the effect on the accuracy of the vertical

datum connection. It was found that anomaly spacing need not be
more dense than 10', and a data cap as small as 30' spherical
radius would be adequate for establishing the vertical datum
connection, if there are a sufficient number of SLR stations. The
vertical datum connection was not very sensitive to anomaly
accuracy.

VERTICAL DATUM CONNECTIONS

It is well recognized, e.g. see Rapp (1980), that the departure of mean sea
level surface from the geoid, i.e., the sea surface topography, is of the order
of 1 meter root mean square. The vertical geodetic networks in different
continents, which are respectively referenced to mean sea level determinations
at coastal tide gages, therefore refer to different equipotential surfaces.

Colombo (1980 a) proposed that a "World Vertical Network" may be defined
by "a set of estimated potential differences among benchmarks situated in

various continents." If we have several benchmarks Pj and Qj respectively in

two different vertical datums, and if the potential differences AW$(BMA,Pi) and
AWj(BMB,Qj) have been obtained by leveling separately in each region, then
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the vertical datum connection, i.e. the potential difference AWj(BMA,BMB) may
be estimated by:

AW(BMA.BMB) = U(P,) + T(P,) + *(P,) + AWiCBMA.P;)

- [U(Qj) + T(Qj) + (Qj) + AWi(BMB,Qj)] + v,j (1)

With v,j = eU(P,) - £U(Qj) + eT(P,) - eT(Qj) + eAWiCBMA.P,) (2)
- £ AWi(BMB,Qj)

where the gravity potential W is the sum of normal gravitational potential U,
the rotational potential , and the disturbing potential T, and the errors are
denoted by t. The terms e* have been omitted in (2) as these are negligibly
small (~ 0.3%) as compared to eU.

It is clear, by a simple consideration, that the number, N e , of linearly

independent equations (1) between pairs of benchmarks P jf Qj for establishing
the vertical datum correction is one less than the total number of benchmarks.
The accuracy estimate o-AW(BMA,BMB) is then obtained from this overdetermined
system by:

N N
a AW(BMA.BMB) = (a T V

-1
a)

-
* = [z 1° (v

_1
)kl] _X ( 3 )

k t

where all components of the design vector a are equal to 1, and V is the
variance-covariance matrix of the "observed" potential differences:

V = V (eAU) + V(eAT) + V(eAAWj) (4)

where the right hand side terms are the variance-covariance matrices of the
errors in U(P,) - U(Qj), T(P, ) - T(Qj), and AW|(BMA, P, ) - AWi(BMB, Qj

)

respectively.

We consider the benchmarks to be the satellite laser ranging (SLR) stations

with positions precisely defined in the Lageos SLR system SL4 (Smith et al.,

1982). For example, the SLR station sites in USA and Western Europe are
shown in Figures 1 and 2, with a region of 1* spherical radius marked around
each site. The normal gravitational field was modeled by the potential

coefficients developed by Rapp (1981). The disturbing potential at a SLR
station was computed from modified gravity anomalies in a small region around
the station referenced to the normal gravitational potential at the SLR station.

As the gravity anomalies are not referenced to the geoid potential, a precise
definition of the geoid or the sea surface topography is no longer required
(Colombo, 1980 a).

The normal gravitational potential U at a SLR station with geocentric
coordinates (r, ', X) is given by:

fiM r N n - - - 1

U(r,*',X) = ^ 1+ £ (a/r) n E Pnm (sin*' ){Cnmcos mA + Snmsin mX} (5)

where GM is the gravitational constant times the mass of the earth; N is the
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Figure 1: SLR Stations in USA in the SL4 System (Smith et al., 1982).

Figure 2: SLR Stations in W. Europe in the SL4 System (Smith et al., 1982).
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highest degree of the spherical harmonic expansion; a here is the equatorial

radius; Pnm , Cnm , Snm are respectively the fully normalized Legendre's
functions and the potential coefficients of degree n and order m.

The effect of eGM/r is negligible on eAU, as such errors cancel in the

differencing. The entire effect of errors eCnm , eS nni will be considered in

evaluating cAT. tU is predominantly dependent on the radial error sr in the
SLR station position, and with uncorrelated cr for SLR stations, the diagonal
terms in V(sAU) are easily computed from the estimates of <rtr. We will later

consider, e.g. in Table 1, the effect of <rtr being 0, 10, 20,...cm. The shift, es,

of SLR coordinate origin from the geocenter causes correlated errors in

station positions, and the off-diagonal elements in V(eAU) may be computed
under some simplifying assumptions (Colombo, 1980 b) for different estimates
of <teb like 0, 10, 30, ...cm.

The standard deviation of first order class I leveling is usually estimated

as 0.5 -/i mm, 4 in km. However, a more realistic estimate for <reAW| over
intra-continental distances of several hundred kilometres may be

2.10~ 3v< kgal.m, i in km; which is equivalent to 0.06V* kgal.m, 4 in 10^ km.

We will consider the effect of different error estimates of intra-continental
leveling with:

acAWi = k • (0.1 St) kgal.m, t in 10 3 km; k = 0,1,2,... (6)

Various tests for the extent, density, and error estimate of gravity
anomalies on the accuracy of inter-continental vertical datum connections will

now be discussed briefly. For a detailed discussion, See Hajela (1983).

PREDICTED DISTURBING POTENTIAL DIFFERENCES

The predicted value of T, and its error estimate <teT, at a station P (Pj or

Qj) may be computed by least squares collocation (Moritz, 1980, Sec. 14) from
the gravity anomaly vector Ag as:

T(P) = C{,A 9 (£ Ag,Ag + U)'
1

k& (7)

<r
2 *T(P) = C TjT - c{, Ag (g AgjAg + g)" 1 C 7)Ag (8)

which requires the computation of covariances C of T and Ag; and anomaly
error estimate, <reAg, for computing the noise matrix D. We consider effect of

<rcAg as 0,2,4,... mgals, and also the effect of different cap size (spherical
radius V = l*i 2*,...) of anomaly data around each SLR station, and the
anomaly spacing A^ = 5', 10', 15',...
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We may also explicitly write T in a series similar to (5) as:

gm f
N n - r - - i

T(r,4>',\) = — I (a/r) n S Pnm (sin4>' ) Ucnmcos mX + E Snmsin mX

+
n=l+i

(a/r)nJo? nm(sin*') [cnmcos mX + S nmsin mx] } (9)

where we have now considered the errors eCnm , £Snm in the potential

coefficients of the normal gravitational field up to degree N. By also

considering a similar expression for Ag (r,<t>',X), the required covariances C in

(7) and (8) may be computed, which involve e
2
, up to degree N, and ct

2
, from

degree N+l to »:

£
n

=
Jo( E^n- + *

2M I (2n + 1} (10)
n m— o v. j

< =Jo(Cnm + SjlJ / (2n + 1) (11)

The unknown E
2Cnm , E

2 Snm are approximated by the estimated variances of the
potential coefficients, and the effect of better knowledge of the gravitational
field may be tested by equating the estimated variances to zero up to degree
10,20,... . <r

2 for degrees higher than N are estimated from anomaly degree
variance model.

We note from Figures 3 and 4 that improvements in accuracy estimate <rsT

will primarily come from better knowledge of low degree potential coefficients;

larger data caps (if/ > 3°) or greater data density (A 1^ < 1/6°) will not
significantly contribute to improved <teT. It is obviously preferable to have a
smaller ^, as we need the estimates of AW$(Pj,P') for all anomalies in a data
cap Pf to reference the anomalies to the normal gravitation potential at the
respective SLR stations. To obtain conservative accuracy estimates for the
vertical datum connections, we assume the estimated variances of potential

coefficients is as in Rapp (1981); and the anomaly spacing Af will be
considered to be 10' apart.

We also note from Figure 5 that for any particular accuracy estimate of the
normal gravitational field, and a particular data cap size ^» the estimated <rtT

is not very sensitive to estimated anomlay accuracy aeAg. This result is very
helpful in answering the concern about the accuracy requirement of gravity
anomalies over marine areas around SLR station sites in coastal areas.

Finally, the elements in V(eAT) are computed by propagation of covariances
through <r

2 £T(Pi), <7
2 eT(Qj) and cov[eT(Pj), rT(Qj)].

ACCURACY ESTIMATES OF SOME VERTICAL DATUM CONNECTIONS

We have 14 SLR station sites in USA and 4 in W. Europe, with f = 1° in

Figures 1 and 2, which yield N e = 17 independent equations (1) for

establishing this vertical datum connection. To ensure that these equations
are linearly independent, and to ensure numerical stability in the solution of

AW(BMA,BMB), the data caps should not be overlapping so that different sets
of gravity anomalies are used to predict T at each cap center. Hence, as we
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increase if/ from 1° to 2°, N e decreases to 13, and is further reduced to 9 if V
is 3*.

The variation of accuracy estimate o-AW(BMA,BMB) for the USA - W. Europe
vertical datum connection for different accuracy estimates of leveling over
intra-continental distances is shown in Figure 6. crAW(BMA,BMB) is not very
sensitive to conservative estimates of leveling errors in (6), even when these
are doubled with k=2.

The variation of U.S. - W. Europe datum connection accuracy is also given
in Table 1 for shift in coordinate origin, and station position radial errors,

where we also note the lack of critical sensitivity to station position errors.

A reduction in the number of anomalies per cap from f = 2* to ^ = 1* would
require less field work for estimating AW|(Pj,P') for the anomalies needed to

compute T(Pj), and similarly for T(Q<). The larger uncertainty, <rzT, with if/
-

1° is compensated by a greater redundancy in the number of equations N e in

(1).

The accuracy estimate <rAW for vertical datum connections is strongly
dependent on the number of SLR stations available for establishing the
connection. This is seen in Table 2 where accuracy estimate of vertical datum
connections of USA is given with that of W. Europe, Australia, Bermuda,
respectively, with the number of stations Qj being changed from 4 to 2, and
to 1. The large uncertainty, <rAW, in U.S. - Bermuda connection is also

repeated for U.S. connection with other cases of Qj = 1, e.g. Bahamas, Hawaii,

Peru (South America).

The variation in o-AW(BMA,BMB) with the number of SLR stations available

for connection is further seen in Table 3 for the U.S. - W. Europe datum
connection. A comparison of Tables 2 and 3 shows that we have similar

accuracy estimate of 0.49 kgal.m with Qj = 7 and if/ = 0°.5, as of 0.50 kgal.m
with Qj = 4 and f = 1°. As the number of SLR stations increases with the
use of transportable laser ranging stations, we would have a very modest
requirement of field work for gravity anomalies in a data cap with spherical
radius if/ = 0*.5.

CONCLUSIONS

- The accuracy of vertical datum connections is predominantly influenced
by the total number of SLR stations available for establishing the connection.

- It is adequate to consider anomalies to a spherical distance of 1° around
each SLR station. This may be further reduced to 0?5 if the number of SLR
stations exceeds 20.

- Anomaly spacing of about 15 km is sufficient. Easily attained anomaly
accuracy of a few mgals is adequate. The anomalies have to be connected to

the respective SLR stations by leveling.

- Even very conservative estimates of random errors in leveling over
intra-continental distances of several hundred kilometers are not a source of
concern.
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Table 1: Variation in Accuracy Estimate aAW(BMA,BMB) for USA-W.Europe
Vertical Datum Connection due to:

(a) s.d. (as) of shift of origin of SLR stations from Goecenter;
(b) s.d. (<rtr) of radial position error in SLR stations; and
(c) accuracy estimate (<reAW|) of potential difference by leveling
between cap centers: <reAW| = k(0.1 -/i ) kgal.m,* in 10 3 km.

Capsize V* 2° 1- 0?5

P
1

: # Caps in USA

Qj : tt Caps in W. Europe

# Anomalies per data cap

aeT in kgal.m

10

4

475

.51

14

4

139

.67

14

4

43

.82

Shift
<rs(cm)

Position
<rer (cm)

Leveling
k

Accuracy Estimate <rAW(BMA,BMB)

kgal.m

.37 .45 .54

10

30

50

.37

.41

.49

.46

.49

.56

.54

.57

.63

10

20

30

.37

.38

.39

.46

.46

.47

.54

.54

.55

1

2

.38

.40

.46

.48

.54

.56

15;



Table 2: Accuracy Estimate of U.S. and Other Vertical Datum Connections.

Vertical Datum Connections * U.S. -W.Europe U.S.- Australia U.S. -Bermuda

No. of Caps in U.S.

No. of Caps in Other Datum
14
4

14

2

14
1

Anomaly Data Capsize ^ = 0.5* Accuracy Estimate o-AW(BMA,BMB) kgal.m

<rs = atr = <teAW| =

<rs - 30 cm, <rer - 10 cm, and
acAWi = 0.1 y/i kgal.m,

t in 10 3 km

.54

.58

.65

.73

.88

.89

Anomaly Data Capsize i>
= 1' Accuracy Estimate <rAW(BMA,BMB) kgal.m

<rs = <rtr = aeAWj =

<rs = 30 cm, o-cr = 10 cm, and
aeAWi = 0.1 Jl kgal.m,

t in 10 3 km

.45

.50

.53

.62

.72

.73

Table 3: Accuracy Estimate of U.S. - W. Europe Vertical Datum Connection.
Variation Due to Number of SLR Stations in W. Europe.

No. of Caps in U.S.

No. of Caps in W. Europe

14

7

14

4

14

2

Anomaly Data Capsize ^ = 0.5° Accuracy Estimate <rAW(BMA,BMB) kgal.m

as = 30 cm, atr = 10 cm, and
aeAWi = 0.1 y/i kgal.m,

1 in 10 3 km
.49 .58 .74
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- Current accuracies of SLR station coordinates are adequate.

- Vertical datum connection between USA and Western Europe is presently
feasible. A very conservative accuracy estimate of this connection is about 50

kgal.cm.

- Near-time improved estimates of the gravitation field will yield accuracies
better than 40 kgal.cm for this vertical datum connection. An improved
accuracy estimate of low degree potential coefficients will have the greatest
effect.
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A PRACTICAL OCEANOGRAPHIC APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM
OF DEFINING A WORLD VERTICAL DATUM

David E. Cartwright
Institute of Oceanographic Sciences

Bidston Observatory
Birkenhead, L43 7RA

United Kingdom

ABSTRACT. In the context of the I AG Special Study Group on

a World Vertical Datum, a traditional oceanographic approach
is recommended, making use of the approximately (0.1m
accuracy) level property of an isobaric surface at 2000
Decibars (20 MPa) . The recommended datum surface is at a

fixed geopotential number above this surface, corresponding
to an arbitrary density about which the actual sea water
density profile is referred. For Worldwide use, a simultaneity
of both density profiles and cross-shelf slope measurements
by current meter arrays is essential. This will be best
achieved by measurements under repeated satellite altimeter
tracks, effectively providing a local geoidal estimate from
which long term average slopes can be assessed from the
altimetry alone. An International Geodetic Levelling Year
might be envisaged during the next precise-tracking altimetry
mission.

There seems to be general agreement among the IAG Special Study Group that a

World Datum must be a geopotentially level surface, or an acceptable approximation
to one. At epoch 1990, "acceptable approximation" means better than decimetric
accuracy in ellipsoidal heights. In earlier times, the mean sea surface topo-
graphy (SST) was assumed by geodesists to be an equipotential surface, with
coastal tide-gauges as convenient points of reference for all land surveys.
This is now agreed between oceanographers and geodesists to be unacceptable in

accuracy, although the wording of much geodetic literature still suggests
implicitly that the Geoid may be identified with SST after some sort of adjustment.
In fact, the concept of a geopotential surface whose mean departure from the SST
on a spatial average over all major oceans is zero still seems quite a good ideal
to aim for as a Geoid definition, despite the fact that the spatially mean SST
rises by an order of a decimetre per century due to changes in global temperature.
The difficulty is of course how to access this surface at any given epoch and
relate tide-gauge elevations to it. (After all, the geoidal parameter J

2
itself

has been shown to be sensibly changing, so any gravitational datum would have to
be revised periodically)

.

The promise of time-averaged global SST from satellite altimetry within the next
decade, exciting though it is, does not directly help to define a level datum
because it refers the topography at best to the Ellipsoid, so that the steric and
dynamic variations of SST are superimposed on the much greater geoidal undulations.
Ideally, a suitable geoid N at latitude $ , longitude \ and epoch to should be
derivable from geocentric SST by a formula of type

M(e.x.te) = ssr - C<«,A,te)-n(e,\,0 (,)
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where C is the quasi-permanent deformation of the ocean surface, with zero
spatial average over the oceans, and o ^ is the time-dependent deformation due
to dynamic forces varying in time scales t much shorter (say 10 to 10 years)
than t (half-century or so) . Time-averages over one or a few years with adjust-
ment for atmospheric pressure reduces a £ to centimetric levels, and longer-term
changes can be monitored by coastal tide-gauges, but £ varies spatially by more
than 2 metres.

Some oceanographers have computed maps of £ from recorded hydrographic data
and their results are well known. Their broad features seem to be in fair accord
with results of geodetic levelling between tide-gauges, for example the 0.6m rise
from the east to . the west coast of USA, but there are notorious discrepancies
from north to south in various parts of the world, about which it seems difficult
to decide between possible sources of error. The chief disadvantages of current
oceanographic maps of SST are

(a) they are compounded of hydrographic data recorded at different times
and places, so that £ may be contaminated by aliassed oZ,

(b) they may not be reliably extended over wide continental shelves between
the deep ocean and the coastline without additional local fieldwork.

(c) the maps are fundamentally computed in units of gravitional potential,
from which conversion to orthometric units is uncertain at sub-decimetre
level

.

Nevertheless, it seems to me that, failing an absolute measure of geopotential
at the Earth's surface, a World Vertical Datum must make some reference to the
ocean surface, with reasonable adjustments based on modern methods combined with
well tried older methods. The older method which I would advocate is based on
the wellknown oceanographic principle of steric levelling, as described for
example in Lizitzin's book (1974), but with a more careful interpretation. (My

basis is similar to that proposed by R B Montgomery at the IAG/IAPSO Symposium on
Marine and Coastal Geodesy at the 1975 General Assembly of IUGG) . Essentially,
the reference surface to be aimed for is defined as being at a fixed geopotential
number above an isobaric surface, 2000 decibars (i.e. 20 Megapascals) below the
the annual mean sea surface at epoch t . The fixed geopotential number w_ would
be defined in the manner of

ao

Wo
="

J
*(35, 0, p) dtp (2)

where 0^ (s,t,p) is the accurately known specific volume of a hypothetical column
of sea water of salinity s, temperature t at pressure p MPa. Choice of standards
for s and t may be altered on further discussion and calculation, but (35,0) are
classical and give a surface which is near a spatial average of the actual sea
surface, without being rigidly defined as such an average. 20 Mpa is again
arbitrary, a compromise between 10 MPa (eg Wyrtki) which is disturbed by currents,
and 40 MPa (Lizitzin) which is too broken up by bottom topography.
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The implicit assumption is of course that the specified isobaric surface is

also close (within a few centimetres) to being a geopotentially level surface.

This assumption is identical to that of a 'level of no motion'. It is certainly
controversial, but it is equally certain that very little steady motion exists at

ocean depths of order 2km, and that it is hard to account theoretically for more

than a few centimetres' departure between such isobaric and equipotential surfaces
across oceanic dimensions. I suggest in brief that the assumption be adopted with
reservation until a better geopotential measure becomes available, when comparisons
will be interesting, and beneficial to science.

Reference of a continental geodetic network to the surface defined above would
be through a carefully planned series of hydrographic measurements extending over
a year between a few coastal tide-gauges and suitable deep ocean sites, linked to

satellite altimetry, possibly with SLR. The general plan is sketched in the
attached Figure. T in the upper sketch represents a permanent tide gauge install-
ation, linked to the local geodetic network. A and A are the ground tracks
beneath an altimetric satellite orbit, the ground tracks necessarily repeated at

intervals of N days where for TOPEX , N will probably be about 10. A shallow
bottom pressure gauge would be installed at B near where path A intersects the

coast, and a deep station D would be identified near where A passes over the shelf
break in a depth of more than 2km. Density profiles to 20 MPa would be monitored
at D periodically, partly by standard ship-based soundings, partly by moored
thermistor/conductivity chain. Current meters would be moored at C, . . .C„ between
B and D, sufficient in number to monitor any spatial variation in the mean (non-
tidal) current normal to the path. (If the mean current is known to be weak, then
TV may be as small as 2 or 3.) The density profile between B and D would also be
monitored by XBT each time station D is visited, and barometric pressure and wind
would be monitored continuously at a nearby shore station.

5
The density profile at D, which is commonly measured to about 1 part in 10

,

gives precise measure of the geopotential difference between the sea surface and
the reference surface :

Less precision in measuring p as a function of depth is of no consequence, because
the density varies only slightly with depth at 20 MPa. We do not attempt to
measure the orthometric depth of the isobaric surface with high precision. Since
W will normally be less than about 1 dynamic metre; it can be converted to

orthometric height units by dividing by surface gravity at an ordinary level of
precision.

The orthometric height difference in the SST relative to W between D and B is

measured in terms of the currents V normal to A by the geostrophic relation:

T>

where f is the Coriolis parameter, and small adjustments are made for the vertical
profiles of current and density, wind stress and barometric pressure. oZ would be
typically only of order 0.1m, except where major currents are involved. Conversion
of shallow bottom pressure at B to surface elevation relative to a nearby land
datum is straightforward, and the level difference between that datum and the tide
gauge at T is standard geodetic practice.
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The point of placing BD along the satellite track A is that current meter
moorings are difficult to maintain in shelf seas for long periods, for practical
reasons, whereas altimetry is promised over fixed tracks for a few years. The

altimetry of BD, with orbital errors ideally reduced to a minimum by means of a

Satellite Laser Ranging station (S)
,
gives the ellipsoidal heights of B and D,

or at least their relative difference. Adjustment by simultaneous measurements
of oZ as described above converts this to the difference of the ellipsoidal
heights of the assumed reference surface at B and D. After a month or two of

current measurements the altimetric height differences may then be used to

monitor variations in 02 for the duration of the altimeter mission. The alti-

meter could also in principle monitor changes in cfv«//j , but repeated density
profiles at D would be easy to repeat sufficiently for a yearly average. Long-
term variations in the sea level recorded at T would add useful redundancy.

A further refinement would be to choose D at the intersection of A and A and
to instrument both tracks simultaneously, but not if this makes the distances
BD and the corresponding b'd 7 too long for available instrumental resources. In

any case, a full geodetic exercise for a given continental area would refer
several coastal tide gauges to my assumed reference surface, with final least-
squares adjustment. The overall point is of course that other continental
networks referred similarly to the w surface should be using the same geopotential
datum to better than 0.1m.

There are some oceanographic restrictions to the choice of coastal sites for the
above type of exercise. Obviously, T must be close to open sea water, not
affected by river water or strong currents. Horizontal distances BD must be
as short as possible and should not intersect shoaling banks. The deep station
D should not have strong surface currents or any appreciably steady motion at 2km
depth. Coastlines with narrow continental shelves such as the west coasts of
North and South America and much of the African coast are clearly the best.
Equatorial and upwelling areas present special difficulties of strong vertical
density gradients and strong surface currents. Western boundary jets are also
to be avoided, so a relevant exercise on the eastern coast of USA, for example
would preferably be well north of Cape Hatteras. The best area in western Europe
would be the north coast of Spain, being very close to deep Biscay water. The
coast of Portugal is also close to deep Atlantic water. Great Britain is not well
placed because of its wide continental shelf and indented coastline, but its
geodetic network has been effectively linked to the European continent by tide-
gauge comparisons across the English Channel. Use of the Mediterranean Sea would
not be possible without an independent study of the relation between its 20 MPa
surface and that of the northeast Atlantic which are not physically connected.
In general, each continental state has its own problems which would need joint
study by the local geodesists and oceanographers

.

Finally, it is fairly obvious that hydrographic links such as are described above
should be conducted more or less simultaneously by all countries wishing to refer
to the same datum. This is partly implied by the use of rare satellite altimetry
missions, but there may be a case for promoting an 'International Year of Geodetic
Levelling' on the lines of the 1957-58 IGY.

IOS-Bidston, January 1985
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IMPACTS OF CONVERSION TO THE NORTH AMERICAN VERTICAL DATUM

OF 1988 ON THE NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE PROGRAM

Matthew B. Miller

Risk Studies Division

Federal Insurance Administration
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ABSTRACT. The National Flood Insurance Program is a Federal

program designed to reduce the escalating costs of property

damage caused by floods and to transfer such costs from the

general taxpayer to floodplain occupants. The program is

based on an agreement that when a community implements programs

to reduce future flood losses, the Federal Government makes

flood insurance available within the community. A Flood

Insurance Study prepared by the Federal Emergency Management

Agency (FEMA) provides the data upon which flood insurance

premiums and local floodplain management programs are based.

The Flood Insurance Study provides maps showing the boundary

and elevation of the one percent annual chance (100-year)

flood for all significant flooding sources. Insurance rates

are set by structure elevation relative to the 100-year flood,

and all new construction is required by the community to be

protected to or above that flood elevation. Approximately

17,500 communities are currently participating in the National

Flood Insurance Program. All flood maps for these communities

are referenced to the National Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD)

of 1929. Conversion to the North American Vertical Datum (NAVD)

of 1988 will impact many aspects of the National Flood Insurance

Program, including the establishment of vertical control for new

flood maps and the utilization of published flood elevations for

determining elevation requirements and insurance premium rates

for new construction. Activities involved in converting from

NGVD of 1929 to NAVD of 1988 include the referencing of all new

Flood Insurance Studies to NAVD of 1988 as soon as the new vertical

datum is available, converting existing Flood Insurance Studies

to NAVD of 1988 when periodic revisions are made, and educating

users of Flood Insurance Studies of the nature of the vertical

datum adjustment and procedures for converting from NGVD of 1929

to NAVD of 1988. FEMA encourages the National Geodetic Survey to

assist in this effort through preparation of publications and

conversion tables.
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INTRODUCTION

The National Flood Insurance Program is a Federal program under the jurisdiction

of the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) that enables property owners

to purchase flood insurance, which is generally not available from private-

sector companies. The program is designed to reduce escalating costs of property
damage caused by floods and to transfer these costs from the general taxpayer

to floodplain occupants. The program is based on agreements with communities

throughout the United States that if the community will implement programs to

reduce flood losses, the Federal Government, through the National Flood Insurance

Program, will make flood insurance available within the community as financial

protection against flood losses that do occur.

DOCUMENTS PRODUCED BY FEMA FOR IMPLEMENTING THE

NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE PROGRAM

The technical data base of the National Flood Insurance Program is the Flood

Insurance Study and Flood Insurance Rate Map prepared by FEMA for flood-prone

communities. The Flood Insurance Study is the document prepared by FEMA to

assist a community in enforcing floodplain management programs to reduce flood

losses. The Flood Insurance Rate Map is the document prepared by FEMA for use

by insurance agents to establish the applicable flood insurance premium rate for

a structure. The Flood Insurance Study contains a Flood Boundary and Floodway

Map, which shows the 100-year flood boundary for all significant flooding sources

within the community. The 100-year flood is the flood that has a 1 percent chance

of exceedence in a given year; it occurs on the average once every hundred years.

The 100-year flood is also referred to as the base flood. As a condition of

community participation in the National Flood Insurance Program, all new con-

struction must be elevated to or above the base flood elevation. The 100-year

flood elevation, or base flood elevation, is also used for insurance rating

purposes. The Flood Boundary and Floodway Map also shows the 500-year flood

boundary. This is the flood that has a 0.2 percent chance of occurring each

year, and occurs on the average once every 500 years. The floodway boundary is

also shown on the Flood Boundary and Floodway Map. The floodway is defined as

the channel of a river and the adjacent flood plain which must be reserved from

development in order to discharge the 100-year flood without cumulatively increasing

the water- surface elevation of that flood by a given amount, usually not more than

one foot. The floodway is intended to prevent increased flood hazards due to fill

and other encroachments into this portion of the 100-year floodplain. It is the

community's responsibility to prohibit development in the floodway that would

cause an increase in the 100-year flood elevation. The Flood Insurance Study

also includes a report which contains a written description of the analysis used to

determine the flooding potential within the community and specifically describes

areas of flood hazard within the community. It also contains plotted flood profiles

(flood elevation versus distance) for the 10-, 50-, 100- , and 500-year flooding

events.
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The Flood Insurance Rate Map, the document used by insurance agents for

determining actuarial risk of flooding, shows the 100- and 500-year boundaries.

It also shows lettered zones for flood insurance rating purposes and 100-year flood

elevation lines, or base flood elevations, as previously defined.

FEMA's flood maps or the Flood Insurance Study text also document the elevation

reference marks used in computing the flood elevations shown on the Flood Insurance

Rate Map and in the Flood Insurance Study.

GENERAL NATURE OF IMPACT ON THE NATIONAL FLOOD

INSURANCE PROGRAM OF CONVERSION FROM NGVD OF 1929 TO NAVD OF 1988

• By 1988, approximately 10,000 detailed Flood Insurance Rate Maps and Flood

Insurance Studies will have been prepared by FEMA. This represents

approximately 50,000 individual map panels.

• Every year, FEMA distributes approximately six to eight million map panels

to users.

• FEMA policy requires that the most recently adjusted National Geodetic Survey

(NGS) bench mark elevations be used for flood insurance and flood plain

management purposes. NGS bench marks may be used directly in determining

elevation requirements, or communities may use local monumentation tied

to NGS bench marks

.

Coupling the above with the fact that almost every flood elevation ever deter-

mined or mapped by FEMA is referenced to the National Geodetic Vertical Datum

(NGVD) of 1929 gives some indication of the magnitude of the conversion from

NGVD of 1929 to the North American Vertical Datum (NAVD) of 1988 on the National

Flood Insurance Program.

SIGNIFICANT USERS OF VERTICAL CONTROL DATA IN

RELATION TO THE NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE PROGRAM

• There are approximately 17,500 community officials throughout the United

States who utilize FEMA flood maps in administering their communities'

participation in the National Flood Insurance Program. These floodplain

administrators require that all new construction in their communities be

elevated above the base flood elevation. They also use Flood Insurance Studies

to require that no construction be permitted in a designated floodway that

would cause any increase in a base flood elevation.

• There are approximately 150,000 insurance agents throughout the United States

who sell flood insurance under the National Flood Insurance Program. These

insurance agents use the Flood Insurance Rate Map to determine the relation-

ship between the elevation of the lowest floor of a structure and the base

flood elevation for determining insurance rates.
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• There are approximately two million flood insurance policy holders and about

360,000 property owners a year who buy new flood insurance policies under the

National Flood Insurance Program. These property owners are required to

supply the elevation of their lowest floor to an insurance agent for deter-
mination of the appropriate actuarial rate.

• Architects and engineers throughout the nation may consult available Flood

Insurance Studies and Flood Insurance Rate Maps to determine proximity of

proposed construction to the floodplain. All proposed structure elevations

relative to flood elevation are carefully examined, and final structure

elevations are set accordingly.

• FEMA's employees and contractors nationwide will be impacted by conversion

from NGVD of 1929 to NAVD of 1988. It will be their job to ensure that the

National Flood Insurance Program converts in an orderly manner to the new

datum and to ensure that flood insurance premiums are accurately assessed

in the face of the new datum adjustment.

• Perhaps the most profoundly affected group in the United States will be land

surveyors. In theory, the surveyors' responsibilities with regard to the

National Flood Insurance Program should only be to determine the precise

elevation of specific locations in and around a structure. In practice,

surveyors are often requested to interpret a floodplain map and to make

determinations for homeowners and floodplain administrators regarding the

base flood elevation affecting a particular property.

In summary, there are about 22 million persons at risk because they reside in

one of the nation's floodplains. These persons nationwide will be directly or

indirectly affected by conversion from NGVD of 1929 to NAVD of 1988 with regard

to the National Flood Insurance Program.

IMPLICATIONS OF CONVERSION FROM NGVD OF 1929

TO NAVD OF 1988 ON ACCURACY OF PREDICTED FLOOD ELEVATIONS

A major point to be considered with regard to the conversion from NGVD to NAVD

with regard to the National Flood Insurance Program is the potential for change

in hydrographic relationships. Floodplain maps relate the relative elevations of

water surfaces of floods to land surfaces at a given location. The planimetric

configuration of a floodplain and the depth of flooding are most important. There

are three general categories of impacts on such hydrographic relationships due to

the conversion from NGVD to NAVD.

The first case occurs when relative differences between bench marks remain fairly

constant over a given geographic area. This case will be the least difficult for

FEMA to address because the relative hydrographic conditions shown on FEMA maps

will still be correct. FEMA will only have to ensure that consistent data are used

when comparing flood elevations to structure elevations.
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The second case involves changes in the relative elevations between bench marks

over a given geographic area as a result of improved surveying capabilities or

other causes. This will mean that the relative hydrographic features shown on the

map are in error to some degree due to changes in hydrologic and hydraulic con-

ditions that are attributable to changes in stream slope and topography. If the

errors in water-surface elevation of a flood are minor, say less than 0.5 feet,

they will be ignored until a restudy of the community for another reason is

initiated. If significant errors in water-surface elevations are present, a

restudy of the community's flood hazards will be initiated as FEMA funding permits.

The third case involves changes in the relative elevations between bench marks

over a given geographic area as a result of subsidence or uplift of the earth's

surface. This will mean, as in the previous case, that the relative hydrographic

features shown on the FEMA maps are in error to some degree. As in the previous

case, minor errors in flood elevations will be ignored. Otherwise, a restudy of

a community's flood hazard areas will be initiated, as funding permits.

MECHANISMS ENVISIONED BY FEMA FOR CONVERTING

THE NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE PROGRAM FROM NGVD OF 1929 to NAVD OF 1988

• All new Flood Insurance Studies and Flood Insurance Rate Maps will be

referenced to NAVD of 1988 as soon as the new vertical datum is available.

• As periodic revisions are made to existing Flood Insurance Studies, they will

be converted to NAVD of 1988.

MECHANISMS ENVISIONED BY FEMA FOR EDUCATING FLOOD INSURANCE

STUDY AND FLOOD INSURANCE RATE MAP USERS

Both before and after FEMA maps are converted to NAVD, education of users will

be necessary. Before conversion of FEMA maps to NAVD, FEMA will have the need for

separate reports aimed at different groups of users. A technical treatment of

the NAVD conversion should be written with the engineer, surveyor, and floodplain

administrator in mind. This report should address technical implications of conver-

sion from NGVD to NAVD on the utilization of flood elevations. It should give

specific details for converting from one datum to the other.

A nontechnical treatment of the NAVD conversion should be written with the non-

technical Flood Insurance Study and Flood Insurance Rate Map user in mind. This

group includes insurance agents and community officials. It will basically tell

the user to compare apples to apples and oranges to oranges by comparing flood

elevations to land elevations utilizing a consistent datum.

After conversion of a Flood Insurance Study and Flood Insurance Rate Map to NAVD,

both the maps and the accompanying report will emphasize the datum used and explain

discrepancies with contiguous Flood Insurance Studies and Flood Insurance Rate Maps

referenced to NGVD of 1929.
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MECHANISMS THROUGH WHICH NGS COULD ASSIST

FEMA IN CONVERSION OF NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE PROGRAM TO NAVD

The NGS has exhibited a very real commitment to FEMA in assisting in conversion

of the National Flood Insurance Program from NGVD to NAVD. This willingness on

NGS ' s part to work with FEMA in this effort is very much appreciated. There are

two specific actions that NGS could take with regard to this conversion that

would be of great benefit to FEMA. The first would be preparation of a publi-

cation aimed not at the geodesist and crustal motion expert, but rather at the

local community engineer and surveyor, which explains the basis of the conversion.

The second would be publication of the new bench mark elevations in a format

containing at least the following information:

• NGS bench mark designation.

• NGVD elevation value last assigned to that bench mark.

• NAVD elevation value presently assigned to that bench mark.

• The magnitude of the change in value due solely to the datum adjustment.

• The magnitude of the change due to systematic errors and actual changes

in the earth's surface.

SUMMARY

The conversion to the NAVD of 1988 will significantly impact the National Flood

Insurance Program because all flood elevations shown on the approximately 50,000

maps which will have been produced by FEMA as of 1988 will be referenced to the

NGVD of 1929. Where changes in bench mark elevations are relatively consistent

over a given geographic area, the technical accuracy of the maps will not be

seriously impacted. However, where real changes in ground elevations are reflected

in the new bench mark elevations, the accuracy of predicted flood elevations will

be in question.
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THE NEW NATIONAL VERTICAL DATUM AND
THE NATIONAL MAPPING PROGRAM--A MAJOR CHALLENGE

Rupert B. Southard, Jr.

Chief, National Mapping Division
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Reston, Virginia 22092

ABSTRACT. The U.S. Geological Survey is responsible for the
development and maintenance of the National Mapping Program
(NMP) . Currently, this program encompasses more than 60,000
different map products, of which over 7 million map copies
are distributed annually.

The impact of a change in the national geodetic reference
datums on the NMP ranges from negligible to major. Changes in

the horizontal datum can be accommodated by shifts in the
graticule with respect to the map detail or by labeling new
datum values on the latitude and longitude lines.

Vertical datum changes are much more difficult to accommodate.
Techniques for interpolating between existing contours have
been tried and the results are not always satisfactory. With
the cost of recontouring one of the almost 55,000 7.5-minute
maps in the NMP ranging from $3,000 to $5,000, the manner in

which the North American Vertical Datum 1988 is defined is

critical. The impact on the NMP and map users must be con-
sidered during the process of defining the datum.

INTRODUCTION

Ten years ago, at the 1975 annual ACSM meeting, a panel was held titled "New
Horizontal Datum and the Surveyor," and representatives of U.S. and Canadian
Federal agencies and the private surveying community presented ideas on the

impact of a new horizontal datum on their areas of interest. During the discus-
sion, it was pointed out that U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) cartographers were
aware of the impacts of the datum shift. Examples of datum shift statements and
treatment of corner graticule ticks were presented that had been used to extend
the life of maps that were made obsolete by the adoption of the North American
Datum 1927 (NAD-27). It was stated that with this method of accommodating datum
changes on the USGS maps, the conversion of all maps in the National Mapping
Program (NMP) to the new datum could be accomplished in a reasonable time period.
Therefore, a datum that best fits the needs of everyone could be selected, and
the old datum, NAD-27, could be abandoned.

Conversion to the new vertical datum in the NMP requires resolution of many of
the same issues that are being studied in implementing the new horizontal datum.
The paramount issue concerns the conversion of the 60,000 different maps of the

Publication authorized by the Director, U.S. Geological Survey, on
April 22, 1985.
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NMP. Can they be altered to agree with a new vertical datum at a reasonable
cost and within a reasonable time? If they can, we can look forward to the use

of a single vertical datum for the country. If not, we may have to maintain
reference to two vertical datums , the North American Vertical Datum of 1929

(NAVD-29) and the new North American Vertical Datum of 1988 (NAVD-88)

.

NATIONAL MAPPING PROGRAM

The NMP includes more than 60,000 different map products, of which over 7

million map copies are distributed annually. Of the 60,000 maps, about 55,000
are in the 7.5-minute, l:24,000-scale, primary quadrangle map series. Complete
coverage of the lower 49 States by this series is expected by 1989, probably
before the NAVD-88 is formally accepted. Since 7.5-minute series maps are the
largest scale in the NMP and contain the greatest detail and elevation accuracy,
they will be affected most by the vertical datum change. Accordingly, the fol-
lowing discussion will be limited to this series.

Most 7.5-series maps have been produced since the end of World War II, when
photogrammetric methods became common practice. The procedures used today for

producing a map were established in the early 1950' s and with the exception of

some evolutionary changes due advances in instrumentation and technology, they
have remained essentially the same to this day.

BASIC VERTICAL CONTROL

In preparation for the production of 7.5-minute maps, a third-order level
network was established which resulted in few places being more than 5 miles
from basic vertical control. These lines were usually established along farm
roads, railroads, desert track roads, and mountain trails. The density of lines
was less in remote mountainous areas where access was difficult and where there
were few roads and trails. As the National Network was developed by the Depart-
ment of Commerce, the requirement for establishing level lines by the USGS field
parties became less. The U.S. Geological Survey field surveyors established
over 500,000 benchmarks in support of the 7.5-minute mapping program, and as a

result, geodetic control records and descriptions were published and distributed
by the USGS. Methods for transfer of these records to the NGS are presently
under consideration.

SUPPLEMENTAL VERTICAL CONTROL

The elevation network was further densified in the mapping area to control the
aerial photography. Several different survey methods and types of equipment
were used; fly levels, stadia traverse, vertical angles, and the elevation meter.
The method used to establish the supplemental control was based on the rugged-
ness of the country (contour interval) and the road network (logistics). The
primary purpose of these surveys was to establish elevations at selected image
points to control the stereomodels . As the photogrammetric equipment and tech-
niques improved, less field control was necessary and some elevations were estab-

lished by aerotriangulation methods. Elevations were also established at road

intersections, public land survey systems, section corners, stream gaging sta-
tions, airports, and at other map feature points. These elevations would appear
on the finished map as spot elevations.
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The maps were compiled by photogrammetric methods using a variety of stereo-
plotters. In the 1950' s and 1960's, most maps were compiled on optical projec-
tion plotters, such as the ER-55 and the Kelsh. Since then, most maps have been
compiled using optical-mechanical projection instruments such as Wild B-8 and

Kern PG-2's. Essentially all contouring has been established by photogrammetric
methods. In a few areas where the contouring could not be done accurately due

to flatness of the ground surface, lack of image detail, or impenetrable ground
cover, the contouring was by plane-table survey.

VERTICAL ACCURACY

The contour intervals of the 7.5-minute map series are selected to best express
the topography of the area. Contour intervals range from 5 feet to 80 feet
depending upon the terrain. In between these two limits are 10-, 20-, and
40-foot intervals. Some maps, in recent years, have been compiled with metric
value contours. The distribution of the various contour intervals in the country
is depicted in figure 1. In the lower 48 States, 14 percent of the 7.5-minute
maps contain 5-foot contours, 34 percent contain 10-foot, 29 percent contain
20-foot, 18 percent contain 40-foot, and 5 percent contain 80-foot.

USGS production processes were designed to produce maps which meet National
Map Accuracy Standards (NMAS) . The national standard for vertical accuracy
requires that 90 percent of the points tested will be accurate to within one-half
the contour interval (allowing for the appropriate horizontal shift). Field
survey methods are generally used to test the maps, and the map elevation is

obtained by interpolation between contours. Statistical sampling is used to

select maps to be tested.

Early photogrammetric tests determined that vertical accuracy was a direct
function of the flying height of the aerial photography. The "C" factor was
developed to calculate the flying height required, given the contour interval
and the operational characteristics of the photogrammetric instrument. Other
specifications were developed in the production processes so that the finished
maps would meet NMAS. The survey closures on supplemental-vertical control
lines were required to be within one-tenth of the contour interval and spot
elevations were within an accuracy of one-fourth the contour interval. The
leveling surveys were done with instruments and procedures which would result in

control which met the geodetic control specifications for third-order leveling
originally established by the Bureau of the Budget.

THE FINISHED MAP

The topographic variations in USGS maps are considerable. Some examples are
given in figures 2, 3, and 4. The topography can be intricate, such as displayed
by the contours in figure 2; or very flat and smooth as in figure 3; or steep
and rugged as in figure 4. Considering only the contours and the requirements
of the NMAS, a limited amount of change in the vertical datum can be allowable
without recontouring a map. It is suggested that one-tenth of the contour inter-
val would be a reasonable amount. In flat country a change of less than 1 foot
and up to 8 feet in mountainous regions might be allowable.

However, other ways of showing elevation data on a map, i.e. the spot eleva-
tions, are affected, and since they are shown to the nearest foot, present a

different problem. Spot elevations appear frequently on USGS maps as
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demonstrated in figures 2, 3, and 4. They are usually spaced two points per
square mile or about 100 per 7.5-minute map. Redetermining and changing all
these values on the maps of the NMP would be a significant undertaking.

DATUM CHANGE STATEMENT

Early in this century cartographers developed a method for extending the life

of a topographic map that was made obsolete by a vertical datum change. The
1928 edition of the Topographic Instructions suggests the statement "readjust-
ment indicates that elevations on this map should be increased (decreased) by

feet" be added to the map. The contouring of some topographic maps made
early in this century was based on a local datum which probably was established
by altimeter readings. When the National Vertical Network was later extended
into the map area, this statement was applied to the reprinted map to allow the

user to correct the elevations. An example of the use of this statement is

displayed in figure 5.

CONCLUSIONS

A program for conversion of all maps of the NMP to the NAVD-88 would be prohib-

itively expensive. Adapting a new vertical datum to the NMP can however be

accommodated by use of a datum change statement. This statement could be added
at the time of reprinting, after the amount of the elevation change is known. A
suitable statement could read "To correct elevations on this map to the NAVD-88,
add (subtract) feet."

When considering the NAVD-88 concurrently with NAD-83, the only solution to

convert NMP map products is the preparation of a second edition of the series
for the total country to convert NMP map products. The conversion of the 60,000
different maps of the National Mapping Program to the NAVD-88 appears to be an

expensive (estimated $45 million) undertaking at this time, given the present
state of technology. Developments in the digital cartography technology over
the next decade could make the task economically more feasible and reasonable.
However, for the near-term, we believe that correction statements regarding the
elevation change be added to existing maps. There seems little doubt that the
combinations of the adaption of the NAD 83 and NAVD 88 and the development of

improved mapping capabilities will lead to a new edition of large-scale coverage
of the United States, starting in this century.
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A REVIEW OF METHODS FOR PREDICTING LAND SUBSIDENCE CAUSED

BY WITHDRAWAL OF GROUND WATER

Thomas L. Holzer
U.S. Geological Survey, MS 977

345 Middlefield Road
Menlo Park, CA 94025

ABSTRACT. Rates of land subsidence caused by withdrawal of ground water
commonly are greater than 20 mm/yr and thus can rapidly compromise the

accuracy of vertical geodetic control networks. Several methods are available

to predict subsidence, but none are consistently accurate enough to provide an

alternative to releveling for readjusting these networks. A numerical model

developed by Helm (1975) offers some promise, but data required for
calibration of the model may preclude its use in most areas.

INTRODUCTION

More than 22,000 km? of land underlain by unconsolidated sediment in the

United States have subsided at least 0.3 m because of withdrawal of ground
water. The total area that has experienced at least some subsidence is more
than 26,000 km?. Approximately 80 percent of this subsided area is in the
San Joaquin Valley, California, and Houston-Galveston, Texas. The remainder
is distributed among 23 different areas. The maximum magnitude of subsidence
reported is 9.0 m, which was observed in the San Joaquin Valley from 1926 to

1970. Maximum magnitudes in each area more typically range from 0.5 to 2 m.

Annual rates of subsidence commonly exceed 20 mm/yr. Such large losses of
elevation have had major economic impact. In low-lying coastal areas,
inundation may occur and the potential for flooding is increased in adjacent
areas. Inland, differential subsidence may diminish the carrying capacity of
canals.

This article is concerned with prediction of subsidence for the purpose of

maintaining the accuracy of vertical geodetic control networks in subsidence
areas. Accuracies of elevation-differences determined by First-order, class
I, and Second-order, class II, leveling between bench marks 50 km apart, the
distance between the margin and center of the largest subsidence areas, are

approximately 4 and 9 mm, respectively (Federal Geodetic Control Committee,
1984). Thus, subsidence can rapidly reduce the accuracy of vertical geodetic
control networks. In small subsidence areas, of course, networks are even
more rapidly compromised. If subsidence could be accurately predicted, the
frequency of relevelings required to maintain the accuracy of these networks
could be reduced.

Several methods are available to predict subsidence. Figueroa Vega and
Yamamoto (1984) have classified the methods into three categories: empirical,
semi-theoretical, and theoretical. Empirical methods are based on curve
fitting of historical subsidence trends; semi-theoretical methods are based on
observed relations between subsidence and measurable quantities such as

water-level change; and theoretical methods are based on idealizations of the
aquifer system. In general, most methods were developed for application to

areas where subsidence was ongoing. A few methods, however, are applicable to
areas where water levels have not started to decline and there is no
subsidence. The accuracy of each of these methods varies from site to site,
and, in general, is not comparable to the standards of vertical geodetic
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control networks (Federal Geodetic Control Committee, 1984). This report

reviews these methods.

CONCEPTUAL BASIS OF LAND SUBSIDENCE

The physical process of land subsidence is conceptually simple and
thoroughly documented by many field and laboratory investigations. As ground
water is pumped from aquifers, the water level or head declines. This causes
pore-water pressure to decrease. This decrease in turn causes the effective
stress, the difference between total stress and pore-water pressure, to

increase. Because deformation of porous media is controlled by changes of

effective stress, pore volume is reduced. In geology and soils engineering,
this process is known as compaction and consolidation, respectively. Because
the width of aquifer systems typically is large relative to their thickness,
all of the compaction is manifested at the land surface as subsidence. Thus,
prediction of subsidence is equivalent to prediction of compaction.

Despite a general understanding of the physical process, prediction of

subsidence under field conditions and based on physical concepts is confronted
by two major obstacles—the heterogeneity of aquifer systems and the rheology
of natural sediment. Most aquifer systems consist of interbedded coarse- and
fine-grained strata. Pumping and water-level or head measurements are done in

the coarse-grained strata, but most of the compaction occurs in the

fine-grained strata. In general, compaction does not occur instantaneously
with the head declines in the coarse-grained strata because time is required
for the head declines to migrate into the fine-grained strata. Thus,
compaction may be time dependent simply because pore pressures are not
equilibrated within the aquifer system. The time delay is controlled by
thickness, compressibility, and permeability of individual beds of the
fine-grained strata. If the aquifer system is yery heterogenous, detection of
all of the fine-grained strata and determination of their physical parameters
may be difficult if not impossible. The second obstacle to physically-based
prediction methods is the rheology, i.e., response to stress, of fine-grained
deposits. Deformation of many clayey deposits under stress is nonlinear and

time dependent. Thus, theoretically based predictions at a site may require
more data on material properties than are feasible to obtain.

PREDICTIVE METHODS

As was previously noted, predictive methods can be classified into three
categories—empirical , semi-theoretical, and theoretical. Many of the methods
were developed to analyze the characteristics of aquifer systems within a

given subsidence area rather than for specific predictive purposes. Thus, the
literature for evaluating the success of predictions is limited. The number
of cases in which prediction can be compared with observation is further
limited because subsidence commonly was arrested by man-induced water-level
recoveries once local subsidence became great enough to warrant serious
investigation and mitigation. Thus, published predictions and analyses are
frequently hypothetical and have not been tested in realistic situations.
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Empirical Methods

Extrapolation of a subsidence record by fitting a smooth geometric curve
to leveling data for a period of observation is the simplest method of

prediction. Although such curve-fitting may be performed without regard for

water-level trends, it is inadvisable to do so since trends may change
abruptly in response to many factors including weather, availability of

alternative surface water, and economic conditions. In areas where water

levels are declining at constant rates, the observed long-term relation
between subsidence and time most commonly is linear. Where annual

ground-water demand changes significantly, a constant rate of water-level
decline and hence subsidence would not be expected. Figueroa-Vega and

Yamamoto (1984) published examples of quadratic, exponential, and log-log
relations of subsidence with time. They did not specify the nature of the

water-level trends during the period of record. Caution should be exercised,
however, in extrapolating even linear relations exhibited over long time

periods. Some aquifer systems behave bilinearly in response to water levels
that decline at a constant rate; that is, the rate of subsidence increases to

a new constant value when water-level declines exceed a threshold value
(Holzer, 1981). This behavior is probably caused by a change of

compressibility as effective stresses in the aquifer system increase.
Empirical methods based on curve fitting are deceptively simple and must
include analysis of water-level data.

Semi-theoretical Methods

Semi-theoretical methods are based on observed relations between
subsidence and related phenomena or parameters. The relations may have a

theoretical basis, but it is not a prerequisite for the method. These methods
have the advantage over empirical methods that they can accommodate changes of
water-level trends to a limited degree.

The ratio of subsidence to head decline is commonly computed by subsidence
investigators and is potentially very useful for prediction. The ratio
represents the change of aquifer system thickness per unit change in pore
pressure, and is therefore proportional to the compressibility of the aquifer
system. This ratio when divided by the thickness of the compacting strata
determined from boreholes is called the specific unit compaction (Poland and
others, 1972). Instantaneous values of specific unit compaction usually are
minimum estimates of compressibility because water-level declines are measured
in the coarse-grained strata and are greater than the instantaneous values in

the slowly draining fine-grained strata. If drainage of the fine-grained
strata is complete, specific unit compaction equals the gross compressibility
of the system. It has also been demonstrated that if drainage from the
fine-grained strata is incomplete, but water-level declines and subsidence are
occurring at constant rates, a dynamic equilibrium is achieved and unit
specific compaction equals gross compressibility (Holzer, 1981).

As was noted in the discussion of empirical methods, investigations in

several areas have indicated that the rates of subsidence may increase when
head declines exceed a threshold value unique to a particular area.
Therefore, ratios of subsidence to head decline may depend on the magnitude of
head decline as well as the completeness of drainage from the fine-grained
strata.
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The ratio of subsidence to the volume of water withdrawn also has

potential application for subsidence prediction. Most of the published
correlations, however, are between subsidence volume and the volume of pumped
water and thus are unsuitable for prediction of subsidence of individual bench
marks. A few examples have been published that describe linear relations
between subsidence of individual bench marks and the volume of fluid
withdrawn. The most detailed investigation is of several oil fields in

California (Castle and others, 1969). This type of subsidence is

phenomenologically similar to that from withdrawal of ground water (Poland and

Davis, 1969). The authors suggested that the reason for the linear relation
was that the volume of liquid production was a better index of average
pore-pressure decline than estimates obtained from borehole pressure
measurements.

Gabrysch (1969) documented a relation in Houston, Texas, between the ratio
of subsidence to head decline and the percentage of clay in the aquifer
system. He found that ratio increased in direct proportion to the clay
content of the aquifer system. His method has the advantage that it can be

used for predictions at sites lacking subsidence data, but having lithologic
and head or water-level data. The method suffers, however, from the same
potential shortcoming as the ratio of subsidence to head-decline method; the

ratio may be time dependent if there are slowly-draining fine-grained strata
in the aquifer system.

Theoretical Methods

Most theoretically-based analyses of land subsidence are based on
Terzaghi's theory of consolidation (e.g., Lambe and Whitman, 1969). These
methods involve analytical or numerical solutions to a boundary value problem
based on a one-dimensional equation of vertical flow in the compacting
layers. The boundary conditions are pore pressures based on head changes
specified at the boundaries of the compacting layers. Domenico and Mifflin

(1965) provide an excellent review of this approach as it is applied to land
subsidence. In this approach, computation of head declines in the aquifer
usually are decoupled or separated from the computation of deformation.
Although this decoupling is for analytical convenience, in most field cases it

is a reasonable approximation of the physical processes involved in subsidence
because of the typically large permeability contrast between fine and

coarse-grained strata. A large contrast causes flow in the fine-grained beds
to be predominantly vertical (Neuman and Witherspoon, 1969). In the decoupled
approach, ground-water flow models are applied to the coarse-grained strata to
yield predictions of head changes within these strata, although some of the

sophisticated flow models consider flow through the fine-grained strata (e.g.,
Bredehoeft and Pinder, 1970). The computed head changes are then applied to

the boundaries of the fine-grained strata to predict compaction. Three
examples of decoupled models that have been applied in specific areas include
those developed by Gambolati and Freeze (1973), Helm (1975, 1976), and

Narasimham and Witherspoon (1977).

A few investigators have coupled deformation and flow by applying Biot's
theory of three-dimensional consolidation (Biot, 1941). As Gambolati and

Freeze (1973) recognized, the elegance and rigor of the Biot system of

equations is not in doubt, but the practicality of its applicability to
geologically realistic situations of subsidence from withdrawal of ground
water is. The number of required parameters is larger than for decoupled
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approaches and solutions are harder to obtain. For an example of the coupled

approach, the reader is referred to Safai and Pinder (1980).

Even with decoupled methods, obtaining representative physical properties

of the aquifer system is difficult. Use of laboratory-based parameters from
borehole samples has yielded mixed results, with experience in the United

States being particularly discouraging (Helm, 1984). Christian and

Hirschfield's (1974) example of repeatedly revised predictions of subsidence
in the Wilmington oil field is also illustrative of the ground-water
experience (Fig. 1).
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Figure 1. Predicted and observed maximum subsidence at Long Beach,
California, associated with pumping of oil from the Wilmington oil field.
Time is measured from the beginning of pumping. Solid line is observed
subsidence. Dashed lines are subsidence histories predicted by different
investigators. Predictions were made at different times after subsidence
began (from Christian and Hirschfield, 1974).
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ists of thicknesses of compressible strata, pore-pressure
e strata at the beginning of the calibration period, and

and associated compaction or subsidence for a multi-year
Nonunique physical parameters are estimated by trial and

bration period. If water-level recoveries are
e prediction period, the calibration period must include
1 recovery because aquifer systems respond differently to
stress than they do increasing effective stress.

An advantage of theoretical models over empirical and semi-theoretical
models is that theoretical models are potentially more accurate if water-level
trends change. Because ground-water pumping and water levels can be
significantly affected by weather, economic conditions, and local water
management practices, this aspect of theoretical models may favor their use
where accuracy is an important consideration such as in geodetic
appl ications.
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APPLICATION TO GEODETIC CONTROL NETWORKS

Historically, vertical geodetic control networks in subsidence areas have

been maintained by repeated level ings to stable bench marks outside of the

subsidence area. Because subsidence rates greater than 20 mm/yr are common,

even annual relevelings often are unable to maintain the accuracy of these

networks which, as was noted, is approximately 4 mm for marks 50 km apart that

are leveled to First-order, class I, standards. Thus, subsidence prediction

methods offer an approach for improving the accuracy of these networks during

the intervals between relevelings. This is, however, a new application of

subsidence prediction methods. This section discusses the accuracy of the

most popular method in each of the three categories. In general the accuracy

required of these methods has not been comparable to that required by geodetic

control networks.

The accuracy of predictions based on both linear extrapolation of

subsidence records and subsidence to head ratios is strongly dependent on the

uniformity of water-level declines. Linear extrapolation of subsidence

records will be most accurate where water levels decline at a constant rate.

Under this hydrologic condition, predictions to within a few centimeters may

be achieved for time periods greater than a decade. Constant-rate water-level

declines are rarely observed in practice. In general, water levels fluctuate

both annually in response to seasonal ground-water demands and over multiyear

periods in response to changes of weather, economic conditions, and water

management practices. As a result, the accuracy of linear extrapolations will

more commonly be measured in decimeters over periods even as short as a few

years.

0.5-

1.0

15

20
1955 I960 1965 1970

Figure 2. A. Comparison of Helm's (1975) calculated compaction,

1959-1970, based on water-level data for well in San Joaquin Valley,

California, with observed compaction. B. Difference (departure) between

observed and calculated values. Period 1952-58 was used to calibrate

model (from Helm, 1975).
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Subsidence-to-head ratios may be used in some situations to compensate for

the effect of variations of water-level changes. Ratios are particularly
applicable where migration of head declines in coarse-grained strata into the

compressible fine-grained strata is rapid. Under this condition, it may be

possible to predict subsidence to within a decimeter.

The third method, Helm's (1975, 1976) numerical model, is more flexible
than either of the empirical or semi-theoretical methods just reviewed. It

can accommodate more complex patterns of water-level change. To obtain
accurate results, however, more data are required than for the first two

methods. First, the thicknesses of the compressible strata in the aquifer
system must be known. Second, the distribution of the pore pressures in the

fine-grained strata at the beginning of the calibration period is required.
And third, documentation of the historical relation between subsidence and

water-level change is needed for model calibration. Helm (1977) demonstrated
the sensitivity of the model to amount of subsidence and water-level data
available for calibration. For example, at a site in the Santa Clara Valley,
California, Helm (1977) found that errors of prediction would be greater than
6 cm if only two calibration points, i.e., two relevelings with contemporaneous
water-level data, 3-1/2 years apart were available. The accuracy was improved
by using continuous records for calibration. On the basis of 7-year
continuous records of water levels and compaction at a site in the San Joaquin
Valley, California, compaction predicted with observed water levels agreed
with observed compaction to within 7 cm over a 12 year period (Fig. 2).

CONCLUSIONS

Rates of subsidence caused by withdrawal of ground water commonly are high
enough to compromise the accuracy of geodetic control networks in subsidence
areas. Many methods have been developed that can be used to predict
subsidence, but none of them consistently achieve the accuracy required for
vertical geodetic control networks. Achievable accuracies range from a few
centimeters to decimeter. To achieve maximum accuracy, all of the methods
require data on and analysis of past water-level changes.
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ON THE EFFECT OF SEASONAL VARIATION
OF GROUND WATER LEVEL ON GEODETIC LEVELING

Yoshio Baba and Masaru Kaidzu
Geographical Survey Instltue

Ministry of Construction, K1tazato-l, Yatabe-Machl
Tsukuba-Gun, Ibaraki-Ken, 305 JAPAN

ABSTRACT. In land subsidence areas 1n Japan, ground water
level and ground shrinkage are usually monitored to prevent
further subsidence. In such areas, 1t 1s often observed that
the amount of ground shrinkage varies with changes of season.
In such an area, if precise leveling were carried out without
regard to this phenomenon, the results would be contaminated.
In this paper, an example is given and a numeric simulation on
the effect of disregarding such periodic ground shrinkage on

the result of a leveling network adjustment is shown.

INTRODUCTION

Since it became clear that most rapid land subsidence is caused by

over-pumping groundwater, groundwater levels and ground shrinkage are moni-
tored to prevent further subsidence. In areas where the rate of subsidence
decreased to negligibly small values, it was often observed that the amount of
ground shrinkage showed some seasonal change corresponding to the seasonal
change of the ground water level. The amplitude of such periodic change
amounts to as much as 1 to 2 cm. If we carried out a precise leveling survey
1n such an area without regarding these effects, the result would be contami-
nated by this unmodeled vertical movement. Because such an area is usually
densely populated and seismicity 1s high throughout Japan, crustal motion is

monitored in such areas to decrease earthquake hazard. Therefore, systematic
bias 1n the results of precise leveling is undesirable.

To see the effect of this unmodeled vertical motion on adjusted precise
leveling results, a numeric simulation on a simple model network was carried
out. The possibility of modeling the phenomenon using observed ground water
heights in deep wells is discussed.

AN EXAMPLE OF SEASONAL CHANGE ON GROUND SHRINKAGE

Niigata prefecture, Japan, is known for heavy snowfall in winter. To help
clear streets for traffic, warm ground water is pumped and sprinkled on the
main streets. Because of this, the amount of pumped ground water increases in

the winter time and the ground water level shows large seasonal change. In a

year of heavy snowfall, the decrease in ground water level is very large. To
monitor the ground water level, the Niigata prefectual government maintains
observation wells. At these wells, ground water level and the amount of
ground shrinkage are observed continuously throughout the year.

In figure 1, the results of recent observations at the Takada G-2 well are
shown. The amplitude of the seasonal change has good correlation with the
groundwater level and the amount of snowfall. The ground shrinkage shown in

this figure corresponds to the shrinkage of the layer between the surface and
136 m under the ground surface. When we have a heavy snowfall, as in the
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winter of 1981* the ground shrinkage 1n the winter time exceeds more than 2 cm
and cannot recover even by the end of the next autumn. In such a case* even
1f leveling 1s carried out 1n the same season of the year* there remains a

discrepancy between the height differences leveled 1n one year and another
year.

TAKADA G-2
ground water head

5m

amount of ground shrinkage

2cm

80 81 82 83,

Figure 1.— Seasonal change of ground water head and ground shrinkage
observed at Takada 6-2 observation well (N11gata prefectural government*
1984).
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SIMULATION OF THE EFFECT OF UNMODELED VERTICAL MOVEMENT

To see the effect of unmodeled seasonal vertical motion,

simulation was carried out using a simple model network.
a numerical

The model network used for simulation is shown in figure 2. The simulation
was carried out by adjusting data in which the height differences are not

consistent at the junction bench marks in the assumed subsidence area. Only

the elevations of junctions are adjusted in the simulation.

Figure 2.— Model network for the simulation
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The result of the simulation 1s shown 1n figure 3. Open arrows show the
assumed path of the survey crew through the subsidence area. Along an arrow*
the height differences are consistent* but 1n the direction of different
arrows, height differences have 2 cm of discrepancy. It 1s Interesting that
1n both cases the center of the bias caused by unmodeled vertical motion 1s

not located at the center of the subsidence area. Although the bias 1s not
more than 1 cm, Its systematic pattern and the shift of the center from the
center of the subsidence area could possibly cause misinterpretation of the
results of the leveling survey.

-2

Figure 3.— Effect of unmodeled
vertical motion on the
adjusted leveling results, 1n

mil 1 1 meters.
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OTHER SIMILAR PHENOMENA

Besides the phenomena discussed above* we have examples of similar
seasonal vertical motion in the Japanese peninsulas. Inouchl (1973) reported
the seasonal tilt of M1ura peninsula near Tokyo* detected by frequent leveling
surveys. In figure 4, the seasonal vertical motion of Omaezaki peninsula is

shown. These seasonal vertical motions of the peninsulas seem to have a good
correlation with changes in sea level.

Elevation change at Omaezaki (BM 2595)

a a n
a

? D
? D

a

m
]

Sea level change at Omaezaki
m » •

1

•

10cm|

* ••
• •• .•• • • ••••

• * • • • •

79 80 81 82 8 3

Figure 4.— Seasonal elevation changes at Omaezaki (Tazima et al.» 1984).
Omaezaki is the peninsula on the south coast of Japan in the
area where the Tokai earthquake 1s expected to occur in the
near future.
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The best way to eliminate the effect of this phenomenon 1s to model the
seasonal vertical motion and correct the height differences. However,
seasonal vertical motion is not quite periodic as shown in figure 1.

Therefore* we need to possess at least the information of groundwater level

and the mathematical relation between the groundwater level and the elevation
of the bench marks concerned.

If modeling is not practical, we can limit the effect in a certain area.

When the network is redundant enough, we can bypass the land subsidence area
or down-weight the observed values 1n such an area. If not, we should survey
through the land subsidence area as quickly as possible, so that the unmodeled
vertical motion does not amount to a significant quantity before the survey
1n the area is completed. Doing that, we can limit the effect of the
unmodeled vertical motion 1n the land subsidence area. That is because the
height differences measured in such a way are Internally consistent and no
bias is caused by network adjustment procedure.

CONCLUSION

It is shown that the seasonal vertical motion of the ground caused by the
change of the ground water level or similar seasonal vertical motion of the
Japanese peninsulas, may cause systematic bias 1n the adjusted elevation of
the bench marks. Because the center of the pseudo-vertical-motion may not be
at the center of the real vertical motion, misinterpretation of the leveling
results may occur. To limit the effect of such seasonal vertical motion in a

certain area, the area should be thoroughly surveyed as quickly as possible.
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AN UPDATE ON RATES OF APPARENT
VERTICAL MOVEMENT IN THE

GREAT LAKES BASIN

B.J. Tait and P. A. Bolduc
Ocean Science and Surveys

Department of Fisheries and Oceans
Ottawa, Canada K1A 0E6

ABSTRACT

Numerous researchers have used long period water level data from permanent
gauging stations located on the shores of the Great Lakes to determine rates of
relative movement in this area. A report published in 1977 by the Coordinating
Committee on Great Lakes Basic Hydraulic and Hydrologic Data provided rates of
movement based on data from 1974 as far back as 1916. The rates of apparent
vertical movement are computed in this paper using data up to 1983. Significant
differences between these rates and those reported in previous studies are

examined.

INTRODUCTION

Crustal movement in the Great Lakes basin is a phenomenon which has been
studied by a variety of researchers and is generally conceded to be an ongoing
process. The method most frequently used to determine the rates of movement
employs long period records of the water levels measured at numerous gauging
stations on the Great Lakes and assumes that the lake surface is a level

surface once short period disturbing influences have been averaged out of the
water level data. If the differences in water levels recorded at two stations
on the same lake show a trend over the years rather than remaining constant
then, in the absence of other factors such as bench mark instability or
operator errors, a differential movement of the land mass between the station
sites is assumed to have occurred.

The Coordinating Committee for Great Lakes Hydraulic and Hydrologic Data was
formed in 1953 by interested federal government agencies in the United States
and Canada as a focal point for the development of mutually acceptable data
bases. A number of reports on apparent vertical movement over the Great Lakes
have been published under the auspices of this committee, the most recent one in

1977 utilized data up to 1974 . The purpose of the present study is to compute
rates of movement based on the procedure used by the Coordinating Committee
(1977) but including water levels recorded to 1983. The rates so obtained will

be compared with results from earlier studies and any significant differences
will be examined.

PREVIOUS STUDIES

The comparison of water level records at pairs of stations located on the same
lake for hydraulic studies is not a recent innovation. Moore (1948) reports
that the U.S. Lake Survey used the principle of the water level transfer as

early as 1875 to establish elevations over long distances.
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Studies of crustal movement based on Great Lakes water level data have been

carried out by Moore (1948), Price (1954), the Vertical Control Subcommittee of

the Coordinating Committee on Great Lakes Basic Hydraulic and Hydrologic Data

(May, October, November and December, 1957), Kite (1972) and the Coordinating
Committee on Great Lakes Basic Hydraulic and Hydrologic Data (1977). These

studies have employed a variety of techniques and data sets.

Moore (1948) used all available records in the lakes, including data from as

far back as 1836 in the case of Milwaukee, Wise. Prior to the installation of

self-registering gauges in the early 1900's the observations were based on daily
or tri-daily staff readings. Means of the months June to October inclusive were

used for all lakes except Lake Erie, in which case May to September were used.

The differences for pairs of stations were plotted, straight lines drawn through
the points, and "the rates of movement ... adjusted for harmony by the method of

Least Squares". (Moore, 1948). The rates computed at selected sites are shown
in Table 1, col umn ( a) .

Price (1954) carried out a study of Lake Ontario movement rates using the data

from five stations. The water levels used for 3 of the stations date to the
1860 's. The yearly mean values are based on the four months June to September
in order to eliminate possible discrepancies arising from staff reading taken

during less than ideal conditions such as spring run-off, ice or gales. Price
computed differences between pairs of gauging stations based on yearly means as

well as on five year moving means. Differences were also computed between the
individual stations and the mean of all five stations. Selected results based
on the yearly differences between pairs of individual stations are presented in

col umn (b) of Table 1.

The Vertical Control Subcommittee (1957) used water levels recorded in the
four months June to September for the full period of record. Differences in

water levels for pairs of stations were computed and a straight line fitted to
the data by least squares. The rates so determined were adjusted by balancing
the suns of rates within groups of three stations. Only the unadjusted rates
are reported in this paper and may be found in column (c) of Table 1. In the
case of Lake Ontario rates were computed for the period 1916 to 1956 as well as

for the full period of record.

Kite (1972) computed relative rates of movement for pairs of stations based on
a linear least squares fit to the differences between yearly mean water levels
computed from all 12 months of data. These rates were adjusted using a least
squares tri angul ation technique. Again only the unadjusted rates are reported
on this paper (column (d), Table 1). The complete length of record available
for each station was employed by Kite.

The Coordinating Committee on Great Lakes Basic Hydraulic and Hydrologic Data
(1977) published a second study on apparent vertical movement over the Great
Lakes. This study utilized means of June to September water levels for stations
with a minimum of 40 years of reliable data prior to 1970. In no case did this
include data collected prior to 1916. The rates of apparent vertical movement
between pairs of stations were computed by linear regression of the difference
in the four-month means (Table 1, column (e)). One of the recommendations
coming from this study was that the rates of movement should be updated in about
10 to 12 years.
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BASIC DATA AND COMPUTATIONS

The water level data used to compute the rates of apparent vertical movement

reported on in this paper are those recorded at selected permanent gauging

stations on the Great Lakes. These stations are the responsibility of the
National Ocean Service of the Department of Commerce in the United States and

the Canadian Hydrographic Service of the Department of Fisheries and Oceans in

Canada. The stations used are shown in Figure 1 and the period of record

employed for each station is listed in Table 2.

The monthly mean water levels for the four months June to September recorded

at each station were meaned to provide a time series of yearly values for each
station. Differences between the yearly values were determined for the pairs of

stations listed in Table 3 and the rate of apparent vertical movement computed
by linear regression analysis of the differences.

RESULTS

Sample plots of the differences and the linear equation fitted to the data are

shown for one pair of stations on each lake in Figures 2 to 6. Also plotted are

the 95% confidence intervals for the data points and for the regression
coefficient (trend).

The rates of apparent vertical movement in millimeters per century between
stations on Lakes Ontario, Erie, Michigan, Huron, and Superior are given in

Table 3 along with the standard error of the regression coefficient.
The rates from the Coordinating Committee report of 1977 are provided in this
table for comparison.

DISCUSSION

The rates of apparent vertical movement computed in this report for Lakes

Ontario, Erie, Huron-Michigan and Superior are shown in Table 3 and indicate no
significant changes from those reported by the Coordinating Committee (1977).
The differences between the two data sets are of the order of the standard error
for the rates computed in this report.

The largest magnitudes for the rates occur on Lake Superior, where a value of
509 nm/century for the Michipicoten-Dul uth gauging station pair is reported, and
on Lakes Huron and Michigan. The rates on Lakes Ontario and Erie are generally
smaller in magnitude.

A comparison of the rates computed by previous authors and those reported in

this study is given in Table 1. An examination of this table indicates
reasonably consistent results in view of the various techniques and record
lengths used. Notable exceptions are the results for the Cleveland-Port
Colborne station pair on Lake Erie. The rates determined by earlier studies

( + 100 to +140 nm/century) vary markedly from the results of the Coordinating
Committee (1977) and this paper (-6 and +3 mm/century respectively).

A study of the documentation for the Pt . Colborne gauging station indicates
that two separate adjustments were made to the historical data records. One
adjustment, reduced the water level data for the years 1951 to 1959 inclusive by
approximately 0.12 feet; a second adjustment, made in 1975, reduced the water
level data for the years 1911 to 1950 inclusive by 0.15 feet. These adjustments
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TABLE 2. LIST OF GAUGING STATIONS AND
PERIODS OF RECORDS USED

LAKE STATION PERIOD OF RECORD

Ontario Kinqston, Ontario 1916-1983

Toronto, Ontario 1916-1983

Osweqo, N.Y. 1916-1983

Erie Port Colborne, Ontario 1926-1983
Port Stanley, Ontario 1926-1983
Cleveland, Ohio 1926-1983

Huron-Michiqan Goderich, Ontario 1927-1983
Collinqwood, Ontario 1927-1983
Thessalon, Ontario 1927-1983
Harbor Beach, Michiqan 1927-1983
Mackinaw City, Michiqan 1927-1983
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 1927-1983

Superior ThunderBay, Ontario 1931-1983
Michipicoten, Ontario 1931-1983
Duluth, Minn. 1931-1983
Marquette, Michiqan 1931-1980
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TABLE 3. APPARENT VERTICAL MOVEMENT RATES

(Rates in millimeters per century)

First Second
Station Station Rate*

Standard
Error

Previous**
Rate

Lake Ontario

Toronto Kingston
Oswego Kingston
Oswego Toronto

+ 164

+ 76
- 88

6

4

7

+ 174

+ 79

- 94

Lake Erie

Cleveland Port Colborne
Port Stanley Port Colborne
Port Stanley Cleveland

+ 3

- 46
- 49

9

12

11

- 6

- 61

- 55

Lakes Huron and Michigan

Thessalon Goderich -215

Goderich Mi 1 waukee -131

Goderich Col 1 ingwood +206

Goderich Harbor Beach + 37

Goderich Mackinaw City + 117

Lake Superior

Michipicoten Thunder Bay -210

Michi picoten Marquette -394

Michipicoten Duluth -509

Thunder Bay Marguette -175

Thunder Bay Duluth -299

16 -207

16 -149

16 +204
14 + 15

15 + 94

12 -232

8 -408

10 -521

11 -177

9 -290

* Rate is the apparent vertical movement per century. Positive value indicate
that second station is rising with respect to first station.

**From Co-ordinating Committee on Great Lakes Basic Hydraulic and Hydrologic
Data (1977).
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were made to compensate for bench mark instabilities that had occurred over the

years and that had gone undetected. Moore (1948), the Vertical Control

Subcommittee (1957) and Kite (1972) would have worked with Pt . Colborne data for

which either one or both of the above adjustments had not been applied. To

assess the affect of the adjustment on their results the rates for the

Cleveland-Pt . Colborne station pair have been computed using Port Colborne data
for the years 1926 to 1959 both with and without the adjustments applied. The
rate computed without the adjustments applied is +38 millimeters per century and

with the adjustments applied is +6 millimeters per century. The difference of

32 millimeters per century is significant, but not sufficient to explain all of

the variation seen in Table 1.

The reports by Moore (1948), Kite (1972) and the Vertical Control Subcommittee
(1957) differ from the present study in that they all use Port Colborne water
levels dating back to 1860. The effect of using varying lengths of record on

the computed rate of movement is discussed and illustrated by the Vertical

Control Subcommittee (1957) in their report on Lake Ontario. This report
concludes by advising the use of data for Lake Ontario only from 1916 onwards
because of improved equipment and control, and by cautioning that the use of

data prior to this period results in more erratic results. This is illustrated
in column (c) of Table 1 where the rates for Lake Ontario computed from records
beginning in 1916 differ by between 36 and 85 millimeters per century from those
computed for the entire period of record.

The Vertical Control Subcommittee (1957) report on Lake Erie gives a rate of

movement for the Cleveland - Port Colborne gauge pair of +131 millimeters per
century based on water levels dating from 1860 to 1955. By comparison the rate
computed above using the unadjusted data for the period 1926 to 1959 is +38

millimeters per century, a difference of 93 millimeters per century. The Port

Colborne station documentation indicates that the data prior to 1911 are based
on once daily staff readings taken at the head of a narrow channel leading from
the lake to the entrance lock for the Welland Canal. These data exhibit much
more variability than those recorded after the installation of a continuous,
self-registering gauge in 1911. In addition, the gauge was relocated in 1925

from the entrance lock to a site outside of the channel . Additional
investigation into the characteristics of the data sets collected before and
after 1911 and 1925 appears warranted and may explain the large differences in

rates for this station pair.

Other factors can, of course, contribute to the variability of the results.
Mac Lean (1961) and Forrester (1980) have shown that water level fluctuations
caused by meteorological conditions result in lake surfaces which do not conform
to level surfaces, even when seasonal averaging of the data are carried out.
MacLean (1961) also refers to a variety of other possible sources of error.
A complete investigation of individual factors contributing to errors in the
water level data is not, however, within the scope of this paper.

CONCLUSIONS

The Coordinating Committee for Great Lakes Hydraulic and Hydrologic Data

(1977) used June through September mean water levels for periods of record
dating no earlier than 1916 to compute the rate of apparent vertical movement
between gauging station pairs on all of the Great Lakes. For a selected number
of pairs of stations the rates of movement were recomputed in the present study
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using identical procedures to those used in the above study but with the period
of record updated to 1983. The results, shown in Table 3, indicate continuing
rates of differential movement between stations which are essentially unchanged
from those provided by the Coordinating Committee (1977).

The results from this study also show reasonable agreement with the rates

reported by earlier researchers. However, exceptions such as those involving
Port Colborne on Lake Erie point out the importance, when computing rates of

apparent vertical movement, of examining the history of the establishment and

maintenance of the gauging stations to ensure stability of the reference datum
and continuity in data collection procedures.
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VERTICAL CRUSTAL MOTION
AND THE

NORTH AMERICAN VERTICAL DATUM

Larry D. Brown
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Ithaca, N.Y. 14853

ABSTRACT. Many parts of North America have demonstrably
undergone vertical motions on contemporary time scales. Most
dramatic are earthquake deformations: co-seismic dislocation
from large events may induce meters of elevation change over
thousands of square miles. Other parts of the earthquake cycle
may also correspond to geodetically significant motion: post-
seismic strains, for example, may accrue in exponentially
decaying fashion for years after an earthquake. Subsurface
magma movement can induce spectacular (e.g. volcanic eruptions)
as well as subtle vertical motions: repeated leveling has now
detected uplift inferred to be due to inflation of deep magma
chambers in a number of areas, including California, New Mexico
and Wyoming. Vertical motion is not restricted to the more
"active" western North America: decimeters of uplift observed
by releveling in the southern U.S. have been attributed to

sedimentary loading in the adjacent Mississippi delta, and
water levels in the Great Lakes attest to continued rebound of
the Canadian Shield following retreat of the glacial ice

sheets. Other parts of the east exhibit more enigmatic
"motions": continued "uplift" of the Appalachians may represent
some as yet unrecognized epeirogenic force. However, in cases
of subtle elevation change, the issue of crustal motion is

often intimately related to the problem of systematic leveling
error. Geodetically, it is important to identify where crustal
motions are sufficiently large to warrant their incorporation
into the definition of the NAVD, and to determine temporal
variations well enough that realistic time variations can be
modeled in the datum adjustment. Conversely it is also
important that geodynamic needs for accuracy and spatial
coverage be recognized in the development of the NAVD, as it

lays the ground work for all future crustal motion study.

INTRODUCTION

To the geologist, the earth's surface seems to be in constant motion: mountain
ranges being thrown up or worn down, basins subsiding beneath ever-increasing
loads of sediments, and crustal blocks wrenching past one another. This activity
results from the interacting motions of lithospheric plates, thin shells which
mechanically define the outermost layer of the earth. Earthquakes, volcanoes and

less dramatic forms of deformation are contemporary expressions of this global
pattern of tectonic activity. Evidence is abundant that many regions of the world,
and North America in particular, have undergone, or are presently experiencing,
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vertical and horizontal crustal motion at measurable rates.

Tnus from the geological perspective it is clear that height is a function of

time as well as space. The practical task facing the geodesist in defining a

vertical datum is to determine where vertical crustal motion can be large enough
to impact networK adjustments at the scale of accuracy demanded by the user

community, Where vertical motions are significant, the geodesist must further know
their time behavior so that he can 1 ) design cost-effective observation programs
to monitor the motion, and 2) realistically model it in adjustment algorithms.

Although geological and geophysical observations and principles are important
clues, much of our knowledge of the nature of contemporary vertical motions comes
from the very geodetic measurements being used to define the datum. For this
reason, making the aforementioned determinations is often intimately intertwined
with the problem of discriminating true ground motion from systematic leveling
errors.

Tne question of how to treat vertical motions in defining the NAVD is not an

easy one: our understanding of some of their causes is incomplete, spatial
coverage of releveling surveys is still perhaps insufficient to identify all areas
of ongoing deformation, we cannot predict in detail where episodic motions may
occur in the future, and there remains substantial uncertainty whether some of the
more subtle patterns of apparent vertical motion are artifacts of systematic
leveling errors.

Some of the above uncertainties may soon be resolved: new corrections for
systematic leveling errors are being developed and applied, and selected resurveys
in areas of suspected ground motion are always possible. Yet enough is now known
of vertical motions to suggest that they should be, and reasonably can be,
incorporated in any redefinition of the North American Vertical Datum.

This report is an attempt to illustrate the significance of vertical motion to

the NAVD with documented examples from across North America of deformations due to

a variety of tectonic processes. These examples demonstrate not only that vertical
motions can oe large, but that they are relatively widespread. Furthermore, the
more subtle forms of apparent crustal motion- or systematic error, as the case may
turn out to be- are an issue relevant to virtually the entire geodetic network.

SEISMIC DEFORMATION

On Marcn 27, 1 y64 , south-central Alaska experienced a magnitude 8.4 earthquake
centered on Prince William Sound. Crustal deformation accompanying this earthquake
probably affected over 280,000 square kilometers, with up to 30 meters of
differential vertical and 19 meters of horizontal motion (Plafker, 1969). Co-
seismic motions such as these are a striking example of tectonically-induced
movement which clearly impact local measurements of the vertical datum. Other
earthquakes which have demonstrably distorted vertical control in the U.S. include
those the 1971 San Fernando, Cal. event, the 1954 Dixie Valley, Nev., events the
1959 Hebgen Lake, Mont., event and more recently the 1981 Borah Peak, Idaho, event
to name a few (e.g. Reilinger and Brown, 1981; Stein and Barrientos, 1984). For
the most part, dislocation theory (Savage and Hastie, 1966) seems to provide an
adequate basis for modeling co-seismic deformations, though one might argue that
surface observations are rarely dense enough to test its limitations.
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Though co-seismic deformations are the largest and most dramatic motions
associated with earthquakes, they represent only part of the earthquake cycle of
strain build-up and release (Figure 1; Thatcher, 1981).

THE EARTHQUAKE CYCLE

secular

TIME
Figure 1. Tne earthquake cycle. Earthquakes release strain that has slowly
accumulated between seismic events. Viscoelastic relaxation of earthquake stresses
may induce exponentially decaying post-seismic motions. As stresses approach the
failure strength of rock, it is suspected, though rarely observed in the field,
that premonitory strains may be induced. These elusive pre-seismic motions are of
obvious interest in earthquake prediction.

For some major earthquakes there has been clear evidence of vertical movement
continuing years after the seismic event itself. These post-seismic motions are
believed to be related to relaxation of earthquake induced stresses deep in the
crust or upper mantle (Nur and Mavko, 1974). Though usually much smaller than co-
seismic motion, post-seismic rebound can be significant for geodetic networks:
uplift following the 1964 Alaska earthquake accumulated to over 50 cm within ten

years (Figure 2; Brown et al . , 1977). Post-seismic strains appear to decay
exponentially with time after the main event, making them relatively predictable.
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Figure 2. Post-seismic uplift south of Anchorage, Alaska, following the 1964
Prince William Sound earthquake. During the earthquake this area subsided as much
as 2 meters. The exponential time behavior is clearly exhibited in this case.
(After Brown et al . , 1977)

UnliKe co-seismic and post-seismic deformations, pre-seismic and inter-seismic
strain accumulation has been more difficult to document. Identifying the latter is

complicated by the small rates involved and the difficulty of discriminating
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earthquake-related strain buildup from secular motions due to other causes. Most
difficult of all to capture are pre-seismic motions: since the location and time
of a future earthquake cannot (yet) be confidently predicted, it is impossible to
know when and where to survey for premonitory motion. Sometimes frequent resurveys
in an earthquake prone region can catch pre-seismic motion (Castle et al., 1974).
Geophysical techniques, such as tilt or strain monitoring, may be more cost-
effective in monitoring for pre-seismic deformation, though these methods suffer
from lack of long term stability. In any event, pre-seismic motions, though
clearly important for the earthquake prediction problem, may be too small and too
infrequent to be of concern in the definition of the NAVD, except in so far as

tneir study benefits from the existence of an accurate reference.

Earthquakes tend to cluster in well-defined belts around the world, generally
defining the active boundaries between lithospheric plates. In southern Alaska,
western Canada and the northwestern U.S., earthquakes are generated as the Pacific
oceanic plate is pushed beneath the North American continent. In California
earthquakes are largely associated with the San Andreas fault system, along which
the Pacific plate is sliding northward past the North American plate. Between
California and the Rocky Mountains, many earthquakes are associated with the
continent itself being pulled apart. These seismically active regions are
obviously the most likely to have an impact on the NAVD and require first
attention. However, it is important to remember that earthquakes have occurred in

most areas of North America (Figure 3). The eastern U.S., for example, which seems
to have been geologically "stable" compared to the west, has experienced a number

Figure 3. Seismicity of the eastern
U.S. (York and Oliver, 1976). Although
earthquakes are most common in the
seismic belts of the western U.S.,
important events have also occurred in

the more "stable" east.

_
5o

r_
«

of major, damaging earthquakes in the past, including the 1811-12 New Madrid, Mo.,
series and tne 1886 Charleston earthquake. Though less frequent that their western
counterparts, these "intraplate" events are nonetheless of considerable
seismological concern in view of the proximity of population centers and the

propensity of eastern earthquakes to be more damaging than equivalently sized
events in the west. Though it is possible that inter-seismic strain accumulation
might De geodetically measurable in the east, it is unlikely to be large enough
to impact the datum directly. More importantly, the NAVD should establish an
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accurate reference for measurements of possible future earthquake deformations
since measurement of co-seismic and post-seismic motions would be a major
contribution to the relatively meager information we now have about intraplate
seismicity.

MAGMA INFLATION
The 1900 eruptions of Mt. St. Helens brought home in dramatic fashion the

existence of, and hazards associated with, active volcanism in North America. Yet
magma induced deformation can be significant even in the absence of contemporary
surface volcanism. An excellent example of magma inflation has been documented
from precise releveling measurements in central New Mexico (Figure 4). Local
uplift and peripheral subsidence north of Socorro, N.M., between about 1912 and

1951 has been associated with a mid-crustal magma chamber detected beneath the

rift by seismological measurements (Reilinger and Oliver, 1976). The magnitude of
relative uplift is over 10 cm during this time interval, and recent resurveys
indicate that such motion has continued at about the same rate (ca. 20 mm/yr).
Even larger motions, up to 40 cm, have been measured in the Long Valley caldera
of eastern California, a geologically recent volcanic structure. A striking aspect
of the Long Valley motion is that it began after 1975, clear evidence that such
motions may be episodic (Castle et al . , 1984). Though surface deformation due to

deep magma inflation can be modeled by static finite element methods (e.g.
Dieterich and Decker, 1975), the time behavior is more problematical. Effective
incorporation into the NAVD of vertical motions due to such magma inflation may
require an ongoing field monitoring program at selected sites. Other areas in the

U.S. where magma inflation has been inferred from leveling observations include
northern New Mexico and west Texas (Reilinger et al . , 1979) and Yellowstone
National Park (Pelton and Smith, 1982).
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Figure 4. Vertical motion indicated by releveling in central New Mexico. The
uplift north of Socorro is inferred to result from inflation of a magma chamber at

a depth of about 20 km. New leveling in 1980 suggests that the uplift may have
accumulated at a constant rate. (After Larsen et al., 1985).

CRUSTAL LOADING

Volcanism and earthquakes are prime manifestations of the tectonically active
nature of much of the western U.S. In contrast, central and eastern North America
represent the classic "stable" continental interior, where geologic evidence
suggests that the last major tectonic events ceased millions, or even billions, of
years ago. Thus it is tempting to treat the east as a "fixed" base for geodetic
control. However the evidence suggests that this is not the case, and that parts
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of the continental craton and its periphery may be undergoing vertical movement at
rates that may impact definition of the NAVD.

The best-known example of vertical motion in the North American interior is

that due to post-glacial rebound. Documented both in the geological record (e.g.
rfalcott, 1972) and by contemporary geodetic measurements (e.g. Vanicek and Nagy,

1980). Such uplift, with present rates of up to a cm/yr, is generally attributed
to isostatic recovery following retreat of the great continental ice sheets which
began some 15-18,000 years ago (Flint, 1971 ). Although contemporary post-glacial
rebound is most obvious in Fennoscandia, the northern U.S. and Canada, the full

response to unloading is global (e.g. Clark, 1980).

Vertical motions due to loading phenomena is not restricted to post-glacial
rebound. Filling of reservoirs (Longwell, 1960), draining of aquifers (riolzer,

1979) t and shrinking of Holocene lakes (Crittenden, 1963) have all been associated
with rebound phenomena. A interesting recent example can be found along tne Gulf
coast. Leveling in southern Mississippi indicates relative uplift landward of the
Mississippi delta. This uplift can be interpreted as a "forebulge" caused by flow
in a viscoelastic mantle driven by the sediment load being deposited in the delta
(Jurkowski et. al., 1984). Interpretation of this uplift is complicated by
subsidence effects caused by water withdrawal in the coastal plain, but the
magnitude of motion (ca 3 mm/yr) may prove significant at the desired accuracy
level of the NAVD.
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Figure 5. Crustal arching near the Mississippi Delta. This movement
may be in response to sediment loading within the Delta. (Jurkowski et
al., 1984)

EPEIROGENY
Much of the earth's tectonic activity is associated with orogeny, the severe

deformations that are responsible for building the mountain systems of the
continents. However, geology also records gentler warpings of the earth's surface,
as exemplified by the broad sedimentary basins and arches of the North American
interior. These subdued processes are sometimes referred to as epeirogeny. Though
not as dramatic as earthquakes or volcanoes, the issue of epeirogenic motions is
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quite relevant to the NAVD.

Evidence that epeirogenic movement may be significant can be found among
releveling measurements in the continental interior. Maps of crustal motion for

the U.S. and eastern Europe, for example, seem to show these areas undergoing
relative uplift and subsidence at rates up to 0.5 cm/yr (Figure 6) If these

motions are real, they may represent an important new tectonic process. The

apparent uplift of the Appalachians in the eastern U.S., for example, suggests
neotectonic reactivation of this ancient mountain belt, with serious implications
for the seismicity in this area (e.g. Brown and Oliver, 1976).

Figure 6. Map of apparent vertical
crustal motion derived from releveling
data in the eastern U.S. Whether
patterns of motion, such as the uplift
over the Appalachians, prove to be real

or artifacts of systematic leveling
error may have serious implications for

defining the NAVD (Map courtesy of G.

Jurkowski)

Interpretation of leveling from such areas is clouded, however, by suspicions
that at least some of the indicated elevation changes may actually be artifacts of

systematic leveling errors. The uplift over the Appalachians, for example, may
prove to be due to elevation-correlated errors such as those due to atmospheric
refraction or rod miscalibration. Already vertical motions along the east coast
(Brown, 1978) are being reevaluated in light of new evidence of geomagnetic errors
in leveling (e.g. Zilkoski, 1984).

MOVEMENT OR SYSTEMATIC ERROR?

As implied above, in some cases the problem of identifying vertical crustal
motion merges with the problem of identifying, and removing, systematic leveling
error. The recent controversy (e.g. Mark et al . , 1981; Strange, 1981) over the
reality of the Palmdale Bulge in southern California is but one of the more
visible manifestations of this situation. Uncertainty as to the reality of
vertical motions indicated by leveling in parts of the eastern U.S. is another.
Because the issues of movement and systematic error are sometimes so intimately
related, their discrimination may require both geodetic and geologic analysis.

An good example of now to deal with possible leveling error in a crustal
movement investigation is provided by Larsen et al.'s (1985) reexamination of
magma-induced uplift in New Mexico. The central uplift shown in Figure 4 is not in

question; however leveling along a nearby survey line was found to be suspicious
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(Figure /). Leveling along this route between 1911 and 1959 seems to indicate

relative uplift to the west. However, a new survey in 1981 shows exactly the

opposite sense of motion between 1959 and 1981. Although is is not too

unreasonable to expect some geological processes to be oscillatory, it stretches
geological credulity to expect surveys carried out at three different times to

coincidentally measure relative uplift and subsidence that is virtually identical
in magnitude. That this flip-flop "motion" seems to correlate both with topography
and with a change in survey instrumentation strongly suggests that rod error, not

tectonic motion, is responsible. Larsen et al. (1985) go further and use this

correlation to estimate an empirical correction which, when applied to the

leveling surveys, results in a much more consistent and geologically "reasonable"
picture of crustal motion in the area.
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Figure 7. Comparison of elevation
changes near Abo Pass, N.M., from
levelings in 1911, 1959 and 1981. The
equal but opposite magnitudes of the
differences between these levelings,
together with the strong topographic
correlation when instrumentation was
changed in the 1959 survey strongly
indicates rod error, not crustal motion
is being measured.

Because crustal motion considerations often make the most stringent demands on
the accuracy of geodetic measurements, they can serve both to help identify
possible systematic errors and evaluate the efficacy of new corrections to remove
such errors, in this regard, even the relatively subtle "motions" indicated by
leveling in many parts of North America may be important considerations in

defining the NAVD. If real crustal movement is involved, the rates may or may not
be large enough to impact the datum adjustment. However, if some of these
"motions" prove to be artifacts of systematic error, the errors may easily exceed
accuracy specifications for the NAVD. Thus for both geophysical and geodetic
reasons, there is a clear need to resolve questions of systematic error, and the

geologic perspective has a useful role to play in this process.

DISCUSSION

Geodetically significant vertical motions have been documented in association
with a variety of tectonic processes in numerous parts of North America. Other
areas may also be experiencing vertical motion but have not yet been detected due
to a lack of repeated geodetic surveys. Though vertical motions may prove
relatively commonplace, movements large enough to concern the definition of the
NAVD may be restricted to a finite number of sites, such as areas of known
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earthquake or magmatic activity. However, it is difficult to rule out significant
vertical motions in other areas because of uncertainty as to whether releveling
estimates of elevation change are due to ground motion or systematic error.

Proper treatment of vertical motions in the definition of the NAVD requires:

1) "Cleaning-up" historical leveling data with corrections for systematic
errors, insofar as is possible.

2) Development and implementation of local, time-dependent network adjustment
models based on mechanics of tectonic deformation.

and perhaps even

3) Selected reobservation at sites of known crustal instability to monitor the
time behavior of significant motions.

Further into the future, space-based geodetic measurements will become an

important factor in both datum definition and crustal motion observation. However,
as these new technologies gain acceptance, it is important to remember that the
conventional, historical measurements can never be replaced as far as crustal
motion monitoring is concerned: they are our only link to what has gone on in the

past.

Eventually only students of crustal motion will retain an interest in the
present datum. All other applications will undoubtedly adopt whatever new and more
accurate geodetic height estimates come along in the future. Yet, the datum
established now, and in particular the measurements made to flesh out this
network, will still be an important reference for estimating crustal motion in the
future. Since the geodetic measurements will surely improve in the future, it is
the accuracy of the present measurements which will ultimately limit the
usefulness of any future crustal motion study.
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ABSTRACT. Two extended observation campaigns for the
first order Canadian Height Network have been carried out:
the first between 1900 and 1950, the second began in 1950
and still continues today. Heights have been referred to
mean sea level determined at different times in five
locations: Halifax, Yarmouth, Pointe au Pere, Vancouver and
Prince Rupert. In this study an algorithm for reducing
levelled height differences as well as heights of tidal
benchmarks to a selected epoch is shown. The results of
applying this algorithm to the first order Canadian Height
Network are presented and discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The idea of applying corrections to eliminate vertical crustal
movement effects on height networks is not new. They were first
applied in Finland (Kaariainen, 1953, 1960; Korhonen, 1961) and
were used since then in several other European countries (e.g.,
Ehrnsperger, 1979; Van Mierlo, 1983). On the American continent,
although the need for these corrections has long been recognized,
lack of information on vertical crustal movements (VCM) has often
prevented their application. Our recent experiences, however, show
that at certain locations in Atlantic Canada VCM are an important
source of systematic errors (Merry and Vanfcek, 1983; Carrera,
1984). This is not surprising in view of the considerable span of
time over which levelling networks have been measured (e.g. Cannon,
1928, 1935; Lachapelle and Gareau, 1980).

Geodetic levelling observations and mean sea level determinations
in Canada are scattered in time over the last one hundred years.
First order levelling observations have been carried out in two
extended campaigns. The first, usually referred to as the "old
levelling", was made between 1900 and 1940, and the second, the
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"new levelling", began in 1950 and still continues today. The
annual mean sea level determinations used to establish a levelling
datum for the 1928 adjustment were made for two Pacific and three
Atlantic ports between 1897 and 1906. The corrections to these
observations for the VCM undergone on the Canadian territory over
this time provide the focus of this paper.

For the definition of terms and notation used herein the reader
is referred to Vanicek and Krakiwsky (1982).

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

The task of establishing a levelling network is analogous to the
problem of determining the shape of a body deforming in time. This
analogy is useful in that it describes the most general motion that
a geodetic network can experience. This motion can be expressed as
the sum of (Sommerfeld, 1950) three translations, three rotations
and deformations. VCM are a particular case of the above general
motion. They can be expressed as the sum of one translation and
changes of height differences.

Both a rigid translation and changes of height differences induce
temporal path dependence on an entire network. A rigid translation
affects one type of observable: heights of tidal benchmarks.
Changes in the other observable, height differences, affect all the
levelled loops in a network. These two types of path dependent
observables are also referred to as anholonomic of the first kind
(Grafarend, 1979). Figure 1 shows a kinematic misclosure resulting
from levelling two sections of a loop at two different epochs T-,

and T .

METHOD

The systematic effect of VCM can be eliminated from a levelling
network if all the observations are referred to a common epoch.
This can be done, for example, through a kinematic adjustment.
Such an adjustment can be formulated as a constant velocity model
either in the observation space (e.g., Gale, 1970; Van Mierlo,
1983) or in the parameter space (e.g., Korhonen, 1961; Andersen and
Remmer , 1982). This technique, however, poses a very stringent
requirement, the entire network must be measured twice with the
same design.

The Canadian levelling network does not meet the above
requirement. Thus, the corrections developed in this study have to
be based on an analytical representation of constant velocity VCM
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developed by Vanicek and Nagy (1980).

If VCM are linear in time, the temporal transformation of heights
of tidal benchmarks and levelled height differences from their
original epochs of measurement T to a reference epoch T can be
expressed as

H (T ) = H. (T) - U (T - T ) (1)
l o 1 i o

and

AH.. (T ) = AH. (T) - (U - U ) (T - T ) , (2)
ID o ij j i o

where U . and U. are uplift velocities at points P^ and Pj ,

respectively. It •'is of theoretical interest to note that when
there is a single tidal benchmark in a network the second term in
the right hand sides of eqns. (1) and (2) represent the corrections
for a rigid translation and changes in height differences,
respectively.

The uplift velocities in eqns. (1) and (2) are given in the
general form

U,(X. ,Y.) = /] /, C__(T) X? Y™, (3)ii' i x—4 x_-/ nm i i
m

where

X. = X( </>. , X. ) and Y = Y ( <t> , X ) .
1 i i i i i

By taking the uplift velocity given by eqn. (3), the correction
needed to reduce a levelled height difference to the reference
epoch is a function of the time elapsed between the observation and
reference epochs, and the latitudes and longitudes of the end
points of the levelled segment:

K. . (X .,Y .,X .,Y.) = - (U .
- U.) (T - T ) (4)

ij i i D D Ji o

vE E n m n m
(T T ) 7 j 7 J

C (X .Y - X Y )

run J j ii
m
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The variance of the correction is given by

s?' (X .,Y, ,X.,Y. ) = a* C r a4>
T

, (5)
l' i' r D

where C^. is the covariance matrix of the coefficients and a* is a
vector formed by base function differences,

6* = {T . Tq) £ ^
n m

, n m n m
(X .Y - X Y )

3 J i i

DATA

(6)

Data gathering for this study consisted in determining the
location and field season dates (T) of observation of over 320
network links (Young, 1984). Every link was then subdivided in
segments levelled in a single field season. As many as ten
different segments were identified in one link but there are also
links composed of only one segment. The next step involved the
determination of the coordinates ( 4> , X ) of the end benchmarks of
each segment. All the links investigated in this study belong to
the "new levelling" since levelling data records prior to 1950 were
not readily available.

The data set for the tidal benchmarks consisted of the dates (T)

in which annual mean sea level was determined to serve as a
geodetic datum in 1928: Halifax, 1895; Yarmouth, 1902; Pointe au
Pere, 1897; Vancouver, 1905; Prince Rupert, 1906. For the
corrections of the tidal benchmark heights we decided to recompute
linear trends (L = - U) from sea level time series free from
various meteorologic and oceanographic effects (Vanicek e_t al . ,

1985) .

VCM information in Canada is scanty. All the investigations
carried out so far have used a combination of sea level variation
records, lake level variation records and results of repeated
levellings of parts of levelling lines. The most complete selection
of these data up to 1980 was used for the compilation of the Map of
(linear) Recent Vertical Crustal Movements in Canada (Vanicek and
Nagy, 1980). It is this map that was chosen in this investigation
as a source of information on inland vertical motions. The map
consists of three solutions for the coefficients of algebraic
polynomials (of second, third and fourth degree) and their
covariance matrices for nine areas covering Canada. However,
following the recommendations by Vanic*ek and Nagy (1980), only the
results from the third degree solution were kept.
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RESULTS

The year 1962.0 was selected as the reference epoch to perform
the temporal homogenizat ion of the network. This epoch is close to
the mean epoch of the data employed in the determination of the map
of VCM.

Using eqn . (5) corrections were obtained for all the segments in
each link. Corrections for links at the edges of the maps were
eliminated since the VCM solution in these areas is not
trustworthy. A significance test at the one sigma level (67%) was
applied to the corrections. Only corrections for 58 network links
out of the original 324, i.e., 18%, met the above two criteria.
Figure 2 shows the distribution of these corrections in the
individual areas. Figures 3 and 4 respectively, show the magnitude
of the corrections and their ratio to their standard deviation.

Using equation (1) temporal corrections for tidal benchmarks at
the five ports were determined. Table 1 shows a summary of these
results

.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The largest contribution to the temporal homogenizat ion of the
entire network comes from the corrections to the tidal benchmark
heights. This is not unexpected since the determination of annual
mean sea level was carried out at the turn of the century. The
tidal benchmark corrections indicate also the large distortions
induced in the network in 1928 by using mean sea level determined
at different epochs.

The most striking feature of this analysis is the small size of
most of the temporal corrections for the levelled height
differences in the network. Many of these corrections (82%) did
not pass the statistical test at one sigma level because of the
poor statistical reliability of the Map of VCM. Some strategies
can be suggested to improve the accuracy of these corrections. One
such improvement would be to revise the map of VCM. In its present
form the displacement field depicted by the map must be understood
as a broad picture of general trends of the actual VCM (Clague et
al . , 1982; Riddihough, 1982). The short spatial wavelength
features as well as accelerated movements are not accounted for
when the map is used to extract uplift velocities. A new map
should include linear trends from sea level and lake level records
from which meteorologic and oceanographic effects have been
removed. An extended data base of relevelled segments should be
sought (Holdahl, 1980). A joint effort by the U.S. and Canada (but
preferably by all countries involved in the NAVD project) to obtain
relevelled data would greately enhance such a new solution.
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information from different epochs. In Canada the "old" levelling
data should be merged with the "new" levelling data with their
respective accuracies. Only "old" height differences between end
point of segments would have to be considered.
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Table 1: Summary of tidal benchmark corrections and their
standard deviations

Site Linear Standard Correction Standard
Trend Deviation Deviation
(L) (s )

cm/century cm/century cm cm

Halifax, N.S.
Yarmouth, N.S.
Pte. au Pere, Que.
Vancouver, B.C.
Prince Rupert, B.C. 7.51

37.50 + 0.86 -25.1 + 0.6
33.80 + 7.79 -20.3 + 4.7
1.72 + 1.40 -1.1 + 0.9
2.06 + 1.13 -1.2 + 0.6
7.51 + 1.60 -4.2 + 0.9

FIGURE 1:

LOOP LEVELLED AT TWO DIFFERENT EPOCHS

AND PLOT OF HEIGHT DIFFERENCES
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ROLE OF THE NORTH AMERICAN VERTICAL DATUM

FOR EARTHOUAKE RESEARCH AND PREDICTION: AN EXAMPLE FROM THE GREAT BASIN
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ABSTRACT. The North American Vertical Datum (NAVD) provides a vital source

of data for the study of deformation that precedes, accompanies, and follows
large earthquakes. The unique attributes of the NAVD for earthquake
investigations are the 150-km spacing of leveling lines in the network,
which is dense enough to capture the deformation associated with many large
earthquakes, and the close 1.5-km spacing of BM's along each line, which
allows resolution of km-scale variations of fault slip and geometry.
Geodetic elevation changes record the deformation associated with the recent
M=7.0 28 October 1983 Borah Peak, Idaho, earthquake on the Lost River fault.
The crest of the Lost River Range rose 20 cm and adjacent Thousand Springs
Valley subsided 100 cm, relative to reference points 45 km from the
mainshock epicenter. The deformation was modeled by dislocations in an
elastic half-space. Two meters of slip on a planar fault extending to a

depth of 13 km provides the best fit to the geodetic data, and is consistent
with seismic observations of the earthquake. The geodetic and geologic
data permit a 5,000-10,000 year estimate for the earthquake repeat time, a

value typical of the Basin and Range province of the western U.S. but much
longer than repeat times observed at plate boundaries. Annual resurvey of
leveling lines to monitor other active range- bounding normal faults in the
Great Basin, such as the Wasatch fault zone near Salt Lake City, UT, will
require leveling lines that extend at least 30 km normal to the fault zone,
surveyed to a precision of about 30 mm.

INTRODUCTION

The North American Vertical Datum provides an invaluable baseline for
investigation of earthquake mechanics, evaluation of earthquake hazards, and
monitoring for earthquake prediction. Resurvey of leveling routes in the
vicinity of large earthquakes enables precise measurement of the broadscale
surface deformation caused by fault slip in the earth's crust. Such measurements
are vital to improve our understanding of the subsurface structures on which
earthquakes nucleate and propogate, and to monitor these structures in regions
where the earthquake risk is high.

The 100-150 km spacing of the NAVD network arteries permits surface displacement
associated with many large earthquakes to be measured in regions where no other
instruments are located and where no other surveys were conducted before the

earthquake. In addition, the typical 1.5-km spacing of bench marks (BM's) along
the lines provides a spatial resolution that greatly exceeds that for horizontal
geodetic control. Should the current standard of 1.5-km BM spacing give way to a

less dense BM distribution once GPS surveys replace conventional geodetic
leveling, a major loss of deformation data pertinent to the analysis of earthquake
mechanics will result.

Vertical -elevation changes are most useful for tectonic analyses when other
measurements accompany the releveling surveys. To distinguish tectonic
deformation from sediment compaction, observations of elevation change deduced
from resurvey of the vertical datum are most valuable when they are accompanied
by repeat gravity measurements and water well hydrographs in sedimentary basins,
which are commonly regions of groundwater-wi thdrawl induced subsidence (see
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Holzer, this volume). Measurements of horizontal deformation obtained from
resurvey of triangulation, astronomic azimuths, and trilateration form ancillary
data sets that can improve resolution of the fault movements associated with

earthquakes (see, for example, Jachens et al 1983).

Seismic and geodetic measures of the earthquake source furnish complementary
records of the rupture process. The earthquake source measured from the

radiation from seismic waves documents the initial phase of rupture that persists
from seconds to minutes, whereas the source estimated from the ground surface
displacements gives the final state of rupture after the passage of days to

years. In general seismic or rapid fault slip is followed by time-decaying creep.

THE 1983 M=7.0 BORAH PEAK, IDAHO, EARTHQUAKE

Six large historical earthquakes have struck the Great Basin (Table 1); of

these only the 1954 Fairview Peak, the 1959 Hebgen Lake the 1983 Borah Peak

shocks have left a seismic and geodetic record that enables study of the

subsurface fault slip. From this limited sample and from geologic observations,
seismic hazards must be assessed in the Great Basin of the western U.S. The
damage that can be inflicted by large earthquakes in this region depends, first,

Table 1: Large Historical Great Basin Earthquakes

Moment
Date Location Magnitude

9 January 1872 Owens Valley, CA 7.8
2 October 1915 Pleasant Valley, NV 7.2

10 December 1954 Fairview Peak, NV 7.2
19 August 1959 Hebgen Lake, MT 7.3
28 October 1983 Borah Peak, ID 7.0

on the proximity of the active faults to population centers and critical
facilities, and second, on the subsurface geometry of these faults. The 1983
Borah Peak earthquake (Fig. 1) provides a rare opportunity to study the depth and
geometry of the fault rupture, and to estimate an earthquake repeat time.

DATA

The precision and spatial coverage of the geodetic data at Borah Peak equal or
surpass all records of vertical -elevation changes associated with large
earthquakes in regions of crustal extension. The leveling permit estimation of
the fault geometry and slip independent of the seismic and geological data. The
coseismic elevation changes were obtained by subtracting the relative heights of
BM's surveyed after the earthquake in July 1984 from the heights of the same BM's
surveyed before the earthquake in 1933/48. The coseismic period thus includes
the 50 years preceding the earthquake and the 8 months after it, under the
assumption that no man-induced subsidence took place during the period.

The leveling was conducted by the National Geodetic Survey. All data were
corrected for level collimation, rod excess, rod thermal expansion, and

atmospheric refraction. The observed rod temperatures were used for all surveys
to compute rod expansion. The 1933 and 1948 surveys were corrected for refraction
using REDUC4 after Holdahl (1981), in which temperature gradients are modeled as
a function of time and location, whereas the 1984 observations were corrected
following Kukkamaki (1938), using observed temperature differences made at every
instrument setup.
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Figure la . Borah Peak earthquake site, showing BM's (crosses), observation wells
(circles) in Thousand Springs Valley, the segment of the Lost River fault that
sustained surface rupture in 1983 (heavy line), contours of predicted elevation
change for the fault model (thin solid and dashed lines), and the surface
projection of the model fault plane (dotted lines). The lower edge of the model
fault plane is denoted by rounded corners on the model fault plane. The location
of the Borah Peak main shock is shown by a star. The "T's" mark the azimuth of
the projection for the profiles in Fig. 2.
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Figure lb. Aftershocks recorded by a portable seismic array deployed between
10-29-83 and 11-19-83 are shown with the best-fit fault model (solid line)
and the largest fault that can satisfy the leveling data, representing a 10
percent increase in model residuals over the best-fit fault (dashed line).
Note that the main shock lies at or beyond the edge of the model fault,
indicative that the earthquake focus was not the site of significant permanent
fault slip, but rather where the rupture initiated.
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Survey Errors

Potential sources of noise in the data include random and systematic surveying
errors and nontectonic subsidence due to ground-water withdrawal. Estimated
cumulative random error of the observed elevation changes nowhere exceeds 20 mm.

Briefly, the mean difference for all (forward - backward) runnings of the sections
must not differ significantly from zero, and the standard deviation of the

difference, b, gives an indication of the random error per section, a. In

principle, a = aL 1 /?, where a is a function of b (Bomford 1971). If b is

Gaussian distributed and the survey is double-run with 1-km sections, o=1/3b.
Because some of the 1984 survey was single-run using the procedure of Whalen and

Balazs (1977), we set a = b (see Table 2). Thus the cumulative random error for
the 70-km-long survey is 1.38mml-l/ 2 = 12 mm. For the 1933 survey,, b = i.83mm,

slightly larger than that for 1984. Because the 1948 leveling was single-run, b

cannot be accurately assessed. We assume here that a value of a = 2.0mm provides
a fair estimate of the combined 1933 and 1948 surveys. Taking the sum of the

squares of the a's, the cumulative error for the differenced preearthquake and
postearthquake surveys becomes 20mm, about the size of the dots in Figure 2(top),
and only about 2 percent of the coseismic signal.

Table 2: Leveling Specifications

NGS Survey Segment Sing le/Double Order Reruns Rejection b

line peri od (BM's) Run (percent) tolerance (mm)

(mm)

L24832 6-7/84 22- 33 Si ngl

e

1st 4.7 4 '°
1 38

4.0
1 * 386-7/84 1-22; 33-38 Dou bl e 1st 6.8

L24812 11/83 16- 33 Double 1st 1.2 4.0 1.09
L12785 8/48 1- 23 Si ngl e 2nd 4.0 8.4
L951 10-11/33 22- 38 Double 1st 4.8 4.0 1.83

All surveys were examined for elevation-dependent error using the method of
Stein (1981), and none were found. Inaccurate rod-calibration corrections, and
under some circumstances, unmodeled refraction error, cause a dependence of
elevation change on the elevation. In these cases, elevation change and
elevation profiles tend to mimick or mirror each other, and thus disclose a

systematic error unaccounted for by the random error estimates. If tilt and
slope were correlated, this error could be identified and removed. Regression
coefficients were calculated, but the fact that none of these coefficients depart
significantly from zero indicates no systematic errors larger than the limits of
detection, which is 20ppm x the maximum topographic height difference (600m), or
12mm. Stein and Barrientos (1985a) plot tilt as a function of slope for this
data and give the detailed statisics. Because the end points of the coseismic
survey lie at nearly the same elevation, these BM's are essentially unaffected by

slope-dependent errors.

Subsidence Errors

Hydrologic data demonstrate near-stasis of the water table during the coseismic
period (1933-84), making subsidence due to fluid withdrawal unlikely. A
reconnaissance water-resource survey of the valley (Stearns et al 1938, Plate 31)
indicates that the water stood 3-6m below the ground during 1930-37 in Thousand
Springs Valley in the vicinity of BM 22 (Fig. la). USGS observation well
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9N22E-06CCA1, which was drilled about 150m west of BM 22 (Fig. la) in 1967, was
observed in 1967/68, 1978, and 1983/84. The water table stayed 5.4+0. 9m below

the surface during 1967-84, indistinguishable from the 1930-37 level obtained by

reconnaissance. USGS observation well 9N21E-14BBC1, located 4 km west of BM 23

(Fig. la), provides a continuous hydrograph during 1966-84. This well also shows
a constant hydraulic head with only 1-m seasonal fluctuations (Whitehead 1985).

The water table remained static because the alluvial aquifer beneath the leveling
route has been recharged by water diversions from the Big Lost River since 1931.

The 1933 leveling and the 1948 leveling overlap at section 22-23 (Fig. la). We

used the junction section to test for tilt during 1933-48. The 1933 and 1948

measurements of the height difference over the junction section differ by only
1.56 mm, less than the expected random error for either survey. The absence of

measurable tilt during this 15-yr period in Thousand Springs Valley supplies a

weak test of the assumption that deformation or subsidence preceding the

earthquake was negligible.

EARTHQUAKE MODEL

We seek the simplest dislocation that can explain the observed elevation
changes, subject to surveying errors and modeling simplifications. Fault slip
was approximated by uniform displacement on a rectangular surface embedded in an
elastic half-space, using the expressions of Mansinha and Smylie (1971). The
half-space is a body with infinite depth and and with a flat upper surface
approximating the ground. Imposing a dislocation on a fault is equivalent to
cutting the elastic body, displacing the two faces of the cut in equal and
opposite directions parallel to the plane of the cut, and then bonding the faces
back together. This will impose strains in the body and will deform its upper
surface. The dimensions, orientation, and magnitude of the slip on the cut, or
fault, are then matched to fit the deformation at the ground surface observed
from rel evel i ng

.

The leveling data can be simply explained by a planar fault rupture extending
from a depth of 13.3+JL.2 km to the surface. Elevation changes at 94 percent of
the BM's are satisfied with expected random and systematic errors (20 mm) by the
coseismic model (Fig. 2). Contours of predicted elevation change for the model
are shown in Fig. 1. The parameters describing the coseismic fault slip are:
Slip=2.05+0.10 m; length =2 3+8/ -2 km; dip (acute angle from the ground to the
fault)=47+2°; vertical depth = 13.3+_1.2 km. The geodetically measured seismic
moment, "M" (a measure of the earthquake size), is 2.6+_0.4 x 10±9 Mm.

Barrientos et al (1985) inverted the leveling data and obtained a similar
result. Stein and Barrientos (1985b) tested for curved fault geometries and
found the planar fault to be superior. The kinks in the model curve at BM's 22

and 26 in Figure 2 result from the azimuth change of the leveling route (Figure
la). The misfitting BM 18 was not used in the modeling because it is a section
corner and does not meet NGS standards for 1st Order survey marks, and could have
been unstabl e.

The geodetic parameters accord well with the independently measured seismic
parameters. Doser (1985) obtained Mo=2.9xl0

19 Nm, a focal depth of 16+4 km,
and a fault dip of 45-53° (shown in Fig. 2), from teleseismic waveform modeling.
The model is also consistent with the aftershock locations from Ri chins et al

(1985), with the geodetically determined fault plane embedded within the

aftershocks (Figures lb and 2).
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DISCUSSION

Coseismic Uplift of the Lost River Range

Leveling across the Lost River Range and Thousand Springs Valley permits
tentative assignment of absolute elevation changes. The end point BM's give the

same elevation within the measurement uncertainty, and they fall essentially
outside of the region of modeled coseismic deformation. Absolute uplift of the

ranges bounding an earthquake in a region of continental extension has never
before been measured, because leveling was absent or ambiguous on the upthrown
block (in this case, the NE side of the fault). Borah Peak, Idaho's highest
point (Fig. la), probably lofted an additional 10-15 cm during the earthquake.
An important advance in the ability to establish an absolute or global reference
to leveling surveys will be possible once GPS surveys have been conducted
throughout the NAVD. This will remove one degree of freedom in current earthquake
modeling efforts, and enable a more thorough investigation of how regions like
the Basin and Range that are under horizontal extension can locally uplift.

Earthquake Repeat Time from Geodetic and Geologic Data

An essential element of earthquake hazards assessment is the estimation of

earthquake repeat times for fault segments. Although earthquakes do not repeat
in a strictly periodic manner, earthquake recurrence is regular enough that an

earthquake repeat time is one of the best indicies of forecasting fault behavior.

A mean fault slip of 2.05+0.10 m was calculated for the 1983 Borah Peak
earthquake from the leveling data, which also agrees well with the 1.5-2.5 m
height of the surface rupture associated with the earthquake (Crone and Machette
1984). From fault excavations 0.5 km north of the leveling route, Schwartz and
Crone (1985) found that one prehistoric event had taken place on the Lost River
fault during the past 12,000-14,000 years, and this pre-1983 event also showed 2

m of surface slip. Thus the two events have slipped a total of 4m in 14,000 yr,
a rate of 0.3 mm/yr. From the total 3-km slip on the fault estimated by Scott et
al (1985) for the past 4-7 million years, a similar slip rate emerges. Thus both

the past 14,000 yr period and the past 4-7 million year period suggest a slip
rate of 0.3 mm/yr and, if 2 m of slip per event is assumed, an earthquake repeat
time of 5,000-10,000 yr.

Use of leveling surveys for earthquake prediction in the Great Basin

The base of an active fault (13 km at Borah Peak) is a plausible site for
slippage before an earthquake. This is because the earth's crust attains its

peak strength at a depth of about 10-15 km. Strength increases linearly with
depth due to the load of the overlying rocks until a temperature is reached at
which some of the rock constituents begin to fuse and melt; below this depth
2ocks deform by ductile flow or creep and earthquakes become rare (Sibson 1982).
Detection of preseismic fault slip at a depth of 12-15 km is a much more
challenging task than if premonitory slip were to take place close to the
surface. To monitor slip at a depth of 12-15 km on a fault dipping 45°,

geodetic surveys must extend from the fault trace for about 30 km on the

downthrown (basin-side) block, and they must have sufficient precision to detect
broad wavelength deformation (Fig. 3). A 4 by 4-km dislocation patch situated at
the base of the fault would cause the ground to subside less than 20 mm per meter
of fault slip. If the zone of preseismic slippage extended 35 km along strike
(e.g., a 4 by 35-km strip beneath the entire Borah Peak rupture), then about 90

mm of subsidence per meter of buried slip would take place (Fig. 3). Because the
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greatest subsidence occurs within the basin, discrimination of tectonic
deformation from ground-water-related subsidence may be very difficult. No such

monitoring effort should be attempted without locating the leveling line near
continuous recorder wells. Leveling that is restricted to within 10 km of the

fault will in any event be insufficient to detect all but near-surface slip.

CONCLUSIONS

The North American Vertical Datum has become an essential element of earthquake
investigations in the United States, and the role it plays will increase as

vertical height measurement becomes less expensove and more accurate, and as our
understanding of crustal deformation grows. One of the best records of coseismic
elevation change ever measured for a large earthquake in a region of continental
extension was used to determine the fault orientation, depth, and slip. Combining
this information with geologic data allowed estimation of a 5,000-10,000 yr repeat
time. Such a repeat time is probably typical of the Great Basin, but is much
less than that at plate boundaries. The geodetically measured earthquake
parameters are nearly equivalent to those measured seismically, indicative that
most of the coseismic slip took place during the first 60 seconds of the
mainshock, with negligible postseismic creep.

The heavily populated Wasatch fault zone in Utah shares many characteristics
with the Lost River fault in Idaho. Efforts to detect premonitory elevation
change and tilt caused by slip at the base of the Wasatch fault will be demanding
and require precision leveling surveys that span the fault and the Salt Lake
Basin for at leat 30 km, or twice the probable depth of the fault.
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Readjustment of Leveling Networks to Account for
Vertical Coseismic Motions

Sandford R. Holdahl
National Geodetic Survey

Charting and Geodetic Services
National Ocean Service, NOAA
Rockville, Maryland 20852

ABSTRACT

In tectonically active regions of North America the geodesist is confronted
with the problem of updating heights where the Earth's surface has been vertically
deformed by an earthquake. Dislocation theory can be used as a basis for modeling
coseismic elevation changes and be incorporated within a general least squares
adjustment scheme to correct a network of old leveling measurements and heights

that are within the deformed area. Releveling data and information obtained
from seismologists about the general nature of the earthquake serve as input to

the modeling process. Fundamental equations and considerations are presented
in this paper to develop dislocation models of vertical coseismic motions. The

reader is referred to a previous paper (Holdahl, 1985) wherein real data sets
are analyzed and discussed. These examples show potential for the method when

applied in other areas, even when the physical setting is made complex by ongoing

subsidence. The primary benefit of modeling coseismic motion is to avoid the
cost of releveling for some lines in a deformed region. Rough modeling prior
to any resurveying helps to select the lines to relevel that are most critical
to a successful final model. A good model for coseismic motion cannot restore
geodetic levelings to their original reliability, but corrected heights may be

used in applications not requiring accuracy better than 5-15 centimeters.

INTRODUCTION

Earthquakes larger than magnitude 5-6 can produce vertical deformations of

the Earth's surface which are detectable by leveling measurements. Coseismic
motions can exceed several meters for large earthquakes, but present a problem
whenever the relative elevation changes exceed the normal accumulation of random

and uncorrected systematic leveling errors.

Figure 1 shows the locations of earthquakes in the United States producing

intensities greater than V. Concentrations of the smaller earthquakes undoubtedly

produce vertical deformation. However, the impact on the North American Vertical

Datum (NAVD) is not much different than aseismic secular tectonic motion. Such
motion can be roughly modeled as occurring uniformly with time. The earthquakes

with intensities of VIII or greater will instantly cause heights to change
significantly out to distances of 10 to 300 km from the center of deformation.
From figure 1 it can be readily seen that coseismic modeling will be a necessity

in much of California, Alaska, Hawaii, western Nevada and Montana.

For the last two decades, researchers in Japan and the United States have
been using the theory of dislocations to model the deformation produced by
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earthquakes (Kasahara, 1981). Recently the theory has been applied to adjustment

of horizontal geodetic control networks in California, Hawaii, and Nevada in

connection with project REDEAM (Snay et al , 1983). The latter efforts support
the readjustment of the North American horizontal reference system.

The accuracy and geometry of leveling measurements are superior to horizontal
measurement for modeling dip-slip motion on steeply dipping faults. For
strike-slip faulting, the existence of a good postseismic horizontal resurvey
may be sufficient to support modeling of vertical motion without extensive
releveling. It is useful for the geodesist to become familiar with the variety

of such circumstances and the associated terminology and concepts. Coseismic
models derived from leveling measurements can improve adjustments of horizontal

measurements, and the reverse is also true. The concepts described below will
be applicable to studies of 3-dimensional surveys where vertical motion is

significant.

MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT

Adjustments of leveling networks may use the following mathematical expression
to account for the secular rate of elevation change. The height, H., at time,
t., of a geodetic station is given by

H. = H + H(t.-t ) (1)10 10 v ' /

where H is the height of the station at t , a selected reference time. The
change in height during the period (t.-t ) is considered to have occurred
uniformly at the rate of H. H is a velocity surface function that may be
formulated in any number of ways. H at a position (x,y) is calculated here
using a method called multiquadric (MQ) analysis (Holdahl and Hardy, 1979):

H = I r [(x-x )

2
+ (y-y.)V

/2
(2)

j=l
The x., y. are locations of MQ nodal points and the r. values are unknown

coefficients."1 J

The model implied by eq. (1) is insufficient when the levelings within a

network were accomplished both before and after a strong earthquake, Richter
magnitude 6 or greater. The selected reference time, t , usually postdates any
of the levelings; therefore a model for earthquake deformation is required to
correct the pre-earthquake heights of those stations not reoccupied after the
event. We thus augment eq. (1) with a term to describe coseismic deformation.

H. = H + H(t.-t ) + U (3)
l o 10 w '

A dislocation model is used to describe the motion, U, that occurs during
an earthquake. To implement dislocation theory we must have some knowledge
about the nature of the earthquake. Figure 2 helps to explain the parameters
which define the dislocation model and illustrates the fault-centered coordinate
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2a

Left lateral strike-slip(SS) positive

Normal dip-slip(DS) positive

North

X,

(Reverse)

2b

Figure 2 -- (a) Rectangular fault geometry. The coordinates x^, x£

give the origin of the fault-centered coordinate system;

(b) Various slip motions that are possible.
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system. Slip is assumed to occur on a rectangular fault plane embedded in an

isotropic elastic half space. The origin of the fault-centered coordinate system

is at the midpoint of the fault trace obtained at the surface by projecting the

fault plane along the dip angle. Dip, 6, is the angle of the fault plane with
respect to the surface.

The azimuth of the fault trace, measured clockwise from north, is the fault

strike (<5). and is the direction of the positive x axis. The positive x axis

extends horizontally in the direction of dip. Depth of the fault plane is

measured along dip; DU is the upper depth, and DL is the lower depth. W = DL
- DU denotes the width of the ruptured fault plane, and h is the half length.

Initial model parameters are estimated by geologists and seismologists.
Seismologists analyze seismic waves from the earthquake to obtain fault-plane
solutions which define quadrants of maximum compression and extension, from
which strike and dip angle of the ruptured fault plane may be deduced.
Seismologists also estimate earthquake magnitude, and record locations of

aftershocks that help to define the half length, width, dip, and depth of the
slip surface. Geologists describe the physical structure of the crust underlying
the deformed area, determine histories of previous earthquakes, and make field
inspections of surface deformation to estimate strike and the directions and
magnitude of slip that a successful dislocation model should corroborate.

We want to calculate the vertical surface displacements resulting from the

earthquake. In the general case where secular motion is involved, the expression

for a leveled height difference between two points at time t. is

dH. . „ = H . - H , + (H -H,)(t.-t ) + U. - U, (4)1,1-2 o,2 o,l 2 1 10 2 1 v '

The U term is only involved in the observation equation when

t. < t < t or t < t < t, (5)
l e o o e i w '

where t is the time of earthquake, and t. is the time of observation.

For a single fault plane,

U = CjSS + c
2
DS (6)

where SS is strike slip, and DS is dip slip (i.e., motion in the direction of
dip). Formulas for c and c are given in the Appendix, and are functions of
the assumed fault parameters that define the model. SS and DS are considered
unknown, to be determined along with the heights, H , for all or selected points
in the level network.

Fault plane solutions and plots of aftershocks may suggest complex slip
patterns involving more than one fault plane. For these complex cases, the
coseismic deformation may be assumed to result from slip on two or more rectangular
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planes. Equation (4) would then appear as

dH
l,!-2 " H

o,2
" H

o.l * (H
8
-i

1
)(t

1
-t

)
"

<«2,k-
U
l.k> < 7 >

k=l
where n is the number of slipping fault planes. There will generally be two
unknowns (strike slip and dip slip) for each fault plane, although the investigator
might choose to eliminate one or both of the unknowns for a particular fault
plane by forcing dip or strike slip to be consistent with a well accepted value.

Multiple fault planes may be used to model several earthquakes at different
times or be used to reflect complex motion associated with a single earthquake.

However, it is advisable to keep the model as simple as possible.

The model must be realistic if we are to computationally update pre-earthquake
levelings that did not contribute to the determination of the earthquake model.

The proposed fault planes should have some physical justification and not exist

just to improve the statistics used to evaluate fit.

The determination of the best fault parameters is a trial and error process.

It is usually most efficient to extract the observations affected by the earthquake
from the total data set and then find the fault parameters which produce the
deformation surface that best fits this data subset. Working with the smaller
data set is particularly helpful when the whole network is extensive or when
other modeling problems outside the seismic deformation could bias the determination
of the fault model. With less data, the computer can make quicker trial solutions

as the various fault plane parameters are changed by small increments.

For regions where secular vertical motion can be assumed negligible, the
trial and error process can be speeded up even more by deriving another form of

observation from our subset of dH values. By comparing before and after dH
values individually.

ddH = dH .. - dh. - (8)after before x '

we obtain a new set of observations which allows us to efficiently compare the
calculated and observed movements without using least squares to solve for
heights at t . Strike and dip slips, and the other fault parameters are specified
in increments while seeking the best agreement between modeled and observed ddH
values. Computer programs that perform this type of function are affectionately
called "jiggle" programs and have been successfully used by Snay et al (1985)
on horizontal data.

Constraints on the Solution

Analysis of horizontal measurements may benefit the modeling of vertical
motions. Strike slip will usually be weakly determined from leveling data. A
change of several meters in strike slip is difficult to sense if the postseismic
leveling route is perpendicular to strike near the fault center. Leveling along
the x axis is ideal for determining dip slip, but is no help for resolving
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strike slip. A poorly centered fault plane may give rise to unreasonably large

estimates of strike slip. In leveling adjustments it is useful to constrain
the unknown strike slip to within some maximum value, or prevent it from deviating

far from a value obtained from analysis of other measurements, field inspection,

or analysis of seismic waves.

The relationship between fault length and earthquake magnitude, M, is also

useful

,

log L = 3.2 + 0.5M (9)
m

where L is in centimeters (Kasahara, 1981). For earthquakes greater than
magnitude 7.4, L is more easily determined because surface faulting almost always

occurs

.

The seismic moment of an earthquake, M , helps to place reasonable bounds
on the solution. The seismic moment for a dislocation model is obtained using
the formula

M = yl (s.L.W.)
o v

l l i'

y = rigidity modulus

s. = total slip on the i-th fault plane

L. = length of the i-th fault plane

W. = width of the i-th fault plane (10)

11 2
The value of y can be set to 3 x 10 dyne/cm , a commmon value for rocks. M
is well related to earthquake magnitude, M, by the expression (Hanks and Kanamori,

1979) :

M = 10
[1.5(M+10.7)] (11)

o

consequently the M derived from earthquake magnitude should agree within a

factor of 2 with the M derived from the dislocation model. The length and
width of the fault plane are therefore bounded somewhat.

APPLICATION TO THE LEVEL NETWORK

When only a subset of leveling lines in a deformed area has been releveled,

we should attempt to restore the integrity of the lines that were not reobserved.

Our dislocation model is the mechanism for this. After deriving the model from

the subset of the data on releveled lines we can return to the total data set
that covers the affected region and use our fault parameters and derived values

for SS and DS to calculate the required correction to all observations.
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In the preceding discussion the postseismic and preseismic leveling
observations are given equal weight in determining the dislocation model. The

misfit of the model is absorbed equally by the pre- and postearthquake levelings.

This is objectionable in the final adjustment of the entire network because we

consider the postearthquake observations as accurate indicators of surface

heights after the earthquake. A more realistic method would be to adjust

postearthquake levelings beforehand to fit stable points beyond the perimeter
of the coseismic deformation. Then in determining the dislocation model, adjusted

heights on postearthquake releveling lines could be held fixed, and all model
misfit would be absorbed by the pre-earthquake levelings, thus yielding
approximately the same dislocation model, but reducing the number of unknown
heights, and giving more realistic error estimates for the corrections applied
to pre-earthquake leveling data.

The adjustment of a large level network in a seismically active region such

as California involves modeling all major coseismic motions since the level
network was first constructed. There are 10-15 earthquakes which may have

damaged the level network significantly during this period. After modeling the

vertical motion for each earthquake separately it is then logical to adjust the

entire network simultaneously involving all earthquakes. Points in the network

that are far from any earthquake will undergo negligible coseismic height change.

The radius of deformation for a magnitude 7 earthquake would be approximately
60 km, and would increase or decrease by a factor of aproximately 10 for each
integer change in earthquake magnitude. It is therefore, unnecessary to evaluate

the U-term of eq. (7) for points in the network which are obviously coseismically
immobile. This will save computation time when the area adjusted is predominantly
aseismic

.

The most rigorous error propagation for height determination in a large
seismic area is achieved by solving for all strike and dip slip values in the
final adjustment. However, it is also reasonable to accept these values just
as they come from previous adjustments of subnetworks, along with their standard

errors and covariances. The error statistics can be used to calculate the
variance of a coseismic correction term, and thus appropriately downweight
affected observations.

Conclusions

Dislocation models can be a tool of the geodesist who must maintain networks

of leveling in tectonically active regions. The modeling of vertical coseismic
motion is surprisingly successful for most of the data sets reviewed by the
author (Holdahl, 1985). Nevertheless, the ratio of model misfit to normal random
leveling errors is large. Consequently, it would be unreasonable to expect
dislocation models to restore damaged height relationships to their former
precision. In contrast, the classical horizontal measurements have. errors that

are similar in magnitude to the dislocation model misfit; therefore postearthquake
horizontal position relationships can be determined nearly as well as the original

relationships

.
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The use of dislocation models with leveling data has several purposes:

1. The derived dislocation models refine our information about the nature

of faulting and physics of the Earth's crust;

2. The model allows us to update heights on level lines that were not
releveled after the earthquake, thus avoiding the cost of releveling; and

3. Rough modeling immediately after the earthquake will aid in planning
postearthquake surveys so as to minimize expense of resurveying and maximize
quality of the final model.

The reader should anticipate the beneficial impact of GPS measurements for

modeling coseismic motion. A grid of Global Positioning System measurements
would be nearly ideal for this work. Combinations of GPS and leveling will lead

to reliable models. The geodesist should anticipate where earthquakes will
occur, and economically establish the necessary grids before the earthquake.
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Appendix

Equations to evaluate vertical displacements are given in indefinite integral

form and must be evaluated at the four corners of the fault plane to obtain
the result (Dunbar, 1977). For example,

c. = f^h.DL) - F.(h,DU) - f^-h^L) + f.(-h,DU), i = 1 or 2.

Recall

U = c,SS + c
2
DS

Expressions for f, and f
?

are given below.

First, the user must convert geodetic coordinates (<{>,A) into the fault-
centered plane coordinates (x,^).

dx = (X-X
Q

) R
e

cos(4))

dy = (<m>
o

) R
e

x, = cos (6) dy + sin(6) dx

Xp = cos(6) dx - sin(6) dy x 3
= °

<j> , X are the geodetic coordinates of the fault center,

6 is the fault strike, and

R = 6371000 is the mean radius of the Earth,
e
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The following auxiliary variables are introduced
(see Mansinha and Smylie, 1971):

rn =

r
3

=

R
2

=

XpSinO - x
3
cos0

x
2
cose + x

3
sin9

q 2
= x«sine + x-cos6

q3
= -Xpcose + x

3
sin9

<f =

(Xj-Cj

<V«i

- (xr C
x

r = (xj-Cj

+ (x,-£,r + (x,-£.)
3

s3'7 *2

2
+ A +

( r3^o)
2

2
+ (x

2
-C

2
)

2
+ (x

3
H

3
)

2

2
+

«2
+
<V^o>

2

2 2
+ q

2

where

£ = DU or DL, and E, = h or -h depending on which corner

of the fault plane is being evaluated.

£; = E, cosi
^2 ^3

= V in(

v = Poisson's ratio = 0.25
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THE EARTHQUAKE DEFORMATION CYCLE: IMPLICATIONS FOR THE

NORTH AMERICAN VERTICAL DATUM ( NAVD)

Robert Reilinger*
Air Force Geophysics Laboratory
Hanscom Air Force Base, MA 01731

ABSTRACT. A particularly detailed set of releveling
observations in the vicinity of an intraplate, thrust
earthquake (M 7.4) in Argentina, indicate a cyclic pattern
of deformation very similar to that reported previously for
interplate earthquakes. This deformation cycle, which may
be characteristic of many seismically active areas, consists
of: 1) steady strain accumulation, possibly punctuated by
strain reversals, 2) coseismic strain release, 3) a period
of continued strain release due to after-slip (persisting for

perhaps a year or so), 4) rapid postseismic strain accumu-
lation which decreases exponentially and grades into steady
strain accumulation. Permanent deformation results when
strain accumulation is not exactly balanced by strain release.
Vertical deformations associated with three earthquakes in

the U.S. (1940, M7.1 Imperial Valley California; 1964, M8.4
Alaska; 1959, M7.5 Hebgen Lake, Montana) are used to demon-
strate that : 1) significant vertical movements can occur in

association with coseismic faulting in purely strike-slip
environments, 2) large postseismic vertical movements can
occur for strike-slip, thrust, and normal fault events, and

3) viscoelastic relaxation must be incorporated in models of

earthquake related deformation.

INTRODUCTION

Observations of crustal movements (geodetic and geologic), primarily in the
vicinity of large earthquakes along active plate margins, have revealed a

cyclic pattern of deformation (e.g. Thatcher, 1984) which has a significant
effect on the vertical datum. Recent analyses of geodetic measurements in

the U.S. and abroad suggest that this deformation cycle (perhaps with some
modifications) may apply to intraplate earthquakes as well as plate boundary
events. This paper briefly reviews the observed earthquake deformation cycle
(primarily vertical movements) placing particular emphasis on recent interpre-
tations of deformation associated with a 1977 earthquake in Argentina. Examples
are presented for deformation associated with three major earthquakes in North
America. These earthquakes are characterized by three very different modes of

deformation; a strike-slip event along the Pacific-North American plate boundary
in S. California (M7.1, 1940 Imperial Valley), a major interplate thrust event
in S. Alaska (M8.4, 1964 Alaska), and an intraplate normal fault event along
the Intermountain Seismic Belt in southwestern Montana (M7.5, 195 9 Hebgen
Lake). The observations and interpretations presented here should help provide
a basis for the development of quantitative procedures to incorporate earthquake
related deformation in the determination and maintenance of the NAVD (Holdahl,
1985).

*Now at : Department of Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences, Earth
Resource Lab, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 0213 9
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THE EARTHQUAKE DEFORMATION CYCLE

Figure la shows the idealized earthquake deformation cycle as recently
summarized by Thatcher (1984) primarily on the basis of observations at conver-

gent plate boundaries. The idealized cycle consists of interseismic strain

accumulation leading to failure (coseismic). The essentially instantaneous

coseismic deformation is followed by rapid postseismic recovery (i.e. opposite

coseismic movements) which grades into steady state interseismic strain accumu-

lation. Permanent deformation results when the postseismic and interseismic

strain do not exactly balance the coseismic deformation. For the case shown

in Figure la, permanent deformation is in the same sense as the coseismic defor-

mation. The absence of a preseismic phase of deformation in the idealized

cycle may reflect the lack of appropriate observations rather than evidence
that anomalous (in relation to interseismic strain) preseismic movements do

not occur.

A particularly detailed example of the earthquake deformation cycle, which is

generally consistent with the idealized cycle shown in Figure la, exists for

the 1977 Caucete, Argentina earthquake. This event is unique in that multiple

precise leveling surveys were conducted in the immediate epicentral area prior

to the earthquake (Volponi et al , 1983). These pre-earthquake surveys, together
with post-earthquake surveys conducted specifically to monitor earthquake
deformation, provide information on vertical movements which occurred prior to,

during and after the event (Volponi et al, 1983; Kadinsky-Cade et al, 1985;

Reilinger and Kadinsky-Cade, 1985).

Figure lb shows the time behavior of movements in the vicinity of the 1977
Caucete, Argentina earthquake (solid circles). This time behavior, together
with the spatial pattern of each phase of deformation, provides a basis for

understanding fault behavior in this area. One possible interpretation, which
is generally consistent with the idealized earthquake cycle, consists of the
following sequence of events (Reilinger and Kadinsky-Cade, 1985). Deformation
during the first preseismic period (1938 to 1967) results from slip on the
eventual coseismic fault in the same sense as the 1977 coseismic slip. This

slip may have been induced by the 1944 San Juan earthquake (M7.5) which occurred
well west of the 1977 epicenter or may represent coseismic slip for a M6.5
earthquake in 1941 which occurred near the 1977 event. Deformation during the
second preseismic period (1967 to 1976) is due to interseismic strain accumula-
tion leading up to the large coseismic (1976 to 1978) fault slip. During the
first postseismic period (1978 to 1980) movements result from after-slip (same
direction as coseismic slip) on the coseismic fault, and movements for the
second period (1980 to 1981) reflect the phase of rapid postseismic recovery,
possibly due to viscoelastic relaxation in the asthenosphere. The permanent
deformation (uplift ~ lmm/yr) is determined independently from geological
observations; namely 4 - 5 km of relief developed over 4 - 5 MY. This inter-
pretation, while generally consistent with the earthquake deformation cycle
shown in Figure la, suggest two possible modifications in this cycle. First,

at least for this particular event, there is evidence for long term precursory
deformation (between 40 years and 10 years before event), although no unusual
deformation occurred during the 10 years immediately preceeding the event.
Second, continued slip apparently occurred on the earthquake fault for at least
one year following the earthquake. It is not known to what extent either of
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these modifications apply more generally, although significant after-slip has

been suggested for a number of other events, for example the 1940 and 1979

Imperial Valley earthquakes (Reilinger, 1984; Sharp et al, 1982).

1 940 IMPERIAL VALLEY EARTHQUAKE

The Imperial Valley of Southern California is a complex transition zone

between crustal spreading in the Gulf of California to the south and right

lateral transform motion along the San Andreas system to the north. Histori-

cally the Imperial Valley has been one of the most seismically active areas in

the U.S. It is characterized by predominantly right stepping, right lateral

en echelon faults presumably linked by zones of crustal spreading. The
Imperial and Brawley faults, major elements of the system of faults that

transect the Valley, experienced a significant earthquake (located on the

Imperial fault) and associated surface faulting in 1940 (M7.1). Figure 2a

(upper right) shows a schematic view of the Imperial and Brawley faults and

the location of two leveling routes surveyed by first order leveling by the

National Geodetic Survey (NGS) in 1931, 1941, and 1972 (more recent surveys

have been conducted but are not presented here). Profiles of relative eleva-
tion change along these two routes for the coseismic period (1931 to 1941) and

the postseismic period (1941 to 1972) are compared with two possible models for

fault-related deformation in Figures 2a and 2b respectively (Reilinger, 1984).
In both cases the models represent deformation of an elastic half-space due to

a finite length, horizontal dislocation (pure strike-slip) on a vertical,
rectangular fault (models from Chinnery, 1961). The major features of the
coseismic model (Figure 2a) are large, shallow slip on the southern part of the
Imperial fault (4.5m), lesser shallow slip on the northern part of the Imperial
fault (1.5 m) , and no slip on the Brawley fault. A somewhat improved fit is

obtained by allowing a small amount of slip (0.5m) at depth along the entire
length of the fault (presumably aseismic slip below the seismogenic zone). The

primary features of the postseismic model (Figure 2b) are relatively large slip
extending from near the surface to great depth (100 km) on the northern Imperial
fault and the Brawley fault, no shallow slip on the southern Imperial fault,
and lesser deep slip on the southern Imperial fault. Although these models
appear somewhat complex, they suggest a rather simple scenario for coseismic
and postseismic fault behavior. The earthquake caused large coseismic slip on

the southern Imperial fault which transferred stress to the northern section of
the Imperial fault and the Brawley fault. These stresses were subsequently
released by aseismic slip to shallow depths on these fault segments during the
postseismic period. This scenario is qualitatively consistent with observed
coseismic offsets at the surface (Trifunac and Brune, 1970), geodetic estimates
of horizontal deformation (Thatcher, 1979, Snay et at, 1982), and geophysical
observations (fault creep, seismicity, surface faulting) of fault behavior
(Reilinger, 1984).

Sauber et al. (1984) have investigated the contribution of viscoelastic
relaxation to postseismic deformation for the 1940 Imperial Valley earthquake.
They note that the reversal of the sense of movement during the postseismic
period relative to the coseismic period along the east-west leveling route
(Figures 2a, b) is qualitatively consistent with movements predicted by models
of viscoelastic relaxation (e.g. Yang and Toksoz, 1981). Sauber et al. (1984)
suggest that, while viscoelastic relaxation may account for some of the post-
seismic deformation, additional mechanisms such as fault creep are required to
match the observations.
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Figure 3B : Time behavior of observed
postseismic uplift following 1964, Alaska

earthquake. The fitted exponential
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T

)

where Y is uplift, t is time, and A is

a constant, are shown by solid lines

(from Brown et al., 1977).

Figure 3A: Buried creep model for

the observed postseismic deformation

following the 1964, Alaska earthquake

(from Brown et al., 1977).

1964 ALASKA EARTHQUAKE

The 1964 (M8.4) Alaska earthquake occurred where the oceanic Pacific plate is
being thrust under the North American plate at a rate of about 5 cra/yr. Surface

displacements caused by the earthquake were well documented, affecting an area
of at least 140,000 km2 (e.g. Plafker, 1969). An interpreted profile (perpen-
dicular to trench) of the observed coseismic deformation is shown in Figure 3a

(Brown et al, 1977). This deformation was shown to be generally consistent
with low-angle thrusting (12 m) on a fault approximately 600-800 km long, 200
km wide and dipping about 10° (Figure 3a). Analysis of the coseismic deforma-
tion associated with this event was instrumental in defining the subduction
process and solidifying the plate tectonics hypothesis (e.g. Savage and Hastie,
1966, Hastie and Savage, 1970).

Following the 1964 earthquake the NGS conducted multiple leveling surveys
(1964, 1965, 1968, 1975) specifically to monitor postseismic deformation along
a route located in the zone of major coseismic subsidence. The elevation
change profile derived from the 1964 and 1975 surveys is shown in Figure 3a
and the time behavior of deformation in Figure 3b (Brown et al, 1977). These
leveling data, in conjunction with tide gauge observations indicated exponen-
tially decreasing uplift during the postseismic period in a region which had
subsided 2 m during the earthquake. This uplift exceeded 0.5 m during the

10 years following the event.
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Brown et al (1977) interpreted the postseismic uplift as resulting from
after-slip down-dip of the coseismic fault (Figure 3a, bottom). More recently
Wahr and Wyss (1980) suggested that the observed postseismic deformation
following the Alaska event resulted from viscoelastic relaxation in the

asthenosphere (a possibility also considered by Brown et al, 1977). Both of

these mechanisms are generally consistent with the temporal and spatial
character of the deformation.

195 9 HEBGEN LAKE EARTHQUAKE

The 1959, M7.5 Hebgen Lake earthquake occurred near the intersection of
the Intermountain Seismic Belt and the Idaho Seismic Zone in southwestern
Montana. The Intermountain Seismic Belt, a major zone of seismicity that
extends from southern Utah northward through Montana, is characterized by
east-west tensional stress and is generally coincident with a north trending
zone of normal faults which have apparently been active since mid-Tertiary
(Smith and Sbar, 1974). A sub-belt of the Intermountain Seismic Belt, the
Idaho Seismic Zone, crosscuts the Intermountain Seismic Belt, extending
approximately east-west from the Yellowstone area through central Idaho. The
Idaho Seismic Zone is dominated by north-south tension (Trimble and Smith,

1975).

Myers and Hamilton (1964) and Savage and Hastie (1966) reported and inter-
preted coseismic deformation (geodetic and field observations) for the 1959
event. The observed deformation and seismic observations indicated that the
earthquake was a normal fault event on a northwest-southeast striking, south
dipping (~ 55°) fault. Coseismic subsidence reached a maximum of about 6.7m
just south of the major surface break, requiring about 10 m of slip on the
fault. In 1983 the NGS releveled a 440 km long route which tranversed the

Hebgen Lake region, approximately normal to the earthquake fault, and which
passed within about 25 km of the 1959 epicenter (Reilinger, 1985). This route
was previously leveled in 1923 and 1960. Short segments of this route were
surveyed in 1967 and 1975. The elevation change profile derived from the 1960
and 1983 surveys is shown along with two models of postseismic deformation in
Figure 4a. All of the elevation change observations (including profiles derived
from the 1923, 1960, 1967 and 1975 surveys) are consistent with a pattern of
deformation consisting of uplift centered on the eastward projection of the
coseismic fault and subsidence south of the fault (Reilinger et al, 1977;
Reilinger, 1985). Relative movements for the postseismic period 1960 to 1983
reach 30+2 cm and extend over a distance of at least 150 km.

Some indication of the time behavior of this deformation can be obtained by
examining elevation changes between two benchmarks located about 40 km south of

the earthquake epicenter. This is the only section of the route where
sufficient information is available for this purpose (surveyed in 1923, 1960,
1967 and 1983). A plot of the movement between these marks versus time is

shown in Figure 4b. The rate of vertical deformation appears to be decreasing
exponentially with a characteristic decay time of about ten years.

The USGS has been conducting trilateration measurements to monitor horizontal
strain in the Hebgen Lake region since 1973. Their observations indicate
uniaxial extension normal to the Hebgen Lake fault at a rate of 0.28 + .02

ustrain/yr (Savage, 1983). This is the largest strain rate observed
anywhere in the conterminous U.S. outside of California and is comparable in

magnitude to strains observed along the San Andreas fault.
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Figure 4B : Time behavior of deformation following the Hebgen Lake earthquake.
Model curves as in Figure 3B.

One interpretation of the observed vertical movements for the period 1960 to

1983 is illustrated in Figure 4a. The models show the expected viscoelastic
deformation following normal faulting of an elastic layer overlying a visco-
elastic half-space (model modified from Thatcher et al., 1980). The thickness
of the elastic layer (~ 30-40 km) and viscosity of the asthenosphere
(~ 1020 Poise) are roughly consistent with estimates determined from iso-

static rebound of Lake Bonneville which was located about 300 km south of the
Hebgen Lake region. Postseismic viscoelastic relaxation may also account for
the large horizontal strain rate. A particularly important aspect of the
observed postseismic deformation in the Hebgen Lake area is that it is virtually
impossible to fit with models of after-slip on the coseismic fault and/or down
dip of the coseismic fault.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE NAVD

The observations and interpretations described above have a number of
implications for developing and maintaining the NAVD. Elevation changes in
the Imperial Valley clearly indicate that spatially coherent vertical movements
occur in association with pure strike-slip faulting. In addition, significant
(> 20 cm) vertical movements apparently can occur aseismically during the
postseismic period following major strike slip earthquakes. It seems likely
that similar vertical movements have occurred in association with other strike-
slip events but have gone undetected because of a lack of appropriate
observations.
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Deformations following each of the earthquakes described here clearly indicate
that significant postseismic vertical movements occur for both interplate and

intraplate events. The observed vertical movements following the Imperial
Valley and Alaska earthquakes illustrate the inherent ambiquity in the inter-
pretation of such postseismic deformation. Because of the large dimensions
and shallow dips of the coseisraic faults associated with subduction related
earthquakes, it is very difficult to distinguish between creep mechanisms and
viscoelastic relaxation (both have similar wavelengths). This ambiguity has
been discussed in detail by Thatcher and Rundle (1984). This same ambiguity
exists for strike-slip events such as the 1940 Imperial Valley earthquake
(Sauber et al., 1984). On the other hand, the Hebgen Lake event clearly
indicates that models of earthquake related deformation must include post-
seismic viscoelastic relaxation. This has immediate implications for deter-
mining the affect of events such as the 1983, M7.3 Borah Peak, Idaho earthquake
and the 1954, M7.1 Dixie Valley earthquake sequence on the NAVD (both of these
events occured in a similar tectonic setting as the Hebgen Lake earthquake.

Thatcher (1984), on the basis of observations in Japan, suggests that post-
seismic deformation may be characterized by two timescales. The first, of

about a year or less, apparently results from after-slip, and the second (which
persists for 10' s of years) reflects viscoelastic relaxation. This interpreta-
tion appears to be supported by the observations presented here.

While our understanding of the earthquake cycle is clearly Incomplete, the
observations and interpretations summarized here should help provide a physical
basis for incorporating earthquake related deformation in the development and
maintenance of the NAVD.
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MINIMIZING SYSTEMATIC ERRORS IN LEVELING

John H. Richards
Vertical Network Branch
National Geodetic Survey

Charting and Geodetic Services
National Ocean Service, NOAA
Rockville, Maryland 20852

ABSTRACT. When using leveling data to connect
vertical control points, careful attention must be
paid to the presence of systematic errors. This
paper examines the systematic errors controlled by
leveling procedures detailed in the 1984 Federal
Geodetic Control Committee publication, Standards
and Specifications for Geodetic Control Networks

INTRODUCTION

Analysis of high precision differential leveling is one of the
fundamental tasks in the new adjustment of the North American Vertical
Datum of 1988. The use of differential leveling in determining crustal
motion, the validity of sea surface topography, and the estimation of

geoid height differences with GPS is invaluable. But that use depends
on understanding the systematic errors that plague differential
leveling. Table la lists systematic error sources. The most practical
approach to reducing systematic errors is to follow field observing
procedures that minimize suchQrrors. When observing procedures will

not remove a particular systematic error, appropriate measurements of

the error source must be taken so that a correction can be applied to

the observation. Table lb summarizes observation practices and
corrections that can be applied to minimize known systematic errors.
Table la is cross-referenced to table lb for each procedure and/or
correction that applies to a specific systematic error.

Some of the error sources could introduce more than 1 mm per km of

error if proper procedures are not followed. Considering the large
extent of some leveling projects, it is clear that using poor
procedures in only one leveling project could be detrimental to any
study of possible datum points. For that reason every possible effort
is made to see that Federal Geodetic Control Committee (FGCC 1984)

specifications are rigorously followed and the results meet the proper
requirements for order/class before leveling data are accepted into the
National Geodetic Vertical Network.
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Table la. —Sources Of Systematic Error In Di-f ferentia!
Leveling. (See Table lb For Explanation Of Letters Used In

Columns 2 And 3.

)

Observing
Systematic Errors Procedures Corrections
_

— | 1 1

—

*

Rod vertical ity error ABER

scale error AP

Thermal expansion of Invar strip C

Rod Index error AB B

Movement o-f tripod during setup GIJK

Gradual movement of turning points DGIJK
(pins/plates)during setups

Gradual movement of turning points DGI
between setups

Collimation change with refocusing HO

Collimation fluctuations with MN
temperature

Collimation HMS E

Oblique Horizon Error LM

Under— or overcompensation LMS

Refraction CFH D

Refraction change during setup IJ

Gravity anomalies G

Diurnal Earth tides F

Earth's magnetic field P H

NI 002 instrument parallax Q
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Table lb. —Obserational Procedures and Corrections For Minimizing Known

Systematic Errors. (The Identifying Letter Preceding Each Entry Is

Also Used In Table la. )

Observation Procedures

A: Leap frog rods between setups
B: Use even number of setups
C: Use minimum sight ground clearance, 0.5 m

D: Use turning pins when they can be driven

E: Use rod braces
F: Limit sight length
G. Reverse direction of running every other day
H: Maintain closely balanced sight lengths

I: Double run in opposite direction under different conditions
J: Follow specified rod observing sequence
K: Limit allowable reading check for setup
L: Off level-relevel the instrument between scaleE
M: Use leveling instruments with reversible compensator
N: Use leveling instruments with fixed reticle
0: Use leveling instruments that focus by displacement of mirrors
P: Use instruments not influenced by the Earth's magnetic field
Q: Refocus before every observation
R: Check/adjust rod level bubbles weekly
S: Check collimation and compensation

Corrections

A: Apply rod correction from calibration against National Standard:
based on several rod graduations

Bs Apply rod correction from calibration against National Standard:
based on all rod graduations (detailed calibration^

C: Apply rod correction for thermal expansion
D: Use refraction (modeled or observed temperatures) correction
E: Apply collimation correction
F: Correct elevation difference for Earth tides
G: Compute in geopotential height system
H: Calibrate instruments for magnetic effect and apply correction
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SYSTEMATIC ERRORS

Rod verticality error occurs when a rod is not normal to the local

equipotential surface. Due to errors in the level bubble on the rod and

human error in leveling the rod, it may not be (and in -Fact seldom is)

exactly vertical. There-fore, the observed scale reading is higher than

it should be. (See -fig. 1.) The first procedure is to check the rod

bubble weekly or more often if misalignment is suspected. Although

leap frogging the rods so that a rod used as the backsight in one setup

is used as the foresight in the next setup nearly cancels the rod

verticality error on level ground, leap frogging cannot remove the

error between the two rods on sloping ground. The only way to avoid

this problem is to use properly leveled rods. Braced rods minimize

additional error due to rod movement while observing.

Rod scale error and thermal expansion of the Invar strip result from

errors in the scribing of the graduations during manufacture, and the

thermal expansion qualities of the Invar strip the graduations are

scribed on, respectively. It is estimated that for a rod pair with
length excess of 0.1 mm/m, a 2.0 mm error is introduced in a difference
of elevation of 20 m. In addition, a difference in temperature of 10

degrees Celsius from the rod standardization temperature, with a

coefficent of thermal expansion of 8X10" 7,

far the same difference
in elevation, introduces an error of 0.16 mm (Balazs and Young 1982).

The coefficent of thermal expansion for NGS rods varies between
8.6xl0- 7 and 36.2xl0~ 7

, so careful determination of this
variable is important. For instance, if the largest coefficient (36>:

10 -7 ) is used in the same section as given above, the error
increases to 0.72 mm.

Prior to 1979 rods were calibrated by the National Bureau of

Standards using an overlapping method whereby intervals from the base
to the 0.2 m, 1.2 m, 2.2 m, and 3.2 m graduations were carefully
compared against the National Standard of Length. For some rods this
was repeated under different temperature conditions and a length
excess, index error, and coefficient of thermal expansion were
determined. This was used to correct observations for rod scale error
and the effects of temperature change during the day. Since 1979 every
graduation is calibrated with a laser interferometer and observed
heights can be changed directly to calibrated values. Of course the
coefficient of thermal expansion is still determined and a temperature
correction applied.

For the older calibration procedure, although the rod index error is

known, a correction is not required as long as the number of setups is

even. Rod index error is nearly eliminated by leapfrogging. If the
setups are not even, a correction is applied to the last setup.
However if every graduation is calibrated, the rod index error is
eliminated by conversion to a calibrated value and the number of setups
does not have to be even. The rod verticality error in the last setup
of an uneven number of setups will be so small as to not be worth the
time needed for an extra setup (Balazs and Young 1982).

The vertical movement of a tripod during a setup can be 0.2 mm, for a
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turning pin 0.2 mm, and -for a turning plate 0.6 mm (Entin 1959). This

accumulation of movement can be reduced only by following certain
observation procedures. The use of turning plates should be limited to

areas where a turning pin cannot be driven into the ground. By

reversing the direction of leveling every other day, the effect of

systematic movement is not accumulative in the line of leveling although
some small effect does show up in individual elevations. When double
running a section, the second running should be in the reverse direction
and under different atmospheric conditions, such as forward running in

the morning and backward running in the afternoon. Thus if a particular
atmospheric condition causes movement, it will be apparent in the
section closure and, if excessive, the section will be run again.

Finally if the reading sequence of a double-scale set of rods is:

(l)Backsight Low Scale (BLS) , (2)Foresight Low Scale (FLS) , (3)Foresight
High Scale (FHS) , (4)Backsight High Scale (BHS), any movement in the

tripod or rods during the setup should be detected by the difference
((BLS-FLS) - (BHS-FHS)). If the result is too large (0.40 mm for

reversible compensator first-order, class I, or 0.25 mm for other
instrument types and half-centimeter rods) the observations are
reobserved. Index error would be too small for one setup to influence
this error determination.

Collimation error is caused by the deviation of the line of sight from
the horizontal position. (See fig. 2.) The collimation error of some
instruments changes slightly when the instrument is refocused.
Instruments that use displacement of mirrors to focus do not have this
problem. For other instruments if the foresight and backsight are kept
to equal length, the instrument need not be refocused when changing
direction. Collimation changes due to temperature can be reduced by
instruments that have the reticle engraved on the objective lens. When
temperature changes occur, the reticle and objective lens change
similarly, rather than separately as in other systems. However some
influence on the compensator may occur (Karren 1964). If the instrument
also has a reversible compensator, the effect of collimation error due
to temperature is nearly removed. In fact, collimation error itself is

usually very small for such an instrument. To reduce the error caused
by collimation in other types of instruments, closely balanced sight
lengths must be observed. Then collimation error in the backward
direction will balance the collimation error in the forward direction
because the error is proportional to the distance. (See fig. 2.) For
small discrepancies in the balance of sight lengths, a correction can be
applied using the known collimation error. This should be determined
each day for most nonreversible compensator instruments and immediately
if the instrument is severely jarred. In addition, the compensator on

Nil instruments should be checked every 2 weeks or after any severe
shock.

While collimation is in the same direction, up or down from
horizontal, in the forward or backward sighting, the oblique horizon
error is opposite and doubles the error. This depends on three factors:
(1) the inclination of the telescope axis to the horizontal plane, (2)

the position of the compensator in the telescope, and (3) the focal
distance of the combined optics (Lucas 1982, Jones 1964). (See fig. 3.)

If the following observing procedure using double-scale Invar rods is
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followed, the oblique horizon error is reduced. The procedure of off-

leveling and releveling the instrument, in effect, causes the error to

be placed in each set of scale readings. First the low scale of the
first rod is read. The instrument is turned and the low scale on the
second rod is read. The instrument is off-leveled and releveled,
reintroducing the oblique horizon error in the reverse direction. Now
the high scale of the second rod is read and then the high seals of the

first rod is read. The difference between the high and low scale
readings for each rod now contains the same error and the means contain

almost no error; i.e.,

dH= (BLS+error- (FLS-error ) +BHS-error- (FHS+error ) ) /2

= (BLS-FLS+2*error+BHS-FHS-2*error ) /2

=(BLS-FLS+BHS-FHS)/2

Insufficient data exist on the true magnitude of the oblique horizon

error, but it is believed to be very small.

Under- or overcompensation is a product of friction in the compensator
suspension or dampening system. It causes the compensator to fail to

come to the exact position determined by gravity. This causes a tilting
of the line of sight from true horizontal (Lucas 1982). If the
compensator is not in the vertical axis when it is rotated, centrifugal
force causes the compensator to swing out, and if the rotation is always
in the same direction the compensator will always return to the same
position from the same side. Therefore, if after leveling the
instrument, the instrument is always rotated around its axis in the same
direction, the error in the line of sight becomes the same in the
foresight and backsight and, as with collimation, is nearly eliminated
by keeping equal lengths of sight (Drodofsky 1957, Jones 1964).

Instruments with reversible compensators minimize this error source
automatically when the compensator is reversed between scale readings.
If off-leveling, releveling is followed, the compensator should be reset
and no turning of the scope is necessary (Jones 1964).

Refraction is an error introduced into leveling observations by
temperature changes along the line of sight. Radiated heat causes the
temperature gradient (the change in temperature with height) to vary
greatest near the ground. By observing no lower then 0.5 m above the
ground, temperature gradient is kept at a more stable level and extreme
refraction error is avoided. Kukkamaki (1950) showed that refraction is

proportional to the difference in elevation, temperature gradient, and
the square of the sight length. Figure 4 shows how the effect of

refraction is the same on a horizontal surface (assuming equal

temperature gradients) in either sighting if the lengths of sight are
kept equal. It also shows that shorter sight lengths reduce refraction
error significantly.

This is one of the prime reasons why specifications for sight lengths
are so stringent. Sight lengths for first-order, class I leveling are
limited to 50 m (FGCC 1984). Temperatures at different heights should
be recorded at the instrument to calculate the temperature gradient
along the line of sight. Measurments made at approximately 0.3 m and
1.3m above the ground are adequate to compute a correction where one
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sighting in a setup is closer to the ground then the other (Holdahl

1982). For motorized leveling the temperatures are taken at higher
elevations above the ground because of the height of the instrument.

Refraction change during setup is much like rod or instrument
movement. Therefore the procedure of double-running in opposite
directions under different conditions and reading the rods in the
sequence (l)BLS, (2)FLS, (3)FHS, (4)BHS will either uncover excess
change or remove some of its effect.

Systematic errors in heights caused by gravity anomolies can be
corrected by gravity models. The model is based on a high density of

gravity observations along leveling lines. Balazs and Young (1982) show
that a change of 10 m in differences in elevation and 10 milligals
change of gravity will cause a 0. 1 mm error per km in leveling
observations. In the new adjustment of the North American Vertical
Datum (NAVD 88), the observed height differences will be converted to
geopotential height differences. These will be used in the actual
adjustment and then converted back to orthometric height differences.

Error caused by diurnal Earth tides are very small; however, they can
be as much as 0.1 mm/km (Balazs and Young 1982). The error affects
leveling lines running more in a north-south azimuth when aligned with
the Sun and Moon. A correction is computed based on the position of the
Sun and Moon and the azimuth of the observations.

Error due to the Earth's magnetic field can be overcome by the easiest
of procedures. Do not use an instrument that has a magnetically
sensitive compensator. However, where instruments with affected
compensators have already been used, a procedure for calibrating the
effect of the Earth's magnetic field on magnetic compensators has been
developed (Whalen 1984). Currently corrections to the Zeiss Nil and the
Jenoptic NI 002 instruments are being carefully evaluated by NGS to see
if these corrections significantly improve affected leveling lines. In

the meantime all compensators, after calibration, have been replaced by
non-magnetic compensators.

Study has shown that when the NI 002 is rotated, in addition to
reversing the compensator, a small change occurs in the focus
(Lehmuskoski 1982). This introduces a small systematic parallax that an

observer might not detect. Because of the optical properties of the NI

002, refocusing does not affect the line of sight, and Jenoptic
recommends refocusing the instrument after rotating and reversing the
compensator.

Although this paper is primarily about systematic errors, it should be
pointed out that random errors can also be controlled to some extent by
proper observation techniques. Multiple micrometer readings will tend
to average out short-period scintillation, an optical problem of light
traveling through different densities of air. This causes the observed
line of sight to fluctuate above and below the true line of sight. This
scintillation should be as often negative as positive, and by meaning
several micrometer readings, hopefully a more accurate reading is

obtained.
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Another random error, long period scintillation, occurs when the air

temperature bove the line of sight is greater than the temperature
below. This is known as a positive temperature gradient. For best
results, observations should not be made when this condition exists,

since the line o-f sight is constantly, although slowly, moving in one

direction with some small undulation.

CONCLUSION

By careful evaluation o-f known systematic errors and constant research
into all possible variations in leveling results, di ff erential leveling
is reduced to the best possible source of height difference
determination in the field of geodesy. With this knowledge, the current
national vertical network and future levelings can be used for

evaluation and determination of vertical datum points in the North
American continent. It may be that one day differential leveling as a

geodetic tool will be obsolete, but that will only come when a datum
exists that can be fully accepted as representing the best possible fit

to the geopotential surface. That cannot occur now without the use of

differential leveling.
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REFRACTION BY REFLECTION : TEST RESULTS
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ABSTRACT. Refraction by reflection, a direct method of
measuring refraction in levelling, has been described by
Angus-Leppan (198^). The theory predicts that the
refraction measured after reflection in a vertical mirror
at the remote end of a line, is four times the single-path
refraction along the line. The paper describes tests,
carried out under varied conditions, which provide the
first practical confirmation of the theory. Refraction was
measured on a 50 m line by reflection and compared with
refraction derived from a levelling technique. In one
test, refraction was derived by four methods: from
reflection, from levelling, from measured temperatures and
from a meteorological estimation method. The reflection
method gives a precision of +0.04 mm over this distance.
Measurement of refraction by reflection has possible
applications in high precision levelling and monitoring of
structures. A variation using sloped sightlines has
potential in the development of a new levelling system.

INTRODUCTION

Refraction is a significant error source in levelling, which can
be minimized by keeping backsight and foresight lengths equal, and
by shortening the length of sights. The magnitude of the refraction
effect can be calculated from measured temperature gradients, but
it is difficult to measure refraction directly. Refraction by
reflection is a method of measuring directly the magnitude of
refraction along a line.

The principle is shown in figure 1. Light travelling
horizontally from an object A is bent by refraction on its way to
B, where there is a vertical mirror. It is incident on the mirror
at an angle a, so that it is reflected upwards, also at an angle
a. After traversing the line AB, the ray has moved upwards by R,
and after returning, it is 4R above its starting point A. This is
not unexpected, as the ray has traversed twice the length of the
line, and refraction propagates as the square of the distance.

* From March 1985 seconded to: World Bank/ADAB Land Titling Project
Department of Lands, Phra Phi phi t Road, Bangkok 10200, Thailand.
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FIGURE 1. Principle of Re-fraction by reflection.

The concept of refraction by reflection was first introduced in
1983, and the feasibility of applying it in levelling, as well as
some theoretical implications, have been investigated (Angus-Leppan
1983; 1985). The present paper describes the practical tests which
have been carried out to test the principle that the refraction
after reflection is four times the single-path refraction. The
tests also provided some comparisons with refraction as deduced by
other methods.

Refraction can be calculated from measured temperature gradients,
and some geodetic levelling is corrected for refraction in this
way. The additional temperature measurements are somewhat
inconvenient in the field, and it is not possible to apply this
method in the case of older levelling, where the necessary
temperatures were not measured. A method of estimating the
temperature gradients, based on micro-meteorological formulations,
was developed to cover this case of historical levelling, (Holdahl
1978) and this method is being applied to the U.S. results in the
NAVD adjustment.

It is theoretically possible also to measure refraction in
levelling by dispersion, using light of two or more wavelengths,
but the measurements would have to be extremely sensitive, as the
angle measured in this method is a small fraction of the angle of
refraction. It is doubtful whether the measurement could be
carried out under field conditions. A further method, based on
studies of light propagation in a turbulent medium, has been
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proposed by Brunner (1978). The variance of the angle of arrival
of the rays is used as a measure of the refraction. The theory of
the method has been developed and confirmed with existing data,
but instrumentation for the very precise measurement of the
variation of the angle of arrival has still to be built. The
reflection method has advantages over the others because it is a
direct measure of the vertical refraction, and the quantity
measured is four times the refraction.

TESTS

According to theory, the refraction after reflection should be
four times the magnitude of the single-ray refraction. The tests
were necessary to confirm whether this relationship holds in
practice. The tests in the present report were carried out at the
National Geodetic Survey's instrument and equipment laboratories at
Corbin, Virginia.

The site was a 50-metre base between two firm bench marks,
nearly level, over cropped grass. The principle of the tests was
to measure refraction by a conventional method and by reflection.
Level rods were placed on the bench marks, N and S, whose height
difference was known accurately, and the refraction measured by
placing a level at minimum focussing distance from one of the
rods, N. A reading on rod N gave the height of the instrument,
and the reading on the remote staff yielded the refraction, since
the actual height was known.

Colli mat ion error in the level would cause difficulties, so the
level used was a Zeiss Jena NI002, which has the characteristic
that the collimation effect is eliminated in the mean of readings
with the compensator mirror in direct and reversed positions. This
instrument has a compensator in the form of a near-vertical
mirror: the small tilt is eliminated by the reversal of the
mirror. To measure refraction by reflection, a vertical mirror
is needed. The compensator of another NI002 was used near rod S.

This was placed in the normal instrument casing, to avoid
vibration from wind, but all other optical parts were removed. A
target was necessary on the level near N, and this was in the
form of a horizontal calibration line about one millimetre thick,
on plates which were supported on either side of the level 's

telescope, and opposite the vertical axis so that its height would
not be affected when the instrument was levelled. The height of
the target was calibrated in the laboratory, over a short sight-
line on which refraction was negligible. This determined the
micrometer reading for which refraction was zero.

The procedure was first to place the rods on their bench marks,
guying them securely. They were not touched again during the
test, as their height was required to remain constant to better
than 0.1 mm. Next the targets were calibrated in the laboratory,
and the height difference between the bench marks determined very
carefully, first with four sightlines of 12.5 m, then with two of
25 m each. The level was then set up close to N, and the mirror
set close to S. In order to make the reflection of the target
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Figure Refraction by reflection and by levelling - 13 Jan 1984.

visible, back at the level,
had to be carefully adjusted.

the height and azimuth of the mirror

Every hour, readings were taken of refraction from rod readings
to N and S, and by reflection, from readings of the apparent
height of the target. To avoid effects of any small lateral tilt
of the level, readings were taken of the portions of the target on
both sides of the telescope. Also, to eliminate errors, the level
readings had to be taken with the level compensator in direct and
reversed positions, while the mirror had also to be reversed.

Tests were carried out on three days: prel iminary observations to
test the feasibility on 13 January 1984 (figure 2), a full set of
observations on 17 January 1984 (figure 3), and a full set with
supplementary observations on 28 June 1984 (figures 4,5 and 6).
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surface moisture were recorded for the micro-meteorological
method.

RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the first results, an
confirmation of the refraction by reflecti
shows the full set of observations, with
conditions, from overcast to clear sky.
refraction stay in substantial agreement
There is a suggestion that the reflection
result, by 0.08 mm, on average. This is a
than the thickness of a sheet of paper,
decided that because of this suggestion
error, further precautions would be taken i

d the first practical
on concept. Figure 3
a significant change of

The two measures of
through this change.

method gives a higher
very small amount, less
but nevertheless it was
of possible systematic
n the following test.
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Figure Comparison o-f re-fraction by reflection and by
temperature gradients. 28 June 1984

The maximum values o-f refraction in the second test occurred,
not when the sun was shining from cloudless skies, but during the
transition from cloud to clear skies. There are two possible
explanations, and probably they combined to produce the effect.
The first is that with a partly cloudy sky, there is downward
radiation from the clouds as well as from the sun, so that when
the sun is unobscured, the total radiation is larger than from the
sun alone. The second cause is that the surface was partly snow-
covered, and as the sky cleared it radiated and reflected heat,
causing a strong upward heat flow even though the actual
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Figure 6. Comparison of refraction by reflection and by
meteorological method. 28 June 1984.

temperatures remained low. When the sun came out, the snow began
to melt, and the heat was absorbed as latent heat so that upward
heat flow, as well as refraction, was reduced.

Figures 4, 5 and 6 show the results of the third day's test. On
this day the sky was overcast, but the clouds were of variable
thickness, and the wind was also variable. The result was a rapid
variation in the radiation reaching the ground surface, and
corresponding variations in refraction.

In Figure 4, the same measurements are shown as in the two
previous figures. The error bars in these figures are based on the
variance of the observations, but they have been increased to take
into account other errors such as the calibration error and error
in the determination of the height difference between rods. The
comparison is good for most observations. During the day,
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especially during the middle of the day, the re-fraction was
changing very rapidly, and it was difficult to get consistent
readings of the reflections of the target. Temperatures were also
fluctuating rapidly and this is shown in Figure 5, which compares
the measurements by reflection and by temperature gradients. The
time variation could be the cause of some lack of agreement
between the two curves. Refrction was calculated from temperature
gradient using the formulae of the author (Angus-Leppan 1979;
1981)

Figure 6 shows the comparison between the reflection measurement
and the refraction calculated using observed estimates of
cloudiness, wind and soil moisture. The basis of this method is the
formulation from micro-meteorological theory, of the forms of the
temperature gradient, under the different regimes of atmospheric
stability (Angus-Leppan and Brunner 1979). The observations are
very simple, but the method gives remarkable agreement with the
reflection method. One of the reasons for this is that both
methods tend to smooth out the time fluctuations - the
meteorological method because the observations are general, and the
reflection method because there are many observations which
necessarily spread over a finite time.

Overall the methods agree well with each other at the 0.1 mm
level

.

During the test it was not realized fully how rapidly the
conditions were changing with time. It would be possible to take
more careful and detailed 'met' observations. Under partly cloudy
conditions, the intensity at one place on the surface varies with
time. This is particularly so when there is wind and the cloud
thickness is uneven, conditions which prevailed on the day of
the test. It would be of value to take detailed visual
observations, carefully timed, of the solar intensity, during such
an experiment, to test whether there is good correlation with the
temperature gradients. It is possible that the fluctuations of
gradient are accounted for in some detail by the flucations in the
solar radiation intensity. There may, however, be a time lag
between the two.

APPLICATIONS

The applications of the reflection measurement of refraction fall
into two categories: those using horizontal sights, and those with
sloped sights. Taking first the horizontal case, the tests
described above show one instrumental arrangement which determines
height difference and refraction precisely. For a mobile system,
the vertical mirror would be in housing which moved up and down
the levelling rod, so that it could be clamped at the height of
the horizontal sight from the level. The rod would have to be
stabilized so that the compensator or mirror did not vibrate. The
National Geodetic Survey has a suitable method of supporting the
rod. It would then be possible to read the scale on the rod, as
well as the refraction, from the readings to the reflection of the
target on the level. One form of mirror would be a mercury pool
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at the base of the rod, with a pentagonal prism sliding up and
down the rod to the level of the line of sight.

The system would be applicable for precise engineering surveys
where the environment often causes anomolous refraction. The
ability to measure the refraction precisely would be useful. There
are many cases where levels have to be monitored over long
periods, where it would be worth setting up instruments for
levelling plus refraction permanently.

Another set of applications comes from the use of sloped lines
in precise height measurement. The specifications for levelling
of high precision can be attained, if errors from all sources are
carefully eliminated. The method has the disadvantage that both
distance and vertical angle have to be measured very precisely.
However there are now available electronic theodolites which
measure angles precisely and automatically, and high precision EDM
instruments. There has been a realization that geodetic
levelling, a slow and expensive operation, should be replaced by a
faster, modern measuring system. The U.S. National Geodetic
Survey (NGS) has taken an initiative, under the aegis of the
International Association of Geodesy, to develop such a system
with international participation. The method of refraction by
reflection may be part of the system.

In the NGS there are two developments along these lines. Precise
height traversing has been tested, using Wild T2000 electronic
theodolites and precise EDM, and special targets on the rods, or
alternatively using targets attached to two theodolites, in a
reciprocal sighting method (Whalen 1984). In the Charting and
Geodetic Services, NOAA, investigations are in progress to develop
an automated sighting method to eliminate the human observer in
the levelling process (Huff 1984).

CONCLUSIONS

The method of refraction measurement by reflection appears to
follow the predicted relationship, namely that it is four times
the single-ray refraction. The method gives a precision of
+0.04 mm, equivalent to less than 0.2 arcsecs, over the distance
tested (50 m) . There are several potential applications of the
method, in precise levelling and in the development of new
levelling systems.
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ABSTRACT. The use of atmospheric models in the calculation of
angles of refraction makes it possible to achieve considerable
improvements in the results of trigonometric leveling.
Furthermore, the use of mass models to calculate local components
of the deflection of the vertical enables one to relate these
measurements to a single reference surface. This paper provides a
description of several examples of how these techniques are
applied. The results confirm the possibility of using
trigonometric leveling in specific applications, such as the
setting up of three-dimensional networks and the checking of
ground movements in areas undergoing rapid deformation.
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INTRODUCTION

Over the last few years, the authors of this paper have been
engaged in the study of ground movements in seismic and volcanic
areas in Italy, and have made use of the whole range of modern
geodetic techniques. In this kind of geodetic investigation, the
technique of determination of height by triangulation, that is by
means of zenith distances, has been used in order to reduce the
distance measurements, to set up 3D networks in mountainous
regions, and to link up spirit leveling lines separated by strips
of sea or by areas that are hard to reach. It therefore became
necessary to improve operating techniques as well as the methods
used to correct measurements in such a way as to account for the
effects of refraction and the deflection of the vertical.

An improvement in the results of trigonometric leveling
justifies a much wider use of this technique. In some cases,
trigonometric leveling may be combined with - or may even
partially replace - spirit leveling, thus enabling a considerable
reduction in costs, and, above all, making it possible to obtain
much more rapid measurements between distant points. In this
respect, we should mention experiments carried out in the Pozzuoli
volcanic area (near Naples), in which bradyseism is occurring at a
deformation rate in the order of several mm per day (Barbarella et
al., 1983). In the seismic area of Ancona (Italy), measurements of
height differences taken with coupled levels on control triangles
are generally used in order to determine whether or not it is
necessary to repeat spirit leveling measurements (more than 100 km
over undulating terrain) (Baldi et al . 1977).

In the following, several examples are given of the ways in
which trigonometric leveling may be used.

INSTRUMENTS

To carry out reciprocal and simultaneous trigonometric
leveling between bench marks indicated by reinforced concrete
pillars, pairs of theodolites (Wild T3 and DKM3 ) were used, as
well as small size light targets. The latter could also be used
during the daytime at distances of several kilometres, mounted
directly on the theodolite telescope. To link up points that are
at approximately the same height (less that 1.5 m) , coupled levels
(Zeiss) and light targets designed for long-distance collimation
(5-6 km) were used. Atmospheric data (temperature, pressure, vapor
pressure, and wind speed) were collected during the measurement
period.

REFRACTION

As is well known, the degree of precision that trigonometric
leveling can afford is limited by the effects of refraction.
Essentially, there are two possible ways of reducing these
effects. The first of these consists in two wavelength angular
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refraction measurements, whereas the second approach use
atmospheric models of varying complexity, able to pr
refractive index variation with height. Since the firs
even though rather attractive, does not seem for the time
be technically feasible (Williams and Kahmen, 1984; Pri
Medovikov, 1984), we have turned our attention to the
use of the second method.

In trigonometric leveling, difficulty in asses
refraction coefficient is partly remedied by carr
reciprocal and simultaneous observations, for which it i

that the refraction angles at the ends of the line
(fig.D
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an assumption that may often however be far from correct.

Fig.l Scheme of trigonometric leveling.

The refraction angle at one end of the line of collimation
may be expressed as follows (Moritz, 1967):

10 . „ ( dN
6 Z = s in Z I

AB S AB I dz ( S - x ) dx (2)

where Barrel and Sears (1938) have given refractivity N for the
optical range of wave:

N = (n-l)10 b = 0.2696 N * - 11.25 - (3)
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From the hydrostatic air equation:

— = 0.0342 J ( mbar/m ) (5)
dz T

we shall obtain:

dN p dT e dT 1 1.25 de—
- = -0. 2696 N ^(0 .0342+ — ) + 11.25 -,— + ~ TT

dz ° j dz x dz

In the derivation of equation 6, the effect of the vapor
pressure gradient, for wavelengths in the visible range, may be
considered to be negligible (Brunner 1978). This assumption,
however, is valid for heights above the ground of over 1 metre, as
is generally the case with theodolite observations.

As may be seen from equation 6, the vertical temperature
gradient is the overriding factor for the definition of the
refractive index gradient, and hence for the refraction angle. In
actual fact, rapid variations in temperature and in its gradient
can occur with changes in height, especially in the first tens or
hundreds of metres of the atmosphere. The different temperature
values may be a result, not only of general weather conditions,
but also of land morphology, the season of the year, the hour of
the day, etc. Since atmospheric parameters cannot easily be
measured along the line of sight, it becomes necessary to employ
atmospheric models that represent real conditions.

As regards the evaluation of dT/dz, one can make use of the
heat flux estimate, a parameter that can be deduced from the
radiation budget equation. The use of this approach involves the
determination of additional meteorological parameters such as net
radiation, heat flux into and out of the ground, evaporation and
wind speed (Angus Leppan and Webb, 1971? Brunner, 1978). Bearing
in mind that the turbulent transfer of sensible heat H (heat flux)
constitutes a component of the energy budget equation (Geiger,
1966), H can be expressed in the following form:

H = (S - B) -AE (7)

where S is net radiation, B is heat flux into and out of the
ground, and Xe is evaporation or condensation latent heat flux
( X is latent heat of this phase change). Parameters S, B and E
can be measured directly (Brunner, 1978) or estimated on the basis
of the climatic conditions observed, the structure of the terrain
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and vegetation, wind speed, cloudiness, and sun height (Angus
Leppan and Brunner, 1980).

Introducing potential temperature # , defined as the
temperature that an air mass would assume if it were carried
adiabatically to the standard pressure (1000 mbar), the flux H may
furthermore be expressed as a function of d /dz. In the case of
turbulent diffusion, one has:

d6
H = -c K 8

p H dz

where c
p

is the specific heat of air at constant pressure,
air density and K H represents the turbulent diffusion coefficient
(Priestly, 1959). The value of Kh depends on height, on wind
speed and on the kind of stable or unstable stratification
(Brunner, 1978).

Air temperature variations are mainly due to the heating up
and cooling down of the surface of the earth caused by solar
radiation, turbulent eddies acting to promote heat diffusion. The
degree of turbulence is strongly influenced by the temperature
gradient. The relation between temperature gradients and potential
temperature is expressed with a sufficient degree of precision by
the expression:

ii - SI t r (9)
dz dz

where T=-0.98 °C/100 is the adiabatic lapse rate. When the
potential temperature gradient d#/dz=0, i.e. when the potential
temperature is constant with height, the temperature gradient is
adiabatic, stability is neutral and air movements do not transfer
heat. When d#/dz>0, stratification is stable. This condition
tends to have a stabilizing effect on movements of air masses and
turbulence causes a downward heat transfer. When, lastly,
d#/dz<0, all air mass perturbations are accentuated by
hydrostatic force, turbulence increases and there is an upward
heat transfer. This kind of stratification is unstable and occurs
when the surface of the earth is heated by solar radiaton.

In general, three regions may be identified in the
atmospheric layer close to the earth's surface, the physical
behaviour of each of which is different. The boundaries of these
regions are defined in relation to the Obukhov length L, which may
be expressed by:

~
u\ p9

(10)
L

kgH

where u is the so-called friction speed.
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Schematically, disregarding the belt closest to the earth's
surface on the grounds that it is extremely small (z < 0.03L), the
gradients of may be defined as follows (Angus-Leppan 1979;
Brunner 1984; Webb, 1984):

V3

UNSTABLE CONDITION

0.03 L-z- L

L -e Z

STABLE CONDITION

z-L

L «= Z

dz
:

V o 2
c^gp

de =
dz

de - (1+za/L)

dz
pc uk

P

ae . (1+a)

dz
pc uk

P

-V3

H z"
1

-l
H z

(ID

where a is the Monin-Obukhov coefficient.
Further investigations into this subject as well as the

effects linked to vapor pressure, etc. are described in detail by
the authors mentioned.

Evaluating H by means of qualitative procedures (see
Angus-Leppan and Brunner, 1980), it is possible to estimate the
temperature and its gradient along the line of sight.

As an example of how the method may be applied, Tab. I sets
out the results of 5 series of reciprocal and simultaneous
measurements of zenithal angles relating to a link 6 km in length
belonging to a triangle, taken in a variety of atmospheric
conditions (Baldi and Achilli, 1985). The values measured have
been corrected by the angle of refraction which was evaluated by a
numerical integration of equation 2 for the various atmospheric
conditions. The corrected values listed in Table I show that the
deviations from the mean are much smaller than in the previous
case. Furthermore, correcting the other two sides of the triangle
in the same way, it should be pointed out that the mean value of
the corrected determinations shows an appreciable improvement in
the misclosure error.

DEFLECTION OF THE VERTICAL

In general,
relating to the
corrected, while
vertical

.

if we want to obtain the height difference
ellipsoid, zenithal angles must first of all be
taking into account the deflection of the
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Retraction Corrected Mean of the Mean of the

Height Ground correction height observed corrected

Equipment differences Time Temperature S?
a ««b difference values values

(em) (h) CO (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm)

Theodolite 822.9 13.0 30 — 10.64 -8.61 — 3.19 819.7

« 821.2 16.0 27 — 10.64 —8.78 - 3.27 817.9

<- 812.0 20.0 2S — 19.07 —22.03 4.65 816.7 816.0 819.0

« 810.9 2.0 20 — 19 26 —25.84 10.33 821.2

Double
813.2 21.0 13 —24.51 —28.43 6.16 819.4

levels

Table I Example of result of computation of refraction angles
for reciprocal and simultaneous trigonometric leveling
measurements

.

Often, however, in particular applications, if the measurement
area is small enough, the need to relate the measurements of the
various links to one single surface, whether it be flat, spherical
or ellipsoidal, may be satisfied, taking into account local
anomalies in the deflection of the vertical only.

These anomalies are mainly due to the distortion of the
gravity field caused by the distribution of the surrounding masses
(morphology and density anomalies).

From local anomalies in the deflection of the vertical it is
also possible to calculate, by means of numerical integration, the
local anomalies of geoidal heights in order to refer the results
of spirit leveling to a local reference system (see for example
the problems connected with the construction of the plane of a
large particle accelerator (Bell 1985, Mayoud 1985).
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In order to compute the local anomalies of the components of
the deflection of the vertical using a mass model, we use a method
previously described by Achilli and Baldi (1982). It consists in
the evaluation of disturbing gravitational attraction exerted by
the surrounding topography and by density anomalies. The data can
be processed automaticaly by means of a subdivision of the area
into regular grids and the use of specific subject maps
illustrating the definition of the vertical dimension and the
density of the elements. As has been clearly shown in the paper by
Achilli and Baldi (1982), the error in the density of the
structures appears to be negligible. On the other hand, errors in
the evaluation of the average altimetric trend in the area close
to the point at which the deflection of the vertical is
calculated, influence the results considerably, and in these areas
a smaller subdivision of the grid might well be introduced. The
area is therefore represented by a set of parallelepipeds, the
gravitational components of which can be calculated by means of
the following formula:

T (P) =

n

I
i=l

XI
(P) T (P)

n

n

I
i=l

yi
(P) (12)

where the summation, extended to all parallelepipeds, is

x 2 y 2 Z2.

X
t (P)=pG
x

r/ N
2

, UN 2
t n

2
i
3 / 2

[(x-a) +(y-b) +(z-c) ]

dxdydz =

x
i yi z

i
(13)

= pG f (z
1
,z 2 ,y 1 ,y 2 ,x 1

,x 2 ,a,b,c)

t (P)= pG f (x
x
,x 2 ,z! ,z 2 ,yi ,y 2 ,a,b,c)

and where

f (£i>?2>ni,n 2 >Ci>C2> a > b >c) =
-1 Zd

5 ln(H+d) + Hln(H+d) + Ztan —

2 2 2 1'

E=£-a; H=n-b; Z=^-c; d=(E +H +Z )' 2

Q= density; G = gravitational constant.

52H2C:

SiHiCi

(14)
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We finally obtain:

t, = arctan ; r\ = arctan
g g (15)

When the attraction of elements further away is calculated,
an approximate form may be used, in which the total mass of the
parallelepiped is assumed to be concentrated in the centre of the
mass, thus reducing computing time considerably.

If the zenithal angles measured are corrected to take account
of local anomalies in the deflection of the vertical:

_ 1 o c a 1 local
£ t, cosa+ n s ina
A A A (16)

-local
= t, cosa +

local
D s ma

they can in practice be referred to the normals of a smoothed
surface which, at a first approximation, may be assumed to be the
mean geoid of the area (fig. 2).

£ = local anomaly of

vertical deflection

a = vertical deflection

%%.

*V

Fig. 2. Scheme of real deflection of vertical and of correction
taking account of local geoid anomalies.

The smoothing effect is obvious in the example reported
below, in which the deflections of the vertical measured by means

of astronomical observations taken between points in a network
measuring 10 x 10 km (Achilli et al., 1983) have been corrected to
take account of the local effect calculated using the method
described. The values corrected in this way are much more
homogeneous (Table II).
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station astronomic top ograph ic effect corrected values

5 n c
L L

n I Tl

M. dei Corvi 4.4" 0.2" 2.0" 1.9" 2.4" -1.7"

Montesicuro 3.3" -0.5" 0.0" 0.5" 3.3" -1.0"

Conero 5.7" 0.0" 3.0" 2.3" 2.7" -2.3"

Ancona 3.9" -2.3" 1.4" 0.3" 2.5" -2.6"

Table II Components of the deflection of the vertical obtained
using astronomic measurements, and corrected to take
account of local effects.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

To apply the method, a test net has been introduced
consisting of a quadrilateral with sides varying in length from 5

to 11.5 km and with maximum height differences of 400m, belonging
to a larger net. A number of trigonometric leveling measurements
on this quadrilateral have been taken, and particular attention
has been paid to measurement working methods and to the collection
of atmospheric data. The results, representing the average of
three series of measurements taken under different atmospheric
conditions, are given in Table III. This table shows that the
closure errors of the various independent polygons improve
markedly, following correction taking account of refraction and
local anomaly components in the deflection of the vertical.

*h(m) correction
side measured ( m )

1-2 386.89 -0.01

1-3 54.57 0.

1-4 115.79 0.01

2-3 -332.41 0.06 4

2-4 -271.18 0.09

3-4 61.19 0.03 J

KISCL0SURE ERRORS

triangle measured corrected
(m) (m)

1-2-3 -0.09 -0.04

1-3-4 0.03 -0.01

1-2-4 -0.08 -0.01

Table III Differences in height obtained by means of
trigonometric leveling and correction to take account
of refraction and local anomalies in the deflection of
the vertical.
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In the geodetic net set up in the Ancona seismic area (Baldi,
1977), as well as the distance measurements and the trigonometric
leveling carried out in order to reduce the said measurements,
spirit leveling was performed, linking up all the planimetric
vertices. The heights of these vertices were therefore measured
using a number of different methods. With a view to determining
the efficiency of methods for the correction and reduction of
trigonometric heights to the mean geoid, it was felt useful to
compare them with height measurements obtained by means of spirit
leveling. This kind of comparison is possible providing the two
types of height measurement refer to the same surface, which,
given the small size of the area (10 x 10 km), we can identify
with the mean local geoid (smoothed geoid). To do this, the mass
model method was used to calculate the trend of the local
anomalies of the geoid at various heights. A substantial degree of
parallelism in the surfaces thus obtained was noted (fig. 3). The
height measurements obtained by means of spirit leveling were thus
corrected.

13° 38'

43° 30'
13* 26'

43° 38'

13° 38'
J 43° 30'

1 2 3 Km

Fig. 3 Local anomalies of geoid in the Ancona area (mm)

.

The results, set out in Table IV, show that the corrections
taking account of refraction and local anomalies of the vertical's
deflection improve the congruence between the two height
measurements, with maximum gaps of two centimetres.
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TRIGONOMETRIC LEVELLINC SPIRIT LEVELLING

t ion adj usted
(m)

height
adjusted

duu

he i gh t
corrected

(m)

1 195.83 195.83 195.83

2 238. 23 238.19 238. 18

3 582. 77 582. 74 582. 75

4 121.57 121.55 121.55

5 251 . 14 251.12 251.13

6 311.61 311.65 311.67

7 250.40 250.41 250. 39

Table IV Comparison between height measurements obtained by means
of trigonometric leveling and spirit leveling.

The results obtained through years of work confirm the
usefulness of the approach adopted, which makes it possible to
improve the results of trigonometric leveling.
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A COMPARISON OF APPROACHES TO THE
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ABSTRACT. Systematic errors due to refraction in levelling
may be removed in one of three ways; the first is to use a

field observation procedure which eliminates the error, the
second is to determine additional measurements to enable
the error to be found and the third is to model, if possible,
the form of the error and to include it in the final
adjustment.

The Ordnance Survey of Great Britain has recently carried
out a series of tests to determine the best strategy to

adopt with regard to refraction. Observing procedures which
would minimise the effects had already been implemented yet
an error still existed. Therefore either measuring refraction
or modelling it had to be considered.

The two tests carried out were on a sloping base line and on
a small levelling circuit. The results from the sloping base
gave some evidence that Kukkamaki's and Mozzhukhin's formulae
based on measured temperature profiles, produced better values
than the raw, uncorrected data. On the other hand, on the
test circuit the application of either correction produced
answers which were not significantly different from the
adjusted raw data. However, the use of a model parameter
in the adjustment, based on Remmer ' s method, produced
significantly better results.

The paper describes the tests carried out and discusses
the results obtained, with particular regard to a choice of

strategy for dealing with refraction errors in the levelling
work of the Ordnance Survey.
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INTRODUCTION

The Ordnance Survey has a requirement to maintain the national horizontal and
vertical control archives of Great Britain. The last geodetic levelling network
to be observed was undertaken thirty years ago although maintenance is continuous
A discrepancy between geodetic levelling and hydrodynamic levelling along the

East coast of England may have been due to either a sea-surface slope or errors
in levelling. Therefore not only the geodetic levelling network but also the

methods used in its determination are due for reappraisal. Previous methods
had sought to remove or minimize systematic errors, and refraction errors were
considered insignificant if back and foresights were kept equal. Subsequent
work by many researchers (eg Remmer, 1980 and Whalen, 1981) has shown this
assumption to be wrong. The experiments described in this paper were
conducted to study both the magnitude of refraction errors and the best method
of their removal.

Two principles dictated the course of the work:-

a) Variations in refraction should be seen to affect the quality of
measurement of the height difference between two points

b) Any field system designed to eliminate, or reduce, the refraction error
must not detract the survey team from their primary duties of
observation.

Test circuits to evaluate refraction corrections had previously been observed,
but other sources of error masked any error due to refraction. However, they
had confirmed that any test equipment had to be light and easily managed.

A static test observed between December 1981 and April 1982 was used to
deduce both the magnitude of the refraction error and the effectiveness of the
formulae due to Kukkamaki (1938) , Garfinkel (1978) and Mozzhukhin (1976) . All
of these use observed temperatures to determine temperature gradients which,
together with pressure measurements, are then used to derive corrections to the
observed height difference.

Subsequent to carrying out the static test a small network was observed.
This allowed testing of Remmer ' s (1980) method alongside the correction formulae
already mentioned. More importantly, the observing conditions more closely
resembled those of production levelling and any improvement detected in the
test network could be translated to an expected improvement in the national
network.

The various correction formulae are not quoted here in the interest of brevity.

However, they may be found in the references given above.

STATIC TEST

Observations with a Zeiss Ni 002 were made to Zeiss geodetic levelling rods

placed on bolts and supported by 3m tripods. Nineteen sets of observations

were made, nine with balanced fore and backsights of 30 m and ten with

imbalanced sights of 55 m (backsight) and 5m (foresight) .
Each set of

observations consisted of sixteen determinations of the difference in height
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Table 1 Static Test: Individual Set Results

Sets
Height Difference (AH)

Set Mean (nuns) Set s.e. (mms)

Max . Min

.

Max. Min.

Balanced 981.275 980.487 0.108 0.033
(sets 1-9) (979.597)* (0.247)*

Imbalanced
Sets (10-19) 981.33. 980.269 0.097 0.04 3

Table 2 Static Test: Regression AH v ARI

Correction Applied
2

r

None
Kukkamaki corr
Garfinkel corr
Mozzhukhin corr

0.146
0.126
0.088
0.027

Table 3 Static Test: Refraction Correction Results (all sets)

Correction Applied Overall mean
AH (mms)

s.e. of AH s.e. of AH

None 980.733 0.352 0.083
Kukkamaki Corr 980.736 0.348 0.082
Garfinkel Corr 980.708 0.523 0.123
Mozzhukhin Corr 980.752 0.368 0.087

* N0TE Set 8 was observed during a very rapid thaw of frozen ground. The very
large standard deviation and low height differences obtained were assumed to be
due to ground point instability during the thaw and this set has not been
included in subsequent analysis.
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together with associated meteorological readings. Each set took approximately
one hour to complete. The maximum and minimum mean height difference
determined from the balanced and imbalanced sets are given in Table 1 together
with the maximum and minimum standard error of the sets

.

The observations were corrected for staff calibration and the imbalanced
sights for Earth curvature and collimation error. It is apparent from
Table 1 that the large variation in mean height difference cannot be accounted
for by random observational error alone.

The Kukkamflki, Garfinkel and Mozzhukhin corrections were applied to the
observations. A regression analysis was then performed comparing the
measured refractive index differences (between the values calculated for the
fore and back staff points) and the corrected and uncorrected mean height
differences. The resulting correlation coefficients (r) for the balanced
sets are given in Table 2. These values are not very conclusive, however,
the corrections (particularly the Mozzhukhin correction) have reduced the
correlation between refractive index difference and mean difference of height.
Similar results were obtained for the imbalanced observations.

The overall mean obtained by averaging the individual set mean values and
the associated standard errors are given in Table 3. The difference between
the means is very small and the individual pattern of the corrections (see Fig 1)

show similar trends. However, the Garfinkel correction appears to be much
larger than the others and has produced a wider spread of results, even more than
that of the raw observations. The other two formulae have produced similar
standard deviations (of approximately the same size as that of the uncorrected
observations) although the Mozzhukhin correction does give a slightly higher
mean value. In conclusion none of the corrections appear to eliminate the
large variation in the set mean values, which if due to refraction, does not
appear to be correctly modelled by any of the formulae used. Indeed, Garfinkels
formula appears to worsen the results. It was decided to test the other two
formulae along with Rammer's approach on a levelling circuit.

TEST CIRCUIT

In order to evaluate the different approaches of Kukkamaki, Mozzhukhin and

Remmer to the refraction problem a levelling circuit was established on

Southampton Common. The circuit was premarked and each rod position nailed.

Bench Marks were rivets in concrete blocks. The levelling was carried out in

July using the same equipment that had been used for the static test. The

maximum height difference between bench marks was approximately 25 m. The

circuit is shown schematically in Figure 2, with the Junction Bench Marks (JBM)

and the starting Bench Mark labelled.

The observed height differences are given in Table 4. It is immediately

apparent that there is a systematic difference between the forward and back

levelling, for which no obvious explanation presents itself. The circuit was

levelled anticlockwise (arbitrarily) from Bench Mark 1, however, the split lines

were levelled so that the forward levelling from 8 to 5 via 9 was uphill and

the forward levelling from 6 to 3 via 9 was downhill. This has not however

affected the sign of the forward-backward levelling difference.
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Table 4 Test Circuit: Observed Height Differences

SERIAL SPACE FWD AHT (m) BACK AHT (m) FWD BACK(ym) MEAN AHT(m)

1 0O1-0O2 + 1.54444 + 1.54463 - 190 + 1.544535
2 002-003 + 4.71504 + 4.71461 + 430 + 4.714825
3 003-004 + 3.66954 + 3.66828 +1260 + 3.668910
4 004-005 +14.88787 +14.88643 +1440 +14.887150
5 0O5-006 - 8.99636 - 8.99723 + 870 - 8.996795
6 006-007 - 6.56525 - 6.56534 + 90 - 6.565295
7 007-008 - 3.22697 - 3.22767 + 700 - 3.227320
8 008-001 - 6.02676 - 6.02704 + 270 - 6.026900
9 009-009 + 5.95198 + 5.95169 + 280 + 5.951835

10 009-005 +12.83708 +12.83665 + 430 +12.836865
11 006-009 - 3.83979 - 3.84037 + 580 + 3.840080
12 009-003 - 5.71926 - 5.71978 + 520 - 5.719520

Table 5 Test Circuit: Loop Misclosures (mms)

UNCORRECTED KUKKAMAKI MOZZHUKHIN
LOOP DIST

FWD. BACK MEAN FWD. BACK MEAN FWD . BACK MEAN (m)

3 5683 +1.55 -3.33 -0.89 +3.12 -3.46 -0.17 +4.14 -3.49 +0.32 2121

3983 0.00 +0.31 +0.16 -1.06 +0.42 -0.32 -1.10 +0.96 -0.07 1133

3953 -1.07 +1.72 +0.32 -0.08 +1.69 +0.80 -2.02 +1.60 -0.21 1363
5965 -1.65 +0.95 -0.35 -1.59 +1.00 -0.30 -1.14 +1.10 -0.02 1021
6986 +0.45 +0.95 +0.70 +0.87 +0.82 +0.84 -0.60 +0.67 +0.04 920

Mean -0.01 +0.17 +0.01
s .e. ±0.62 ±0.60 ±0.20
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Figure 2 Test Circuit

Adjustments were carried out (using JBM 3 as an arbitrarily fixed datum) on
the forward, backward and mean values for both the uncorrected and the
refraction corrected observations. The loop misclosures before adjustment are
given in Table 5 and the results of the adjustments including the adjustment
variance, a 2 are in Table 6.

The Mozzhukhin correction significantly reduces the mean loop misclosures
(unlike the Kukkamaki correction) however, interestingly it generally increases
the size of the forward and backward loop misclosures.

When considering the adjustment of the circuit as a whole the Mozzhukhin
correction rather surprisingly produces less precise results than the uncorrected
observations, whilst the Kukkamaki correction only improves the precision very
slightly.

Turning to Remmer ' s approach of adjusting with an unknown refraction bias
parameter, this was carried out using only the first order term of his proposed
method (Remmer, 1980) due to lack of redundancy. The resulting JBM heights and
standard errors, together with the adjustment variance are given in Table 7.

It is apparent that Remmer ' s approach has produced a significantly smaller
adjustment variance than the methods which apply a refraction correction based
on the measured temperature profile.
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Table 6 Test Circuit: Adjusted Height Values

FWD LEVELLING BACK LEVELLING MEAN LEVELLING
2

JBM Ht(m) s .e. (mm) Ht (m) s .e . (mm) HT(m) s .e . (mm)
o

No.

UNCORRECTED

3 100 .00000 (JBM 3 was used as a fixed datum)
5 118.55658 0.40 118.55605 0.68 118.55632 0.22
6 109.55973 0.42 109.55963 0.71 109.55968 0.23 0.08
8 99.76750 0.38 99.76741 0.64 99.76746 0.21
9 105.71954 0.34 105.71934 0.56 105.71944 0.19

II

KUKKAMAKI

3 100m (JBM 3 used as a fixed datum)
5 118.55676 0.41 118.55568 0.74 118.55622 0.22
6 109.55979 0.43 109.55955 0.77 109.55967 0.23 0.06
8 99.76731 0.39 99.76746 0.69 99.76739 0.20
9 105.71965 0.35 105.71949 0.62 105.71957 0.18

MOZZHUKHIN

3 100m (JBM 3 used as a fixed datum)
5 118.55638 0.54 118.55632 0.68 118.55635 0.28
6 109.55950 0.57 109.55986 0.71 109.55968 0.30 0.09
8 99.76717 0.51 99.76768 0.64 99.76742 0.27
9 105.71932 0.46 105.71949 0.57 105.71941 0.24

Table 7 Test Circuit: Bias Parameter Modelling

MEAN LEVELLING

JBM
NO. Ht(m) s .e . (mm)

2
a
o

3

5

6

8

9

100.00000
118.55598
109.55917
99.76682

105.71879

0.21
0.19
0.17
0.16

0.03
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CONCLUSIONS

The results of the tests have been inconclusive. Although there are systematic
effects present in the observations for both the static and the loop tests the
application of refraction corrections using various established formulae does
not significantly reduce these errors. The use of Remmer's approach of
including a refraction bias parameter in an adjustment does significantly improve
the adjustment variance. However the small number of redundant observations in
the test network means that further evidence is required before it can be
concluded that this parameter is accurately modelling refraction rather than
other effects.

For this reason a new test network is being established in the Midlands area
of England where there are greater elevation changes. This network is to be
levelled at intervals under summer and winter conditions and the various
approaches to refraction correction described in this paper will be further
tested.
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ABSTRACT

The Canadian vertical network is to be re-adjusted on the proposed 1988 datum.

In order to assess the importance of the systematic effect of atmospheric
refraction in precise levelling and the efficiency of existing models in correcting
for that effect, a refraction test was conducted during the summer of 1984 by the

Primary Vertical Control Section of Geodetic Survey of Canada.

The field observation technique utilized two different sight lengths
(approximately 45 and 22.5 metres) in order to obtain a direct measure of the

systematic effect of refraction. The test site offered general slopes of 1% which
were surveyed to accumulate a total distance of 34 kilometres. The average
temperature difference between heights of 0.5 and 2.5 metres was -0.55 degrees
Celsius. The total accumulated refraction error of 14 millimetres agreed with the

value of refraction computed from Kukkamaki 's equation using measured temperature
gradients.

The results of this test served as a validation of instrumentation and of

procedures used in collecting temperature data. They were also useful in

evaluating the applicability of a temperature stratification prediction model to

the Canadian environment.

INTRODUCTION

The Primary Vertical Control Section (PVCS) of Geodetic Survey of Canada has

required all of its field crews to measure the vertical temperature gradient at

each instrument setup in order to provide for the correction of precise levelling
data for the systematic effect of refraction. The apparatus used consists of two

probes ( at elevations of .5 and 2.5 metres above the ground ) attached to a staff
connected to a digital meter. Analysis of the data collected in the past has
indicated large fluctuations (up to 1 degree) of the vertical temperature gradient
over short time intervals (a few minutes) when maximum sun and minimum wind
conditions prevailed. This observation prompted PVCS to conduct further
investigation into the behavior of its instrumentation as part of an ongoing study
of the effect of refraction in Canadian levelling.

A field test was developed in order to measure directly the effect of refraction
and thus obtain a true measure of the refraction error. The procedure involved the
repeated measurement of several sections of a line using two different sight
lengths, one being exactly double the other. Since the refraction error was known
to be proportional to the square of the sight length, it was expected that the
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differential effect of refraction would be reflected in the difference in elevation
differences obtained from the two sight lengths. This value was compared to the

computed value derived from measured temperature gradients entered into Kukkamaki 's

single-sight refraction equation. It was also compared to the computed value
obtained from predicted temperature gradients used in Kukkamaki 's equation. Each
comparison was carried out in an attempt respectively to validate the apparatus
presently used to measure the temperature gradients and to confirm the

applicability of a temperature stratification prediction model to the Canadian
environment. This measure of the true refraction error was also valuable in

confirming the necessity of sampling the temperature gradient at every setup.

THEORY

Computation Of Refraction Error From Levelling Observations

The sight length is an important factor contributing to the systematic refraction
error in levelling that can easily be controlled. By comparing elevation
differences obtained on a section measured independently but under similar
conditions with two different sight lengths, one would expect to isolate the
differential refraction error existing between the sight lengths ( assuming all

other systematic errors are eliminated ). This approach is used to obtain a

measure of the refraction error, with one sight length double the length of the

other.

Computation Of The Refraction Error Using Kukkamaki 's

Single-sight Equation With Measured Temperature Gradients

Another approach can be used to obtain the differential refraction error

accumulated on a section. It consists of measuring the temperature gradient and
then computing the refraction error for both sight lengths using Kukkamaki 's

single-sight equation. Kukkamaki 's equation establishes the relation between
temperature gradient and refraction error in the following way:
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where: d : variation of air refraction per degree C (Kukkamaki 1939)

E ,E
f

: slope of the ground between the instrument and the rod on
backsight and foresight

Z
?
,Z. : temperature probe heights

AT : temperature difference between the probe heights Z and Z
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Z, ,Z
f

: actual rod readings on backsight
and foresight

Z~ : instrument height

c : coefficient of Kukkamaki's temperature
function, t = a + bz

By computing the refraction error on each setup for each sight length from the

measured temperature gradients, it is possible to obtain the differential

refraction error between sight lengths. This value can then be compared with the

measured differential refraction.

Computation Of The Refraction Error Using Kukkamaki's Equation
With Predicted Temperature Gradients

Using a model of temperature stratification that integrates observations of

ambient temperature, sky cover and position with predicted solar radiation, it is

possible to predict the vertical temperature gradient. In Canada, records of solar
radiation are available for up to 58 weather stations located throughout the

country. In order to determine the appropriate solar radiation value for a given
levelling section, collocation is used to predict solar radiation from the known
values of adjacent weather stations. The model also requires sky cover and wind
conditions, azimuth and slope along the levelling line as well as the GMT time the

section was observed. The latter serves to compute azimuth and elevation of the sun.

All of these variables are recorded during the observation campaign or are computed
afterwards and are used to predict the temperature gradient. Once the temperature

gradient has been predicted, Kukkamaki 's equation can be applied to calculate the
refraction error on a setup basis for each sight length . This allows a direct

comparison with the measured value.

METHODOLOGY

The site selected for the refraction test was a 5.7 kilometre stretch along
highway 55, north of Sherbrooke , Quebec. The profile of the road presented gentle
slopes with a grade of approximately one percent, allowing for long sight lengths
of 50 metres, which was estimated to be the maximum usable sight length given an
average vertical temperature gradient of 1 degree. With these anticipated
conditions, it was predicted ( using Kukkamaki's equation ) that approximately one

millimetre of differential refraction error between sight lengths would be

accumulated for every kilometre of levelling. In order for the refraction error to

accumulate in the same direction from section to section, the sections were
assembled in such a way as to represent a continuous upward grade. Plans were to

run 30 to 50 kilometres of levelling in order to obtain 30 to 50 millimetres of

refraction error. A refraction error of this magnitude would be well outside the
envelope formed by the propagation of random errors and would confirm decisively
the existence of a systematic effect.

In order to ensure that the systematic effect being measured was indeed
refraction, a procedure was followed to eliminate or minimize all other systematic
errors. The instrument used was the Zeiss Jena NI-002 and independent elevation
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differences for each compensator position were observed to eliminate any effect due

to the inclination of the collimation line. In addition, to .eliminate any
propagation of the residual collimation error into elevation, the sight lengths

were balanced within .2 metres on each setup. The systematic error that could have
been introduced by the instability of the turning points was eliminated by
installing permanent turning points ( 1.0 to 1.5 metre steel pins driven into the
ground ). The rods were calibrated at each graduation and each rod was read as

many times on foresight as backsight on each section to eliminate any effect due to

the difference in the zero offsets of the rods. The same instrument was used for

levelling with both sight lengths, in order to cancel any error due to the magnetic
field . To assure rod verticality and stability, braces were used.

The exact procedure followed on each set of three setups ( 2 short sight lengths

and 1 long sight length ) can be visualized using figure 1. On each set, refered
to here as one dual independent setup, 3 rods were used and the instrument moved
successively from position 1 to 3 measuring differences of elevation using
respectively short sight length, long sight length and finally short sight length.
The difference of elevation between rod positions 1 and 3 was thus determined
independently using the two sight lengths. The rods were moved in such a way that

the trailing rod became the centre rod on the following set and that each of the 3

rods was read as many times on backsight as on foresight for each section.
Sections were accordingly divided into a multiple of 3 sets. Table 1 gives a

summary of each section with regard to number of setups, average sight length and
slope .

ROD 2

ROD 1

90 m

ROD 3

Figure 1.

The basic procedure for obtaining 2 independent elevation differences
(One dual independent setup)

RESULTS

The results were compiled section by section as reported on Tables 2 and 3. The

runnings were assembled in chronological order into a continuous upward grade, to

form a line 34 kilometres in length with a total elevation difference of 293

metres

.

Since the refraction error was small in comparison to the random noise existing
in the observations, it was difficult to detect at a section level the systematic
effect that refraction had on the elevation differences. For this reason, the
refraction error was accumulated over the total levelled distance. Three separate
estimates of the refraction error and their accumulation were computed: the
measured differential refraction error, the refraction error obtained from measured
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Table 1

Site description: information associated with each section

Section Number of setups Average sight length (m.) Slope (%)

From To Long Short Long Short

84L036 84L00b 6 12 42.2 21.1 1.5

84L006 84L007 12 24 44.9 22.4 0.7

84L007 84L0U8 9 18 47.3 23.6 -0.7

84L008 84L009 12 24 48.2 23.9 -1.1

84L009 84L010 12 24 44.0 22.0 -0.4

84L010 84L011 12 24 43.6 21.7 0.9

Table 2

Levelling results: information associated with individual runnings

From To Date Time Sun Wind Temperature Distance Elevation
code code gradient

(Deg. C./2m.)
(km.) difference

(m.)

84L006 84L007 22-06-84 11:07 2 -1.0 1.08 7.6

84L008 84L007 22-06-84 13:28 2 -1.2 0.85 6.4

84L009 84L008 22-06-84 15:25 2 1 -0.7 1.15 13.3

84L010 84L009 23-06-84 13:20 2 -1.5 1.06 4.5

84L010 84L011 25-06-84 08:55 0.0 1.04 9.9
84L010 84L011 26-06-84 09:12 1 -0.4 1.04 9.9
84L010 84L009 26-06-84 11:18 1 -0.3 1.08 4.5

84L009 84L008 26-06-84 14:49 1 -0.2 1.15 13.3

84L008 84L007 10-07-84 08:58 2 -0.5 0.85 6.4

84L0O6 84L007 10-07-84 10:05 2 -0.6 1.08 7.6

84L036 84L006 10-07-84 14:07 1 -0.2 0.50 7.8

84L036 84L006 10-07-84 14:46 2 -0.5 0.50 7.8

84L006 84L007 10-07-84 15:43 2 -0.5 1.08 7.6

84L008 84L007 25-07-84 11:24 2 1 -0.7 0.85 6.4

84L009 84L008 25-07-84 13:28 2 1 -0.7 1.15 13.3

84L010 84L009 25-07-84 14:52 1 1 -0.5 1.06 4.5
84L010 84L011 30-07-84 12:45 2 -0.6 1.04 9.9

84L010 84L011 30-07-84 14:00 2 1 -0.7 1.04 9.9

84L010 84L009 30-07-84 15:50 1 1 -0.5 1.06 4.5

84L006 84L007 31-07-84 12.51 2 1 -0.3 1.08 7.6

84L036 84L006 02-08-84 13:02 2 -0.5 0.50 7.8
84L036 84L006 02-08-84 13:41 1 -0.6 0.50 7.8

84L006 84L007 02-08-84 14:27 2 -0.6 1.08 7.6
84L009 84L008 02-08-84 15:47 2 -0.6 1.15 13.3
84L010 84L009 03-08-84 12:55 2 -0.6 1.06 4.5

84L010 84L011 03-08-84 14:08 2 -0.6 1.04 9.9
84L010 84L011 14-08-84 10:33 2 -0.5 1.04 9.9

84L010 84L009 14-08-84 14:31 2 -0.3 1.06 4.5

84L009 84L008 25-08-84 12:37 2 -0.6 1.15 13.3
84L036 84L006 27-08-84 14:08 2 -0.1 0.50 7.8
84L006 84L007 27-08-84 13:57 2 0.1 1.08 7.6

84L010 84L009 31-08-84 14:11 2 1 -0.8 1.06 4.5

84L010 84L011 07-09-84 14:30 1 -0.5 1.05 9.9

84L010 84L011 18-09-84 12:38 2 -0.6 1.04 9.9
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84L010 84L009 18-09-84 13:48 2 1 -0.8 1.06 4.5

84L036 84L006 18-09-84 15:28 2 1 -0.5 0.50 7.8

Total distance: 34.61 kilometres
Elevation difference: 293.3 metres

Mean temperature gradient: -0.55 degrees celsius

Table 3

Differences between short and long sight length
refraction errors computed by 3 methods

From To Levelled Sum Kukkamaki

(measured T)

Sum Kukkamaki

(predicted

Sum

T)

(mm.

)

(mm.

)

(mm.) (mm.

)

(mm.

)

(mm.

)

84L006 84L007 +0.15 +0.15 -0.59 -0.59 -0.63 -0.63
84L008 84L007 -1.40 -1.25 -0.82 -1.41 -0.59 -1.22

84L009 84L008 -4.05 -5.30 -1.18 -2.59 -1.39 -2.61

84L010 84L009 +1.05 -4.25 -0.42 -3.01 -0.34 -2.95
84L010 84L011 -0.33 -4.58 -0.31 -3.32 -0.43 -3.38

84L010 84L011 -0.80 -5.38 -0.39 -3.71 -1.18 -4.56
84L010 84L009 +0.25 -5.13 0.00 -3.71 -0.32 -4.88

84L009 84L008 -0.70 -5.83 -0.29 -4.00 -2.01 -6.89

84L008 84L007 +2.18 -3.65 -0.25 -4.25 -0.51 -7.40

84L006 84L007 +0.43 -3.22 -0.48 -4.73 -0.46 -7.86

84L036 84L006 -0.88 -4.10 -0.06 -4.79 -0.60 -8.46

84L036 84L006 +0.53 -3.57 -0.09 -4.88 -0.57 -9.03

84L006 84L007 +0.73 -2.84 -0.30 -5.18 -0.67 -9.70
84L008 84L007 -1.43 -4.27 -0.25 -5.43 -0.57 -10.27
84L009 84L008 -0.95 -5.22 -0.94 -6.37 -1.53 -11.80

84L010 84L009 +0.88 -4.34 -0.11 -6.48 -0.40 -12.20
84L010 84L011 -0.98 -5.32 -0.74 -7.27 -1.30 -13.50

84L010 84L011 -0.63 -5.95 -0.59 -7.81 -1.28 -14.78
84L010 84L009 -1.20 -7.15 -0.18 -7.99 -0.36 -15.14
84L006 84L007 +0.53 -6.62 -0.22 -8.21 -0.70 -15.84

84L036 84L006 +0.33 -6.29 -0.17 -8.38 -0.59 -16.43

84L036 84L006 -1.00 -7.29 -0.19 -8.57 -0.56 -16.99
84L006 84L007 +0.45 -6.84 -0.26 -8.83 -0.68 -17.67
84L009 84L008 -0.7 3 -7.57 -0.65 -9.48 -1.37 -19.04

84L010 84L009 -1.20 -8.77 -0.17 -9.65 -0.35 -19.39
84L010 84L011 -1.73 -10.50 -0.39 -10.04 -1.26 -20.65

84L010 84L011 -1.58 -12.08 -0.61 -10.65 -1.21 -21.86
84L010 84L009 +0.33 -11.75 -0.16 -10.81 -0.35 -22.21
84L009 84L008 -1.35 -13.10 -0.81 -11.62 -1.30 -23.51

84L036 84L006 +1.20 -11.90 -0.06 -11.68 -0.51 -24.02
84L006 84L007 +0.45 -11.45 +0.10 -11.58 -0.62 -24.64

84L010 84L009 -1.10 -12.55 -0.15 -11.73 -0.31 -24.95
84L010 84L011 +0.28 -12.27 -0.59 -12.32 -1.04 -25.99
84L010 84L011 +0.03 -12.24 -0.82 -13.14 -0.88 -26.87

84L010 84L009 -1.88 -14.12 -0.39 -13.53 -0.28 -27.15

84L036 84L006 +0.38 -13.74 -0.23 -13.76 -0.42 -27.57

Totals -13.74 -13.76 -27.57
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temperature gradients and Kukkamaki's single-sight equation, and the refraction

error derived from predicted temperature gradients using a temperature

stratification model and Kukkamaki's single-sight equation. Figure 4 shows the

results of the three methods.

PRECISION ANALYSIS

In order to validate the results obtained from the refraction test, a precision

analysis was performed on the differences of elevation obtained from the levelling.

This exercise was useful to determine if the systematic effect of refraction

exceeded the envelope formed by the propagation of random errors as well as to

assess the significance of the differences resulting from the comparison between
the methods used to evaluate the refraction error.

The first step was to compute the standard error of an elevation difference for

each sight length used. This was done by grouping all the setups that had sight

lengths of 20 to 30 metres in one group and all the ones with sight lengths of 40

to 50 metres in another. The differences of elevation for small and large scale on

each setup were compared in order to estimate the precision of the elevation
difference resulting from each sight length. Histograms were also produced
(figures 2 and 3) to show the distribution of the observations. Standard

deviations of .17 and .29 millimetre were obtained for sight lengths of 20-30 and

40-50 metres respectively.

These estimates of precision for each setup were subsequently used in a random

error propagation process to determine the total accumulation of random errors
along the levelled line. The random error propagation formulas were the following:

SDDH- S
DHL

+ 2 4s " (-29)
2
+ 2x (.17)

2
= .14 mm .

2
(4)

where: ^nDH
= Standard error on difference of

difference of elevation (DDH)
for one dual independent setup

S. ur = Standard error on difference
DHL .

of elevetion for one long sight
length setup

S = Standard error on difference of

elevation for one short sight
length setup

The standard error of the total accumulated refraction error resulting from 387

dual independent setups (34.6 kilometres of levelling) was then equal to:

sJ_„(total) = 387 x sj\f setup) = 387 x .14 - 54.2 mm? (5)

S„
r
.„( total) = 7.4 mm.
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REFRRCTION TEST COMPARISON
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The propagation of random errors versus the accumulated measured differential

refraction error are reported on figure 4. We can see that at a 68% confidence
level, the systematic error due to refraction exceeds the envelope formed by the
propagation of random errors.

If we use the estimate of the total standard error as a measure of the confidence
we have in the differential refraction error determined directly from levelling, we

can see that at a 68% confidence level, the refraction error computed using
measured temperature gradients fell well within the confidence region of the

levelling. The refraction error obtained using predicted temperature gradients did
not agree with the levelled value at a 68% confidence level.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

The agreement obtained between levelled refraction error and Kukkamaki's equation
using measured temperature gradients is a good indication that the apparatus
presently used by PVCS to measure the temperature gradient is adequate. The

significant difference existing with the predicted temperature gradients used in
Kukkamaki's equation suggest that further investigation is required. The addition
of certain parameters such as ground albedo and moisture are obvious improvements
that could be made. The possibility of adapting Holdahl's surface fitting

technique to the Canadian context or of using Holdahl's present model and adding
meteorological data from Canadian weather stations could be considered.

Under conditions similar to the ones experienced in this test, the refraction
error is of the order of 1 millimetre per kilometre of levelling for sight lengths
of approximately 45 metres. Further analysis should be carried out using
temperature data collected in the past to ensure that this data sample is

representative of the Canadian environment.
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ABSTRACT. In the first part of this paper theoretical comparisons of

various models for leveling refraction are given and the precision of

underlying meteorological parameters is discussed. Then some special

instrumentation for the section wise determination of refraction effects

is presented and first measuring results with this equipment are given.

Finally the application of different refraction models on the leveling

test loop Koblenz and the NGS test line Saugus-Palmdale, Cal., is

discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Geometric leveling in one of the most precise geodetic leveling techniques; it is,

however, extremely sensitive to systematic errors. As a great number of instrument
setups and rod readings are required to get the desired observation - the raw height
difference between two benchmarks - even small systematic errors within the individu-
al readings may be of influence on the result. The elimination of systematic errors
has therefore been among the main problems in precise leveling for a long time.

Besides the magnetic effects on automatic levels (e.g. Rumpf & Meurisch 1981,
Beckers 1983) and the settlement of instrument and rods (e.g. Kukkamaki 1980,

Lindstrot 1981) the leveling refraction effect is still of primary importance.
Theoretical investigations for studying leveling refraction can be traced back to

the last years of the 19th century. In general geodesists developed and applied re-
fraction models in a very slow manner. Sometimes more than one decade was necessary
to create and/or verify a new refraction formula. But within the last decade a remark-

able number of refraction models was presented, based on different meteorological
assumptions or descriptions on the physical behaviour of the lower atmosphere.
A short description of some of the well-known refraction models is given in section
2.

For all models refraction correction have to be computed. For this computation ad-
ditional data have to be measured or estimated parallel to the leveling observations.
It can be shown (see section 3) that temperature information in different heights
above grounds is the main factor for computing refraction correction and that all

measured temperature differences should have a precision of about 0.02°K.

Besides the precision the representativity of temperature observations will be

discussed in this paper. In principle, one can distinguish between different kinds
of representativity:
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- in time : one (mean) observation for each sight, set-up
or section parallel to the leveling observations,

- in space : one (mean) observation for each sight, set-up
or section parallel to the leveling observations,

- in height : 2 , 3 or more (e.g. 5) temperature sensors to describe
the meteorological conditions.

Short periodic fluctuations may have an influence on the set-up data, while the
"mean" temperature field for a section may be considered to be too general for com-
puting refraction corrections. From a practical point of view it's time consuming
and expensive to carry out temperature observations for each set-up parallel to the
leveling field operation, as the temperature sensors are relatively slow and additio-
nal staff handling the equipment would be required. The use of more than the till-now
used number of 2 or 3 sensors allow a statistical treatment of the computedrefraction
correction. Here again a section - wise treatment with a registration over a longer
period of time seems to be advantageous. All these aspects will be discussed for
leveling data of the leveling test loop Koblenz and the line Saugus-Palmdale.

2. REFRACTION MODELLING

There are different principles to treat leveling refraction effects. Lucht (1971)
and Fawaz (1981) tried to model refraction effects as correlations in the stochastic
model of adjustment and Remmer (1980) applied a statistical method to estimate the

refraction effect in network. The model discussed here belong to the class of deter-
ministic or correction models, as here out of a set of physical parameters refraction
corrections for the raw leveling observations are computed.

All models that are using this deterministic approach, can be divided into three

main groups. The refraction correction can be computed by using

i) directly measured temperature differences and a characteristic
temperature-height-function (HUGERSHOFF, 1907, KUKKAMAKI, 1938/39, REISSMANN,
1954, BOHM, 1959, VISCOCIL, 1983, HEER, 1984) and additionally (GARFINKEL, 1979).

The models are based on the assumption of isothermic surfaces parallel to the

ground.

ii) directly measured temperature differences and the temperature gradient dt/dz
(BROCKS, 1948, FAWAZ, 1981, PELZER, 1982, MOZZUCHIN, 1977).

The models are based on asymmetric ray curvature studies and the eikonal
equation for the path of a light wave (MORITZ, 1967).

iii) temperature measurements for calculating the gradient of the potential
temperature. In this case the gradient is expressed in terms of
meteorological and geometrical parameters, i.g. the azimuth of the level
line and the sun, the zenith distance of the sun and the upward turbulent
sensible heat flux (M0NIN-0BUCHH0V, 1954, ANGUS-LEPPAN , 1979, HOHLDAHL, 1981)

The objective to apply numerous of these -standard - formulae for estimating the

refraction effect is to show the range of the different models and to give an idea

on the achievable reliability of refraction corrections.
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2.1 REFRACTION MODELS WITH TEMPERATURE

HEIGHT - FUNCTIONS

The basic assumption for the determination o£ the formulae in this section is the

model of isothermic surfaces parallel to the
^Ve'elimentary sight deviation, re-

suiting from different refractive

indices from one isothermic layer

to another as a function of change

in temperature is derived on base

of the law of snellius.

The basic equation for computing

refraction correction with diffe-

rent temperature-height-functions

is derived from this model.

Kukkamaki (1938) and Reissmann

(1954) found:

R = cot«.k/

(1)

At-dh

where

R

h
o

h

At

dh

K

Refraction Correction

height of the level

staff reading

temperature difference, expressed by

characteristic temperature-height- functions

integration variable along the line of sight

change in refractive index n for a

change of 1° in temperature

The following table shows the different temperature-height-functions for defining

the temperature variations near the ground with the corresponding authors.
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Model No. Function/Hypothesis Author

1 t=a+b*h*2 HUGERSHOFF, 1907

2 t=a+b*h+c*h*2 REISSMANN, 1954

3 t=a+b*h+c*hA2+d*hA3 REISSMANN, 1954

4 t=a+b*h+c*h*2+d*h*3 VISKOCYL, 1983

5 t=a+b*h+c*hA2+d*hA3 BOEHM, 1959

6 t=a+b*h+c*hA2+d*hA3+e*hA4 REISSMANN, 1954

7 t=a+b*hAc KUKKAMAEKI, 1938

8 t=a+b*exp(c*h) HEER, 1984

TABLE 1: Different temperature-height-functions
and corresponding authors

where

t : temperature

a,b,c,d,e : parameters or coefficients of the
functional models, varying with time

h : height above the surface

Substituting in ( 1 ) and integrating leads to the following correction formulation
for a single level setup, shown in table 2.

No. Refraction Correction Formulae

1 R = (s*2*K*b*dh)/3

2 R = (s*2»K*c»dh)/3

3 R = s*2»K*[(c»ho)/3+d»ho]*dh

4 R = (K«s*2*dh»[c+3*d*ho)]/2

5 R = (31*s*2*dh*[c+3*d*ho])/108

6 R = s*2*K»(c/3+d*ho+e*[dh*2/20+2«ho*2])

7 R = cot*2«K»b»(1/(c+1)*[hb*(c+1)-hf*(c+1)]-ho*c«dh)

8 R = cot*2aK*b*(l/c«texp(c»hb)-exp(c»hf)]-exp(c*ho)*dh)

TABLE 2: Refraction corrections based on different
temperature-height-functions (see table 1)
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where s

dh

h, , h.

sight length [m]

measured elevation difference

staff readings - forward, backward -

In table 2 a lot of different refraction corrections are shown and it is easy to

see that it is very difficult to approximate the temperature behaviour in this deter-

ministic manners of "fixed" temperature height functions.

2.2 REFRACTIVE ERROR AS A FUNCTION OF THE VERTICAL TEMPERATURE GRADIENT

BROCKS found that the curvature of rays of light near the earth's surface, especi-
ally for a level setup is given by

dn_ JP „ dT „ de

dh Vdh %h 3

dh
(2)

where

9n/8h

8P/3h

de/dh

8T/9h

gradient of refractive

gradient of air pressure

gradient of vapor pressure

gradient of air temperature

and neglecting the gradients of air and vapor pressure we have finally

;
a 2 =-.98k= ffilYa.

v
dh,

Modelling the temperature gradient 8T/9h (BROCKS, 1948)

by

dT/dh = ah b
; a<0,b<0

(3)

(4)

where

a : temperature gradient for h = lm

h : height above the ground

b : parameter, constant, can be assumed as ~ - 1

The value of a depends on daily and yearly variations and is a function the

zenith distance of the sun.

Based on the unified theory of geodetic refraction the path of a light wave was
described by eiconal equations (Moritz, 1967)

J dh

(5)

dx
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where n '• refractive index

x : lenght of the line of sight

Substituting dn/dh in terms of pressure and the given temperature gradient a diffe-

rent refraction corrections formulations were given in Table 3 with corresponding

authors.

No.

10

1

1

12

Refraction Correction Formulae/Author

R = (-79.1264*P*s*2*a*dh)/(T*2*(hb+ho)*(hf+ho))

MOZZUCHIN, 1977

R = (.16*s*3*a*tan )/106
FAWAZ. 1981

R = (.98*a*cot*2oc*G)/10*6

G = [ho*ln((1+s*tan«/ho)/(1-s*tano/ho))+

s*tan**ln(1 -sA2*tanA2o/hoA2)-2]

PELZER, 1982

R = (s*2*503*P*ho*(b-1)*a*b*dh*fll)/(6*r*T*2)

fll = 1 + 22*(b-1)...(b-2*n)*q*(2*n)/(2*n+3)!

q = (hb-1)/ho = (1-hf)/ho

BROCKS, 1948

where

P : air pressure [mbar]

rO -1

T : temperature L KJ

a,b : parameters of

Brocks 's Function

r : radius of the earth

TABLE 3: Refraction correction formulae for a

single level setup by using the vertical
temperature gradient a

2.3 ANOTHER REFRACTION MODELLING

Additionally to chapter 2. 1 another model for computing refraction corrections using

directly measured temperatures was published in WHALEN, 1980 developed by

GARFINKEL, 1978/1979.

No. Refraction Correction Formulae/Author

13 R = (-.00107*P*s*2*dt"*dh)/(T*6*a*2)

dt" = t3-2*t2+t1

GARFINKEL, 1978/79
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2.4 TURBULENT TRANSFER MODELS

WEBB, 1968 demonstrated and showed geodesists that it might be practicable to com-

pute temperature gradients in terms of other important meteorological parameters.
His ideas are based on theories of atmospheric turbulence and heat balance in the

lowest layers of the atmosphere.

Therefore it is necessary to distinguish two atmospheric conditions, unstable
and stable, with an intermediate neutral state. When the surface is heated by radi-

ation convection carries heat upwards in form of turbulent eddis of air. The
atmosphere is being mixed and unstable, the temperature gradient is negative.
This is the most typical case for the leveling situation and the relationship to

temperature gradient has been found by

1/3

dG
dh

il
dh

where

H'T
c
P 9)

2

g

«W3 (6)

dO/dh : gradient of the potential temperature

H : upward heat flux due to convection

Cp : specific heat at constant pressure
of the air

cp : density of the air

g : accleration due gravity

In the height range of leveling the difference between actual and potential tempe-

rature gradient is negligible.

The upward heat flux H as one of the most significant meteorological parameters
cannot be measured directly. The difficulty is to estimate H with an acceptable
accuracy and reliability. Three possible ways can be given:

i) Heat flux is a component of the energy at the ground surface.
The energy as a result of radiation effects reaching the surface
must be balanced by the energy as a result of reflectivity.
The net radiation at the surface is given by

Q = (Sr + Sk*At)-(Er+Rs + Ra) = V + H + B
(7)

where

Q

Sr

Sk

At

Er

Rs

net radiation

direct sun's radiation

sky-radiation

atmospheric radiation

ground reflection

reflected sun and sky radiation
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Ra : reflected atmospheric radiation

short wave part

long wave part

global radiation

latent heat in vaporisation of surface moisture

heat conducted into the ground

so we have finally for the heat flux the equation

H=Q-V-B

ii) Estimation of H in relation to its main parameters
(ANGUS - LEPPAN, 1979)

s
r

+ s
k

"~ R
s

At - Er - Ra

Sr +

V

B

(8)

(9)

where

H= 450-C-W-cos;

C : factor for cloud cover

W : factor for surface wetness

£ : sun's zenith distance

This model is best suitable for practical work, as no additional equipment is

necessary. The crew leader has to estimate the parameters C and W and to store
these factors in this manual. The precision of this rule of thumb for estimating H
is low and - more dangerous - the estimates by the observer can be checked, i.e.

there is no reliability.

iii) Direct estimation by using measured temperatures in different heights.
From integration of equation (5) HOLDAHL, 1981 found the following
expression.

-HT -(h -h )

(c
p
<?)g

t= t +3-
o (10)

which can be easily transformed for computing the heat flux.

Following from equation (5) the last refraction correction formulation, developed
by ANGUS-LEPPAN, 1979, for a single level setup was given.

No.

14

Refraction Correction Formulae

R = (.0398«cot*2«»H*(2/3)*(3*[hb*(2/3)-hfA(2/3)]-2*hoA(-l/3))
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3. ON THE INNER PRECISION OF REFRACTION CORRECTIONS

3.1 Required precision for temperature measurements

In section 2 different models are presented to compute refraction corrections out of

certain parameters, which describe the physical conditions in the lowest few meters
of the atmosphere. In Janietz (1984) detailed studies are carried out on the error
propagation within these models, i.e. on the dependency of these correction formulae

on the accuracy of the underlying meteorological parameters and the leveling obser-
vations. It was found out that the influence of possible errors of e.g. air pressure,
rod readings, height difference of temperature sensors or height of instrument are

neglectible, compared with the influence of errors in the temperature measurements.
It was shown that for the computation of significant refraction corrections the

temperature measurements should have a precision O of

a < 0.02° K (1 1)

This accuracy for temperature measurements can be achieved with the Advanced-
Temperature-Measuring-System (ATMS), described in section 4.

3.2 EFFORT OF A MULTIPLE SENSOR SYSTEM

In usual temperature measuring systems only the minimum number of temperature
sensors (2 or 3) are used, just to be able to compute the temperature functions
required for the refraction correction formulae 1 - 14, as given in section 2.

Using more than three temperature sensors one gets a better insight into the

temperature distribution of the lowest layer of the atmosphere. Further
>

it is now
possible to compute the variance S^ of any refraction correction by applying the
usual law of error propagation

4= so FQ F T < 12 >

XX
where

s : variance of unit weight
(accuracy of temperature measurements at one point)

F_ : vector of partial derivatives

Q : cofactor matrix of the unknown
—^xx

(e.g. coefficients of the temperature height function,
temperature gradient, heat flux)

With known sR the significance of a refraction correction R can be tested using
the ratio R/sR as test statistics and applying the well-known t-test. For all
computations in section 4 this significance test was carried out. For the Test
Loop Koblenz and the line Saugus-Palmdale the refraction corrections of each model
turned out to be significant.

4. REALIZATION OF PRECISE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS USING
THE ADVANCE - TEMPERATURE - MEASURING - SYSTEM

As shown in chapter 3. 1 before it is necessary to realize a accuracy of temperature
measurements better than 0.02 K.

For studying the effectiveness of refraction corrections under reliability and
accuracy aspects in consideration of the variations of meteorological parameter,
especially in the temperature field, the Advanced - Temperature - Measuring - System
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(ATMS) was created in (1981) and financed by the German Research Conncil (DFG) in
1983. In Figure 2, the components of this equipment are depicted.

o

^_ temperature
O sensors

t ^

HJH-

:setsiiiSti

- HP 9826 S

- SR-Box

- HP 3456 A

-HP 3497 A

- HP 82905 B

FIGURE 2: Components of the Advanced-Temperature-Measuring -

System (ATMS) with an accuracy of better than 0.02 K

The different components are:

HP 9826S

HP 82905B

HP 3456A

HP 349 7A

Desk-top computer with Floppy-Disc-Drive and a storage capacity of
1,6 M Byte. Programming languages are BASIC and PASCAL. Works like
a controller in real-time processing.

matrix-printer for data-output and graphic sketches.

Fully guarded integrating voltmeter with lOppm basic accuracy and
6*/2 digits.

Data Acquisation / Control unit combines precision measurement
capability with process monitoring and control functions.
Resistance measurement compensation.
These components are connected by HP-Interface bus for easy processing
and standard input/output operations. This system is powered by 220 V.

contains circuits for the power supply of the temperature sensors and
a standard resistor (1000 ohm) of high precision (0.001 %) for

compensating voltmeter effects.

ten air temperature-sensors mounted in different heights above
the ground are available for two stations.
Each temperature sensor consisted of a 500 ohm RTD as a primary element

and a 500 ohm standard resistor of high precision (0.01 %) for

compensating outer effects, mounted within a tubular metal shield,

which was mounted within a second tubular metal shield.

The outer shield was polished for compensating radiation effects.
A small fan was attached to each sensor for drawing air past the RTD.

Using adequately calibration functions for the RTD a temperature value was
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computed. It is possible to realize numerous sampling rates for getting temperature
values with an accuracy better than 0.01 K as an output from precise electronic
measuring techniques.

This equipment allows very precise temperature observations, but it was not deve-

loped for mobile use, i.e. temperature measurements for each set-up. Extended testing
was performed with more stationary use, i.e. by positioning the ATMS in a location
characteristic for one (or more) section and measuring the temperature distribution
during the whole observation period.

5. PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF MODERN TEMPERATURE
MEASUREMENTS AND AVALUATION TECHNIQUES

5. 1 Leveling Test Loop Koblenz

Since 1980 the lines of the German first order leveling network have been observed
by the different surveying authorities of the Federal Republic of Germany. For the

purpose of quantitative and qualitative studies of errors in leveling the Working
Comittee "Precise Leveling" decided to install a leveling Test Loop, which was to

be observed before and after each yearly measuring period by each crew. The leveling
Test Loop Koblenz is situated near the river Rhine in the Federal State Rhineland -

Palatinate and depicted in Fig. 3.

„ 320
316

Figure 3: Leveling Test Loop Koblenz

The sketch below illustrates the ground profile of this loop. The height difference
is about 146 m and the length of the loop is nearly 7.1 km with a maximum ground
slope of 13 percent and a shortest sightline of 4 m. The loop consists of 31

sections. The rod stations are signed by fixed steel rivets in the ground for
eliminating the rod movements

.
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Since 1978, fifty-five complete
observations have been made.

In Fig. 5 the differences from
the mean values are depicted
showing a bandwidth of nearly
8 mm from the lowest curve to

the highest one. The source of

this comparison is leveling

data, rectified by rod calibra-
tion values and temperature
corrections on account of the
extension of the invar rod.

FIGURE 4: Ground Profile of the
Leveling Test Loop

discrepancies [mm]/—7^^
4 -

3 j

2 -

1 -

n

-1 -W^^^^^^^s
-2 -

m>^^vv^«^Vr L
i*0Y^lilY

-3 -

-4 - s[km]

FIGURE 5: Leveling Discrepancies on the
Leveling Test Loop

Noticing the high correlation between ground slope and these discrepancies it can
be assumed that different refraction effects falsify the measuring results in a

systematic way. The discrepancies cannot be explained by possible magnetic effects
on the short N - S - sections within this loop. Further informations about this
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problems are given in FREVEL, 1983 and HEER, 1983.

Detailed refraction studies were started at 1980 until now with different equipment
for the determination of temperatures and other meteorological parameters.
In 1983 we had the possibility to carry out precise temperature measurements with
the ATMS - equipment as described in section 4.

Additionally air pressure, cloud types, surface wetness, surface temperature and sun

radiation were registered. The temperature station were changed every day. A typical
situation of a measuring place is depicted in Fig. 6 below.

barometer
temperature
equipment

220V AC

temperature sensors
-pyranometer
-anemometer

FIGURE 6: Temperature Measurements on the Leveling
Test Loop Koblenz (situation: near by point 301

at the river rhine)

The temperature measurements were used for computing the main parameters of the

refraction models No 1 - 14, by using least-squares-techniques. Table 4 illustrates
the values and corresponding standard deviations of the main parameters and its

changes between two measuring periods on the Leveling Test Loop Koblenz.
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No. /Parameter September October standard deviation dimension

1-8 K -.993 lo"
6

-l.ol7 lo"
6

3 .o"
9

1/K
K/nu
K/m
K/m^

K/mt
K/m
K/m,
K/m

4

1 b -.ol8 -.o62 .ol3

2 c .o95 • 2o2 .o52

3,4,5 c .81o 1.83o .276

d -. 117 -.383 .o46

6 c 2.3o4
d -.816

e .o97

7 b .369 .283 so .oo4 K K/m
c -1 .006 -1.363

8 b 2.871 2.4o9 so .oo4 K K

c -3.534 -3.49o 1/m

9, lo, 1 1 a -.268 -.29o .oo4 K/m
12 a -.268 -.29o • oo4 K/m

b -1.518 -.918 .o38

13 dt" . 196 .238 • oo7 K
W/m14 H 12o.97 157.36 3.61

TABLE 4: Parameters of Refraction Correction Models
Dimension and Standard Deviation

The following Fig. 7 shows the approximated
day (20-10-83).

temperature-height-functions of one

FIGURE 7: Daily temperature height functions
(20-10-83
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The corresponding variations of the temperature gradient and the daily variations
of the estimated heat flux are shown in Fig 8.

10 \'l

H
1

•"

a [K/m]

time [h]

h ib 18

H—'—I—«—

h

1/

350 H [W/m2]

300

time[h]
H—i—

h

10 l? 14 IB

FIGURE 8: Daily variations of the temperature
gradient and the heat flux on the Leveling Test Loop
Koblenz (20-10-83)

The refraction modelling leads to typical so called "trend functions" of the
different refraction corrections formulations of the level sections (not setups)
as a systematic effect. These functions are depicted as summed-up values of the
refraction corrections in Fig. 9.

FIGURE 9: Summed-up Refraction
Corrections
(October 1983)
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The maximum height changes appears at the highest point of the loop. These values
of the two measuring periods are given in table 5

No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lo 11 12 13 14

September
October

. 16

.46

.82

1.52

2. 17

.06

3.25
. lo

2.o3
.06

.55 l.ol

.91

.94

.65

.72

.67

.59

.57

.51

.47

.62

.43

1.32

2.o7
1.48

1.45

TABLE 5: Maximum Refraction Influence on the Leveling
Test Loop Koblenz in [mm] at point 315 (4,6 km)

In this case it is easy to see that there are great differences by modelling with
fixed temperature height functions, especially with polynomials (degree > 2).

Under the reliability point of viem it seems to be impossible to approximate the
complex temperature behaviour by these functions (Mod. 3,4,5,6), also seen in

Fig. 7. The other values show in consideration to the Leveling Test Loop Koblenz
typical differences based on the hypothesis in refraction modelling.
The comparison of five corrected measurements (1980-1983) by Model No 14 (ANGUS-

LEPPAN) leads to reduced discrepancies at the highest point. Fig. 10 illustrates
this fact in a more adequate way.

5-

d[mm]

f^\ __

2.11 mm

4-

3-

2-

1-

n | Jstkm]

\i V X 2 3 4 5 6/
-1- uncorrected mean value '

-2-

uncorrected
elevation differences

FIGURE 10: Comparison of

Measurements
corrected by
Refraction
(Model No. 14

ANGUS-LEPPAN)

corrected
elevation differences
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5.2 REFRACTION STUDIES ON THE SAUGUS TO PALMDALE
SURVEY ROUTE

Because of the significant impact of the application of refraction corrections on
the evaluation of crustal movement in southern California a refraction test had to be
carried out along a leveling line that was essential to the interpretation of the
proposed southern California uplift. The U.S. Geological Survey and the National
Geodetic Survey (NGS) participated in a joint refraction test along the leveling
route from Saugus to Palmdale. In addition to the standard leveling observations
temperature measurements were carried out for each set-up with 3 sensors.
The purpose of this test was:

i) to determine the magnitude of the differences between heights determined using
short- and long-sight distances along the same leveling route;

ii) to test the ability of standard refraction models;

iii) to test the ability of HOLDAHL'S temperature modelling

Further informations about these leveling refraction test is given in WHALEN,
STRANGE, 1983.

Our objective was to study

the discrepancies between all the different refraction models

- the differences between short- and long - sight levelings

- the differences between refraction corrections for each
set-ups, as performed by the NGS, and refraction corrections for each section.

Before starting this comparison the situation of Saugus to Palmdale survey route
and the terrain elevation above sea level should be given.

USA

Palmdale •
j

Saugus^--^-
-'Acton

Pacific

Ocean

levelling line

•Burbank

San Pedro

700 --

Terrain Elevation

above Sea Level [m]

s [km]

FIGURE 1 1 : Saugus to Palmdale survey route
and terrain elevation above sea level
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The setup corrections based on observed temperatures for each level setup are taker

from WHALEN/ STRANGE, 1983.

For our calculations we used the mean values of observed temperatures at the heights

0.5, 1.5 and 2.5 m for each section (level line) to compute the parameters of the

available refraction models.

In Tab. 6 these parameters with the corresponding model No. are given

No. /Parameter Saugus--Palmdale standard deviation dimension

1,2,7,8 K -.841 .o"
6

1/K

K/m,
K/in

1 b -. 199 .oo7

2 c .176

7 b 1.7361 K/m
c -.477

8 b 2.545 K

c -.668 1/m

9,lo,ll a -.84o .o39 K/m

12 a -.84o .o39 K/m

b -.94o .o41

13 dt" • 35o .o52 K
2

W/m14 H 5o9.6 27.3

TABLE 6: Parameters of Refraction Models

Saugus - Palmdale

The application of the refraction models leads to summarized refraction correction*

for the short-sight and long-sight distances, depicted in Fig. 12.

30-

20-

[R3 [mm]

SRUGUS-PALMDRLE (SHORT)

90-

[R] [mm]

. SflUGUS-PRLMDRLE (LONG) / Vg

80-

/\-7
70-

A-1.8

60-
As. 11

50-

40-

30-

20-

10-

n 1 II 1

stkm]
I

1 ) 10 20 30 40 50

FIGURE 12: Summed-up Refraction Corrections for short (s)

and long (1) - sight distances
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Additionally in Tab. 7 the maximum values at point 59 ( s =45.48 km) are given,

No. 1 2 7 8 9 lo 11 12 13 14 Whalen/Strange

short
long

22.26
7o.45

19. 7o

62.33
22.45
77. o2

22. o4

7o.36
28. 5o

93.96
21.8o
68.98

19.76

66. o3

18. 4o

61.31

19.71

62.37
25.24
85.87

19.45

65. 8o

A 48. 19 42.63 54.57 48.32 65.46 47. 18 46.27 42.91 42.66 6o.63 46.35

TABLE 7: Maximum values of Summed-up
Refraction Corrections of short (s) and long (1) - sight distances in [mm]

Finally the measured elevation differences were corrected. The summed up differen-
ces of the corrected and uncorrected elevations for short - and long sight lenght are
presented in Fig. 13, additionally combined with the results taken from WHALEN,
STRANGE, 1983.

40-

30-

/
CSDDH] [mm] /

SflUGUS-PALMDRLE ^J

L^^
20-

10-
/^ 1 s [km]

{ 10 .i& 30 AfasjA
2,13,12

CJ

\\N*y£^ a
"1.8

-10- - ^^^^^^^^vy^^^^7

^C^V^V\/^x^
-20- X^ ^X^A.g

-30-

-40-

FIGURE 13: Effect of different
Refraction Corrections
Summed-up Elevation
Differences for each
section
(long-short)

(*) results from WHALEN/STRANGE
1983 -case one-

(+) results from WHALEN/STRANGE
1983 -case four-

It is easy to see that the application of refraction correction models randomize
the differences between short- and long sight levelings. That means refraction
does exists! The differing in all applications goes back to the functional and
computing of parameters but shows that refraction correction models work !

Finally in Tab. 8 the estimation of standard deviations based on the differences
of each section is given. The significance of the mean values is tested by well
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known trivial statistical methods

SDDH 1 2 7 8 9 lo 11 12 13 14

so f—

<

1.24 1 .oo l.ol 1 .00 1 .00 l.o4 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 l.ol l.o2

so/V 2 .88 .71 .71 .71 .71 .74 .71 .7o .71 .71 .72

d-[d]/n .72 -.06 .o3 -.16 -.06 -.34 -.o4 -.o3 -.o3 .o3 -.26

sd .23 . 18 . 18 . 18 . 18 .19 .18 .18 .18 .18 .19

t=d/sd 3.18 -.32 . 1

6

-.88 -.34 -1.79 -.24 -.15 .14 .16 -1.4o

TABLE 8: Standard deviations of the

SAUGUS-PALMDALE Survey route

6. SUMMARY

Based on different meteorological models three group of model for refraction
corrections exist; the main formulae are presented here.

These models require a precision of 0.02 K for the observed temperatures and it

is outlined here, that this precision can be achieved with an advanced multi-sensor
temperature measuring system. Test observations with this equipment on the Leveling
Test Loop Koblenz show the effectivity of the applied refraction models:
the discrepancies between different observation periods can be reduced by applying
an adequate refraction correction.

For the NGS test line Saugus-Palmdale it was pointed out, that a section wise
treatment of refraction effects is sufficient or even more reliable than the

computation of a correction for each individual set-up.
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ABSTRACT. A Rapid Precision Leveling System (RPLS) is proposed
that consists of two tripod-mounted instruments, one at each
end of a line-of-sight path, making synchronous measurements of

the reciprocal zenith angles and slope distances. In this

paper we evaluate the contribution of turbulence to uncertain-
ties in the estimation of actual height differences between the

two instruments. Assuming optical apertures of 15 cm, the RPLS
is shown to be capable of first order leveling provided
appropriate sight path lengths are chosen as dictated by the

turbulence strength.

INTRODUCTION

A study is currently being conducted into the feasibility of constructing an

essentially automated leveling system so configured as to yield very rapid and pre-
cise height difference measurements. The details of such a Rapid Precision
Leveling System (RPLS) have been considered by Huff (1984). The RPLS concept is

based on the EDM-trigonometric heighting technique (RUeger and Brunner 1982)

whereby height differences are calculated from the measured slope distances and
zenith angles. The proposed RPLS consists of two tripod-mounted instruments, each
capable of functioning as a transmitter and (or) receiver/reflector, located at

opposite ends of a line-of-sight path (see Fig. 1). Each transmitter/receiver is

assumed to be a common-optics system. The transmitter (A) projects an essentially
collimated laser beam at a receiver (B) whose aperture is partially reflective
thereby folding the path and allowing the RPLS to operate in two modes. The zenith
angles required for the height difference calculation are Z. and Z„. The angle
Z. is the measured transmitter zenith angle. Neglecting the effects of turbulence,
the angle Z„, in the direct mode, is found from the sum of the measured receiver
zenith angle Z_M and the angle-of-arrival aR of the direct beam wavenormal relative
to the optical axis of the receiver at B. In principle, aR is computed from aR

=

d/f, where d is the displacement of the direct beam focal spot from the optical
axis of the receiver, and f is the receiver focal length. In the folded-path mode,
the angle cu. is found from a,, = aA/2, where aA is the angle-of-arrival of the

reflected beam at the receiver at A. (Note that, in Fig. 1, the separation between
the direct and reflected paths has been greatly exaggerated, and that the receiver
at A has been drawn above its actual position to more easily identify the relevant
angles). We investigate the effect of turbulence on the ability of the RPLS to

detect the angle-of-arrival a. and ou,, and evaluate the contribution of turbulence
to the height difference uncertainty for a 1 km traverse.
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Figure 1. Operating principle of the RPLS,

RPLS RECIPROCAL EDM-HEIGHT TRAVERSING

Rtteger and Brunner (1982) (RB) give the following equation for the spheroidal
height difference AH. R

used in reciprocal EDM-trigonometric heighting;

AH
AB =

2
S
AB

(C0SZ
A " COSZ

B
} "

(S
AB

5lnZ
AV

51
(k
A " V • (1)

A B
2R/S

AB
sinZ

A*
A

rora tne true zeniths has

where R - 6371 km is the radius of the Earth, and the refraction coefficients
kA and k

R
are related to the angles 6. and 6R through k A „ = 6,

small term related to the deviation of the local zenith
been omitted, and we have assumed that the heights of the two instruments above the

ground are equal. Neglecting any errors due to height transfers to and from bench-
marks, and assuming the observations from leg to leg of the traverse are uncorre-
cted, the height difference variance of a height traverse of length L is given by
RB as

2 L 2 „ 2 LI 2 LI
o = — cos Z a + — a +Li S 2 Z

16 R
2

2
(Ak) , (2)
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where Ak = k. - kR has been treated as a random error, and equal horizontal distan-
ces I = S sinZ and an average value, cosZ, for all cosZ. have been assumed.
The variance of the distance and zenith angle measurements is represented by

o„ = o„, + a
q

and o?
= a„. + a , where i and t describe the instrumental

and turbulence-Induced contributions respectively.

THE EFFECTS OF TURBULENCE

The RPLS works by measuring the off-axis displacement d of the receiver focal

spot, from which the angle-of-arrival d/f is evaluated. In the absence of tur-
bulence, the spot displacement is found by using an array of photodetectors to

record the focal plane intensity distribution and by locating the position of its

centroid relative to the optical axis. To understand how turbulence interferes
with this measurement, we briefly discuss the effect of turbulence on a beam wave
and the corresponding effect on the focal spot as it applies to the detection of
the focal spot centroid. We assume that the turbulence is statistically homoge-
neous and isotropic, and that it can be described by the Kolmogorov spectrum. In
addition, we require that the turbulence be sufficiently weak for the single-
scatter theory to apply (Tatarski 1971).

We first consider the impact of the finite transverse extent of the beam.

Turbulent fluctuations in the refractive index are produced primarily by refractive
eddies advected by the mean wind. This gives rise to two finite beam effects (Yura
1973). A dancing or wander of the beam about its unperturbed position is produced
by those eddies in the turbulent flow whose characteristic dimensions are larger
than the beam diameter. A breathing or expansion of the beam about its instan-
taneous center of energy is caused by eddies that are smaller than the beam. In

the plane of the receiver aperture, these effects manifest themselves as wander and
expansion of the beam spot. Assuming equal transmitter and receiver diameters D,

and a given beam divergence 6, the beam spot may, at times, only partially cover
the receiver^ . This results in a distortion and reduction in intensity of the

focal spot. For circular apertures, it can be shown that the focal spot distortion
due to this turbulence induced misalignment does not influence the location of its

centroid^. In addition, the reduction in focal spot intensity due to beam wander
and expansion is also of no consequence. Therefore, to evaluate the effects of

turbulence, the finite transverse extent of the beam can be ignored and we can

model the source as a plane wave.

In the plane of the receiver aperture, both the amplitude and phase of the wave

fluctuate as a result of the intervening turbulence. The amplitude fluctuations
produce a random pattern of light and dark patches across the receiver aperture
which evolve in time (scintillation). The characteristic diameter of these patches

iTo effectively fold the path, it is important that the receiver intercept a signi-

ficant portion of the beam. Under conditions of the largest expected path-
integrated turbulence, the beam at the receiver may be displaced as much as a few

centimeters. This requires that D > 10 cm or that 9 be sufficiently large to

accommodate this effect.

^This is easily explained using the Fourier transform relationship between the

field incident on the receiver aperture and the focal plane field (Goodman 1968).
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is /AS, where X is the beam wavelength and S is the path length. As a result, the
focal spot is distorted because of the irregular apodization of the aperture, and
its intensity fluctuates because of the evolution of the scintillation pattern.
Only the former factor affects the location of the focal spot centroid. However,
if the aperture contains many of these patches (D » /AS), the focal spot distor-
tion is smoothed out (i.e., the aperture "averages" over the focal spot distortion
produced by each irregular patch) and this effect can also be ignored. Larger
apertures also minimize the effect of scintillation in the same manner. For the

wavelengths and pathlength of interest, /AS < 2 cm, indicating that apertures with
D > 10 cm are required.

The phase fluctuations across the receiver aperture have two effects on the focal
spot. Turbulent eddies whose characteristic dimensions are larger than D produce
similar size phase irregularities at the receiver, causing the focal spot to wander
about its unperturbed position. Inhomogeneities whose size is smaller than D pro-
duce phase irregularities at the receiver smaller than the aperture; these tend to

broaden the focal spot about its instantaneous center of energy. The charac-
teristic time scale for fluctuations in the focal spot position is of order D/v,

where v is the component of wind velocity across the path. Over time scales much
shorter than this, the focal spot is broadened but constant in position.

The zenith angle Z required for the direct path height difference calculation is

obtained from the sum of the measured receiver zenith angle ZRM and the unperturbed
angle-of-arrival cu,. In turbulence, ou, is found from the ensemble mean of the

instantaneous angle-of-arrival a, where a is defined as the angle-of-arrival
observed over times much shorter than D/v. An estimate for this ensemble mean can

be obtained by forming a sampled mean from instantaneous samples of the focal plane
intensity distribution. The corresponding variance in the zenith angle observation
is (see Appendix)

2 2
2N

o
+ l

a
Zt

= a
ad

( °N
} (3)

2
where a , is the angle-of-arrival variance of the direct beam at the receiver at

B, N is the correlation length of the samples, and N is the total number of

samples. The folded path result can be obtained from Eq. (3) by replacing o ,

with a c M, where a
f

is the angle-of-arrival variance of the folded beam at the

receiver at A. We estimate N as SR • t, where SR = N/T (T = total sampling
time) is the sampling rate ana t = L /v is the turbulence correlation time. L isr ° o o
the outer scale of turbulence, defined as the largest isotropic eddy in the tur-

bulent flow, and is usually estimated as the height h of the optical path above the

ground.

2
To evaluate Eq. (3) numerically, we need to obtain an estimate for a , and

a f • The direct path angle-of-arrival variance is given by o , = <(A<J>(D) -
CtC r\ ty OtQ

<A<}>(D)>) >/(kD) , where A<j>(D) is the phase difference across an aperture of

diameter D, the angle brackets represent an ensemble average, and k = 2-rr/A (Fante

1975). For /AS « D < L , the numerator is 2.92 k
2
S C

2
D
5/3

so that a ,

2 =

2-1/3 °
2

n ad
2.92 S C D ' . The structure parameter C is a measure of the turbulence

n n
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2 2
strength and can be related to the refractive index variance a through C =

2 -2/3 n n
a 6.5 L (Clifford 1978). The folded path result can be obtained from thisno
result by noting that if the phase perturbation produced by a single eddy over a

one-way path is 9» then the phase perturbation produced by this eddy over a round

trip path is 2 <js . By replacing A<}>(D) by 2A<f>(D) in the expression for a we
o 2 ®

obtain a
f

= 4a , . This result is based on the assumption that the beam wave

propagates through exactly the same turbulence on the forward and return trips.

This requires that the angle-of-arrival at the reflector always be zero which is

not the case because of turbulence-induced angle-of-arrival fluctuations. If the

beam were to propagate through a completely different region of turbulence on the

return path, the folded path result could be obtained by setting S = 2 S in the
2 2 2 2

expression for a , which gives a c = 2a , . Therefore, we expect that a ^ =

2
ad afad

2 22 af
Aa , , where 2 < A < A. By substituting a and a c /4 for a , in Eq. (3) we

ad
2 a af ad

obtain a„ for the direct and folded path configuration respectively and note that

a7t
for the folded path is always less than that for the direct path. Neglecting

any design considerations, it seems preferable to operate the RPLS in the folded

rather than direct path mode.

To obtain an estimate for the turbulence induced variance in the sight path

length S, we divide the total phase path for a round trip between the two instru-

ments, namely 2kS ± 2a, (S), where a,(S) is the standard deviation of the plane wave
<P <J>

phase fluctuations over the direct path, by 2k which gives S ± a,(S)/k. The
(p 2 2

corresponding variance for a single sight path length measurement is a, (S)/k ,

2 2 2 5/3 T

where a, (S) ~ k C L S (Lutomirski et al. 1973). Assuming one sample of the
9 no

sight path length is recorded for each sample of the angle-of-arrival, we obtain

ac * = C
2

L
5 ' 3

S (2N + 1)/N.
St n o o

The turbulent contribution to the variance of a 1 km height traverse is obtained

from Eq. (2):

°lt
(m }

=
T~ °Zt '

(4)

where all dimensioned quantities are in meters. We have neglected the contribution

of the sight path length variance because it can be shown to be small relative to

the other terms in Eq. (2). In Fig. 2 we plot a,., as a function of the sam-

pling rate SR for I = 200 m, X = 0.6 ym, C
2 - 10~ 13

m~
2/

, D = 15 cm, t = h/v =

Is (h = 2 m, v = 2 m/s), and T„ = 30s. The upper curve corresponds to the direct

path case while the lower curve corresponds to the folded path case with A = 2.

The correct result for the folded path lies between these two curves. Figure 2

indicates that o,
r

decreases as the sampling rate increases. For sufficiently low

sampling rates, the samples are uncorrelated and o,
r

decreases as 1//N. For values

of SR that yield a large number of samples in a time t, the recorded time series is

a quasi-continuous representation of the angle-of-arrival and the factor (2N +

1)/N approaches its asymptotic value of 2x/T
g

, which is independent of the sampling
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Figure 2. The turbulence-induced contribution to the standard deviation in the

function of the RPLS sampling rate
.5 cm, t = Is, T = 30s).

s

total height difference for a 1 km traverse. as a fund
SR. U = 200 m, X = 0.6 um, C

2 = 10 m" '
, D = 1!

rate. This produces the asymptotic behavior of the curve for high values of SR.

For this particular example, there is no significant reduction in a, t
for sampling

rates above 2 Hz. In general, a reasonable sampling rate is one that yields
approximately two samples in one turbulence correlation time (i.e., SR ~ 2/x).
Assuming most leveling operations takes place in periods of light wind (v < 10 m/s
~ 22 mph), a value of SR < 10 hz is satisfactory. We also note that a,

f
decreases

as the receiver diameter D increases. This is because as the size of the receiver
aperture increases, an increasing amount of phase fluctuations in the plane of the

receiver aperture have characteristic scales less than D producing more spreading
and less wander of the focal plane spot, and reducing the angle-of-arrival
variance. Because of this effect, and the aforementioned problems with the ampli-
tude fluctuations, the largest practical aperture diameters will yield the best
system performance, and D ~ 15 cm will satisfy both practical and operational con-
siderations.

In Fig. 3, we plot a
1f. as a function of the horizontal component of the sight

path (£) over a 1 km height traverse for various levels of turbulence. We have
chosen a receiver diameter of 15 cm, and a sampling rate of 2 Hz. All the other
parameters are the same as in the previous figure. The solid lines correspond to

the direct path result and the dashed lines correspond to the folded path con-

figuration with A = 2. The correct result for the folded path lies between the

solid and dashed line associated with each value of C RB give a, < 1.1 mm as

the criterion for first order leveling for a 1 km traverse. From Fig. 3 we see

that higher levels of turbulence require shorter path lengths if first order stan-

dards are desired. For C '" < 10" 13
m~

2 / 3
, sight path lengths as long as 250 m are

possible provided the instrumental and refractional uncertainties are sufficiently

small. The allowable instrumental and refractional uncertainty alr
is found from

'ir
-fo - a

It
As an example, we consider the folded path configuration with I
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Figure 3. The turbulence-induced contribution to the standard deviation in the

total height difference for a 1 km traverse as a function of the horizontal com-
ponent of the sight path (1) for various turbulence strengths. (X = 0.6 urn,

D = 15 cm, SR = 2 Hz, x = Is, and T = 30s.
s

2 -13 -2/

3

= 250 m and C < 10 m ' for which o =

standards we must have a. < 0.63 mm. For C values much larger than th

maximum sight path length is limited to 100 m or less. C - 10 m

roughly the highest level of turbulence that would be encountered and cor

to conditions that might be observed midday on a hot day. C values of

m and less typically occur in the early morning and late afternoon ho

the air temperature approaches that of the ground (Lawrence 1976). To de

whether a certain sight path length will satisfy first order requirements
to know the turbulence strength at the time measurements are made. This
mation can be obtained from the variance of the sampled angle-of-arrival
used to determine the maximum sight path length for the next leg of the t

0.9 mm. To meet first order leveling
is, the
is

responds
10

urs when
termine
, we need
infor-
and can be

raverse.

CONCLUSIONS

Turbulence affects the performance of the RPLS primarily through angle-of-arrival
fluctuations. We have shown that the RPLS is capable of performing first order
leveling provided instrumental and refractional uncertainties are sufficiently
small and appropriate path lengths are chosen. In the morning and late afternoon
hours, turbulence levels generally do not exceed C =10 m and the RPLS is

capable of meeting first order standards for sight path lengths as long as 250 m.
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2 -12 -2/3
During midday hours, when C values may get as high as 10 " m , RPLS sight
path lengths are limited to approximately 100 m.

The results presented here are also applicable to leveling operations where
alignment between the instruments is achieved by observing a target through a tran-
sit telescope. Instead of the plane wave source approximation valid for the RPLS,

a target of small transverse extent constitutes a point source producing a spheri-
cal wavefront which is subject to the same effects as those discussed here. The
requirement of having sufficiently large sampling rates and long observation times
translates to the need for observing the target for a sufficiently long period of

time to adequately determine its mean position. The averaging in this case is per-
formed by eye, and the accuracy to which the mean angle-of-arrival is determined
depends to some extent on the skill of the observer. The diameter of the telescope
has the same effect on the turbulence induced uncertainties as discussed earlier.
Larger telescope apertures would yield target images that jitter less allowing for
a more accurate determination of the mean angle-of-arrival. Thus, the turbulence
contribution to the height difference uncertainty shown in Fig. 3 to some extent
represents the uncertainty that would be expected for more conventional EDM-trigo-
nometric leveling systems.

One final point concerns the capability of having both instruments function as

transmitters. By calculating the height difference with one instrument active and
then the other, for each leg of a traverse, we are able to reconstruct both a for-
ward and backward sighting in a single traverse. The two values for the total
height difference provide a check for the accuracy of the system and can be com-
bined to yield an improved height difference estimate. We stress the figures pre-
sented here do not represent the absolute performance of the RPLS , but serve only
to illustrate the effects of turbulence.
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APPENDIX

The zenith angle Z is defined through ZR
= ZRM + <cc>, where the angle hrackets

_indicate an ensemble average. An estimate for Z is obtained by replacing <a> with
a, where the overbar indicates a sampled average over N samples. The resulting
variance in the zenith angle observation is

a
zt

= <(<a> " ")2> = < "2> " <a>2 (A1)

N N
88 K l l «a<a.> - <a.Xa,» (A2)

N i=l j=l 3 J

a
2

N N

--T" I I C(i,j) > (A3)
N 1=1 j=l

where

<a. a, > - <a.Xa.>
C(i,j)=—±-J ^1 i_ (A4)

a
a

is the normalized covariance function of the sampled angle-of-arrival. Assuming
C(i,j) = C( |i-j |), the double sum in (A3) can be evaluated by writing the inner sum
for 1=1, i=2, etc., and recognizing a simple pattern that emerges. The result is

a
zt --TT I

2 I (1 ~$ C(u) + ^ ' (A5)

u=l

Provided N » 1 and C(u) ~ for some u « N, (A5) simplifies to

9
a

2
N-l

°zt
=
~1T I

2 I c(u) " x
l

• (A6)

u=l

The remaining sum is the correlation length N of the samples in units of samples,

and

9
2N + 1

4+ = ° (—2
i3 ) » < N « N . (A7)

Zt a N o
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ON n-VALUES IN LEVELLING REFRACTION

01 e Remmer
Geodetic Institute

Copenhagen
DK-2920 Denmark

ABSTRACT. Reviewing the recent work in the field of levelling refraction,
it is pointed out that this refraction depends on the second derivative (of

temperature as a function of height over ground) and not on the gradient
or first derivative. Because the accumulated effect of refraction in a

specific network may be described by just one parameter called n we may
include the computation of the refraction in the adjustment procedures.

Based on reports from researches in this field the following n-values (and
corresponding second derivatives) have been computed for different areas
in the world:

2 degree /m2
n hi

dz

Denmark -0.48 - 10"' 0.31

United Kingdom -0.54 • io-
7

0.35

Maryland -0.56 •io-
y

0.36

California -0.55 •IO"
7

0.35

Finland -0.97 •IO"
7

0.62

Arizona -0.98 10"' 0.63

Canada -1.02 •IO"' 0.66

There thus seems to be two distinct groups of n-values, one belonging to
an oceanic, the other to a continental climate.

1. ARGUMENTS FOR DEALING WITH REFRACTION IN LEVELLING

Scientific Arguments

An ever increasing accuracy is always pursued in the exact sciences. Without
going into a deeper discussion on the general reasons for such a pursuit (and its

limitations) we shall here give some concrete examples from geodesy and related
sciences. Hopefully they will illustrate the above mentioned general idea.

A more accurate execution of a precise levelling will thus mean for example.

a. A better determination of recent crustal movements and especially the determi -

nation of slower movements .

(Of obvious geophysical - geological interest).
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b. A better determination of the different mean sea levels of the tide gate mare-

ographs for example the difference between the Mediterranean Sea, the Atlantic

Ocean and the Baltic Sea .

(Of geodetic and oceanographic interest).

c. A truer determination of sea-slopes .

(cf. the article in the Journal of Geophysical Research by Castle et al.[4] on
the geodetic determination of the sea-slope along the coast of California).

Practical Arguments

For the practical application of a high precision levelling network it is of
fundamental importance that a lay user may regard the heights in this network as

error-free . It is evident that we get closer to this ideal state of a levelling
network every time we get a better accuracy (that is every time our heights get a

lower error, the term error here including both precision and reliability in Baar-
da's sense). On the other hand with new levelling measurements that are inherently
more accurate than their older counterparts you will reach a certain prescribed
level of accuracy quicker than before and thus be able to save money and manpower
by making fewer (but as we said more accurate) measurements than you did before.

2. THE FUNDAMENTAL PARADOX OF LEVELLING

The purpose of precise levelling is to determine the height difference between
two benchmarks. (As height difference I shall understand potential difference; every
reader may however for the greater part of this paper use his own height definition
instead of mine) .

The actual execution of such a precise levelling, with precision levelling in-

struments, invar staves etc. rests upon two conditions:

1) The height difference between any two levelling points does not change with
time.

2) Light follows a straight line.

Here 1) is the necessary condition for any sensible height difference defini-
tion while 2) is the sine qua non for any conventional levelling observation.

We thus see that these two conditions must be met in order to give the concept
of a height difference meaning and to make this difference observable.

In reality however neither the points are stable nor the light linear!

(We might add that had we executed our levelling observations carelessly enough
1) and 2) would seemingly be true, the very precision of precise levelling however
making impossible the survival of these illusions).

We can see that the negation of 1) and 2) produces errors which are independent
of the levelling instruments or to put it in another way: obviously point movements
and atmospheric refraction will prevail even should we get totally error-free in-

~

struments (including rods etc.)

Of course there are other instrument-independent errors than these two but se-
cular movements and atmospheric refraction constitute by far the largest quantities
in the error budget of precise levelling.
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In the present paper however I shall concentrate on the effect of refraction
and the possibility of letting the levelling observations themselves determine this

effect.

3. THE DECISIVE PARAMETERS FOR LEVELLING REFRACTION

The fact that the temperature gradient appears in almost al formulae for level-
ling refraction should not make us forget that with a central position of the le-

velling instrument between the rods the total refraction effect from one levelling
set up will always be the difference between such two gradients; these gradients
being almost of the same size the difference will be very small and as we shall see

this small difference will not surprisingly depend solely on the second derivative
(or the gradient of the gradient if you like).

The most
ner 's in [ 2]

up to date treatment
, According to [ 2] p.

of the refraction in a single sighting is Brun-
695 the refraction on a single stave is:

>-6 N

T<r> = 10" u
( £ H 0.0122S^ +

|
(S-n)f

Jo

a< e>
az (n)dn] (1)

>-6
where N = (n-1)10~

v

(n refraction index) and a<e>/ az is the vertical gradient of

the mean potential temperature <e>, which may vary along the line of sight, n is the
integration variable along the line of sight and S is the sight length. (We remark
in passing that the main difference between Brunner's formula and Kukkamaki's for-
mula is that whereas Kukkamaki presupposes that the isothermal surfaces are paral-
lel to the ground Brunner does not and has thus formally a more general approach
and subsequently formally a more general formula i.e. (1)).

We now make a Taylor expansion of a<e>/az at the point n = 0:

a< e> , x , a<e>
( n) =

(3Z az

/ a <e>x
n=o

+
* azan n=o

a <
+ z {—m }

n =o
i + F (

azan

4
a <e>

az an
J' n =o

3
n + (2)

3y differentiation with respect to n we mean in the direction of the tangent Ti

to the curve of light (see Figure 1)

grad u

Figure
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We write with easily understandable changes (2) into

8Z

we obviously

( n ) = D, +D9n + iD, n
2

+ I D„ n
3

+7 U
3 F u

4
(3)

D - r
a< e>

)u
1 ^ a z

; o

n f

a <e>
) = (A a<9> \

COSot
l /_a a<e> n

2 ' * azan o
K

an az
; o " cose, az az 'o

cosot'1, a
2
<8>

cosB, * "2~ ;

o
1 az

n - t d <9>
\

a 9 a<Q>
~T J

o
=

In" an"

—
aT

azan

COSa,

i=1
COSB

i
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3
<e>
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4
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i=1
COSB

i
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where in (4) we have only used the fact that (see Figure 1)

g^- = gradu*n = |gradu
|
cos a (u some scalar function)

and

au
g- = gradu«e= |gradu|cose B i\

We have obviously to presuppose that these derivatives from (3) exist; we remark
that Brunner himself already presupposes the existence of D, ; in order for (1) to

have a meaning with a<e>/ az substituted through (3) we may even allow (3) not to

hold in a countable number of points.

Making the substitution of (3) into (1) we find the refraction error <r>
1

on
one stave
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This is, as already stated the error, <r>., on one stave; the error on the
other stave, <r>

2
, we get obviously through

S

<r>
2

= 10" 6 (ijt) E0.0122S
2

+
/ c x a<e> / x

, n(S-n) —w- (n)dnl

a computation similar to (5) we find

<r>
2

= 10"6 (Jjl) (0.0122 S
2

+ ^-D^2
- ^- D

2
S
3
+ ^D

3
S
4
+ ) (6)

(We have here obvously presupposed that we have the same sight length, S , for
both forward and backward sights).

The total Brunner correction for refraction is then

<r> = <r>
1

-<r>
2

= 10"6 (Jjl) (^) D
2
S
3

+ ) (7)

i.e. it is a clear second order effect ! (plus maybe a term of fourth order). Even
more important we see that it does not at all depend on the first derivative D ,j

It should like to round off this study of Brunner's paper by showing that if

you in (7) introduce the concept of parallelism between ground and isothermal sur-

faces you very quickly get Kukkamaki's formula.
COStx,

In fact it is easy to see then that
1

cose
from (4) is determined by

cos a. cos (£ +&)
1

sine
1

cos ft cos ft cosftj"
= tgf5

1

=
75
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which of course is the well-known Kukkamaki formula.

The problem today is in other words simply to determine

h - <4>
dz

(h height above ground
, :

t temperature index zero meaning value at instrument height)

This is however more difficult than one might think off hand. We shall shortly
deschribe the difficulties.

H +
Calling the instrument height z the simplest possible way for determining (

—

7 )

would be to measure three temperatures t., t
2

and to in heights z -1m, z dz
and z +1mabove the ground. We should then nave

o 3

d
2
t

(—2") = (t
3
-t

2
) - (t

2
-t

1

) = t
3
-2t

2
+ t

1

Assuming that all three temperature measurements have the same standard devia-
tion and that they are uncorrelated we get:

2
r

, d
2
t ^ , 2,2 2 , 2

a { ( ttL }= a +4 o + a = 6a
dz^

°

We know that (

—

7 ) has the magnitude of -0.3 degree /m so that the standard

error should not be greater than 0.15 degree /m that is

2
Z {(li-L } = 6 a

2
< (0.15)

2
or

dz^
°

a
2 <

0,
S
225

= 0.00375 degree
2

and

a S 0.061 degree

i.e. you must be able to measure temperature with a standard deviation of ttw
degree Kelvin (under Field conditions) while normally the claimed standard
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deviation is 0. 1

.

However even this figure may be much too optimistic according to a very recent thesis

by R. Gottwald [5] from which I take the liberty of translating into english the

following part of the conclusion (p. 139, line 13): "During this investigation ..

it turned out that the values for the accuracies of air temperature
measurements usually given in the literature as between 0?02 and 0?1 must be view-
ed as too optimistic and really only reflect the inner accuracy of the systems.
Moreover, depending on the choice of sun cover and weather conditions one must
expect systematic temperature errors larger than 1°. It was thus possible to prove
that normal temperature sensors (such as thermistors) in principle are unsuitable
for precise measurements of absolute air temperatures".

The other obvious method is to let the levelling measurements themselves moni-
tor the refraction ( as explained in greater detail in [10] and [1 1] ). Our usual ob-
servation equation for levelling

1 + v = 5,
-

«,_,

then becomes instead

1 + v = Ej - 5
i+1

+ (
3s

2
, Ah

t
) n (8)

where n is the number of set-up's between two levelling points, S. is the i 'th

sight-distance, Ah. is the i 'th height-difference and n is a common parameter to

be determined along with the heights, e,- , in the adjustment.

There exists a very simple connection between n and the second derivative (see

Cl(fl P- H):

(&)(*4L (9)

where

n =
F v oT' K ~^'o

|j£
~ -0.933 • 10"6 degree'

(n refractive index)

so that through we can very easily compute a mean value of the second derivative
from our n-value.

On the basis of various reports from researchers in the field we are to day
able to compute 7 n-values and corresponding second derivatives from different le-

vellings (the reports on which the computation of the n-values is based are behind
;ts):

n dz

m-2m
2

degree /m

Denmark [9] -0.48 -10" 7 0.31

Maryland [13] -0.56 -10" 7 0.36

California [12] -0.55 -10"7 0.35

United Kingdom [ 3] -0.54 -10" 7
0.35
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Finland [ 1] -0.97- 10" 7 0.62

Arizona [13] -0.98 -
10" 7 0.63

Canada [8] -1.02-10
-7

0.66

Although we have only seven values they do seen to group themselves into two
distinct groups. When looking at the places with respectively low and high n -values
we see that it is tempting to say that we have one n -value around -10~ 7

m
-2 when

we are in a typical continental climate while the low n-value around -0.5 -10-7 m~2
is seen in near ocean areas. 9

For the measurements from California we have one independent estimate of (—£)

namely from dt

2

(^-4)n = -0.46 - (-0.87) = 0.41 degree/n
2

dz^
°

We remark that this value does not deviate significantly from the value above
determined from the levelling observations themselves which was

2

(£*) = 0.35 degree /m
2

dz^
°

the second derivative determined by temperature measurements having a standard
deviation of 0.045 degree /to .
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EMPIRICAL DETERMINATION OF MAGNETIC CORRECTIONS
FOR Nil LEVEL INSTRUMENTS

by

William E. Strange
National Geodetic Survey, Charting and Geodetic Services

National Ocean Service, NOAA
Rockville, Maryland 20852

ABSTRACT. The magnetic error for a section surveyed with a Nil level instrument

can be expressed as dM = A C L, where dM, C, and L respectively are the magnetic

error, the horizontal component of the Earth's magnetic field in the direction

of the leveling, and the length of the section. A is a constant with units of

mm/km/Gauss, which is associated with a particular instrument and compensator.

To correct Nil leveling the constant A must be determined. Compensators have

been repeatedly changed in these instruments and are not always available for

laboratory calibration.

An empirical approach was used to determine A by comparing Nil leveling

data with Fischer leveling data along the same line. The validity of this

approach is demonstrated by the ability of A values derived from one line to

adequately correct leveling carried out using the same instrument and compensator

on other lines. Also, where adequate records are available, changes in values

of A for an instrument were found to correspond to replacement or repair of the

compensator in the instrument. Significant differences were found between

empirical and laboratory derived values of A.

INTRODUCTION

Beginning in the 1960's compensator instruments were introduced into leveling

in order to reduce the time required to level the instrument prior to taking a

reading. The compensators on most of these instruments employed some type of

mirror suspended on invar wires. Three types of compensator instruments, the

Ni2, Ni002, and Nil were extensively used by the National Geodetic Survey (NGS).

Other types such as the MOM Ni A31 were used to a minor extent. Based on

laboratory experiments, Rumpf and Meurisch (1981) reported errors were being

introduced into the compensator levels by magnetic fields -- both the Earth's

field and AC magnetic fields. This result has been verified by other investigators

(Whalen 1984, 1985; Kukkamaki and Lehmuskaski , 1984) who have carried out

additional laboratory determinations of magnetic effects on compensator levels.
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The magnetic error has also been demonstrated by simultaneous leveling with

compensator and spirit levels (Packard and MacNeil, 1983).

REASON FOR EMPIRICAL CORRECTIONS FOR Nil LEVELS

The laboratory calibrations of NGS compensator levels carried out by Whalen

(1984) showed that the magnetic corrections for Nil levels were large and highly

variable from instrument to instrument, i.e., from compensator to compensator.

NGS records of instrument repair indicate that all of the Nil instruments used

by NGS have had compensators replaced one or more times during their lifetime.

Indeed, the larger part of NGS leveling using Nil instruments was carried out

with compensators which have since been replaced and are not available for

laboratory calibration. Thus laboratory calibrations are of limited value in

correcting past geodetic data obtained with Nil instruments. It was decided to

attempt to derive calibration factors for previous compensators by empirical

methods. Also, although NGS had not used Nil levels since early 1980, calibration

of these instruments was not begun until December 1983. Therefore, it was

desirable to determine if magnetic calibration constants determined in 1983 and

1984 were valid for leveling prior to 1980, i.e., if calibrations were stable

with time.

METHODS OF EMPIRICAL CALIBRATION

Laboratory calibration results showed that the magnetic correction for a

bench mark to bench mark section of leveling using a Nil level can be written

dM = A C L ( 1 )

where

dM = magnetic error for the section in millimeters

C = D cos 6

D = horizontal component of Earth's magnetic field in Gauss

$ = azimuth of direction of leveling with respect to magnetic north

L = length of section in kilometers

A = compensator unique proportionality constant with units of mm/km/Gauss

The objective in calibration is to obtain an estimate of A.
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Using eq. (1) the magnetic correction M summed over the first I sections

of a level line, would be

X
M T

= A £. C L.

.

( 2 )

I j l l

Consider a line which has been leveled twice, once with a Nil level and

once with a Fischer spirit level. Assume that the only error in either of the

levelings is the magnetic error in the Nil instrument and that a magnetic

correction has not been applied. Then

1

Hj - 2 [ h.(F) - h.(N)] = Mj (3)

where h.(F) = the height difference over section i using

Fischer leveling

h.(N) - the height difference over section i using

Nil leveling with no magnetic correction applied.

From eq. (2) and (3) one gets

I

A = L ([ h.(F) - h.(N)]/C.L.} = Hj/Mj (4)

where M is the magnetic correction for a unit value of A(i.e., A = 1) for the

first I sections of the level line and Hj is the difference between Nil and

Fischer determinations of height difference over the first I sections of the

level line D.

The assumption that there is no random or systematic error in either leveling

other than magnetic error is clearly incorrect. However, if other systematic

errors are small and random errors are no larger than indicated by formal

statistics, and no crustal movement has taken place, one could get a close

estimate of A by plotting H vs Mj for all values of I from 1 to I
max>

the

maximum number of sections in the line. The slope of the best fitting line

through the points in the plot would then provide an estimate of A.

Because the leveling data had already been processed using an estimate of

A (which we shall call A*) it was more convenient to proceed slightly differently

in practice and determine A A = A - A*. To do this plots were made of Hj vslj,
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where

Mj = A' Mj

I
H' = I [h.(F) - h'.(N)] (5)

I
I

1 1

and h'.(N) is the Nil height difference for section i computed after applying

a magnetic correction computed with A' . Then A could be computed from

A = A' + AA.
(5)

The accuracy of this empirical approach depends upon the nature and magnitude

of other errors which are present. The largest problem will arise where other

systematic errors mimic magnetic error. Therefore, every effort was made to

use data where other systematic errors were minimized. To accomplish this,

leveling from relatively flat areas was used in the analysis wherever possible

to minimize the presence of errors due to refraction and rod calibration.

Tectonically active areas were avoided. Care was taken to eliminate data where

local subsidence due to groundwater withdrawal was occurring.

Since the value of A was expected to be different from compensator to

compensator, it was important to determine from maintenance records if and when

compensators were replaced or repaired. Although maintenance records were not

complete a large amount of information was available which permitted the

identification of times of most compensator replacements and repairs.

RESULTS

As examples of how empirical determinations of values for A were achieved

two instruments will be discussed. These are Nil instruments numbered 90760

and 90823. Values obtained for A for the compensators associated with these

instruments are summarized in Table 1. For instrument 90760 maintenance records

indicated that the compensator had been changed twice, once on September 23,

1975, and again on March 26, 1979. Therefore, the observational data were used

to derive three independent values of A, one for each compensator associated

with instrument 90760. For the period prior to September 23, 1975, three level

lines were examined: a September to November 1973, leveling from Rouses Point,

N.Y. to Saratoga Springs, N.Y; a November 1973 to January 1974 leveling from

Vicksburg to Greenville, Mississippi; and a September to December 1974 leveling

from Charleston, South Carolina to Savannah, Georgia.
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Table 1. --Magnetic calibration constants

Time period Calibration constant (A)

Nil instr. of empirical laboratory
No. applicability value value

mm/km/gauss) (mm/km/gauss

90760 1972-9/23/75 -3.28
9/23/75 - 3/26/79 -8.74
3/26/79 - present -4.48 -11.51

90823 1972 - 6/1/75 +2.39
6/1/75 - present(?) -15.13 -6.37

Figure 1 gives a plot of M vs H for the September/December 1974 leveling.

Ignoring the points near Savannah that are affected by subsidence a straight

line was fit visually to the data, giving a value for A of -3.28 mm/km/Gauss.

Figure 2 indicates the result of applying a magnetic correction using A = -3.28

mm/km/Gauss to the New York level line. As can be seen there is a substantial

improvement in the agreement between Fischer and Nil leveling using the empirical

value of A derived from the September/December 1974 leveling. Similar improvements

were found when the -3.28 mm/km/Gauss value was used to reduce the Vicksburg to

Greenville leveling.

Figure 3 shows a plot of M vs H for a survey from New Bern to Wilmington,

North Carolina, carried out with instrument 90760 during the period August to

October 1979. Figure 4 shows the result of using the A value derived from the

New Bern to Wilmington level line to correct leveling carried out in April and

May 1979. Figure 5 shows a plot of M vs H* for instrument 90823 along two

level lines for the period prior to June 1975, when instrument 90823 was returned

to the factory for service. At this time work may have been done on the

compensator. As may be seen the results from two lines, one leveled in Wisconsin

in August/October 1972 and one leveled in New York in September/November 1973,

yield similar values for A.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The results presented in Figures 2 through 5 indicate that: (a) estimates

of the constant, A, required to provide magnetic corrections for Nil data can

be estimated from comparisons of Nil and Fischer leveling, and (b) the value of

A for a given compensator is stable and does not vary significantly with time.
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Obviously additional data must be analyzed to assure that the results obtained

with this limited data set are generally applicable.

There are several points to be made concerning empirical derivation of A

values. First, in computing the results reported here, the magnitude of the

horizontal component of the magnetic field acting on a compensator was computed

from a standard spherical harmonic representation of the Earth's magnetic field.

This appears to have been an adequate representation for the lines examined,

but it is important to note that this may not always be the case. For example,

the magnetic field generated by a power transmission line running parallel to

the survey route might be large enough to affect the results. Also, there are

known to be very local variations in the Earth's magnetic field caused by highly

magnetic rocks near the Earth's surface which are not modeled by the spherical

harmonic approximation. Examples would be in the iron ranges of northern

Wisconsin-northern Michigan and in volcanic areas such as Hawaii.

It should also be noted that empirically derived values of A do not always

agree with those obtained by laboratory calibrations. This is indicated in

Table 1. The reasons for this have not yet been determined. There are a number

of possibilities: (1) errors in the empirical and/or laboratory calibrations,

(2) unrecorded replacement or repairs of compensators during the 1980/1983 time

laps between the last use of the instruments by NGS and the laboratory calibration,

and (3) unidentified enviromental effects.

Whatever the reason for the differences between empirical and laboratory

calibrations it is clear that the 1983/84 laboratory calibrations will not always

be successful in removing the magnetic error from data to which they are nominally

applicable. For example, for instrument 90760 the empirically derived constant

for the time period following the last known compensator change is found to

produce much better agreement between Nil and Fisher levelings for three separate,

geographically dispersed lines than does the laboratory derived constant. In

this case the empirical constant is clearly the more accurate one.

Finally, the work reported here was an initial study to determine if useful

magnetic corrections could be derived from an empirical approach. The results

indicate that such an approach is possible. Derivation of final values of A

from empirical analysis should be derived from some type of least squares

adjustment. Such an adjustment would involve the total "suitable" leveling

carried out with a given compensator. "Suitable" means that the Nil data used
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and the data with which they are being compared are free of significant instrumental

and environmental errors from other than magnetic sources as well as not

contaminated by crustal movements. Two types of information are available for

such an adjustment, differences of repeat leveling over the same line, as were

used in this analysis, and values of loop closure using the Nil leveling.
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ABSTRACT. The final adjustment of the North Ameri-
can Vertical Datum of 1988 (NAVD 88) project will
combine sets of data acquired over more than half a
century of changing instruments and procedures. It
is essential that the weighting factors employed
with these data be chosen with care. NGS has con-
sidered Minimum Norm Quadratic Unbiased Estimation
(MINQUE) as a means of estimating the variance com-
ponents in leveling data, but chose Iterated Almost
Unbiased Estimation (IAUE) because of the ease with
which it can be computed for sparse matrices. Re-
sults of using this technique in eight network
adjustments are presented and analyzed, and plans
for future investigations set forth.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years the geodetic community has become increasingly
interested in methods of estimating variance components. This inter-
est has been stimulated, in part, by a continually expanding need to
merge into a single adjustment observations acquired by a variety of
instrument systems. There is also a requirement for combining obser-
vation data acquired many years, or even decades, ago with modern
observations in order to determine crustal motions. Since the tech-
nology employed in acquiring observations has been far less static
than the quantities being observed, and the displacements are of about
the same order of magnitude as observation errors, the weights assign-
ed to these data must be chosen carefully. Estimation of components
of variance from the observation data is one of the avenues being ex-
plored in an attempt to develop more realistic weighting factors for
geodetic adjustments.

At the National Geodetic Survey (NGS), numerical investigations into
variance component estimation were begun using MINQUE, as proposed by
C. R. Rao (1971a). This method was tested in several different types
of adjustments and found to produce estimates that were adequate. By
numerical experiments, it was found that iterating MINQUE produces
more reliable estimates. More importantly, if MINQUE produces nega-
tive estimates of one or more variance components, which it occasion-
ally does, these estimates become positive after one or two itera-
tions.
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Prior to these numerical tests, a simpler estimation method had been
derived by an NGS colleague, Allen J. Pope. This proved to be an
independent derivation of AUE (Almost Unbiased Estimation) proposed by
Horn et al . (1975), but Pope had the foresight to suggest that iter-
ated AUE and iterated MINQUE should converge to the same set of esti-
mates, though by different paths. His prediction was found to be
correct and provided a more convenient estimation method for sparse
matrix applications such as leveling.

In the final adjustment of the NAVD 88 project, different types of
data will be combined into a single adjustment. Therefore, it is

essential to impose a relative weighting scheme that is as nearly
correct as possible. This implies that the a priori standard errors
of each group of observation data must be estimated, a task which
includes identifying the different groups of leveling observations and
establishing and implementing a procedure to determine the appropriate
a priori standard error to be used with each group.

Data sets (grouped according to instruments used and field proce-
dures employed) have been identified, but may he modified after addi-
tional analysis. The data sets presently identified are described in
this report. The Iterative Almost Unbiased Estimation (IAUE) techni-
que has been implemented on an NGS minicomputer (HP-1000) and its
application to leveling data is described in the next section.

THEORY

If a vertical network consists of a homogeneous set of observations,
it fits the linear model

Y = AX + u*r (1)

where Y is an n-vector of observations, A is a known n by p matrix, X
is a p-vector of unknown parameters, U is a known n by n matrix, and JT

is an n-vector of random errors. If certain portions of the network
were observed using different instruments or different observing pro-
cedures, it may be neccessary to divide the observation data into
homogeneous sets and write the model in the form

r y, i

\ J

A
i

a
k

J

r u on

x +

oi r y

22 *
*

\k J L «r
k

J

(2)

Here, we have partitioned the matrix equation into k observation sets

such that Y. is an n. -vector, A. is an n. by p submatrix, u.. is a

diagonal submatrix of dimension n., and If. is an n. -vector of random3 ill
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errors such that

EC* > =

E<y
i *i

T) = a
\

2
l (3>

EHf
{

V
T

) =0 (i * j)

2where E is the expected value operator and the a are unknown
variance components.

From eq. (1), the expectation of Y is AX and its dispersion can be
written

D(Y) = c
t

2
V, „

2

2
V
2

. . . „
k
2

V|<

where

V. = U. U
T

i
<4)

in which the U. are obtained from partitioning U in the form

U = [ Uj u
2

. . . U
R

].

Although the variances associated with the sets of random errors are

considered to be unknown, some a priori estimate is always available.
2 2Let a. be an a priori value for a. from which we can form

H. = a.
2

V. <5>
l l l

and a preliminary weight matrix

W = H"
1

in which

H = H. + H_ + . . . + H. .

Both the unknown parameters and the variance components can be
estimated from the observation data. Standard least squares will
provide an estimate

* T -IT
X = (A

1

W A)
l

A
1 W Y

= N
_1

A
T W Y (6)

for the parameters and there are a number of methods for estimating
2the a, , most of which rely on some form of the matrix

R = W - W A N
_1

A
T

W. (7)
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Since RA = 0, RY = RUJT and this matrix enables us to write k equa-
tions of the form

E(YT R Vj R Y) = E(JT
T

U
T

R Vj R U if)

= a
2

tr(R V
i

R Vj) + a
2

tr(R V. R V
2

>

+ . . . + or
k
2 tr(R V. R V

k
>. (8)

Hence, we have the estimating system of equations
.A

S a = q

where

S. = tr(R V
{

R V ) (9)

q. = Y
T

R V. R Y (10)m i

and <y is a k-vector of estimates of the unknown variance components.

The MINQUE estimator was developed by Rao (1971a, 1971b, 1972) and
it describes the various properties enforced in its derivation. Be-
cause MINQUE requires the trace of matrix products of the form shown
in eq. (9), it appears that the full n by n matrix R is needed and,
therefore, the full inverse of N. Since N can be very large and very
sparse in vertical network adjustments, such a requirement would make
variance component estimation impractical for large networks.

When this course of investigation began, it was believed that MINQUE
did require the full inverse of N. It has since been learned, how-
ever, that MINQUE can be obtained from the full inverse of a rela-
tively small submatrix of N involving only those parameters observed
in two or more of the observation sets. This result will be employed
in a future version of the estimating program, but its description is

beyond the scope of this paper.

Another estimator can be developed directly from MINQUE by relaxing
some of the requirements, such as the property of unbiasedness . If

all a priori estimates were correct except for a single proport ional-
2 2

ity factor, i.e., a. = f a. for all i, then a slight modification of

eq. (8) produces

E(Y
T

R H
t

R Y) = f Oj
2

t tr(R V. R Hj) + . . .

+ tr(R V. R H, ) ]

i k

= a.
2 tr(R V, R H) (11)

l i

The matrix product RH is an idempotent matrix. Therefore, RHR = R and

tr (R V. R H) = tr (V. R H R) = tr (R V.)
l i l
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and eq. (11) produces a set of estimating equations of the form

a
2

= <Y
T

R H. R Y)/tr(R Vj) (12)

proposed by Horn et al . (1975), called Almost Unbiased Estimator
(AUE).

If the a priori estimates are proportional to the true estimates, it

can be shown that AUE is unbiased, but this condition will seldom, if

ever, be satisfied in practical applications. If the variance compon-
ents were known to within a proportionality factor, we have the famil-
iar problem of estimating a single variance factor, called the vari-
ance of unit weight. However, Horn et al . claim that the bias intro-
duced by failure to meet the ideal conditions can be expected to be
small. Hence, the appellation "almost unbiased."

Rather than assume a single f, it is sufficiently general to con-
sider the a priori estimates to be related to the true variances by

a.
2

= f
5

a.
2 (13)

l i i

where f. is an unknown variance factor. Substituting eq. (13) into a

modified version of eq. (8), we have

E(YT R H. R Y) = a 2 tr(R H. R V,) + a
2

tr(R H
2

R V )
l 1 l 1 2 i 2

+ . . . + a
k
2 tr(R H. R V

R
)

= f
t

tr(R H. R Hj) + f
2

tr(R H. R H^

+ . . . + f„ tr(R H. R H. ) (14)
k i k

which provides a variation of MINQUE for estimating variance factors
rather than the variance components.

Note that the variance factors will all approach unity as the a
priori estimates approach the true variances. Using an iterative
procedure, estimates of the variance factors are computed at each step
and used to improve the estimates of the variance components going
into the next iteration. Equation (14) can be rewritten in the form

E(YT R H. R Y) = X" f M tr(R H. R H.) + f. tr(R H.

)

pi J i j i

- f. >~ tr(R H. R H )
1 FT l J

= f
s
tr(R H,) + >~ (f. - f.) tr(R H. R H )

i i JT{ 3 i i J

which separates the bias terms (in the summation) from the AUE for the
variance factors. As the variance factors approach unity, the bias
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terns vanish, and we have the estimating equation for iterated AUE
expressed as

fj = (Y
T
R Hj R Y)/tr(R Hj). (15)

The estimating eq. (15) was employed in this study. It was derived
independently at NGS, but it was later found to have been published by
Forstner (1979a and 1979b). It has been shown (Schaffrin 1983) that
this estimator converges to the same set of estimates as iterated
MINQUE. It is less expensive to compute than iterated MINQUE, how-
ever, because it requires only the traces of products of R with the
diagonal matrices H. and these can be accumulated as scalar products,
as will be shown.

For purposes of illustration, consider the matrix equation

r -h ai rzi r y i

i T ii i = i i .

LA 1

J L X J L J

The solution produces

X = N"
1

A
T

W Y,

the least squares estimate for the unknown parameters, and

Z=-WY+WAX = -R Y,

the vector of weighted residuals.

The inverse of the coefficient matrix is found to be

r -H Al" 1

r -R W A N"
1

1

T -IT -1LA 1 OJ LN x

A
l
W N

1

J

which provides a clue to a simple means of obtaining the trace of the
matrix product involving R. If, after solution of the least squares
normal equations and inversion of N, the observations are processed
one at a time, elements of the weighted residual vector can be com-
puted and the quadratic sum accumulated for the appropriate variance
component. At the same time the diagonal element of R, corresponding
to that observation, can be computed using a standard routine for
sparse matrix inversion. The contribution to the appropriate tr(R H.)
is then obtained from a single multiplication.

The only complication created by this variance component estima-
tion technique is that iteration is now required. While estimation of
the least squares parameters in a vertical network adjustment deals
with a linear system of equations, the variance component estimation
equations are nonlinear.
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DATA SET SELECTION

In preparation for NAVD 88, circuits of leveling data (approximately
1 degree of latitude by 2 degrees of longitude) are being analyzed by
performing minimally constrained adjustments on networks consisting of
a few hundred stations in a procedure called block validation. All
leveling observations which do not distort the primary net are in-
cluded in these networks. Thus, boundary loops and intersecting
interior lines may contain leveling of several epochs and accuracy
classificat ions

.

As a result, several questions have arisen. Should an accuracy
classification of one epoch receive the same weight as the same accur-
acy classification of another epoch? Is the relative weighting scheme
between accuracy classes accurate? Should the network geometry be
considered in the relative weighting scheme?

In an attempt to answer these and other questions, NGS has program-
med the IAUE algorithm to accept leveling data and compute estimates
of variance components based on accuracy classification and epoch.

All leveling data were divided into eight epochs which were deter-
mined by major changes in leveling procedures and/or equipment as
shown in table 1. Leveling was further separated into one of the
seven different orders and classes. Thus a leveling line could be
uniquely classified by order, class, and epoch.

Initial estimates of the variance components were based on order and
class, ignoring the differences between epochs. These estimates were
based on consideration of double-run level ings (Balazs 1985). A large
number of forward and backward running differences were analyzed, and
standard deviations to be applied to 1 kilometer sections of single-
run leveling were estimated. The resulting values are given in table
2.

Input to the variance analysis program involved leveling data from
block validation projects. Each network consisted of an outer primary
loop, interior subnets connected to the primary loop, and any relevel-
ings. Standard corrections to minimize systematic effects of tempera-
ture, rod scale, and other factors had been applied to all the data.
The refraction correction was computed using Best's tables (Balazs and
Young 1982). At the start of this study, Holdahl's temperature grad-
ient model (Holdahl 1981) had not yet been incorporated into the data
reduction program. Also, the influence of magnetic fields on compen-
sator-type leveling instruments (Rumpf and Meurish 1981) had not yet
been finalized, and therefore, no magnetic correction was applied.
However, the networks had been subjected to thorough testing and
blunders and outliers had been removed.

The study described in this report includes eight networks of which
seven were in the northeastern United States and one in the southeast.
Each network consists of at least 800 observations divided into at
least four different categories of order, class, and epoch as dis-
played in table 3. Much of the leveling before 1915 had been removed
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1 before 1900

2 1900 - 1915

3 1916 - 1956

4 1957 - 1962

due to a large number of outliers between epochs, leaving little or no
information on epochs 1 and 2.

Table l.--Data epochs separated by significant changes in
instrumentation or procedures

Data set Approximate Significant change in
identifier dates instrumentation or procedure

"Vienna" or "Stampfer" type instruments.

Introduction of the Fischer level.

Introduction of the C&GS Invar rod.

Reduction in maximum sight length from
150 to 75 meters and parties began
"leap-frogging" rods.

5 1963 - 1970 Introduction of "parallel-plate micro-
meter" instruments and Kern double-scale
Invar rods. Maximum sight length reduc-
ed from 75 to 50 m for first-order,
class I; 60 m for first-order, class II
and second-order, class I; and 70 m for
second-order, class II. Maximum differ-
ence in length of forward and backward
sights at each setup was reduced from 10
to 2 m for first-order, class I; 5 m for
first-order, class II and second-order,
class I. First-order also reduced from
10 to 4 m per section. Maximum section
closure for micrometer method reduced to
3 mm/km.

6 1970 - 1975 Introduction of the Ni 1 compensator
level. Introduction of the turning pin
with cap. Increased use of 7 kg turning
plate

.

1976 - 1977 Introduction of the Ni002 reversible
compensator. Use of new double-simul-
taneous method and automated recording
system. Introduction of low- and high-
scale checks.

8 1978 - present Introduction of motorized leveling.
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Table 2 . --Est imated a priori standard error of observation

Standard Error
Order Class mm/sqrt(km)

1 0.7
1 I 1 . 1

1 II 1.4
2 3.0
2 I 2. 1

2 II 2.8
3 4.2

RESULTS

Tables 3 and 4 provide some interesting, and perhaps puzzling, in-
formation. First, all of the standard error estimates obtained from
IAUE are larger than those obtained from analyses of forward and back-
ward running differences. The pooled standard error estimates in
first-order, class I are actually greater than the less precise first-
order, class II in both epochs 5 and 6 (1961-1968 and 1969-1974).
This could be an indication that some of the data are still contamin-
ated by systematic errors that are not apparent until these data are
combined with other data in a network analysis. As previously stated,
not all of the corrections described by Balazs and Young (1982) had
been applied to the data used in this study.

All data in the NGS vertical data base have now been processed using
the latest corrections. These networks will be re-examined, and it is

anticipated that the IAUE standard error estimates will be closer to
the a priori due to the reduced influence of systematic errors.

The extent to which the estimated standard errors have been inflated
by uncorrected systematic errors has yet to be determined. However,
there were two sets of data from epoch 7 in which Zeiss Nil leveling
instruments were used. It is well known that this compensator-type
instrument is adversely affected by magnetic fields. The standard
error estimated by IAUE for group 7 was 6.0175, which should decrease
significantly after corrections for magnetic effects have been ap-
plied. It is interesting, and encouraging, to see that IAUE estimated
so large a standard error for the data sample known to contain signif-
icant systematic error.

The design of the networks could be a reason for the large standard
error estimates. Sixty-seven percent of all NGS leveling lines were
observed following the procedures specified for second-order, class 0.
Of these lines, 69 percent were leveled during epoch 3. The networks
analyzed in this study were relatively small, and most groups did not
consist of enough loop circuits to determine to what extent they were
consistent within groups. This was not the case for second-order,
class levelings, however.
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Table 3.--IAUE standard error estimates by project

Name of Number of Standard error
project Epoch Order Class observat ions Est imated

mm
#
/sgr.t(km)

a priori
mm/§grt(kn|)

3 1 2 800 4.8955 1.4
3 2 2637 3.8616 3.0
4 1 2 643 3.6452 1.4

L1BL161 4 2 305 4.0875 3.0
5 1 1 499 3.4062 1. 1

5 1 2 288 2.5237 1.4
6 1 2 430 2.4193 1.4
8 1 2 942 2.5022 1.4
2 2 41 2.8727 3.0
3 1 2 381 3.0681 1.4
3 2 505 3.6682 3.0

S2RLNC 4 2 291 5.8190 3.0
5 1 1 448 3.2272 1. 1

5 2 292 3.0733 3.0
6 1 1 96 3.8406 1 . 1

8 1 2 221 3.4087 1.4
3 1 2 620 4.8719 1.4
3 2 544 4.3131 3.0

S2RLWS 4 2 343 4.2253 3.0
5 1 1 286 2.6956 1. 1

5 2 172 3.5252 3.0
8 1 2 267 2.4673 1.4
3 1 2 384 3.6271 1.4
3 2 926 3.5645 3.0

J1ZNBK 4 2 298 6.2445 3.0
5 1 1 289 3.8359 1. 1

5 2 270 3.6364 3.0
8 1 2 333 1.9070 1.4
3 1 2 94 0.5222 1.4

S2RC35 3 2 764 4.0339 3.0
4 2 189 5.5347 3.0
8 1 2 269 0.6023 1.4
3 1 2 579 3.3573 1.4
3 2 1250 4. 1066 3.0
4 1 2 94 3.2775 1.4

S2RHAN 4 2 565 3.8923 3.0
5 1 2 68 2.6053 1.4
5 2 261 4.8762 3.0
6 1 1 152 3.8491 1. 1

8 1 2 375 3.2520 1.4
3 1 2 48 2. 1558 1.4

J1ZBRHL 3 2 504 4.6769 3.0
6 2 83 4.4218 3.0
8 1 2 119 2.2613 1.4
3 1 2 482 4.4973 1.4
3 2 947 3.6320 3.0

B3WNY3 5 I 2 163 2.0686 1.4
7 1 1 85 6.0175 1. 1

8 1 2 96 2.4502 1.4
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Table 3.— (continued)

Name of
project Epoch Order Class

Number of
observations

Standard error
Estimated a priori

>
mm/sgrt<

i
kj«|2 !EffiZ§9E£I!£!£2,

3 1 2 768
3 2 1553

B3WNY4 5 1 2 90
7 1 1 41
100 1 . 2 423
3 T 2 19
3 2 851
4 2 162

S2RPE34 5 I 1 400
5 2 184
6 2 1 151

s 1 . 2 1ZQ,

4.2771 1.4
3.6909 3.0
2.5908 1.4
6. 1810 1. 1

2x2Z45 1x4
2.2597 1.4
2.3246 3.0
5.3651 3.0
1.2104 1. 1

8.8965 3.0
3.3915 2. 1

2x4223 1x4

Table 4.— IAUE standard error estimates by data sets

Epoch Order Class
Number
of obs.

Est imated
Pooled

standard error
a priori

2 2 41 2.8727 3.0

3
3

1

2

2 3388
8077

4.1711
3.9324

1.4
3.0

4
4

1

2

2 737
1991

3.5986
4.8529

1.4
3.0

5
5
5

1

1

2

1

2

1522
519
995

3.3166
2.3946
3.8322

1. 1

1.4
3.0

6

6
6

1

1

2

1

2

248
430
83

3.8303
2.4193
4.4218

1. 1

1.4
3.0

7 1 1 85 6.0175 1. 1

8 1 2 2622 2.5086 1.4

During the last 50 years, much of the second-order, class leveling
was performed in support of topographic mapping activities. A 30
minute by 30 minute area usually consisted of many small second-order
loops. These small circuits were leveled during one season and were
internally consistent within the prescribed tolerances. Therefore,
the sample networks analyzed in this study included many of these
second-order, class circuits, which were consistent with one another
and may have dominated the data from other epochs, causing larger
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standard error estimates. It is, however, encouraging that the IAUE
estimates for second order, class are close to their a priori esti-
mates obtained from double-run leveling analysis. During the next
phase of this analysis, larger networks consisting of fewer groups,
but more circuits, will be used. This should help in obtaining more
reliable standard error estimates.

Considering the small size of the sample, it appears that the rela-
tive weighting scheme requires further examination. Ideally, samples
should contain an equal proportion of all accuracy classifications and
epochs. However, second order, class accounts for three times as
much leveling as first order, class II, and together they make up 90
percent of all leveling. Furthermore, more than half the leveling was
completed between 1916 and 1955 (epoch 3).

CONCLUSIONS

Results obtained so far from using IAUE to estimate standard errors
for the various epochs, orders, and classes have to be regarded as
inconclusive. The technique has been proven using simulated data, and
it has performed well with some real data. It remains to be seen
whether or not the available leveling data contain sufficient informa-
tion, after all known systematic errors have been removed, to provide
estimates that are characteristic of a particular group.

Now that all data have been adequately corrected, these networks
will be analyzed further, and it is hoped that more consistent results
will be obtained. As block validation progresses to other areas, it
will be possible to test the hypothesis that the IAUE estimates will
begin to cluster about mean values for each valid group.
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ABSTRACT: The determination of observation weights and of error models in
levelling networks is a current problem. The method of Minimum Norm
Quadratic Estimation (MINQE) is proposed for the determination of the error
model. Different possible models of error structure of levelling measure-
ments are estimated from the adjustment of a network or from the forward-
backward discrepancies of levelling lines using the iterated MINQE. An
appropriate model of error structure can be obtained after comparing the
estimated parameters in the models with their standard deviations. As an
example, a first-order levelling network has been analysed. The results
demonstrate the usefulness of the method.

INTRODUCTION

The problem of evaluating levelling errors has concerned geodesists for decades,
not only for proper weighting of the observations in the adjustment of vertical
networks but also for a better understanding of the behaviour of the accumulation
of errors in levelling. In 1912, the International Association of Geodesy adopted
Lallemand's formula [Bomford, 1980], in which the levelling error was represented
by a random part proportional to the square root of the length of a levelling line
and a systematic part accumulating linearly with the length. Later, Vignal
[Bomford, 1980] modified Lallemand's formula by considering the systematic error as

liable to change after certain distance intervals, such as some tens of kilometres.
In 1948, a collection of formulae designed to provide a systematic method for the
evaluation of levelling was accepted by the Association. However, these formulae
are not prevalent in the practice of network adjustment. Instead, a weight
inversely proportional to the length of a levelling line is used in many countries
(e.g., Kok et al . [1980]; Skaggs [1980]). This is also suggested in a new proposal
[Remmer, 1984] on redefinition of the error parameters for levelling networks.
There are two possible reasons for this. One is due to the existence of some short-

comings in these formulae, especially relating to the empirical nature of certain
parameters. The other is, as pointed out by Bomford [1980], the adoption of these
formulae for the weighting of levelling lines implies some correlation between the

errors of adjacent lines, which is difficult to formulate. Some scientists have
questioned this weighting scheme. Among others, Lucht [1972] , Steinberg [1978]

,

and Vanicek and Grafarend [1980] , have considered the correlation of individual
height differences between consecutive segments along a levelling line, which has

led to the so-called "power law" of error propagation. Based on the same idea,

Anderson and Blais [1980] mentioned their consideration of a fully populated
variance-covariance matrix for a levelling network. In addition, Mecherski [1981]

and Bou [1983] have found that the accuracy of a levelling line also depends on the

* On leave from the Wuhan Technical University of Surveying and Mapping, Wuhan,

People's Republic of China.
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height difference.

Regarding these developments, the problem in the realization and testing of
different suggestions and considerations still remains to be solved. It is the
authors ' opinion that the error structure model for a levelling network should be
established from the analysis of the survey data rather than from some assumptions
or definitions. In connection with this, a systematic method should be developed.

The concept of the estimation of variance-covariance components can be extended a

little further to fit this purpose. In surveying engineering, some special
applications of the methods of variance-covariance component estimation can be
found in Sjoberg [1980], Grafarend and Kleusberg [1980], Koch [1981], and Chen
[1983] . However, due to the complexity of the error behaviour in levelling, no
attempt has been made to apply it to the assessment of levelling measurements.

In this paper the authors propose to use the theory of Minimum Norm Quadratic
Estimation (MINQE) , a method of the estimation of variance-covariance components,
to evaluate levelling measurements. First, the basic theory is summarized,
followed by considerations of its application in levelling. Finally, an example of
the evaluation of a first-order network is given.

SUMMARY OF THE MINQE THEORY

Consider the linear Gauss-Markoff model (£_, Ax, £) with & as an n-vector of
observations, A as the design matrix of nxu dimensions, and x as a u-vector of
unknown parameters such that the expectation values E{£_} = Ax and the dispersion
matrix D{_£} = E, which has the structure

m
i = z e.T. , (i)

i
x x

where 6 ,..., are the unknown variance-covariance components to be estimated,
and T , ..., T are given matrices. A quadratic function l_ M£_ is said to be a

Minimum Norm Quadratic Estimator with unbiasedness and invariance in a translation
of l_ by Ax of p 9 +. . .+ p 9 (a linear function of 9.), denoted by MINQE (U, I), if

the quadratic matrix M is determined from (Rao and Mifra, 1971)

:

Tr{MZ(0 )ME(9 )} is minimum ") ,_.
—o —

o

y
(2)

subject to MA=0, Tr{MT.} = p .
, Vi J

m .

where E(6 ) = £ 9. «T. with 9. as a priori value of 9 . . From the solution of—o 1 1 1 1

equation (2), one obtained the estimated variance-covariance components as:

8 = (§_ ,..., 9 )

T
= S

_1
q , (3)— 1 m —

where the (i,j)th element of matrix S is

S. .
= Tr{R(9 )T.R(9 )T.} , (3a)

ij —o l —o j

and the ith component of vector q is

q. = £
T
R(9 )T.R(9 H , (3b)

l — —o x —o —

and

R(9 ) = Z(9 )

_1
(I - A(A

T
Z(9 )

_1
A)

_1
A
T
Z(9 )

-1
) (3c)

—o —

o

—

o

—

o
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with I being the identity matrix.

It is clear from equation (2) that the MINQE(U,I) so obtained are locally best
estimates. Thus, numerical iterations are performed to ensure uniformly best
estimates. Let the estimators from equation (3), denoted by 6_ , be chosen as the
approximate values of 9. When the MINQE(U,I) is recomputed, the estimators from
the second iteration are:

If the process is continued and the solution for converges, the limiting values
will satisfy the equation

(S(0_))9_ - q(6) (5)

The solution of equation (5) is defined as IMINQE(U,I), the iterated MINQE(U,I).

There are other methods to estimate variance-covariance components in statistics,
e.g., the method based on the analysis of variances [Searle, 1971], and the method
of maximum likelihood estimation [Harvill, 1977], Compared with the others, the
MINQE seems to be as fundamental as the least-squares method of estimation, where
no assumption about the distribution of observations is made. This becomes
important if levelling measurements are considered as following a truncated
distribution due to some tolerances in specifications. However, if they are
assumed to be normally distributed, the MINQE (U, I) will be identical with the best
invariant quadratic unbiased estimation (BIQUE) [Lamotte, 1973] , and both the
method of marginal maximum likelihood estimation and the method of maximum likeli-
hood estimation are special cases of the MINQE [Rao, 1979], The former is equal
to IMINQE(U,I) and the latter is the same as IMINQE(I), i.e., the iterated MINQE
without the unbiasedness condition of Tr{MT.} = p. , Vi, in equation (2)

.

APPLICATION OF THE MINQE THEORY
IN THE ASSESSMENT OF LEVELLING MEASUREMENTS

The accuracy of precise levelling depends on personal, instrumental, topographical
and atmospherical influences. Its sources of error have been discussed in many
publications (e.g., Bomford [1980]; Kukkamaki [1980]). For a specific levelling
operation, the variance of a levelling line i can be generally considered as a

function of its length I. and height difference h.

:

l x

a
2

= f(£., h.) (6)
1 IX

Equation (6) may be approximated by a simple polynomial:

2 2 i i 2
a. = aSL. + $&. + y h. + 6h. (7)
x x x ' x ' x

or some other, non-linear functions could be employed. Because of some similarities
in topographic or in atmospheric or in both conditions in the area covered by a

levelling network, correlation among the levelling lines, especially neighbouring
lines, may exist. The covariance of the levelling lines i and j is expressed as

a . .
= a . *a . «p . . (8)

iD i J iD

where p. . is the correlation coefficient. The correlation coefficient p is related
to a correlation function. Different families of correlation functions can be
postulated, for instance, the Gaussian function
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d
2

p(a; d) = a , (9)

or Hirvonen's function

i
2

p(c; d) = 1/(1 + ~)
c

or a polynomial function

p(b. ; d) = Z b.d
1

, (11)

i

where d is the distance between the midpoints of two levelling lines, and a, b., c

are parameters. If only the correlation between the neighbouring lines is

considered and a constant correlation coefficient is used, equation (8) becomes:

a . . = a . «cr . «p . (12)
iD i D

The parameters involved in the variance and covariance can be estimated from the

real data using the IMINQE(U,I) method given in the previous section. Several
possible models of error structure for a levelling network can be constructed. The
significance of the estimated parameters are tested by comparing them with their
standard deviations. If some estimated parameters are small against their standard
deviations, it can be reasoned that either the corresponding error components may
not exist or the given sample is not large enough to obtain reliable estimators.
Then, the postulated model of error structure is consequently modified.

Under the normality assumption that i_ ^ N (Ax, Z) , the covariance of two quad-
ratic functions l_ M l_ and %_ M %_ is computable from [Rao and Mitra, 1971] :

covU
T
M %, £ MJL) = 4x

T
A
T
M IM Ax + 2Tr{M IMI} (13)

Applying equation (13) to equation (5), one obtains:

cov{q.(9), q.(9)} = cov{£
T
R(9) T . R(6) I, £

T
R(9) T .R(9) 1}i- 3 - ~ -i ~ -3

= 2Tr{R(6)T.R(6)ER(e)T.R(e)Z}- l - — 3 -

= 2S.
ID

Thus, the dispersion matrix of 6_ is

D{6_} = 2(S(6_))
_1

(14)

The computation of the MINQE as it is defined by equation (3) involves the
m

(k) T -1
inversion of Z(0, ) = E 9. *T., an nth order matrix, and of (A E(9, ) A) , a uth

—k l l —

k

order matrix. But, the computation efforts can be considerably reduced if the

method of condition adjustment is applied. Let

Bv + w = (15)

be the condition equations of a levelling network, where B is the configuration
matrix of r*n dimensions, v is the vector of residuals, and w is the vector of

misclosures. Then, the expressions for S. . and q. in equation (3) are derived in

Chen [1983] as: 1D
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S. .
= Tr{BT.B

T
(BZ(e )B

T
)

1
BT.B

T
(BE(6 )B

T
)

1
}

lj 1 —o j —

o

(3a 1

)

T T -1 T T -1
q. = w (BZ(9 )B ) BT.B (BE(6 )B ) w
l — —o l —o — (3b')

where £(0 ) and T. have been defined previously.
—o 1

Precise levelling is usually performed in two opposite directions and under
different meteorological conditions to reduce the various systematic sources of
error. The mean values of the height differences from the forward and backward
runs are used in the adjustment. Since the mean values and the forward-backward
discrepancies generally do not contain the same error information [Entin, 1959;
Strange, 1980], the error structure model for weighting the observations should be
estimated from the adjustment of networks. On the other hand, one may be inter-
ested in investigating the differences between the error structure model estimated
from the adjustment of a network and that estimated from the discrepancies. In

such a case, the error structure model of levelling measurements is obtained from
the discrepancies in the following way.

Let A (k=l,...,n) be the discrepancies between the two runs of levelling line k

and let us postulate, for instance,

a
2

= afc, + 3£
2

+ 6h
2

k k k k

as the error structure model. Using formulae (3a') and (3b 1

), one obtains
n

(16)

ID
k=l D

1 *. .2.. (o) x 4

k=l

(i,j=l,2,3)

(i=l,2,3)

(17)

where t., , = I
Ik

variance

= I
2

= h. and (a, ) is the approximate value of the
j *

k
' ^k ~k' 3k k' k

a^wA^ua^ vci-l^ wj- ^x^

of levelling line k, which is calculated from the error model (16) with
the a priori values of a ,3 / and 6 . It is interesting to note that the
equations (17) correspond to the normal equations of the following least-squares
fitting:

^k + r
k

= a\ + n
l

+ 6h
k ' <

k=l,...,n)

where r is the residual after the fitting. The weight of the "observation"
is inversely proportional to the variance of A , i.e.,

JC

(18)

2

(19)

EXAMPLE AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows a first-order levelling network in West Germany, which consists of

six subnetworks, 339 levelling lines, and 114 circuits, surveyed in different
periods of time. The data is obtained from Heller [1955]. Some basic information
on the network is summarized in Table 1.
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Figure 1: A first order levelling network (not to scale)
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TABLE 1

Basic information on the levelling network.

Number of Number of The total
Subnetworks Levelling Lines Circuits Length (km) Period of Survey

I 32 11 679 1912 - 1921

II 68 19 4052 1912 - 1926
III 30 11 967 1935
IV 42 13 2445 1936 - 1938
V 91 31 6525 1939 - 1942

VI 76 29 1899

In the assessment of the measurements, the subnetworks were adjusted separately
to avoid the influence of possible vertical crustal movements over the period of
thirty years, but the error structure models were estimated from all the data to

ensure enough redundancies. Several possible models were attempted using the method
of the IMINQE(U,I) and the results are presented in Table 2. Comparing the
estimated parameters with their standard deviations, one can clearly see that model
3 is the most appropriate. This model indicates that the random error of the
levelling lines is 0.43 mm/km and the non-random error is 0.054 mm/km. The term
of non-random error comes from Wassef [1974] to include unmodelled systematic
errors and other causes of internal correlations. Height differences do not play a

significant role in the accuracy of this particular network.

TABLE 2

The variance components and their standard deviations
estimated from the subnetworks.

Error structure models a 3 Y 6

1
2 2

i i

a. = al, + 3£. + y h.
l l i ' ' i '

+ 6h
2

i
0.17(0.09) 0.0031(0.0016) -1.93(32) 1.05(4.5)

2
2 2 2

a. - ai. + $&. + 5h.1111 0.16(0.10) 0.0029(0.0017) 0.67(0.96)

3
2 2

a. = al. + £&.ill 0.18(0.10) 0.0029(0.0017)

4
2 2

a. = ail. + 6h.ill 0.35(0.06) 0.69(1.0)

Notes: Standard deviations of the variance components are in parentheses; line

lengths in kilometres; height differences in 100 metres.

Error structure models were also estimated from the forward-backward discrepancies
The discrepancies of 206 levelling lines which are in subnetworks I, II, III, VI

were available from Heller [1955]. The results are given in Table 3.
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TABLE 3

The variance components and their standard deviations
estimated from the discrepancies.

Error structure models a 3 Y 6

1
2 2 2

o. = aSL. + &l. + 6h.1111 0.098(0.028) 0.0023(0.0008) -0.08(0.17)

2
2 2

a. = a£. + 3£.ill 0.095(0.028) 0.0024(0.0008)

3
2 2

a. = a.2, . + 6h.ill 0.202(0.020) -0.13(0.14)

It is clear that model 2 is the most appropriate. In this model, the random error
is 0.31 mm/km and the non-random error is 0.048 mm/km. The same model was
estimated from the adjustment of the subnetworks I, II, III, and VI. The estimated
components are

2
a = 0.198 mm /km

2 2
3 = 0.0029 mm /km

Three problems concerning the above results are discussed below.
(1) Consideration of the height differences between the two terminal points of

levelling lines in modelling may be incomplete if a large change in the elevations
within levelling lines is present. Due to the lack of detailed information on
individual lines, an investigation of this possible factor could not be made.

(2) Unmodelled systematic errors and internal correlation may not necessarily
produce an error which is linear with the length of a levelling line. However, the
most appropriate models obtained from the adjustment of the subnetworks and from the

discrepancies will approximate the actual situations in the best possible way.
Higher order polynomial can also be used to model the error. In this case,

negative components should be allowed. For example, an error model of the third-
order polynomial was estimated from the discrepancies resulting in:

a
2

= 0.068£. + 0.004£
2

- 1.7xl0
_5

£
3ill l

For a comparison, the standard deviations of levelling lines calculated from this
model and from model 2 in Table 3 are listed in Table 4. It is clearly shown that

TABLE 4

Standard deviations of levelling lines evaluated from the two models

__________^ distance (km)

Models " " —_____
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

a
2
=0.068£. + 0.004£

2
- 1.7xl0~ £

3ill l

a
2
=0.095£. + 0.0024&

2li l

1.0

1.1

1.7

1.7

2.3

2.2

2.8

2.8

3.4

3.3

3.8

3.8

4.4

4.4

4.7

4.8

5.1

5.3

5.5

5.8

Note: the standard deviations are in mm.
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the differences are not apparent.

(3) Compared with the values estimated from the subnetworks I, II, III, and VI,

the random error obtained from the discrepancies is significantly reduced but the
non-random error remains compatible. This result seems difficult to interpret
because one usually expects that the random errors would remain compatible while
the non-random errors would be different. Regarding the error behaviour in the

discrepancies and in the mean values, there have been different opinions and results
among researchers. Remmer [1984] considered that the error calculated from
discrepancies of two runs would be a random error and the mean value might contain
systematic error. Strange [1980] found that the discrepancies systematically
accumulated with distance, but the mean values gave very nearly the correct values.
Other authors (e.g., Chiarini and Piepi [1974], Vanicek and Craymer [1984]) have
also found some systematic trends in the discrepancies.

If all the levelling lines in a network are more or less uniform in length, the

two error components of a and 3 cannot be well determined. In this case, use of
the inverses of the lengths of the levelling lines for weighting is justified,
provided that the height differences of levelling lines have been proved to be
an insignificant factor.

The six subnetworks were adjusted using two different weighting schemes: one
using the established error structure model, and the other using the inverses of
the lengths of the levelling lines. The differences in the residuals were not
excessive. Out of a total of 339 levelling lines, 14 lines exceeded 1 mm and the

maximum difference was 3.5 mm. The reason for this was due to the uniformity of
the lengths of the levelling lines in the subnetworks, which was reflected by the
correlation coefficient of -0.8 between the estimated components a and 3-

The correlation among the levelling lines was also studied using the method of
the IMINQE(U,I). In the first investigation, Hirvonen's correlation function (10)

was used. The error structure model is:

2 2
a. = al. + 3&.1X1

and

ID
= a o./a

D

1J

where c is the correlation length. The distance d. . between the midpoints of
levelling lines i and j was measured from the figures given in Heller [1955] , where
only approximate scale was provided. The components of a, 3, and c were estimated.
Because of non-linearity with respect to component c, linearization and iteration
procedures were required. The results were obtained from the subnetworks II, IV, V,

and VI, and are presented in Table 5.

TABLE 5

Estimated variance and covariance components with their standard deviations.

Models a 3 c (km) P

a
2

.

« ^ a.o /(I + |1)
C

a . . = a . »a . »p

0.29(0.2)

0.20(0.1)

0.0021(0.0026)

0.0030(0.0017)

9(10.0)

0.021(0.1)
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In another investigation, only the correlation between the neighbouring lines was
considered. The covariance of the neighbouring lines i and j is

o . . = o . 'O . *p
iD 1 :

The values of a, 3, and p were estimated from six subnetworks and are listed in
Table 5.

It can be concluded from Table 5 that no significant correlation exists in this
network. The question may arise why the significant non-random error has been
found in the levellin g lines without any significant correlation between them. One
could try to answer this question by assuming, for instance, that the levelling
lines had been surveyed by different survey crews, or the lines from junction
points had been measured at different times. The real reason might be impossible
to determine. However, the most important output of the analysis has been to find
the facts contained in the real data.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

For nation-wide and continent-wide levelling networks, it is worth evaluating the
measurements in detail not only for weighting purposes at the adjustment stage but
also for a better understanding of the nature of error accumulation. The MINQE
theory of estimation of the variance-covariance components provides an optimal and
straightforward method for estimation of different possible models of error
structure. An appropriate model of error structure for a levelling network can be
established after comparing the estimated quantities with their standard deviations.
The example shows that the proposed method to evaluate levelling measurements seems
to work well, though it is not claimed that a complete analysis of this particular
network has been made.

Since the method is of a statistical nature, a sufficient number of redundancies
are required to obtain reliably estimated quantities. Further research on its

application to national networks with more detailed information should be conducted.
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MODULATED NORMAL DISTRIBUTION STUDY
AND ITS POSSIBLE APPLICATION

TO LEVELLING ERRORS

Rachid Mazaachi
Geodetic Survey Division
Surveys and Mapping Branch

Energy, Mines and Resources
615 Booth Street Ottawa
Ontario K1A-0E9 Canada

ABSTRACT. From the beginning of time, as we remember,
geodesists, in their analysis of repeated observations and

observation errors, have considered these populations as

normally distributed. In fact, a considerable majority of

large samples are leptokurtic, that is to say, in the central

part the observed points are clearly above the representative
curve, while on both wings they are correspondingly below this
curve. For this reason, a history of the normal distribution
is briefly described in order to highlight the assumptions
that form the base of Hagen's theory (1837) [3].

An attempt is made to expand these Hagen's Assumptions in

order to introduce the modulated normal distribution of type I

and type II. A brief description of the theories of these two

probability density functions is developed.
A good example of leptokurtic tendancy is given and

analyzed, as gravimetric observations. An application of the

modulated normal distribution of type I is made to levelling
observations where the considered variate is the actual
discrepancy between forward and backward runnings.

Finally, recommendations are made relating to the possible
application of the modulated normal distribution to the

levelling observations.

1. HAGEN'S ASSUMPTIONS AND NORMAL DISTRIBUTION

In order to introduce the normal distribution concept, we have to consider the

Hagen's Assumptions (1837) [3] which constitute the foundation of his theory.
From the point of view of this report, it is preferable to subdivide his single
sentence into four components.

a- each measurement is, in Hagen's words, disturbed by an "infinite" number of

causes of errors. In fact, it is necessary, in order to make an analytical use
of such a hypothesis, to assume first that this number is finite but extremely
large. This number will be designated by the symbol k.

b- each cause of errors produces an error which can be either positive or

negative. This error will be termed "elementary error".
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c- all elementary errors have the same absolute value. This value will be

designated by the symbol e/2 (e>0). Thus, an elementary error can be equal to

+e/2 or -e/2. The quantity e is first considered as finite but extremely small.
There is obviously a relationship between the magnitude of k and e.

d- the probability p that an elementary error will be positive is equal to the

probability q that it will be negative. They are constants and equal to

p - q - 1/2 (1.1)

The first variate we shall consider is denoted by X and is defined as the

number of positive elementary errors. If Y is the number of negative errors, so

that Y=k-X, the probability P„ that in a set of k events the number of pluses
(i.e of positive elementary errors) would be equal to X is

., X Y
p = k! P 9 n 2 )
*X X!Y! U * /;

Px passes through one single maximum PM , where M is the first moment u>, with
respect to the origin (X=0) which is

to, - M - X = k/2 (1.3)

The second central moment ra~ is expressed by

m
2

= k/4 (1.4)

Many important properties of the binomial variate are evidenced by the

introduction of the centered form. The new variate V is defined by the equation

V = X - kp (1.5)

and the expression for Pv is then :

k! k
P
V

=
((k/2)+V)!((k/2)-V)!

(1/2) (1,6)

A method based on differentiation procedures is applied to this formula and

after several algebraic transformations we find

p
v - f(v

> - Trhrr e
"2VVk

(1 - 7)

The total resulting error H, which is termed "Hagen's variate", is given by

H = eV = x (1.8)

The first moment u with respect to the origin (theoretical mean) and the second
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central moment o 2 (variance) are expressed by

y = H = a 2 = ke a
/4

Using 1.8 and 1.9, 1.7 leads to:

f(x) = (l/o/2ir) e
-v»x*/2o a

(1.9)

(1.10)

very well known formula of the probability density function of a normal

distribution. This expression was published for the first time by de Moivre in
his famous "Approximatio" (1732) [5] and later rediscovered by Adrian (1808) [1]

and Gauss (1809) [2],

We see that it follows from Hagen^s Assumptions that a random error x is

distributed normally with a mean y=0, a standard deviation o and a probability
density function given repectively by (1.9) and (1.10)

2. MODULATED NORMAL DISTRIBUTION OF TYPE I

We notice that in Hagen's theory we assume the elementary error can take only
two values, either + e/2 or - e/2. The basic new assumption, which will be

added, is that the elementary error can also be equal to zero. It must, however,

be stressed that the probabilities p (of + e/2) , q (of - e/2) and r (of 0)
cannot all be constant as this would lead to a trinomial variate which is

extremely close to normality. To have a useful experimental applicability, we

consider that p,q,r are not all constant. The analysis proceeds then as follows.
Thus k is subdivided into two parts,

k = n + z (2.1)

n designating the number of non-zero errors (± e/2) and z the number of zero

errors. From the standpoint of a physicist, the most natural assumption is that
n can range between zero and k, in other words that an observation is not

necessarily disturbed by all k error producing causes.
In order to give the additional assumption an analytical expression, we shall

admit that there is a function $(n) such that the differential

$(n)dn (2.2)

will indicate the probability that n will fall into the interval (n,n+dn). All
those errors x which correspond to a given n, according to (1.9), are distributed
normally with the variance

ne 2 /4 (2.3)

The compound probability that, simultaneously, n will fall into (n,n+dn) and x
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into (x,x+dx), is given, considering (1.10), by the product

1

-x'/2o *

(n)dn . T f̂
e dx (2.4)

n

The total probability dP„ that x will fall into (x,x+dx) whatever, the value of

n, is

dP «-** / e
-2x*/ne J

«KrO dn (2#5)
x e/2ir /n

To progress beyond this point, it is necessary to suggest an analytical
expression for (n). This constitutes a new experimental and statistical
question which can be approached only pragmatically, i.e through a working
hypothesis, the validity of which could be tested in practical applications.
Such a hypothesis is, for example, that <J>(n) is of the form

$(n) = An , A and a constants (2.6)

so that 2.5 become

dp . 2(a+l)dx \-2xVnC .-1/2
dn

X
e k

a+1
/2„

Q

We obtain as the second central moment t* (variance)

t _ a+1 . ke 2

1 - £* • -v (2 - 8)

P. McLane (1967) [A] has shown that it is valid to reverse the order of

integrations in obtaining this equation.
The change of variable

t - n/k (2.9)

and the elimination of the factor (ke 2
) in (2.7) yields the final expression of

the probability density function .
2

. . . .

f(a,x) - <;% %\ S e" ^~~^2T-T t
a-l/2

dt (2>1Q)

A distribution which has such a pdf is said to be a modulated normal
distribution of type I. The fact that n is varible is termed "modulation ", $(n)

is the "modulating function" and a the "modulator".
Depending of the value of modulator a, the distribution is said equi -normal if

a=0, radico-normal if a=l/2, lineo-normal if a=l and quadri-normal if a=2.
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All the representative curves f(a,x) are leptokurtic with respect to the normal

curve (a==>), that is to say in the central part these curves are clearly above
the normal curve while on both wings they are correspondingly below this curve,
as illustrated in figure 1.

The index of leptokurtosis w(a) is defined as the ratio of the central ordinate
f(a,0) to the central ordinate of that normal curve in which the variance o 2 is

equal to the variance t
2 of the modulated normal curve. This ratio is equal to

*><"> -t£t '"TO" (2 - U)

The normal curve fC^x) is thus the extreme and "flatest" member of a family of

modulated normal curve because (2.11) approaches unity as a tends towards
infinity and as indicated in figure 1.

3. MODULATED NORMAL DISTRIBUTION OF TYPE II

In the modulation process as envisaged until now, the number of non-zero errors
has been assumed to range between and a certain number k. The physical
interpretation of this assumption was quite clear and satisfying. From a purely
theoretical point of view, there is no objection to envisage also the assumption
that n can be larger than k, i.e that it can range between a certain k and
infinity. The distribution thus defined is termed the modulated normal
distribution of type II.

This type of modulation has been examined only recently (Romanowski and Isaacs
(1972) [8] ). It is based upon the modulation function

t n
B b-1 ,b-l ,. 1N$(n) = —r- - r- k (3.1)

which leads to the variance

b b
n n

b-1

b-2
(3.2)

which indicates that t
2 is finite only under the condition b>2

The calculations leading to the expression of the probability density function
f(a,x) of the type II modulated normal distribution are similar to those of type

I. The function f(b,x) is

f (b>x) . (b-l)fcl ;
"

e
" ~~&~ ' S^ ' "E" t^1 ' 2 ' dt (3.3)

and the index of leptokurtosis is
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a =-0.25

a= *0.50

—a= oo (Normal)

•2.0 -i.o 0.0 A *i.o

FIGURE 1 : Representative Curves of Normal and Type I

Modulated Normal Distributions (Romanowsky 1970 (6))

2.0
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«»> - -f£r ' -S- (3 -<>

The numerical solution of the equation w(a) = "Kb) presents no difficulty and
establishes the correspondence between the value of a and b lead to the same

central ordinate. For instance

a = 1.00 b = 3.342
a = 0.50 b = 2.848

a = -0.49 b = 2.001

The curves of type II, illustrated in figure 2, have broader shoulders, their
tops are always rounded, which is a good feature. All moments of orders higher
than 2 are infinite.

It is difficult to foresee the role type II will play in the theory of errors.
Perhaps it will simply play the role of a formal analytical extension of type I.

It is too early to make a plausible prediction as, perhaps, other types of

modulation functions may be suggested and explored in the future.

4. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS METHOD

In the next two sections two examples of observation errors will be given and
analyzed as gravimetric and levelling observation errors. For this reason we
explain in this part the procedure which will be followed in the statistical
analysis of these two samples of repeated observations.

We consider a sample of n "results" m (i=l,...N) obtained by repeating N times
the measurement of a fixed quantity. The arithmetic mean In and the standard
deviation o of this sample are

m r

m =
l l l

m
±
m o

m
* =

1 l 1
(m

1
-^i)

2 /(n-l) (4.1)

The deviation of each individual observation m. from the mean m, termed
"residual", is denoted by the symbol v.

v. = m. - m (4.2)

Thi s sample of residuals v. are classified by means of intervals of equal size

Av = a a (4.3)m '

where a(%) is a fraction of the standard deviation o . The classes are numbered
with a rank J and the one which extends from (-Av/2) to (Av/2) is given the rank

J=0. The lower limit and the upper limit of the interval J are respectively
(2J-l)Av/2 and (2J+l)Av/2.
Because we consider only the residuals which are greater than -4a and less

than +4o (at 99.99% confidence level) the number of classes is then NCL = 8a /Av.

In practice, numerical calculations are greatly simplified if the rank J is

taken as the variable. This is equivalent to changing the unit in which the
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a= -0.25, b=2.l44

a=*0.50, b= 2.848

2.0 -i.o 0.0 A +1.0

FIGURE 2 : Representative Curves of Type I and Type II

Modulated Normal Distributions (Romanowsky 1970 (6))

+2.0
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quantities v are evaluated. The new unit is taken as equal to the size Av of an

interval._ while the observed frequency of the J-th class is denoted by F then

the mean J and the variance s* of the new variate J are

J=
J

Fj J/N s * ' 5 FjCJ-jV/Cn-l) (4.4)

The expected frequency f. of the J-th class, in accordance with the given
probability density function (normal or modulated normal), is equal to

fj « N f(J) AJ « N f(J) (4.5)

since AJ = 1. By introducing the symbol X. to designate the standardized value
of J,

J

we get

Xj = (J-J)/s (4.6)

fj = (N/s) f (X
a ) (4.7)

In the case of the normal distribution, by using (1.10),

-X */2

f(X ) = (1//2*) e
J '

(4.8)

and for the type I modulated normal distribution, by considering (2.10)

i V (a+1)
. i

fCa.Xj) (%>%a / e
2(a+2) c

t
a" 1/2

dt (4.9)

Finally, in order to perform the test of goodness of fit, the calculation of

chi-square yields

x' - J < Fj-fj
),/f

j < 4 - 10 >

The theoretical Chi-square is obtained by considering the degree of freedom
equal to the number of classes minus 2 and at 95% confidence level.

5. GRAVIMETRIC OBSERVATIONS ERRORS

This sample, supplied by Gravity and Geodynamics Division of Earth Physics
Branch (Canada), consists of 25352 residuals that are outcome of gravity
observations distributed over an offshore area close to Newfoundland.

An observation is constituted by the measurement of the difference between the
acceleration g. and g. in two stations i and j.
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Each measurement requires that a certain number of corrections be applied to the

instrument's reading as non-linearity of spring's action, the changes of

temperature and of atmospheric pressure, the influence of mechanical vibrations,
etc ... A comparison between station i and j, after all the corrections had beer

applied, leads to the following equation

g±
- g - W

±
- Rj) (5.1)

where R. and R. are the indications of the gravimeter and K is the constant of

proportionality-' between the arbitrary units in which R and R. are expressed and

the gravity units.
The statistical analysis is summarized in table 1 and representative curves of

the distribution are drawn in figures 3 and 4.

6. LEVELLING OBSERVATION ERRORS

In order to participate in the readjustment of the north american vertical

network, Geodetic Survey of Canada is automating the Canadian levelling network
on the basis of section runnings. The samples are collections of discrepancies
A between elevation differences F of the forward direction running and B of

trie backward direction running normalized i.e divided by the square root or the

smallest distance L of the given section runnings as

A
i

= (F
i

+ B
i
>/ /L C 6 * 1

!

Levelling is limited by systematic errors such as: rod graduatior

irregularities, rod expansion, index error, collimation error, magnetic effect,
refraction effect, tide effect, crustal movement, etc ... All have to be

modelled and the appropriate corrections must be applied to the observed

elevation differences before analyzing these discrepancies samples. In this

report we consider only the raw data. A more deep study and exhaustive research
will be investigated in the future.

To build more homogeneous samples we divide the country into three areas:

eastern, central and western Canada. We consider two other samples, the first
being constituted by the observations made in the province of Ontario and the

second one by the observations made in the whole country using the level

instrument NI 1 from the year 1972 to 1979.

The statistical analysis of these five samples are summarized in tables 2 to f

and the representative curves of the correspondent distributions are drawn ir

figures 5 to 14.
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TABIE |: NEWFOUNDLAND OFFSHORE GRAVIMETRIC OBSERVATIONS

KUX3C T 09SE«V»TI0NS t 25132
HE»N I .00000
ST.ND.91 OEVUIION I .69290
FttCTIOl OF THE ST«N0«»O OEVUTION

IENGTM OF TME Cl»SS t .11«9
U'PE» IIMTIGIVEN »S INPUT 1»
10WE« IftTICIVEN »S INPUT 0»
NU1*F» 0' CHS5E
"OOUl.TO* I 1.0"r

>»*si«:i»i
•5TC«.I 1.19320

CUSS I 10*E« l U»»E*. l Cl»*S I Cl»SS I 065F9VE1 I STflO»»D IIEOI N09"U H10. Illlilll <F-FN)««2 t Ir-FPN)**?
NUiSfe i 1 1 n I T i UNI? i "I001E i »«vk i fpeoiienC ' CL«SS »»N< i E»PECTE0 i E««?CTt« i . t .__

I I I I I (F) I I F»E0UENCY I FSEO'IENCT I FN I
"' ' *-H

I I I I I I IFN1 t (C"NI I I

"1"
-sT j55?5 -^TliSfcs '""sTHsS""' ""11"'

'""loTo""' '""-175""' "To""" To"' "TopJiTo
"'"•

^ -1.23441 -1.11P05 -1.1673* -?1 9.0 -*.74 ,n .1 ms.o f

3 -J. 11101 -2.979*7 -J.Oiefis -22 7.0 -*.J9 .0 ." 710.6 •

<i -2.979*7 -2.9*099 -2.9101* -21 11.0 -*.l* .0 .9 1955.1 571.1
5 -2.1*0*9 -2.702J1 -2.77160 -20 1*.1 -*.11 .0 l.» 691.1 96.7
6 -2.70211 -2.56171 -2.63J02 -19 17.0 -1.92 1.0 2.7 263.8 77.

6

7 -2.56173 -2.62315 -2.69**6 -16 2C.0 -1.71 2.0 5.3 1*6.2 »0.7
P -2.62313 -2.2*457 -2.15316 -17 16.0 -1.«0 5.0 9.6 215.3 71.2
9 -2.29457 -2.1*799 -2.21726 -16 17.0 -1.21 9.0 16.3 82.2 2'.

7

11 -2.1*799 -2.009*1 -2.07970 -13 53. C -1.08 l«.0 27.6 76.7 27.2
11 -2.009.1 -1.87063 -1.9*012 -1* 40.0 -2.68 3*.0 66.6 20.1 6.5
12 -1.87061 -1.71223 -1.80136 -13 68.0 -2.67 M.O 73.6 .0 .6
11 -1.73223 -1.3«ltT -1.66296 -12 100.0 -2.66 1C6.0 11*. 7 .1 7.1
1* -1.39167 -l.»3309 -1.32*18 -11 132.0 -2.75 169.0 176.7 8,2 11.1
1! -1.63519 -1.31631 -1.1»580 -10 178.0 -'.0* 263." »61.6 28.7 76.7
16 -1.11651 -1.17793 -1.7*72? -9 276.0 -l.SJ 399, n "'.• 17.2 71.*
17 -1.177)1 -1.C1913 -1.1084* -» 157.0 -1.6? 371. 1 611.7 79.3 "6.9
19 -1.01915 -.10077 -.97006 -7 526.0 -l.»l 781.0 II'.' •!.? »9.1
|1 -.90077 -.74219 -.931*' -6 690.1 -1.70 10?9.i 1»».» 106.0 6*.

6

21 -.76219 -.42161 -.69290 -5 909. r -.99 129«.0 1215.7 115.0 77.7
21 -.42161 -.*9501 -.55*17 -* 1169. P -.79 1339.0 1909.7 23.9 15.1
2? -.*»5)1 -.1*6*3 -.*137» -1 1720.0 -.37 1797.0 191*. 9 1.3 ».2
2) -.3*6*3 -.20797 -.27716 -2 2364.0 -.'4 19*2.0 »0".« 7*. 6 61.6
2* -.20797 -.0*929 -.11839 -1 27*9.0 -.13 2092.0 ?»3«.1 203.7 106.1
2! -.06921 .04979 .0000C 1*77.0 .03 211*. 1 2799.* 979.0 »01.1
26 .069?* .20787 .11953 1 7*37.0 .76 20*6. 217*. 7 61.1 I*.*
27 .21737 .1*6*3 .27716 2 1951.0 .*7 1392.0 19*1.1 1.9 .1
2» .1*6*5 ,»9501 .*137» 1 1376.0 ,*3 1677.0 1*67.9 ft.o 1.3
29 .49501 ,*2361 .55*32 * 1102.0 .P9 1*22.0 I'!'.' 71.9 «4.6
10 .62331 .7621* .69290 6 820.0 1.11 113*. 117". t 96.7 3*.

4

31 .76219 .9C07T .811*9 4 567.0 1.11 997.0 919.* 121.1 77.7
12 .90077 1.03935 .170C6 7 *17.C 1.52 467.0 40*.' 79.1 *9.2
31 1.01115 1.17791 1.1086* 9 791. r J. TJ *7»,1 »*9.« 49. « 67.*
3* 1.17771 1.31631 1.2*72? 9 203.1 1.9* 121.0 '11.1 **.7 1».7
33 1.114il 1.43309 1.1PJ90 |0 147.0 2.16 211.0 M'.O 9.1 10.1
16 l.*33)> 1.39367 1.52*18 11 110.0 2.14 111.0 1*1.' 1.3 7.1
17 1.39347 1.71723 1.64796 12 91.0 ?.37 79.0 91.9 2.0 .0
1* 1.71225 1.81081 1.9015* 11 71.0 2.7* *5.C 37.9 17.6 *.0
31 1.97081 2.009*1 1.9*012 1* 33.0 2.99 23.0 19." 12.9 *.?
*C 2.007*1 7.1*799 7.07870 13 17.0 1.19 11.0 ".? »3.1 11.

»

M 2.1*719 2.29667 2.2172* 16 11.0 1.»1 *.0 17. > 10*.! 13.*
• 2 2. 2*667 2. *?515 2.15594 17 27.0 1.61 l.C * .* 164.7 5*.

4

* ) 2.*2516 7.64171 2.***** 19 20.0 1.9? 1.0 *.* 2*1.0 »!.«
»» 2.36(71 2.70211 2.61302 17 21.1 *,11 1.0 7.1 66*.* 167.9
*•, 2.70211 2.9*099 2.77140 71 1*.0 *.7* .0 1.1 1197.9 271.1
»». 2.9*111 2.^79*7 2.91019 21 11.0 *.*6 .0 .9 1172.1 206.5
*7 2.97)*7 3.11903 1.0*874 77 ICO ».64 .1 .1 7*11.7 •

»9 1.1IS)4 3.73441 1.1*71* 21 3.0 *.«7 .0 .1 1651.0 "

*« 3.26643 1.19520 1.12592 2* 9.0 3.09 .0 .0 120*2.9 »

»V£*.G£ Of THE CUSS 9.NKS l -.261
V»»t»NCE OF THE Cl*SS «»H«S l 22.821
ST.10.90 OEVUTION OF THE Cl.SS 9.NKS
fEO'fF If fBflOll i *7
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CLASS

OBSERVED FtEOUHCIES AGAINST EXPECTED FREQUENCIES US
A POSlTIFt*) SI6N INPIIES OBSERVED ExCEEEO EXPECTED
A NECATIF(-) SI6N I1PIIES EXPECTED EXCFEED OBSERVED

I OISTPIIUTION

FIGURE 3 NEWFOUNDLAND OFFSHORE GRAVIMETRIC OBSERVATIONS
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CLASS

OBSERVED FREQUENCIES AGMNST EXPECTED FREOUENCIE
* POS IT I F ( > SIGH IMPLIES OBSERVED EXCEEED EXPEC
» NEGUIF(-) SIGN IMPLIES EXPECTEO EXCEEED OBSERVED

4TED NORMAL DISTRIBUTION FOR THE •I'liillTtt FOUH TH 1 1.10

FIGURE 4 NEWFOUNDLAND OFFSHORE GRAVIMETRIC OBSERVATIONS
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7. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

By analyzing the histograms relating to the levelling observations (section 6)

we notice a significant leptokurtic tendancy. Is this leptokurtosis due to the

modulation? That is the first question we have to ask. Modulation is an attempt

to interpret the leptokurtosis, at least in certain cases and type. It may not

be universal. Modulation exists because of leptokurtosis and not vice-versa.
In our case, it is very difficult to make conclusions. As mentioned before,

the samples of levelling discrepancies have not been reduced by any systematic

error corrections. The the data processed here is not rigorously homogeneous.
We tried to minimize this weakness by grouping them into the same area, the same

period of time or by the same instrument, ect . . . A set of measurements is said

to be homogeneous if it is made in similar conditions, in the same period of time

and by the same observer. It may also mean that the operation had not been
disturbed by a major accident, such as breaking the instrument level.

In the other hand, leptokurtosis could be due to some other physical
phenomenon, perhaps, also to some sort of "principle" which may not necessarily
be perceptible by our common sense. This other phenomenon could be a "mixture".
The mixture of two samples (populations N. and N_ of different standard
deviations o. and o

9
) is obtained by simply jo'ining Into one single sample the

populations of the two components. The mixture is, therefore, represented by a

sample of size (N, + N
2
). Then if our samples are a mixture of two normal

populations then it is obvious that there is no homogeneity. However, if there

is no experimental reason to think that, but if it is nevertheless clearly
leptokurtic, then the sample may belong to the category of modulated normal
distributions. This aspect of the problem will be investigated in another
research.

Finally, modulation is apparent only in large samples of observational errors:
thousand is the lowest limit if reliable conclusions are expected. Whether
modulation is capable of solving certain difficult problems in such operations as

levelling, has not yet been answered. All those institutions which fabricate
large amounts of repeated observations should be presently aware of the existence
of leptokurtosis and, perhaps, of modulation.
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THE DETERMINATION OF EARTH TIDAL PARAMETERS
THROUGH GEOMETRIC LEVELLING

01 e Remmer
Geodetic Institute

Copenhagen
DK-2920 Denmark

ABSTRACT. Instead of applying the so-called astronomical (i.e. really =

model tidal ) correction to geometric observations, amplitude coefficients
and phase shifts for the various waves may in principle be determined
through the levelling observations themselves. Simple signal to noise
computations show that M

?
can be determined with a precise levelling line

of roughly 2000 km's length.

An analysis of a real (Danish) levelling line gave the surprising
amplitude factor

Y = 4.2

that is about 6 times the normal t -values. This is interpretated as a

result of so-called indirect effects due to ocean loading.

The fact that these effects only affect levelling lines close to the
coast make them (and a high y ) a likely candidate to explain the diffe-
rence between geodetic and oceanographic determination of Mean Sea Level
along the Atlantic coast of the USA.

A project which will analyze the levelling lines in the Eastern United
States close to the Atlantic Ocean is plannecf in cooperation with NGS.

1. INTRODUCTION

The fact that the plumb line deviates from some zero-position has, within pre-

cise levelling, been recognized some forty years (see [2] ).

And since all levelling instruments measure with respect to this plumb line

this has given rise to Jensen's well-known formulae which are normally called

Astonomical Correction but which more correctly should be called (earth-) tidal

correction , tc , to levelling.

There is however, (as with every other correction) a fundamental ambiguity in

applying the tidal correction in levelling. Let the tidal correction be called tc,

then tc will equal some sum of theoretical tidal constituents:

tc = z R. cos* i+ (1)
i = 1

x 1T-

where R. and *.. are the amplitude and phases of the theoretical earth tide (i.e.

some model tide).
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In Jensen's application then this correction was applied so to say on "the left-

hand side" of the observation equation of precise levelling:

z-tc+v = x. -x. , +(zs 2 az) n (2)

Here n is a parameter which determines the refraction (xs 2az is a known coeffi-

cient, see [6] and [7] for details), while x. and x- , are the height of the points

P. and P. . in some suitable vertical system while z is the measured height diffe-

rence between P. and P. . and v the residual. In (2) we suppose as already said

that we know (or can compute accurately enough) tc (and zs 2 az but that is another

story), while x., x< , and n are parameters which are determined by a Least Squares

Adjustment.

The fact that some of colleagues actually measure tc (or other functions of

earth tide) has of course made those of us working with levelling aware that model

computations were just not good enough.

As Melchior [3 ] has already suggested some years ago this problem could be (in

principle) solved by having a tilt-meter accompanying the levelling instrument

throughout the levelling campagne.

Although one must agree with Melcnior's suggestion there are certain formidab-

le practical difficulties (there simply does not exist as far as the author is in-

formed, a tiltmeter which can be moved every 5 minutes or less and measuring in

between )

.

Therefore we shall suggest another solution which may be formulated the follow-

ing way: Let the levelling observations themselves monitor the earth tides .

This we may also say even simpler namely: move tc in (2) from the left-hand

side to the right-hand side !

2. THE NEW OBSERVATION EQUATION IN GEOMETRIC LEVELLING WHEN EARTH TIDES ARE TAKEN

INTO ACCOUNT.

In geometric levelling we usually measure the same height-difference twice, one

forward and one reverse, that is we have between two benchmarks P. and P., two

height-differences

:

z- observed at time tf

z. observed at time t

r
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For each of these we can write down (2) (with tc moved to the right-hand side

of the equation)

:

(3)z
i
f

+ v
f

= x
i
-x

i
_

1

+ (rs 2Az) n+tc^

z
i

+ v
r

= x
i
- x

4-1 + (z s
2 Az)n +tc

t

Subtracting (4) from (3) we get

a z- +v. = tc. -tc.
1 1 U/r L

And calling Ate = tc. -tc
t

f r

(4)

(5)

we get from (5)

:

az. +v- = Ate (6)

Now we don't write Ate according to (1),when we perform measurements to monitor

earth tides.

Instead we write (inspired by Chojnicki [1] ).

h

tc = z R: y, cos (<p. t +A<p- )

i=1
* 1 it l

(7)

so that (6) becomes

AZ
i
+ V. = Z R

i
T

i
C0S(

9it
+ A(p

i
) (8)

(8) is then our new observation equation for determining earth tidal parameters

through geometric levelling .

In (8) R. and <p.. are still the theoretical values of amplitude and phase while

y- is the amplitude coefficient and a«. is the phase shift both being in principle

different for each tidal constituent.

Through (8) we can by a Least Squares Adjustment find

a<p
1

, Aq£, A<p
h

and y^ T
h

.

This is of course in reality only possible if

.Z
=1

R
iTi

COs( 9
it

+ A
9i

)
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regarded as signal can be seen through the noise of our levelling observations az. .

We shall discuss this problem in our next section.

3. SIGNAL TO NOISE CONSIDERATIONS WHEN MONITORING EARTH TIDES WITH GEOMETRIC

LEVELLING.

In Melchior's first book [3] on earth tides (p. 291) he mentions that the devia-

tions of the vertical have an amplitude of 0"04. From the context it seems really

that it is the distance from "top to bottom" on the registration paper, so that the

amplitude of the vertical deviations may be put to

MU'02

This is then the signal which we shall try to convert into a linear displace-

ment of the levelled height difference over the distance of 1km. In radians 0'.'02 is

of course

0.02 it ..

3OT W raaians

For a distance of 1km this corresponds to a vertical displacement of

0.02 it in3m
3OT" TBff

1U m

And in mm we find that the vertical displacements is

s = 2™- j^j 10 3 10 3 mm = 0.1 mm/km

Then is then our signal .

Let us now look on the noise in our height-difference-difference az. . In a

good precise levelling the standard error of the height -difference-difference will

be (see [5] )

o{az.}=o{z. -z.} = 0.6mm/vTofi
i i

f
i

r

For a levelling line of Lkm's length we have correspondingly that the signal is

s ( L ) = L x . 1 mm

while the standard error is

o(L) = vT * 0.6mm

In order to have conventional significance we must have s(L) > 1.96 a(L) i.e.

L x 0. 1 > 1.96 xvT x 0.6 or
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7U
1.96 x0.6

0.1

VT > 11.76

L > 138.3km

that is

and finally

That is for a levelling network which comprises more than 140 km double-measured

levelling we should be able to compute tidal parameters from the levelling observa-

tions themselves .

However, after 140 km we are just able to "see" the total tidal signal. Let us

now try to find out how large a levelling network we need in order to see the five

principal waves K, , 0., N
2

, M
2

, and S
2

:

We have (Melchior [3] p. 76-77) that the amplitudes for these five waves in lo-

cations assumed to be lying between latitude 40 and 70° are:

East-West Mean x 0.7

K
i

0'.'005-0'.'008 0'.'0065 0'.'0046

°i
'.'0035-0 '.'005 0'.'0047 OL'00329

Nj, 0'.'002 -O'.'OOI 0'.'0015 O'.'OOI 05

M
2

'J0 12-0 '.'005 0V0085 0'.'0060

S
2

'.'005-0'.'0025 0'.'0038 '.'00266

North-South

K
1

-0'J004-0'.'005 0'.'00225 O'.'OOI 6

°1
-0'.'002-0 '.'004 0'J0015 0'.'0010

N
?

0'.'001-0'.'001 O'.'OOI 0'.'0007

M
2

'.'007-0 '.'005 0'.'006 0'.'0042

So '.'003-0 '.'002 0'.'0025 O'.'OOI 75

And supposing (which is completely realistic) that the levelling lines are

evenly distributed in Azimuth we may as amplitude for a levelling line take the

mean of the amplitudes of the East-West and North-South components respectively,

giving the following mean amplitudes for our principal waves which we then convert

into mm/km according to our prior deliberations:

K 0'.'0031 -
0.02

x 0.1 = 0.0155 mm /km

0'.'0021 ~ 0.0021
0.02

x CT.1 = 0.0105 mm /km

0'.'0009 ~

0'.'0051 ~

0.0009
0.02

0.0051
0.02

X 0.1 =

x0.1 =

435

0.0045 mm /km

0.0255 mm /km



n on??
S
2

IJ0022 ~ QQ2
x °- 1 = 0.0110mm/km

We now make for each wave in decreasing order of magnitude the same computation

as we did before for the total tidal signal. That is we ask when the signal of this

particular wave rises above the noise of our levelling observations.

We find

M
2

: L x 0.0255 > 1 .96V Lx 0.6

VT > 46

L > 2116km

i.e. after roughly 2000 km 's precise levelling we should be able to see the largest

wave NL.

Corresponding we find

for K
1

: L > 5776 km

for
1

and S
2

: L > 12544 km

for N
2

: L > 68121 km

Looking on the last number of 68.000 km by which we should be able to discriminate

the five principal tidal waves K., 0., N
2

, M
2

, and S
2

, we observe that the first

order levelling network of the USA comprises a sufficient number of km levelling

lines. That is even should our estimates of the accuracy of the American lines be

too optimistic by a factor of 2, we should still be able to compute T-and Aq> -

values for K. , 0., N
2

, NL, and S
2

for the continental Unites States. Furthermore

these tidal parameters will of course be integrated over the whole continent and we

should thus most emphatically get rid of "local" effects which otherwise plague

tilt measurements.

4. AN EXAMPLE FROM THE SECOND PRECISE LEVELLING OF DENMARK

As we have said above we can not for shorter distances of levelling networks

hope to see the different waves of the tidal signal but we should fairly soon be

able to see the total tidal signal.

Putt ing in (8) Acp. = Aq>
2

= Aq> =

and -y = Y. = t we may rewrite (8)

Az
j

+ v
j

= V R
i

cos
'it

(9)

and calling the model tidal signal Ate we get
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AtC
Q

= ZR iC 0Scp it (1Q)

Combining (9) and (10) we find

AZj+Vj = To AtCQ (11)

It is this equation (11) which has been used in a primitive regression analysis

of 100 Danish height-difference-differences. As Ate has been Jensen's old so-called

"astronomical" (i.e. real = tidal) corrections, not multiplied by 0.7.

The question that was asked was very simply: can we see the tidal signal in

these few levelling observations? The result was somewhat surprising:

We found for increasing levelling distance L:

L

km
dimension-
less

dimension-
less

degree of
freedom

level of

significance
%

5 5.54 3.87 17 92

10 6.38 2.83 28 98

15 5.34 3.10 34 95

20 4.68 3.06 41 93

25 5.19 2.98 48 96

30 4.38 2.81 59 93

35 4.78 2.41 73 97

40 4.83 2.34 82 98

45 4.21 2.16 95 97

47 4.23 2.14 99 97

Table 1

We can see several things. First from L = 35 and onward we are beyond the con-

ventional significance level (95%), but we also note that the tidal signal really

is there already from the 5km-leveland this is of course surprising.

We also see that y is much larger than 1! That means that we are in a situa-

tion with so-called indirect effects (see Melchior C3] pp. 189-201) We note that

the final y -value from our little analysis is
o J

y - 4.23

In Melchior [3] p. 196 ismentioned a y ~5 sothat we seem to have stumbled acci-

dentally into a situation with very large indirect effects too in this small analysis.
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It is interesting to compare our findings with those of Zschau [9].

Although no number is given for the size of the indirect effects in N-S direc-

tion ([9] p. 581 ) Zschau's remarks seem to indicate that he has found indirect ef-

fects in the North-South direction which are in the same order of magnitude as

given by our y above.

The interest thing is that practically all the levelling observations in our

little analysis above lie in the North-South direction very close to the east coast

of Jutland going 47km north from the city of Fredericia, i.e. they are lying in

the same distance from both the North Sea and the Baltic as are Zschau's borehole

tiltmeters. And we seem to be able to reproduce Zschau's effect in the N-S direc-

tion over a much longer distance (i.e. 47km).

To us this indicates that the reason for these large indirect effect in Denmark

and Schleswig-Holstein in the N-S direction still represent an open question.

5. FURTHER RESEARCH

The small analysis above seems to indicate that we have tidal signals in near-

coastal areas which have for greater amplitudes than the model tidal signals. From

earth tide literature this is really not surprising.

As is well-known a systematically increasing difference exists between the mean

sea level of Atlantic coast tide gauges determined by geodetic levelling and by

oceanographic data respectively.

A likely candidate to explain this systematic difference between geodetic and

oceanographic data would be a systematic error in the geodetic observations. The

'astronomical" correction (i.e. = tidal correction) to levelling has a systematic

tendency in the North-South direction (because we always measure during daytime and

the sun will in the mean be standing south of us ).

If now our model tidal correction only takes away a fraction of the real signal

in near-coastal areas, then of course the remainder of this tidal signal would pro-

duce a systematic error exactly in the North-South direction, and it would thus be

a most promising candidate for the explanation of the difference between geodetic

and oceanographic data.

In consequence of this an analysis of the most coast-near levelling lines of th<

eastern United States along the ideas scetched in this paper is planned in coopera-

tion with the NGS.

We hope to be able to publish the results of this analysis in the near future.
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AN INVESTIGATION OF SYSTEMATIC ERRORS
IN CANADIAN LEVELLING LINES

Michael R. Craymer and Petr Vanurek
Survey Science

University of Toronto
Mississauga, Ontario, LSL 1C6

ABSTRACT

Analyses of 15 lines selected randomly from the first order Canadian
levelling network have revealed the presence of systematic errors.
Effects of turning point settlement, rod miscalibration, refraction,
crustal notion and an as yet unexplained effect correlated with section
heights have been recognized. An attempt to model these effects was
made. The most common and dominant effect detected is turning point
settlement. Interestingly, the refraction effect is relatively small,
however, the lack of sufficient auxilary data limited the effectiveness of

the modelling of this effect. It is also interesting that all of the
detected effects behave differently according to the characteristics of

the individual lines, thus requiring each line to be examined on an

individual basis. Classification of the individual lines has not shown so

far any conspicuous relation between levelling circumstances and kinds of

systematic effects present.

INTRODUCTION

This investigation of systematic effects present in Canadian first order levelling
lines is based on the application of the data series analysis and multiple linear
regression techniques proposed by Vanicek and Craymer (1983a; b) and Craymer (1985).

The subject of our analyses is the discrepancy between the forward and backward
runnings of each section. Letting dH_ and dH_ represent the section height

r D

differences (of opposite sign) for the forward and backward runnings, respectively,
the discrepancy d is given by

d = dH_ + dH_ . (1)

The basic hypothesis upon which this analysis is founded is that the existence of

systematic effects is levelling observations introduces trends or autocorrelations
%

or both among the discrepancies. Denoting the true value of dH by dH and its error
by e, we have

d = (dH* + e)_ + (dH* + e) _ = e_ + e_ . (2)
r o r B

Any deviation of the expected value of this quantity from zero would imply the
presence of systematic error (s) in the observations.
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METHOD

The analyses consist of two parts: discrepancy series analysis and multiple linear
regression analysis. We use the former to identify the various effects present in

the discrepancies and the latter to obtain quantitative estimates of the individual
effects.

Series analysis involves the construction of a series of discrepancies ordered
with respect to any argument representing a specific systematic effect or condition
under which the levelling was performed. The presence of a systematic effect will
introduce trends or autocorrelations into the discrepancy series. In our

investigation, we estimate and remove the bias and linear trend from the series and
subsequently compute the least squares spectrum (Vani£ek, 1971; Wells and Vanidfek,

1978) of the residual series. From the least squares spectrum we then compute the
autocorrelation function for this series using a cosine transform of the spectrum
(Vanic'ek and Craymer, 1983a). The presence of systematic effects is primarily
revealed through the existence of a statistically significant linear trend while
significant spectral frequencies and autocorrelations reflect both the deviation of

the actual trend from a linear one as well as the presence of other systematic
effects.

Multiple linear regression is used to model simultaneously the presence of more
than one systematic effect in the discrepancies. We employ a model of the form
(Craymer, 1984)

d = Be + e
,

(3)

where d is a vector of n observed discrepancies, c is a vector of u coefficients
(i.e., linear trends) to be estimated, e is a vector of residuals to be minimized
and B is an n x u Vandermonde matrix containing the values of the arguments as its
columns. Here, we do not provide for bias estimation (in which case there would be

an extra column of l's in B) because we have no physical explanation for its

existence.

Assuming the discrepancies to be equally weighted and the arguments to be
statistically independent, minimization of the sum of weighted squares of the
residuals (quadratic norm) leads to the well known "least squares" estimates for the
coefficients

c = (b/b)"
1

B
T
d (4)

with its estimated covariance matrix given by

C = s
2
(B

T
B)

_1
, (5)

-c o - - '

where the variance factor is

s - <!
T
c-d)

T
(B

T
c-d) / (n-u) . (6)

The best fitting regression model is selected by comparing the results of all

models using various combinations of different kinds of arguments. In order to
reduce the number of models to be analysed, we employ a backward, stepwise approach
(Neter and Wasserman, 1974, p. 386). That is, all arguments potentially present are
included in the initial model and the one with the least statistically significant
coefficient is eliminated from the model. This is repeated in -a stepwise fashion
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until all remaining coefficients are statistically significant (i.e., statistically
different from zero).

In our analyses we prefer to use the critical uncertainty level (probability that
the coefficient is not zero) for determining statistical significance. In this
case, the larger the critical uncertainty level the greater the probability that the
coefficient is different from zero. For these tests, the Fisher F statistic is used
(cf. Srivastava and Carter, 1983, p. 41). Throughout this paper, quantities are
considered statistically significant if their uncertainty level is equal to or
greater than 907..

A number of other criteria are also used to assess the applicability of the
models. These include: the critical uncertainty level for the hypothesis that all

coefficients are simultaneously equal to zero; the coefficient of determination R

(percentage of sura of squares explained by the model); the estimated standard
deviation s of model residuals; the estimated, normalized standard deviation s,.

v 1km

for a line of 1km length; the sum of residuals £v and its corresponding uncertainty
level; the frequency of partial sums of residuals Ev. falling within the limits of

random, uncorrelated error propagation; defined by

s(L. ) = s,, L.
1/2

,
(7)

i 1km l

where L. is the partial accumulated section length up to the i-th section.

DATA

The data used in this analysis were obtained in a computed readable format from
the NAVD section of the Geodetic Survey of Canada. A more or less random selection
of 15 lines was made from the available database. These lines covered a wide
variety of areas, epochs and conditions: five lines from British Columbia levelled
in 1959, 1960 and 1966; two lines from Manitoba and two lines from northern Ontario
levelled in 1979; four lines from Nova Scotia levelled in 1975; two lines from
southern Ontario levelled in 1981. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of these
lines.

In general, the data included for each section: starting/ending benchmark numbers;
starting/ending times; starting/ending air temperatures; number of setups; length of

running; observed (uncorrected) height difference; direction of running. The kinds
of auxilary data available (notably temperature measurements and starting/ending
times of runnings) varied among the lines. Futhermore, the number of setups in each
running were not listed for some sections and these were omitted from the analyses.

MODELS FOR SYSTEMATIC EFFECTS

In order to apply the data series and regression techniques, arguments
representing various known systematic effects were derived from linear models
characterizing these effects. Models for the average effects of differential
refraction, turning point settlement, rod miscalibrat ion and crustal motion have
been developed. These models will only be briefly discussed here. VanTcek et al

.

(1985) provide a more detailed development.

The effect d. of an argument a on the discrepancy may be written in a linear form
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as:

d. = c. a. , (8)
l ~i -

i

where c. is the coefficient to be estimated. The arguments and coefficients for the

effects of refraction (a_,, c_), turning point settlement (a
T
-,c TCl ), rod scale

miscalibration (a , c ) and crustal motion (a , c ) are defined by (Vanicek et al .

,

s s c' c
'

1985)

a
R

= dH C(S/2n)
2

F
-(S/2n)

2

B
] c

R
= dt A (9)

cLj-p = n_ + n
fi

- 2 c-p = settlement effect on d (10)

a = dH c = s_ - s^, (11)
s s F B

a = dT c = dv (12)
c c

Here, A is the coefficient in Kukkamaki 's (1939) balanced sight refraction equation,
dH is the average section height difference, dt is the average temperature
difference at heights 0.5m and 2.5m above ground, dT is the time elapsed between the
forward and backward runnings, dv is the difference in the rate of movement of the

end benchmarks of a section, n is the number of setups in a section running, s is

the average scale error for the rod pair in a section running and S is the total
length of a running.

Expected values for some of the above coefficients have been derived by Vanicek et
-5 -5 T

al. (1985). These are: c_ = 3x10 to -19x10 mm/m"; cT _ = 0.02 to 0.05 mm/turning

point; c = 10 to 100 ppm. It must be re-iterated that these models describe only

the average effects.

In addition to the above described arguments we also use the height H of the end

benchmarks of a section, the section length S, the accumulated section length L, the

average slope dH/dS of the section and, where available, the difference dt in the
average air temperatures of the runnings. Note that the magnetic effect is not
included since it cancels in the discrepancy (Vanicek et al . , 1985).

RESULTS

The results of our analyses contain an enormous amount of information. Vanicek et
al. <1985) report our initial attempts to interpret them. Here, we shall only
summarize the general observations and conclusions from these analyses and, as an

example, present the results of our analyses of line A12N10.75.

Figure 1 dismays the accumulated observed discrepancy for line A12N10.75. The
steady accumulation of the discrepancies exceeds the values expected for random
uncorrelated error propagation thereby implying (statistically) that systematic
effect (s) may be present. The series analysis (Table 2) detects the presence of

statistically significant trends (at the 907. uncertainty level) for the series
ordered with respect to arguments a , H, and L. Note that the effects of settlement

(a_ ) and refraction (a_) are close to being statistically significant.

Furthermore, there is also a statistically significant bias in this series for which
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we have no explanation at present.

Subsequent multiple linear regression analyses (Table 3) are performed on the
discrepancies initially using the arguments -for all of the known systematic effects
(aR , ajp , a ) as well as those found significant in the discrepancy series analysis

(H, L) . The backward, stepwise approach selects as the best fitting model the one
containing the arguments for rod and instrument settlement (a >, rod miscalibration

(a ) and an, as yet, not understood effect depending on the section height (H) . The

estimated coefficients for settlement (0.011 mm/turning point) and rod
miscalibration (19 ppm) agree well with their expected values. In addition, the
residual discrepancies behave in a manner consistent with random uncorrelated error
propagation (Figure 1). The residual discrepancies now accumulate to only -7.8 mm as
compared with the original 30.5 mm and is not statistically different from zero.

In general, the 15 lines selected display a wide variety of systematic effects
depending on the arguments for the known effects (i.e., refraction, rod and

instrument settlement, rod miscalibration and crustal motion) and also on arguments
for which we have, as yet, no explanation (i.e., section height (H) , difference in

length of runnings (dS) , difference in average air temperature of runnings (dt)

,

difference in elapsed time of runnings (dET) and difference in number of setups in

runnings (dNS) ) . The last two (dET and dNS) are each present in only one line. A

comparison of the occurences of the presence of these effects with line
characteristics is given in Table 4. However, no firm conclusions should be drawn
from this table because of the small number of lines sampled.

The most notable feature of the analyses was that all of the systematic effects
behave differently according to the characteristics of the individual lines. Thus,
all lines should be examined individually for the presence of the various systematic
effects.

One of the most surprising results of this analysis is that refraction does not
appear to be as dominant as many investigators would believe. In fact, the effect
on the accumulated discrepancies is relatively small in comparison with the other

-5
effects. The estimate of the effect varies in sign in a range from -24.5x10 " to

11.3x10 ' mm/m . However, the lack of proper temperature measurements limits any
discussion of the significance of these results.

On the other hand, the effect of turning point settlement on the discrepancies is
extremely important and seems to contribute the most to the total accumulated
discrepancy. The estimates of the effect vary from 0.01 to 0.03 mm/turning point
for all but one line (where rebound appears to occur at -0.01 mn/turning point).
This agrees remarkably well with their expected values. However, it should be
remembered that the effect will in practice cancel in the mean section height
difference as long as the number of setups in forward and backward runnings are
approximately balanced.

Another of the effects seen to be present in a few of the lines was the rod
miscalibration effect dependent on the section elevation difference dH. The
estimates of this effect (+/-15 ppm) are within the theoretical limits of the
accuracy of the calibration method.
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CONCLUSIONS

The hereby described attempts to diagnose and model systematic effects have
revealed some interesting points. The most important revelation seems to be the
fact that the re-fraction effect is not any more signi-ficant than rod and instrument
settlement and rod miscal ibratian effects. A similar observation had been made in
the Swiss Federal Office of Topography (Schneider, Personal communication, 1981).
There does not seem, however, to be much uniformity in the investigated lines; it

appears to us that each line has to be treated individually. Not all errors could
be modelled because of the limitation in the availability of auxiliary data. The
possible dependence of individual systematic errors on terrain and other line

characteristics should be further investigated.

Finally, judging from the sparse sample of the 15 analysed lines it appears that
Remmer and Lachapelle (1981) may have been well justified in asserting that the 2m
Trans-Canada levelling discrepancy is due to rod settlement and residual
refraction.
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TABLE li Ltvtlling lines selected -for analytic

Location (from-to)

F55C15.66

Hatsqui to
Tranquille, B.C.

__A£^ 1C55l5!*
Lumby to
Needles, B.C.

GSC Line Numbers

A281C59.59

Kelowna to
Summer land, B.C.

D10BC22.60

New Denver to
Slocan, B.C.

_Dr?1C34.60A

Nelson to
Nelway, B.C.

Year levelled |
1966 | 1959 | 1959 1960

|
1960 |

Terrain
|

mountainous | mountainous |
uniform uniform uniform

No. of sections 1
478 |

100 | 57 51
1

70 |

Line length (Km)
1

391 | 108 | 61 .4 46.8
1 67 |

Ave. elevation (m)
I

251
I

842 | 454 645
1

744 |

Total elev diff (m)
I

341 |
-31

| 354 -0.3
1

246 |

A1N75.75 A12N10.75

GSC Line Numbers

A2N75.75 A3N75.75

Location (from-to) lAnnapolis Royal tol Antigonish to
I
New Germany, N.S.

|
Mul grave, N.S.

Mul grave to I Newport to
Guysborough, N.S.| Mai t land, N.S.

A1M79.79

Brandon to
Peace Garden, Man|

Year levelled | 1975
i

1975 | 1975 | 1975
|

1979 |

Terrain undulati ng
|

uni form/coastal (undulating/coastal

|

undulat ing uniform

No. of sections 157
1

106 | 346 | 142
I

64 |

L i ne 1 ength ( km

)

114
1

69 | 239 | 93
I

103 |

Ave. elevation (m)
|

172
1

16 | 6 | 35 1 498 |

Total elev diff (m)
|

44
1

-68
| -36 | 23

1
301 |

Location (from-to)

__A225M50.79

Gretna to
Winnipeg, Man.

A247U53.79

GSC Line Numbers

A32U13.79 |
F279U58.81B

Kenora to Manitoul Rainy River to I Brights Grove to
Rapids, Ont. | Fort Frances, Ont

|
Godench, Ont.

F8U71.81

Eagle to Cedar
Springs, Ont.

Year levelled | 1979 | 1979
1

1979
I

1981 |
1981 |

Terrain flat | flat
1

flat
I

fl at/shore f 1 at/shore |

No. of sections 76 | 85
1

75
I

214 | 63 |

Line length (km) |
123 | 140

1
95

I

163 | 53 |

Ave. elevation (m)
|

238 | 339
1

346
I

201 | 204 |

Total elev diff (m)
|

"7
I

-22
1

28
I

78 | 4
I
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TABLE 2s Results of discrepancy series analysis of GSC line A12N10.75.

| A12N10.75
|

a(s) (m St.Dev.V (mm) 1.44
Bias (mm) 0.25 (93%)
Trend (ppm)
LSS peaks
ACF(CT) - dist

16 (87%)
many small peaks

2.997
- shape wavy

ACF(DE) - dist 6.774
- shape

H (m) St.Dev.V (mm) 1.43
Bias (mm) 0.25 (93%)
Trend (ppm)
LSS peaks
ACF(CT) - dist

-7 (91%)
several small peaks

5.395
- shape wavy

20.23ACF(DE) - dist
- shape

S (km) St.Dev.V (mm) 1.44
Bias (mm) 0.25 (92%)
Trend (mm/km) 0.486 (78%)
LSS peaks
ACF(CT) - dist 0.179

- shape si ight neg. trend
0.138ACF(DE) - dist

- shape exp. trend

L (km) St.Dev.V (mm)
Bias (mm)

1.45
0.25 (92%)

Trend (mm/km) -0.001 (92%)
LSS peaks
ACF(CT) - dist

few small peaks
10.50

- shape long per. trend
ACF(DE) - dist 12.60

- shape neg. trend

A12N10.75
|

=sse=3iaCBScB
dt (C) St.Dev.V 7mm)

Bias (mm)
1.45

0.25 (92%)
Trend (mm/C)
LSS peaks
ACF(CT) - dist 1.178

- shape
ACF(DE) - dist

- shape

a(c) (yr) St.Dev.V (mm) 1.45
0.25 (92%)Bias (mm)

Trend (mm/yr)
LSS peaks
ACF(CT) - dist

many small peaks
0.D01

- shape correlation
ACF(DE) - dist 0.016

- shape

a(TP)
(turn, pt)

St.Dev.V (mm) 1.44
Bias (mm) 0.25 (93%)
Trend (mm/tp) 0.024 (86%)
LSS peaks
ACF(CT) - dist

several sml peaks
1.790

- shape wavy
ACF(DE) - dist

- shape

a(R) (mE3) St.Dev.V (mm) 1.44
Bias (mm) 0.25 (93%)
Trend (mm/mE3) -3.136x10E-5 (79%)
LSS peaks
ACF(CT) - dist

few small peaks
1.468xl0E5

- shape periodic
1.321x10E6ACF(DE) - dist

- shape

Notes: Uncertainty levels for bias=0 and trend=0 are included in brackets following the estimated value.
No entries indicates no significant results.

TABLE 3s Results of multiple linear regression analysis for GSC line A12N10.75.

I
Model 1 | Model 2 | Model 3 |

a(s) = dH (m)

est. (ppm)
Uncert. est =
Effect (mm)

14
78%

-0.934

17
88%

-1.162

19
94%

-1.323

H (m)

est. (ppm)
Uncert. est =
Effect (mm)

-12
99%

7.301

-8
97%

4.694

-8
97%

4.620

L (km)

est. (mm/km)
Uncert. est =
Effect (mm)

-0.011
94%

-39.825

a(TP) (turning pt.

)

est. (mm/tp)
Uncert. est =
Effect (mm)

0.045
100%

66.279

0.024
100%

34.916

0.024
100%

34.939

a(R) (mE3)

est. (mm/mE3)
Uncert. est =
Effect (mm)

-3.323x10E-5
77%

0.104

-2.044x10E-5
78%

0.064

Uncert of model =

% of SST0 Explained
by the model

99%

13.554%

96%

7.487%

98%

7.018%

St.Dev. V (mm)
(st.dev.D = 1 .46 mm)

St.Dev. V (1km) (mm)
(sd.dev.D (1km)
= 2.104 mm)

1.394

1.999

1.412

2.084

1.409

2.084

Sum V (mm)
(Sum D = 30.460 mm)
Uncert Sum V =

Freq of Sum V
< s(L)
(Freq of Sum D
< sTl) = 16%)

0.195

1%

100%

- 8.052

36%

98%

-7.777

35%

100%

Correlations -0.34 = r(dH.dR)
-0.27 = r dH.dTh)
0.56 = r H,L)

-0.44 = r H.TP)
-0.79 = r L.TP)
-0.33 = r(dR.dTP)

-0.19 - r(dH,H)
0.28 = (dH.dth)

-0.21 = r(dH,H)

Notes: Uncert. model • means the uncertainty that all parameters are simultaneously zero.
See text for explanation of of other table entries.
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TABLE 4i Comparison of statistically significant effects
(90% uncertainty level) with line characteristics

Attribute

Significant Regression Arguments

a(s) | H | dS | dt | dET | a(c) | a(TP) a(R) dNS

Total Stations with
Effect 4 2 4 3 1 2 7 3 1

Terrain:
flat
uniform slope
undulating
mountainous

1

3

1

1

1

1

1

2
1

1

2 4
2
1

1

1

1

1

Location:
B.C.
Man.
N.Ont.
S.Ont.
N.S.

3

1 2

1

2

1

1

2
1

1

1

2

2
3

1

2
1

Line Direction
north-south
east-west

No. Setups / Section:
odd
even

Frequency of Sum D
s(L)within +/

< 68%
> 68%

Date of Level 1 ing
< 1978
> 1978

EO

80.00
h (km)

3
a
a
<

FIGURE li Accumulated discrepancies for G8C line A12N10.75.
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ACCUMULATION OF THE CHOLESKY SQUARE ROOT IN HELMERT BLOCKING

D. R. Junkins and R. R. Steeves
Geodetic Survey of Canada

Surveys and Mapping Branch
615 Booth Street

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1A 0E9

ABSTRACT. The Helmert blocking method [Wolf, 1978] can be used to

advantage in the upcoming readjustment of the North American
vertical networks. Combining this method with the Cholesky
computational method, [e.g. Jennings, 1977] provides a very

efficient method for the solution of large systems of linear
equations. A by-product of this approach is a "partial" Cholesky
square root for each Helmert block. This paper demonstrates that

the Cholesky square root for the entire system of normal equations
can be "accumulated" through the Helmert block adjustment, even
though various re-orderings of the unknown parameters are necessary
throughout the computations. The entire Cholesky root can then be

used to compute the inverse of the normal equation coefficient
matrix, which is needed for post-adjustment statistical analyses.

1. INTRODUCTION

The effort to readjust the North American vertical networks will require the solution of

a system of linear equations involving several thousand unknowns. By grouping the

associated observations into sets, or "blocks", of a manageable size, the solution of

the system is facilitated. This is the approach used in the Helmert blocking method.
The rigorous solution of the very large system of equations is accomplished in a way
which requires the treatment, at any one time and/or agency, of a relatively small system
of equations. The treatment of these smaller systems of equations is further simplified
with the application of the Cholesky computational method.

Not only is the solution of the very large system of equations of interest for the

readjustment, but also the inverse of the normal equation coefficient matrix is needed
for post adjustment statistical analyses and statements of precision. As is well known,

the Cholesky method also facilitates the inversion of this matrix, since the inverse of
the normal equation coefficient matrix can be computed directly from the Cholesky square
root. However, during the Helmert blocking process only Cholesky square roots for the
smaller sub-systems of equations are generated. Can these smaller square roots be used
to build up, part by part, the square root for the entire system? If so, a substantial
saving in computational costs can be made. It turns out that this is indeed possible
even when it is necessary to re-order the unknowns at certain stages during the Helmert
blocking process. The objective of this paper is to show how this accumulation of the
entire Cholesky square root is possible.

2. BLOCKING OF OBSERVATIONS AND NORMAL EQUATIONS

The Helmert blocking process subdivides the solution of large systems of equations by
separating the observations into groups or "blocks". Our notation will be such that any
subscripted matrix or vector will be a sub-matrix or partition of it's non-subscripted
parent. Suppose we have a set of observations L, with associated covariance matrix Cl,

which are related to a vector x of unknown parameters by the design matrix A, so that
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Ax-L=v. Now suppose that we divide L into two blocks Li and L2, that are statistically

independent, i.e. with no off-diagonal covariance terms in Cl between observations of

separate blocks. The normal equations then become

(Ai
T
PiAi + A2TP2A2)x = (Ai

T
Pifi+ A2TP2f2), (2.1)

where fi and f2 are the misclosure vectors corresponding to Li and L2 respectively

[Vanicek & Krakiwsky, 1982]

.

Now, suppose we divide the vector x of unknown parameters into three partitions: xi, xz
t

and X3. Partition xi contains the unknown parameters for which all observations are

contained in block 1. Similarly, X2 contains those parameters for which all

observations are contained in block 2. Partition X3 contains all unknown parameters for

which some observations are contained in both blocks 1 and 2. Thus, we call vectors xi

and X2 the interior parameters for blocks 1 and 2 respectively, and vector X3 contains

the .junction parameters , since they are common to the two blocks.

Expanding equation (2.1) in terms of the partitioned x vector gives

(Aii
TPiAn)xi + (AnTPiAi3)x3 = AnT

Pifi, (2.2)

(A22TP2A22)X2 + (A22TP2A23)x3 = A22TP2?2. (2.3)

and,

(Ai3TPiAn)xi + (A23TP2A22)X2 + (Al3
TPlAl3 + A23TP2A23)x3

= Al3
T
Plf1 + A23TP2f

2

(2.4)

Equation (2.4) can be separated into the sum of the following two expressions:

(Al3
T
PlAll)xi + (Ai3

TPlAi3)xs = Ai3TPifi and, (2.5a)

(A23TP2A22)X2 + (A23TP2A23)x3 = A23TP2*2 (2.5b)

Equations (2.2) and (2.5a) can thus be formed independently using the block 1

observations Li, as can equations (2.3) and (2.5b) from the block 2 observations L2

Neither equations (2.2) nor (2.3) includes terms involving the observations from the

other block, but the contributions from both blocks must be included before equation
(2.4) is complete. Figure 1 shows this process diagrammatically.

This method of accumulating normal equations can easily be extended to any number of

blocks contributing to a single junction block. Similarly, junction block normal
equations can be added together to form a larger system. For each contributing junction
block, the interior and junction parameters are identified, and the normal equations
partitioned appropriately. The junction portion is then added to the new junction block
formed at the next level. This process may be repeated to form as many levels of
blocking as necessary to handle the entire system. Figure 2 shows an example of such a

system. The area above the elementary block interior parameter coefficients is entirely
empty (see Figure 2, Level 1). It is this sparseness of the overall normal equation
coefficient matrix that allows us to form the blocks. The coefficients of the elementary
block junction parameters (Level 2) are further subdivided into interior and junction
parameter coefficients for higher level blocks (Levels 3 and 4) that lie on the upward
path of the block combination strategy.
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3. ELIMINATION OF PARAMETERS

Using the notation introduced in Figure 1, the normal equation contribution from the k™
block to the junction block can be written in the following form.

Nnxi + NijXj = bi and, (3.1}

NijTxi NjjXj = bj, (3.2)

where xi is the vector of interior parameters for the block, and xj is the vector of

junction parameters. We can conclude from the development of section 2 that Nn is

non-singular, provided that the overall system is non-singular, and that Njj will

generally be singular.

Rearranging equation (3.1), making use of the non-singularity of Nn, gives

Xi =Nii
_1

(bi -NijXj). (3.3)

and substituting equation (3.3) into (3.2) gives

ij'lii^Cbi - NijXj) NjjXj = bj. (3.4)

Rearranging, we get

(Njj - Nij^ii^Nij) = bj - Nij^irV (3.5)

We have thus "reduced" the block normal equations (3.1) and (3.2), to a set of normal
equations (3.5), by eliminating the interior parameters xi. We therefore call equation

(3.5) the reduced normal equations , which are expressed in terms of the junction
parameters xj. This process takes place for each block, and the reduced normal

equations for xj from each block are combined by straightforward matrix addition into a

single complete expression for xj.

NJJ*xJ
= bJ*> (3-6)

n

Njj* = 2 (Njj - Nij^ii^Nij^ and,

k=l

bj* = 2 (bj ~ Nij
T
Nii

T
bi)k .

k=l

After solving system (3.6) for xj, the interior parameters Xi may be solved, for each

block, by substitution into equation (3.3).

4. CHOLESKY COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

a) Cholesky Decomposition

The symmetric, positive definite matrix of normal equation coefficients N may be
decomposed into the product of two triangular matrices, one lower and one upper (L and U,

respectively), such that

N = LU, (4.1)
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where L = UT .

The matrix U (or it's transpose L) is known as the Cholesky square root of the normal

equations H. It can be computed using a well known algorithm [Jennings, 1977], the

details of which will not be given here.

b) Solution of Parameters

The normal equations Nx = b. can thus be written in terms of the Cholesky square root as

LUx = b,or C42D

Ux = L-lb. «»
The solution of the normal equations (4.2) consists of two steps. We first define the

forward solution vector d as the right hand side of equation (4.3), i.e. d = L b, which

by rearranging can be written as

Ld = b.
C44)

This is a system of equations in d which is easily solved by a "forward substitution-

process, since L is triangular. Once we have computed d, it can be used as the right hand

side of equation (4.3) giving

Ux = d.
C45)

which can be solved by a simple "backward substitution" process since U is triangular.

Note that the solution of Nx = b has been performed without requiring the inversion of N,

this results in a substantial saving in computational expense,

c) Inverse of Normal Equation Coefficient Matrix

The inverse of the normal equation coefficient matrix for the overall system of

equations is needed, at least in part, for the error analysis of the *£•*«*- We show

below that the (entire) Cholesky square root of the system can be used to compute this

inverse. We show later how the Cholesky square root for the entire system can be built

up from results of the separate treatment of each Helmert block.

Since N = UTU (see equation (4.1)), we have

M-^^U)"1 ^-1^-1
)
1

.

C46)

By setting S = U"1 , we have, by definition,

Hi -i,
(47)

where I is the identity matrix. Again we see that, since U and S are both triangular, we

can compute S easily from equation (4.7). The inverse of N is then given by

N-1 = SST .

C48D

5. HELMERT BLOCKING USING THE CHOLESKY COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

Expanding the normal equation coefficient matrix of equations (3.1) and (3.2) in terms

of a similarly partitioned Cholesky square root of that matrix gives

Nil " LiiUn,

"1J
" LiiUij,

NijT = LjiUii, and
(53)
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MjJ = LjiUij + LjjUjj. (5.4)

The Cholesky root partition [Ua Uij] is computed by the standard decomposition

algorithm, by halting the process before entering Njj. This is the partial Cholesky

root for the eliminated interior parameters of the block.

By substituting these results into the left hand side of equation (3.4), we get

Njj - Hij^ii^Nij = Kjj - LjiUij. (5.5)

Note at this point that substituting (5.4) into (5.5) gives the following interesting
relationship:

Mjj " Nij^ii^Nij = LjjUjj. (5.6)

Put simply, this means that the further solution for xj can be treated as a separate

problem, and the Cholesky square root of the reduced normal equations is identical to the

lower partition of the full Cholesky root. Since Njj is generally singular for an

individual block, this root exists only after all contributions from other blocks have
been added.

Substitution of equations (5.1) and (5.3) into the right hand side of equation (3.5)
gives

T ~1 ~1
*>j - Nij Nii bi = bj - LjiLn bi.

To further simplify this, we make use of the forward solution vector, d, and the

relationship Ld = b. We have

Liidi = bi, and (5.7)

Ljidi + Ljjdj = bj. (5.8)

The partial forward solution vector , di, can be calculated directly. Substituting the

relationship Liidi = bi into the above gives

bj " MijMii *>i = bj - LjiLii" Liidi = bj - Ljidi. (5.9)

Thus, the simplified form of the reduced normal equations is

(Njj-LjiUij)xj = bj-Ljidi. (5.10)

These reduced normal equations may now be combined with those from other blocks, and the

solution for xj computed by the Cholesky method. To compute the back solution for the

eliminated parameters, we substitute the expression for the forward solution vector, d,

into the relationship Ux = d. That is

UiiXi + UijXj = di, and (5.11)

UjjXj = dj. (5.12)

Then, with xj and di having already been computed, xi is solved for by back substitution

into the expression

UiiXi + UijXj = di. (5.12)

The complete Cholesky square root for the block is formed by combining the partial
Cholesky square root for the eliminated parameters with the Cholesky square root for the
junction parameters. This entire process is depicted in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows the
form of the complete Cholesky square root for a two block system, along with the
short-hand notation for the block combination and solution process.
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6. RE-ORDERING THE UNKNOWN PARAMETERS

During the solution of the junction block parameters, it is obviously desirable to

re-order the junction block normal equations in order to minimize the non-zero profile
of the normal equations. Also, it is generally certain that the reduced normal equations
from the various blocks will have been formed with different orderings of the junction
block parameters xj. Thus, a re-ordering is required when combining the reduced normal

equations. How does this affect the partial Cholesky square root?

For the system of normal equations Nx = b, suppose that we wish to re-order the vector x
into the vector y such that y = Rx. Then R can be shown to be an identity matrix with its

rows re-ordered in the same way as are the elements of x. This Jacobian, R, is

orthogonal, so that RT = R . The re-ordering of the observation equations Ax - L = v
(which gave rise to the system of normal equations), gives

(ART)Rx-L = v. (6.1)

The corresponding re-ordered normal equations are then

(RHRT)Rx = Rb. (6.2)

This demonstrates that the ordering of the unknown parameters in the vector x is

arbitrary, and that the normal equations can be re-ordered, even after they have been
formed, which is useful for minimizing the non-zero profile of the normal equations.
Considering the Cholesky square root, we have

RNRT = (RL)(URT) = L*U*. (6.3)

Note that pre - multiplying by R interchanges rows, and post-multiplying by R A

interchanges columns. Thus, any such operation will generally yield a matrix that is no
longer triangular, and therefore general re-ordering of the Cholesky squarp root may not
meaningfully take place after it's computation. There is, however, an exception which
is very useful in the Helmert blocking process.

Partitioning the second factor of equation (6.3) with respect to the interior and
junction parameters gives

Uii*= UiiRii
1 + UijRji1 , (6.4)

"ij*= UiiRij
T

+ UijRjjT , (6.5)

uJi*
= uJJRJi

T
' C66)

"jj* =
"JJ«JJ

T
C6.7)

Since there is no external information for the interior parameters xi, we have no

requirement for re-ordering them. This means that Rn is the identity matrix, and thus

Rij and Rji are zero matrices. The partial Cholesky square root [Un Uij] has already

been computed during the elimination process, but the Cholesky root for the junction
parameters will not be computed until after their normal equation partition has been
re-ordered. Re-writing equations (6.4) to (6.7) with this information yields

Uii* = Uii, (6.8)

u i
J* " u i

J

RJJ
T

. C6.9)
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Uu* = 0. (6.10)

* TUjj =UJJRJJ C6-11)

We see from this that, since Ma is unaffected, and Ujj is computed after re-ordering

of the corresponding normal equation partition, we still have an upper triangular form.

We need to show that Ui j = UijRj j
T is a legitimate operation on the previously computed

partial root. Expanding equation (6.3) further shows that

NijRjjT = Uii
T
Uij*. (6.12)

Recalling that Nij = Uii
T
Uij, from equation (5.2), then

Uii
T«ijRjjT = "ii

T
"i

j".

and pre-multiplying both sides by (Uii
T
)
_1

, since Un is non-singular, yields

UijRjj
T = Uij*. C6.13)

as required.

Thus, the previously computed partial Cholesky square root may indeed be used provided
that the further re-ordering of the junction parameters xj by Rjj is taken into account,

so that the partial root becomes

[Uii UijRjj1 ]. (6.14)

We saw from equation (6.2) that the vector of constant terms from the normal equations
requires re-ordering also. But what about the forward solution vector d ? Recall from

equations (4.4) and (4.5) that d = Ux = L
-1

b. Introducing the re-ordering Jacobian, R,

and recalling that RT = R"1 , we get

d = (URT)Rx = (RL)
_1

Rb. (6.15)

Thus d is independent of the ordering of the unknown parameters.

7. THE CHOLESKY ROOT FOR A HELMERT BLOCKING SYSTEM

In the development presented in the previous section, we used the simple example of a

system of two elementary blocks. We assumed that we could add their reduced normal
equations together directly to form the junction block normal equations after a simple
reordering of the junction parameters. In the more general case, there will be a

difference not only in the ordering of parameters between the reduced normal equations
being combined, but there will also be some junction block parameters not contained in

all contributing blocks. This situation is shown diagrammatical ly in Figure 5.

The theoretical approach (as opposed to practical implementation) to managing this
disparity involves augmenting the junction parameter vector of each individual block to

include all other parameters of the complete junction block. The corresponding normal
equation coefficient matrix (of the reduced normal equations) is similarly (but again
theoretically) extended to include zero coefficients for these extra parameters, as

shown in Figure 6. The temporary singularity of this matrix is not a problem, since
contributions to these coefficients will come from other blocks - at this or some higher
level - before any solution or inversion is attempted.

The situation is now the same as in our previous discussion, and a reordering matrix can
be defined to make each individual reduced normal equation ordering identical to the
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junction block ordering. We can also generalize the notation of the reordering matrix

Rjj to be RPt q , which reorders the augmented junction parameter vector of contributing

block p into the order of the parameter vector of junction block q.

Recall also from the example in Figure 2, that further subdivision and re-ordering of the

elementary block junction parameters will take place as each junction block has it s

interior parameters eliminated. This takes place as we work our way up the blocking

strategy However, full knowledge of these details is not available when the lower level

elimination takes place. Thus, the normal equation coefficients and the partial

Cholesky root computed during elimination have all of their junction parameter

coefficients in a single group. The separation comes about by the successive

re-ordering of each junction block.

Consider block 1 in Figure 2 as an example. It's junction parameters are contained as

interior parameters in blocks 9, 11, and 13. Thus, it's normal equations contribution

eventually becomes

[»*h = Rll.13 R9.H R1.9 Ml RL9
T R9.U

T RU.13
T

-
C71)

From equations (6.3) and (6.14). we can see that the partial Cholesky root can be

re-ordered. It becomes

[Ul.l "1.9 "1.11 "1,13]
C7 - 2)

Thus, each partial Cholesky root computed during the elimination process can be saved

and re-ordered. The combination of all such roots yields a complete Cholesky root for

the entire system, as shown in Figure 7. It's block profile is identical to that of the

original normal equations. This root may then be used to compute the inverse of the

normal equation coefficient matrix for use in post adjustment statistical analyses.

8. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that, during a Helmert block adjustment using the Cholesky computational

method, a general re-ordering of the partial Cholesky roots is not Possible But the

specific re-ordering necessary in order that the accumulated components of the Cholesky

root can be used to form the entire root, is indeed possible and very useful.

The computer implementation of the method will use "pointer vectors" which can be

re-ordered; the storage locations of the actual Cholesky root components will not change

throughout the adjustment process. Therefore, re-ordering matrices are not actually

used in the computations.

We propose to employ the methods outlined in this paper in the upcoming readjustment

computations after thorough testing of their computer implementation has been carried

out.
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A SUMMARY OF SURVEY CONDITIONS ENCOUNTERED BY NGS

Lloyd C. Huff

Office of Charting and Geodetic Services
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

Rockville, MD 20852

ABSTRACT. Temperature gradients, sight lengths and height
differences, encountered at setups on over 25,000 sections
representing modern first order leveling performed by NGS,

have been analyzed. These analyses were part of an

engineering study associated with the design, development
and testing of a Rapid Precision Leveling System (RPLS).
The statistical distribution of sight lengths, stratified by

temperature gradient and height difference, are presented.
In these presentations, one can easily discern the effects
of both NGS survey policy and survey practice. The
distribution of section lengths between bench marks on lines
in the U.S. National Geodetic Vertical Network is discussed.
The monument separation distribution is shown to be
dominated by two most frequent lengths, one around 1600 m
and the other less than 50 m. The frequency of occurrence
for the former is about half of that for the latter. The
monument separation distribution is shown to have a marked
effect on the predicted survey production rates for the
RPLS. An analysis of temperature measurements from
successive setups confirms that the variability in

temperature measured at 0.3 m above the ground significantly
exceeds the variability in temperatures measured at 1.3 m.

Furthermore based on the differences in gradients at
successive setups one is led to the conclusion that on sight
lengths which the RPLS must use in order to achieve high
production rates, directional differences in refraction may
be a significant contributor to random leveling errors.

INTRODUCTION

Given an instrumentation suite intended for vertical leveling one proceeds

to devise survey methods which will optimize the quality of the results and

maximize productivity, subject to constraints imposed by the physical working

environment. This has surely been the experience of the National Geodetic Survey

as it has made several upgrades in instrumentation from the Fisher Spirit Level,

to the Jenoptik NI002 which is currently being employed in the NGS motorized

leveling operations. With our improved understanding and appreciation for the

mechanisms thru which mean refraction and thermal turbulence can negatively

impact survey operations, it is only reasonable that prior to designing new
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instrumentation one must be mindful of the anticipated working environments.

With an eye toward using the history of past NGS surveys as a prologue to further

conditions, I have conducted an investigation into the physical environmental

conditions under which NGS has conducted post 1974 first order leveling.

It was hoped the study would specifically illustrate how thermal turbulence and

steep terrain were impacting the operation of present instrumentation by causing

sight distances to the shortened. Before presenting details from that study, I

must say that the study was limited because it was found that NGS survey

operations were often dominated by practices and policies instead of by

environmental factors. However, I should be quick to point out that those

practices and policies have themselves evolved to allow high quality standards to

be met with the present instrumentation suite which is prone to systematic and

random errors whose root causes are generally the operating environment.

DISCUSSION

The NGS has considerable experience with measuring air temperature for use

in determining corrections for refraction. Air temperatures are measured with a

resolution of 0.1°F using two thermistor probes located at 0.3 and 1.3 m above

the ground. The probes are shielded from direct insolation heating and aspirated

by small fan motors which draw air horizontally. The nature of the survey

operation and the temperature sampling is such that successive temperature

measurements along a section are separated in time on the order of minutes and in

space on the order of a hundred meters.

A summary of the upper (1.3m) and lower (0.3m) temperature data from

numerous sections indicated that the variance of the latter is 1.34°C 2 while the

variance of the former is only 0.75°C2. jhis significant difference in variance

makes sense when one considers that insolation heats the surface of the ground

and then an upward flux of temperature warms the overlying air mass. Further

above the surface, the air temperature is less controlled by the thermal

characteristics of the local underlying surfaces and short term fluctuations of

insolation. Generally air temperature becomes more uniform and thermal

turbulence decreases as the level above the ground increases.
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Employing the same set of upper and lower temperature data to evaluate the

gradient, one determines that the variance in thermal gradient along those same

sections was 0.53°C 2/m 2
. Consequently one finds that 75% of the variance in

temperatures along the sections is common mode between the two measurement

levels. This high value of common mode variance is probably why NGS can

successfully correct for refraction by using the average of the gradients

observed at each instrument station on a section to compute the refraction

correction for that section (Holdahl 1981).

These temperature data were also combined in various ways to compute the

variances contained in the difference between temperature gradients observed on

various setup separations. Table 1 presents the results of this analysis. With

this analysis it is not possible to distinguish temporal factors in thermal

gradients from spatial factors in thermal gradients. The values of 0.3 and 0.5

suggested by Brunner (1974) for the differences in refraction coefficients

between foresights and backsights associated respectively with simultaneous

reciprocal and (nonsimultaneous) reciprocal zenith distance observations would

indicate that approximately one-third of the variance in temperature gradients is

of spatial origin and two-thirds is of temporal origin. One can, however,

clearly see that the common mode is high and that the random component is large

compared to the effect of the data having been sampled with a 0.1°F (5/90°C)

resolution.

Table 1

Separation Variance in

in setup difference of gradient (°C/m) 2

1 0.26

2 0.31

3 0.32

4 0.34

5 0.35
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We understand that refraction can displace a line of sight and that the

displacement is proportional to the magnitude of the refractive gradient and to

the square of the sight length. Therefore refractive errors tend to be magnified

on long sight lengths. When thermal gradients become large one is also likely to

encounter thermal turbulence which results in image dance and imprecise rod

readings. A bivariate analysis of observed temperature gradients and setup

length was constructed to determine if it could be shown that the sight distances

were regularly being shortened in order that the quality of survey could be

maintained as thermal gradients increased and the potential for observing errors

consequently increased. Figure 1 presents the bivariate distribution of

temperature gradient and setup length. Temperature gradient was computed by

subtracting the upper level temperature measurement from the lower level

temperature measurement. Looking first at the solid curves, one can determine

the 10, 50, and 90 cumulative percentiles of setup lengths which were employed

under conditions of various temperature gradients. For example, of all

Temperature Gradient (°C/m)
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Figure 1. Bivariate Distributions of Temperature Gradient and Setup Length
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the cases when the thermal gradient was l°C/m, 10% of the setup lengths were

40m or less, 50% of the setup lengths were 100m or less and 90% of the setup

lengths were less than 120m. Using the dashed lines is a similar manner, one can

determine the cumulative percentiles of the temperature gradients which were

present when any given setup length was employed. The cumulative percentiles of

setup lengths (solid line) is greatly skewed as a result of the 50 and 60 meter

limitations on allowable sight distances for first order class I and class II,

respectively. It would appear that when the temperature gradient exceeds 2°C/m

that there is a tendency to reduce the setup distance. This was likely in

response to image dance (a result of thermal turbulence) causing difficulty in

obtaining precise rod readings. The location of the 90% dashed line however

indicates that this problem is serious less than ten percent of the time. The

knee in the 50% solid curve which occurs at 0°C gradient is quite pronounced.

This knee along with the bulge in the 10% solid curve was probably in response to

long period shimmer (which occurs in a neutral or stable atmosphere) causing

difficulty in obtaining precise rod readings. This implies that some of the NGS

observations made under negative temperature gradients may have been

significantly and unpredictably affected by unnoticed long period shimmer.

Sufficient winds may allow precise surveying to still be carried out under

conditions of negative temperature gradient but such operations are ill advised.

It is also possible that some of the near zero temperature gradients were

associated with intermittences in the normal turbulent field, where "thermal

chimneys" allow rapid upward movement of large volumes of heated air.

Thermal conditions are but one of the reasons most often cited for short

sight lengths and low production rates. Slope of the local terrain can also

certainly have an negative impact. Especially so, when one considers the fixed

lengths of rods and a restriction against sight lines which come within 0.5m of

the ground. At this symposium, J-M. Becker of the National Land Survey of Sweden

has reported that by increasing the levelling staff employed in their fully

motorized levelling technique to a length of 3.5 m and restricting sight lines

to greater than 0.7 m above the ground, productivity was significantly increased

and the effects of refraction and shimmer were almost totally eliminated.

One might expect to see a notable signature in the bivariate analysis of

observed delta h's and setup lengths illustrated in Figure 2. In this figure the

solid curves are the cumulative percentiles of setup lengths for the various

delta h's and the dashed curves are the cumulative percentiles of delta h for the
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various setup lengths. Here one notes that the 10% and 50% solid curves

generally decreased with increasing delta h, as does the 90% solid curve once it

moves back from the mandated maximum of 120m. In the dashed curves one sees an

possible artifact of NGS policies and practices. The tendency for the 10% dashed

curve to peak at 30m, quite likely results from the requirement to have a even

number of setups per section. The peak in the 50% dashed curve probably

expresses a genuine slope limitation in combination with the even setup

requirement. The majority of the 90% dashed curve is potentially limited by rod

length.
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Figure 2. Bivariate Distributions of Observed Delta h and Setup Length

The Rapid Precision Leveling System (RPLS) is intended to increase surveying

productivity. In part this is to be achieved by increasing sight lengths.

Increasing sight length can itself be broken into two separate problems. First

to be sure that the RPLS error budget is compatible with high order leveling.

Most of the potential factors contributing to the RPLS error budget increase with

sight length. The second part of the problem is to be sure that long expanses of

clear unobstructed space are present between monuments. This is most often
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couched as if only the rise and fall of the terrain need be considered. There

are however, also curves in the roadways to be considered, but more importantly,

"How widely separated are the monuments?". Monument separation, as such, is not

a part of the NGS data base, but section lengths can be determined by summing the

stadia distances of all observations between monuments. Figure 3 illustrates the

percent density of NGS section lengths which occur in a 50 meter interval

centered around lengths from 0.025 to 2.5 km. The median section length is about

1 km, but by far the most densely populated intervals are near zero. This heavy

concentration is composed of some short spurs, clusters around tide or water

level stations and triangulation stations, but is almost totally dominated by

monuments whose original purpose was to document and preserve horizontal

position. Nevertheless, these "horizontal" monuments have become part of the

vertical network and consistent with present NGS policies and practices, will be

maintained as part of the vertical network.
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Figure 3. Density Function for Monument Separation
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A productivity model for the RPLS has been developed which takes into

consideration vehicle speed, measurement time for running the level line,

measurement time for getting on/off a bench mark and sight length. If all

monuments were at a uniform separation of 1.6 km. then the productivity in

kilometers per surveyor hour would approach an upper limit independent of sight

length. This is illustrated in Figure 4 with an assumed vehicle speed of 12

km/hr. The upper limit is approached as time becomes principally devoted to

moving the vehicle forward. In the case of a three vehicle operation the upper

limit of productivity is reached more rapidly than in the case of a two vehicle

operation. If however the RPLS productivity model uses the actual section

lengths between monuments, then the RPLS production on a 6-hour working day would

drop by two to four kilometers per day.

Under typical NGS survey conditions a He-Ne 632 nm laser beam propagating

under various thermal gradients would be displaced from its initial elevation.

Figure 5, with its family of curves for different temperature gradients, is not
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Figure 4. Rapid Precision Leveling System Productivity
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new but is presented to serve as a backdrop to point up possible impacts of

non-uniform temperature gradients along the sight line. The median temperature

gradient encountered by NGS is 0.75 °C/m. Due to the typical shape of mean

temperature profiles in the first few meters above the surface and the fact that

the probes used to obtain these NGS temperature data are at heights of 0.3 and

1.3 m, the variance in gradients at 2.5 m, where the RPLS might work, could be

reduced to only three-eighths of those listed in Table 1 and the median gradient

could be reduced to 0.5 °C/m. Considering 0.3 °C/m to represent the typical

difference in thermal gradients at the two ends of a sight line whose length

might be 100 to 300 meters, one might get a handle on the potential impact of

non-uniform thermal gradients. One can not be sure of the manner in which the

gradient behaved between data points, but the worse case would probably be if the

gradient changed as a step function close to one end of the sight line. At 250

meters, in this worse case, the sight line from one end might be displaced by 5

250J

Displacement (mm)
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Figure 5. Sight Line Displacement Due to Refraction
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or 30 mm depending on which end of the sight line the step function in gradient

has occurred. Uncertainty of this magnitude would prevent simultaneous

reciprocal observations from being first order.

SUMMARY

In the start of this paper it was indicated that one must be mindful of the

physical working environment when designing a new instrumentation suite because

once new instrumentation exists the only freedom one is likely to have is to

adapt its use to the environment. The material presented in this paper indicates

that some existing NGS survey methods might not allow even the present

instrumentation to be utilized for production rates as large as might be achieved

and still meet the standards for high order work. This study of NGS physical

environmental conditions has shown that large simultaneous differences in

temperatures and temperature gradients can exist between local points whose

separations are comparable to the sight lengths which the RPLS must employ to

achieve greater productivity. Therefore, this fact must be considered when

designing the RPLS or other new instrumentation.
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ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY FOR A NEW PRECISE
LEVELLING ROD
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ABSTRACT. A new precise levelling rod has been developed.
To avoid systematic effects in levelling caused by inex-
act graduation of the invar tape, a new technique to pro-
duce precise graduations has been installed. While the

invar tape is moved to the desired position using a laser
interferometer and a control device the graduation line is

marked by using a pulsed gas laser with high energy in a

very short time. The calibration demonstrates the excel-
lent precision of the new graduation. The line corrections
are better than +-5 microns for the total graduation. A
further advantage of the new technique is the fact that
any line distance and any contour of line is possible. In

addition, a new rod frame was designed. The cross-section
of the aluminium-frame is selected to minimize the sag of

the rod, and the spring tension is reduced to minimize
the influence of temperature-produced extension of the
frame on the invar tape.

INTRODUCTION

To prevent systematic errors in precise levelling caused by the rod, the

surveying engineer has to calibrate the graduation of the rod because the

scale of the levelling net results from graduation of the invar tape. The
author has shown that it is rarely suffficient to determine the "average"
or "mean rod metre". Instead, line corrections of every graduation line -

relative to the zero point of the rod - ought to be determined and used to

correct the measured values (SCHLEMMER 1975). Thus new comparators with mo-
dern measuring equipment for the calibration of levelling rods were devel-
oped. The calibration is now carried out automatically with the aid of a

photoelectric microscop and a laser-interferometer. By the new procedure of

calibration it was not only possible to determine the position of every in-
dividual line, but also for the first time we got an information about the
quality of a graduation. On the other hand we obtained indirectly a re-
ference to the manufacturing methods of the invar tapes.

THE EXISTING MANUFACTURING METHODS

The results of the calibration of many rods (more than 100) from different
manufacturing firms indicate that there are two various techniques to pro-
duce the graduations:
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The stencil technique

The invar tape is fastened to the bottom end and pulled with a spring on
the upper end with the same energy as later in the frame. The graduation is

added to the invar tape, which is furnished with a light first coat of
paint, with the aid of a invar stencil. After the stencil is placed on top
of the tape, black paint is sprayed for marking the graduation. Stencils
of different length are used. If a 3m long stencil is used, scale correc-
tions amount to about +-20... 30 microns and their distributions are not
random. Some manufacturers apply a lm or 0.5m long stencil. In such gradua-
tions discontinuities growing up to 80 microns occur at the points where
the stencil coincides .The problems concerning these discontinuities are
pointed out in (SCHLEMMER 1978). A further problem of this technique is

caused by cleaning the stencil from residual paint being necessary again
and again. Caused by the cleaning the position of the lines of the stencil -

and simultaneously the scale corrections of the graduation - vary.

The profile milling technique

The lines of the graduation are produced using a milling machine. A white
plastic coating on the invar tape is milled of, until the black first coat
of painting appears. The feed of such a milling machine is in general 1

metre. This means the tape must be clamped three times. The spindle has a

distinct error over the feed of 1 metre. This periodical error of the
spindle will be reproduced in the graduation. Therefore we must expect ma-
ximum errors of the lines of +-50 microns. Moreover, the milling technique
needs a thick white plastic coating on the invar tape, causing great pro-
blems connected with the thermal coefficient of expansion of the rod.

THE NEW TECHNIQUE

To determine line corrections of every graduation line and, if necessary,
to correct the measured values requires more time and effort compared with
the determination of the mean rod metre. Of course, time and effort can be

reduced by using modern calibration equipments in the laboratory and micro-
computers for data collection in the field, but the risk of errors or con-
fusions remains. It was already during the development of the new laser in-

terference comparator for the calibration when the idea arised: if we are
able to measure the position of every line with such a high accuracy, why
not produce the lines by this technique. The problem of this technique is

not the determination of the position of the line - the laser interferome-
ter measures very precise values - but marking the line onto the invar tape.

Two alternative techniques for marking the graduation are imaginable:

- the static technique
- the dynamic technique

The static technique

The invar tape on which the lines are to be marked is moved to the desired
position by the aid of the laser interferometer equipment using a control
device. There it is stopped and the line of the graduation is marked with
the conventional spray painting or milling technique. It will be however,
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very difficult to stop and to hold the complete graduation including the
shunting installation with the required accuracy of ^ 1 micron. Furthermore
the operating time to produce a complete graduation with this technique
will be very long, so that this alternative is inapplicable.

The dynamic technique

The invar tape is moved with a constant velocity and the movement is con-
trolled by the interferometer. When the required position is reached, the

line is marked immediately without stopping the tape and the shunting in-

stallation. If the tape is moved with a velocity of 5 mm/s and an accuracy
of < 1 micron is aimed at the process, the marking must be finished within
0.2 ms . That is why the conventional techniques to mark the lines by spray
painting or milling are not practicable. The problem is solved by using a

high energy pulsed gas laser to mark the lines in a very short time

(^ 1 microsecond). The gas laser is composed of the laser unit, the beam
steering modules, the mask holder module and the focusing module. The pro-
cess of marking a line is accomplished by a single pulse of energy from the
laser. The desired contour of the line is figured in a pattern which is

fixed in the mask holder module. The burst of the infrared energy from the
laser is transmitted through the mask, forming the required image. This
image is then reduced in size by projecting through an objective onto the
surface of the invar tape. The invar tape is lacquered with a black subsur-
face and a light (white or yellow) coat of lacquer. The burst of energy
from the laser removes the coated surface, exposing the contrasting black
subsurface. The Figure 1 shows a general view and a block diagram of the
equipment. The invar tape on which the graduation is to be marked is moved
on a shunting installation with constant velocity. The motion is measured
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FIGURE 1: General view and block diagram of the equipment
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by an interferometer and represented in the counter. The computer precalcu-
lates the position of the next line and the comparator compares continuously
the information coming from the interferometer, i.e. the instantaneous po-

sition of the invar tape, and the information from the computer, i.e. the

required position of the next line. If both informations are equal, the

comparator generates a trigger input for the gas laser, and the line is

marked immediately. The computer precalculates once more the position of the

next line and the procedure is repeated until the whole graduation is burned
up automatically.

RESULTS OF CALIBRATION

leve 1 1 ing rod Nestle&Fisc her, 1Dornstett en(FRG) I

standard of length Hew lett Packard HP 5526A
mi croscope photoelectr i c (KA)
supporting points 2 (Bessel points)
temperature 21°. 5 C

1 ine error ] I ine error 1 ine error I

m mm m mm m mm I

0.00 0.000 ]L . 00 0.003 2.00 -0.001 I

0.05 0.003 ]L .05 0. 001 2.05 -0.000 I

0. 10 -0.002 ]L . 10 -0.002 2. 10 0.003 I

0. 15 -0.000 ]L . 15 -0. 001 2. 15 0.001 I

0.20 0.001 ]L .20 0.005 2.20 0.003 I

0.25 0.002 ]L .25 0. 003 2.25 0.000 I

0.30 0.002 ]L .30 0.001 2.30 -0.001 I

0.35 -0.001 ]L .35 -0.003 2.35 -0.002 I

0.40 -0.004 ]L .40 0. 003 2.40 -0.001 I

0.45 0.002 ]L .45 0.004 2.45 0.002 I

0. 50 0.000 ]L . 50 0. 001 2. 50 0.001 I

0. 55 0.001 ]L . 55 0.003 2. 55 0.004 I

0.60 0.003 ]L .60 0. 001 2.60 0.001 I

0.65 0.002 ]L .65 -0.004 2.65 0.003 I

0. 70 0.004 ]L . 70 0.000 2.70 0.001 I

0. 75 0.002 ]L . 75 0.000 2. 75 0.002 I

0.80 0.001 ] L .80 0.002 2.80 0.004 I

0.85 0.002 1 L .85 0. 000 2.85 0.000 I

0.90 0.003 ] L . 90 0.003 2.90 0.002 I

0.95 0.001 ]. .95 0.004 2. 95 0.003 I

mean rod metre 1 m + .001 mm
mean 1 ine correct i c>n + -

. 003 mm
coefficient of expansion : + 1 1 ppm/°C I

Table 1: Results of Calibration
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Table 1 shows the result of a calibration of the graduation produced by the

new technique. The calibration was carried out using a laser interferometer
and a photoelectric microscope. The line corrections are within the limits
of +- 5 microns for the 3 m long graduation. If we take into account that

the standard error of the calibration is about +- 2... 3 microns, the maxi-
mum error in placing the graduation lines according to the new method is

approximately +- 3 microns. This means an excellent quality of the new
graduation. Also the microscopic inspection of the lines (sharpness of edge

and contrast) shows a very good result. The quality of the shape of lines
is much better compared to spray painted or milled lines.

A further advantage of the new technique is that any line separation
(2.54 mm, 5 mm, 5.08 mm, 10 mm ...) can be produced. Furthermore, the pro-
duction of nearly any contour of line is possible too. This is easily done
by exchanging the mask in the gas laser's course of beam. Every user is able
to find out the best contour for his range of application and after con-
structing a corresponding pattern for the mask, the manufactory produces
the optional graduation.

Finally, it will not be necessary to calibrate this new graduation line by
line. The surveying engineer only has to check the scale of the invar rods.

Line corrections of every graduation line may be completely disregarded in

the interpretation of the measuring results.

THE ROD FRAME

Gottwald and Witte (GOTTWALD, WITTE 1983) demonstrated that, in horizontal
position, the frames of the levelling rods and with them the invar tape sag
considerably. They measured different amounts of sag or deformations of the
invar tape (from 0.5 mm up to 4 mm), which depend on the type of the rod and
the way it is supported. Furthermore, they show that the large amount of sag
can influence the calibration results of levelling rods in horizontal posi-
tion.

To avoid this sag or deformation of the frame and the invar tape, the manu-
facturer designed a new rod frame. The material of the frame is not any
longer wood but aluminium. This material prevents the influence of the hu-
midity on the rod, which was a great problem concerning the wooden frames.
The cross-section of the new aluminium-frame is specially selected to mini-
mize the sag of the rod. Further, the invar tape is no longer supported in

fixed points in the frame but it is guided in a groove reaching from top
to bottom of the rod. To check the alignement of the new rod in horizontal
position, a measuring device using the autocollimation was installed. The
device consists of an autocollimating telescope (f = 200 mm) and an auto-
collimation surface mirror. The mirror is moved over the invar tape of the
rod and the angular difference between the collimator axis and the normal
of the mirror are measured continuouesly observing the image of the illumi-
nated measuring mark in the focal plane of the autocollimator . The resolving
power of the measuring device determining the sag of invar tape is about
5 microns. Table 2 shows results for the sag of invar tape for different
supporting points.
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supporting points sag

m mm

bottom center top

0.2 2.9 0.00 -0.15 0.05

0.6 2.3 -0.05 0.10 0.00
(Bessel points)

1.1 1.9 -0.10 0.15 -0.05

Table 2 Sag of the invar tape for different supporting points of the frame

THE THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT

Because of the great thermal expansion coefficient of the rod frame mate-
rial (22.5 ppm/°C) we have to take precautions that temperature-produced
extension of the frame is not transmitted to the invar tape. The spring
tension is reduced from 100 N to 10 N to minimize this effect.

To know the thermal expansion coefficient with sufficient accuracy, the new
rod had been investigated in an environmental chamber over the temperature
range from -20°C up to +40°C. The standard of length was a laser interfero-
meter and the horizontal spotting was executed with an optical microscope.
The result of repeated determinations of real rod expansion was:

= +1.1 ppm/°C +-0.2 ppm/°C

The coefficient /3 characterizes the expansion not only of the invar tape
but of the rod as a whole. In order to correct levelling measurements we
need to know the coefficient /3 and the real temperature of the invar tape
in the field (ZIPPELT 1983).
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